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dark-grey areas: Municipalities, situated on the eastern slopes of the cordillera central, largely or
entirely made up of Nasa (Páez) resguardos of colonial origin (Spanish royal titles obtained between 1667-1708); the municipalities Belalcázar and Inzá (eastern slope) together are referred to as
Tierradentro, which is considered the heartland of the Nasa; although the Nasa in Silvia occupy the
major part of the municipal territory, they are easily outnumbered by their Guambiano neighbors
grey areas: Municipalities made up to a considerable extent of (colonial) Nasa resguardos; while
the Nasa in Morales live at quite a distance from the Tierradentro heartland, their resguardos were
already established in the late colonial period.
light grey areas: Municipalities including one or several small Nasa resguardos, most of which were
constituted recently – except with the exception of those located in Totoro
other areas: Other, more isolated (migrant) Nasa communities, sometimes living in newly created
resguardos, can be found in some of the western municipalities of Cauca, in Huila and Tolima, and
in the “piedemonte amazonico” area of Caqueta and Putumayo.
Source: Muñoz/Soscué 2001
(Illustration/reproduction: R. van Dorst)
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Introduction
1.1 Indigenous resurgence, politics of recognition,
and neoliberal multiculturalism

Reawakening of the Indians
In the early 1970s, Latin America witnessed a remarkable resurgence of ethic
awareness and hence activism among indigenous peoples – or as some have
labeled it “indigenous cultural-political militancy” (Hale 1997: 11).
Indigenous communities in the Andes and in Central America – with a long
history of contact with the society around them – rebelled against governments’
“indigenist policies” aimed at modernizing the “underdeveloped” indigenous
people in rural areas and integrating them into “mainstream society” by offering schooling, agrarian/rural development and market access (Stavenhagen
1992, 1994). Some indigenous communities had already started in the 1960s
to organize themselves in an isolated and fragmented manner, using preexisting (local) organizational networks, but the early 1970s saw the rise of the ﬁrst
regional indigenous federations that called for recognition of indigenous people’s right to both land that was still under their control and land that had been
seized over the centuries, bilingual education, and development that respected
the indigenous cultural identity. The Consejo Regional Indígena del Cauca
(cric, founded in 1971) in Colombia, the Movimiento Tupaj Katari (1972) in
Bolivia, and Ecuarunari (1973) in Ecuador – the full name of the latter organization, Ecuarunapac Riccharimui, translates as “awakening of the Ecuadorian
Indians” (Zamosc 1994: 47) – are some of the ﬁrst examples of these new indigenous organizations (Bonfíl 1981; Van Cott 1994).
The resurgence of highland indigenous activism was related to land reform
programs in the 1950s through the 1970s1 that had severed old patron-client
relations in the countryside, generated more mobility between rural and urban
1.

In the Andes region: Bolivia 1953, Colombia 1961, Ecuador 1964 and 1973, and Peru 1968.
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areas, and offered indigenous communities, usually within peasant organizations and unions, an institutional niche for new forms of organization (Zamosc
1994; Yashar 1998; see also Albó 2002; Pallares 2002). Paradoxically, the development of the indigenous organizations was also to a signiﬁcant extent
promoted by integrationist educational programs that had led to the birth of
a generation of indigenous intellectuals who formulated a new and appealing
discourse of “Indianism” (Varese 1996; Assies 2000). Around that same time,
indigenous groups in the tropical lowlands, particularly in the Amazon region
– who up until then had lived in relative isolation from national society – started
to rebel against government-stimulated agrarian colonization and the expansion of extractive economic activities (logging, mining, and oil extraction) (e.g.
Davis 1977). With support from concerned anthropologists, jurists, and missionaries, these communities set up their own indigenous organizations in the
1970s and 80s, with the initial aim of achieving the “titling of indigenous territories” (Ramos 1982; Davis & Wali 1993; Smith 1994).2
The struggle of indigenous communities and organizations was met with
a lot of sympathy and support on both the national and the international level.
This struggle was ﬁrst of all inspired by changes within the Catholic Church,
which in the early 1960s had expressed a “preferential option for the poor” and
the subsequent rise of Liberation Theology. Jesuits, Maryknoll priests, and
Salesians helped indigenous groups organize themselves and provided ﬁnancial support (Langer 2003). In 1971, the World Council of Churches sponsored
the Symposium of Barbados at which a group of – mainly Latin American –
anthropologists declared themselves in favor of an “activist anthropology”
that serves the “liberation of the Indians” (Bartolomé et al. 1971; Varese 1997).
Other anthropologists in Europe and America became involved in indigenous
advocacy organizations (e.g. iwgia and Cultural Survival) that successfully
denounced abuses against indigenous peoples and played a key role in the
promotion of meetings between indigenous leaders (Wright 1988). The international conference about discrimination against indigenous populations,
organized by the United Nations in 1977 and that led to the setting up of the
un Working Group on Indigenous Populations (wgip) in 1982, also played
an important role in the development of an international indigenous rights
movement and the forging of networks between indigenous leaders and nongovernmental organizations (Van Cott 1994).3
2. The Federación de Centros Shuar in Ecuador, created around 1964 with the support of the Salesian
mission, was a pioneer among lowland indigenous organizations (Salazar 1977; Bonfíl 1981).
3. In the 1970s, indigenous leaders with the help of their allies congregated at numerous national and international meetings that were held to “deﬁne and sharpen the new ideology and praxis
of the indigenous movement” (Wright 1988: 375). Besides various national gatherings – in: Silvia,
Colombia, 1973; Pátzcuaro, Mexico, 1975; La Paz, Bolivia, 1975; Conocoto, Ecuador, 1977 – some
of the more important international conferences were: the 1975 Port Alberni Conference (Canada),
that created the World Council of Indigenous Peoples; the 1977 First International Indigenous
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In the 1980s, the number of indigenous organizations increased rapidly and
continued to develop, spurred by new macro-political and economic developments. A general political liberalization (i.e. democratization) – in some
countries, the fall of authoritarian regimes –gave the indigenous organizations more freedom to organize themselves. Meanwhile, an economic crisis
prompted Latin American governments to close down established rural development programs, and this closure constituted a threat to the viability of local
autonomy in that the Andean communities no longer had access to state funds
(e.g. special credits and subsidies for peasants) (Yashar 1998). Furthermore, a
weakening of peasant organizations and a reevaluation of traditional leftist
class ideologies resulted in indigenous groupings organizing themselves more
explicitly than before around their own distinct ethnicity, adopting a “peoplehood” policy (Assies 2000; see also Rappaport 2003) – a signiﬁcant change
characterized as a “shift from campesinismo to indianismo” by Pallares (2002: 1415). In the Amazon and in other lowland areas, the increasing exploitation of
natural resources – boosted by exigencies of debt servicing for national governments – caused an ongoing threat to the livelihood security of indigenous
communities. Faced with this situation, regional organizations saw themselves forced to link up with the transnational environmental movement, a
linkage that, in turn, led to a – not unproblematic – “greening” of indigenous
discourse (Brysk 1994).
Indigenous organizations in the 1990s and signs of recognition
In the early 1990s, several Latin American countries, particularly in the Andes
region, had to contend with an acute crisis of legitimacy and governability
caused by many years of political exclusion/oppression of certain groups in
society, corruption, and ﬂaring violence. Mobilizations by these civil society
organizations, that demanded inclusion and participation in national decision
making, convinced the political elites to start a radical, participative constitutional reform. Well-established indigenous organizations4 that had started to
formulate their demands in terms of so-called “ethnic citizenship” (de la Peña
1999: 23) – a legally sanctioned and protected space within the state in which
ethnic groups are able to maintain their distinct (differentiated) cultural idenConference of Central America (Panama); and, also in 1977, the Second Barbados Symposium
(Barbados). (For the conclusions of these conferences, see Colombres 1977 and Bonfíl 1981.)
4. In 1992, indigenous peoples in Latin America organized a massive counter-demonstration
to the “500 years of discovery” (500th anniversary of the arrival of Europeans in the Americas) of
Latin America (Quincentenary), which the indigenous peoples styled “500 years of resistance”. The
demonstration held in Quito, Ecuador, was well (and peacefully) organized and involved tens of
thousands of indigenous groups from several South and Central American countries and was generally considered by observers as a sign of the maturity of the international indigenous movement.
The preparations took place in several countries between 1987-1992, and the event is also considered as an impetus for the internationalization of the indigenous movement (Díaz-Polanco & Uggen
1992).
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tity and social organization5 – used this political opening and managed to exert
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on, and in some cases (Colombia, Ecuador) directly participate in, the constitutional reform process. In just a number of years, several
countries6 – ﬁrst Colombia, in 1991 – enacted new constitutions that characterized the national society as “pluricultural and multiethnic” and, to a varying
extent, acknowledged “collective land rights”, “ofﬁcial indigenous languages”,
“customary law”, and “traditional authorities”.7 The new constitutional texts
were at least partly inspired by Convention 169 of the International Labor
Organization (ilo) concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent
Countries of 1989 that provided clear international guidelines for indigenous autonomy or “internal self-determination”.8 This international juridical
instrument was ratiﬁed by these countries shortly before or after the constitutional reform, giving it the status of national legislation (Assies 2000; Van
Cott 2000a).9 The explicit recognition of cultural diversity constituted a radical break with the political ideal of the homogeneous nation-state and offered
previously marginalized, and ethnically distinct, communities hope of “a new
social pact involving a different relationship between indigenous peoples and
the state” (Sieder 2002: 4).
Several years later, this hope has been tempered as governments have
proven slow and reluctant in living up to the constitutional rights, and a large
gap remains between theory (law) and practice (reality). As recent scholarly
work has shown, this situation can in large part be explained by the uneasy and
contradictory relation between the recognition of indigenous rights and other
processes of state reform that have accompanied their implementation (e.g.
Assies et al. 2000; Sieder 2002). Although the recognition of cultural diversity is
in part the result of sustained struggles, indigenous peoples were not the only
political factors that led to state reform. Under pressure from the International
5. In the work of (Latin American) political scientists, “ethnic citizenship” is often equated with
“differentiated” or, more generally, “collective citizenship”: a form of citizenship that links individuals to the state through communities (Van Cott 2002: 46); a notion that is contrasted with
“neo-liberal citizenship”, a form of citizenship that links individuals to the state through the market
(Alvarez et al. 1998; Dagnino 2003: 219). With regard to indigenous peoples it is commonly argued
that, due to their historically marginalized position, their members can only exercise full citizenship
under a pluralist regime of law that recognizes not only equal rights but also different and collective
rights – i.e. as citizens of a country and as special citizens (e.g. Carlsen 2002: 7).
6. In the Andean countries: Colombia 1991, Peru 1993, Bolivia 1994, Ecuador 1998, and Venezuela
1999.
7. In Colombia and Ecuador, the new constitutions also grant speciﬁc collective rights, including
territorially, to black or Afro-Colombian/Ecuadorian communities.
8. In international law, a distinction is made between “external self-determination,” which would
involve secession and independence, and “internal self-determination,” which is restricted to the
right to autonomy or self-government within the boundaries of the State and under the latter’s sovereignty (Sousa Santos 2002: 321).
9. Most (13) Latin American countries have ratiﬁed ilo Convention 169; notable (but not the only)
exceptions are Panama and Nicaragua.
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Monetary Fund (imf) and the World Bank, the constitutional process was also
used to introduce neo-liberal economic and social policies. The promotion
of decentralization – part of the neo-liberal policy package – seemed to meet
indigenous peoples’ demands for greater participation and self-government. In
practice, however, recognition of traditional authority has often remained conﬁned to the lowest administrative level, while, nationally, indigenous peoples
continue to be excluded from meaningful participation in decision making on
public policy directly affecting them (Van Cott 2000a). At the same time, recognition of indigenous authority also implies the possible intrusion of the
State and its ideology into spaces that the indigenous communities had managed to reserve to themselves as a result of their past resistance efforts (Padilla
1996; Vasco 2002a). In the meantime, economic liberalization, privatization,
and the withdrawal of social investment programs from the countryside has
left indigenous communities and their fragile economies extremely vulnerable to the pressures and potentially disruptive inﬂuences of the free market and
global economy. To make matters worse, in some countries – most notably in
Colombia – the indigenous population continues to be caught in the crossﬁre
produced by new conﬁgurations of violence as a result of drug trafﬁcking and
protracted civil war between the military, guerrilla, and paramilitary groups
(Jackson 2002).
Activism under neo-liberalism
Increasingly frustrated with the inherent limits of state-led “neo-liberal
multiculturalism” (Hale 2004), indigenous organizations at the turn of the
twenty-ﬁrst century began to reevaluate the terms of their struggles, and developed new strategies of resistance and of fostering greater autonomy. In various
countries, indigenous organizations formed their own political parties – e.g.
MAS in Bolivia, Pachakutik in Ecuador, aico and asi in Colombia – and steadily
increased their representation in local, provincial and national governments,
indicating a clear “trend towards direct electoral participation by indigenous
movements” (Sieder 2005: 305). In this democratic process, constitutional recognition and ilo Convention 169 continue to be important referents for these
parties in the formulation of their own proposals to advance the fulﬁllment
of indigenous rights (Van Cott 2005). At the same time, indigenous organizations, identifying the neo-liberal model as their “nemesis” (Carlsen 2002),
have increasingly attempted to provide leverage for their political agendas by
mobilizing their constituencies (communities) to protest against perceived
destructive economic policies, new forms of exclusion, and violence. In these
mobilizations, or “uprisings”, indigenous leaders deploy reconﬁgured political imaginaries of a more democratic society, and with varying success try to
make alliances with other social sectors (i.e. labor, peasant, and urban popular organizations) and with a broader global justice movement (e.g. Postero &
15
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Zamosc 2004; Sousa Santos & Rodríguez-Garavito 2005; Speed & Sierra 2005).
The resurgence of indigenous activism in connection with the “recognition
of ethnic difference” has proven to be a rewarding academic research topic
for both anthropologists and political scientists (Sieder 2005: 301), in which
roughly two broad ﬁelds of attention can be identiﬁed. Studies by anthropologists and “scholars of new social movements” – both indigenous and
non-indigenous – tend to focus on the development of indigenous movements
and observe how the demands of the indigenous organizations and communities develop dialectically in response to “different kinds of states and state
policies” (Sieder 2005: 301), particularly neo-liberal economic policies. Studies
based on this approach underline the diversity of indigenous movements in the
region and focus on “ethnic mobilization, indigenous leadership and identity
politics”. These studies have moved away from simplistic conventional polarities such as “modern vs. traditional” and “authentic vs. inauthentic” and show
that indigenous identities are “neither wholly modern nor traditional” due to
ongoing processes of cultural reformulation (Jackson & Warren 2005: 558).
Another approach, mainly adopted by political scientists, jurists, and legal
anthropologists, focuses on the political and legal-institutional implications
and challenges of the recognition of collective indigenous rights for existing
models of citizenship and institutional organization of states that now purport
to institutionalize forms of ofﬁcial political and legal pluralism (e.g. Hoekema
1999; see also Merry 1988, 1992). The conclusions of these studies point to still
existing inadequacies of political-institutional arrangements that are deemed
necessary between the State and indigenous populations – here the special
focus is on the delineation and reach of “traditional authority” and “indigenous
jurisdiction” (Van Cott 2000b; Sánchez Botero 2004) – and on redeﬁnitions of
forms of political representation and on territorial organization (e.g. Yrigoyen
2000; Stavenhagen 2002).
What both research movements have in common is that they concentrate primarily on national actors and processes. They hence risk diverting attention from
organizational processes that take place within local indigenous communities.
The relatively underrepresented studies/ethnographies that do focus on local
processes in the context of recognition of indigenous rights (e.g. Korovkin 2001;
Perreault 2003; Gow 2005) explore and answer questions concerning the ways
in which indigenous communities – as the constituent base of a broader movement – have been able to exploit the “transformational opportunities” for the
reorganization of existing practices of indigenous governance, and how changing communal institutions for their part inform notions of identity and provide
the basis for new indigenous mobilizations. The study described in this thesis –
a case-study of the Nasa (Páez) people in a self governing indigenous territory in
South-Western Colombia – follows on from these studies and aims to make an
additional contribution towards gaining more insight into the questions posed.
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1.2 Indigenous autonomy
Normative precepts on self-determination and autonomy
Since the indigenous resurgence in the 1970s, indigenous organizations and
communities have always emphasized that they have a claim to “self-determination”, in the sense that (so they say) they are, or will be, capable of making
their own choices and deﬁning their own future (Tennant 1994: 42). Or, as this
demand was expressed in the Declaration of Barbados (Bartolomé et al. 1971):
“the right to be and remain themselves, living according to their own customs
and moral order, free to develop their own culture”.10 According to international
law, they are entitled to this collective right of self-determination because they
“are distinct communities with historically based cultures, political institutions,
and entitlements to land” (Anaya 1996: 46). Given the fact that indigenous peoples are descendants of the original habitants of a region prior to colonization,
they claim self-determination as an inherent right, being original peoples. This
historical precedence is a characteristic that clearly distinguishes them from
other ethnic minorities (Sousa Santos 2002; Loukacheva 2005).
Latin American and other national governments continue to be very hesitant about formally recognizing the self-determination of indigenous peoples,
because in international law this right suggests separation and independent
statehood and hence constitutes a threat to the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of the nation-state. Indigenous movements, however, deny having
such aspirations and have repeatedly indicated that they seek internal selfdetermination, i.e. the exertion of self-determination within the national state
in which they live (Stavenhagen 1992: 436-437).
For diplomatic reasons, and to give the abstract notion of self-determination
a more practical interpretation, the claims made by indigenous communities
have increasingly started to focus, over time, on the – politically less sensitive –
concept of “autonomy”: the ability (and right) of political communities within
a larger state to regulate their own affairs, i.e. to enact their own legislation in
relation to internal and local affairs. For indigenous peoples in Latin America,
autonomy claims have always been intrinsically linked to territorial demands.
In view of their spiritual solidarity with traditional lands and their economic
dependence on their natural environment and resources, territorial rights are
a condition for the survival of indigenous cultures. Therefore, group control
over a deﬁned ancestral territory, understood as “jurisdictional space” (Zuñiga
1998: 145), is essential for indigenous autonomy. In the Latin American context,
“indigenous autonomy” is generally understood to mean: “a legal arrangement
10. In international covenants, the right to self-determination of peoples and nations has been
deﬁned as: “the right to freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development” (cf. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
[adopted in] 1966).
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that allows indigenous peoples to govern themselves, within a certain territory and to a speciﬁc extent, according to their own political and legal customs”
(Assies 1994: 46).
In discussions between juridical experts and indigenous movements, a number of essential operational features for indigenous territorial autonomy have
taken shape in recent years.11 For an autonomy regime to be truly meaningful
in terms of self-determination, a broad legislative competence must apply, so
that indigenous peoples can freely develop their institutions of autonomous
self-government as required, and in their own vision. Moreover, self-governing
indigenous communities need to have the opportunity to manage their own
ﬁnances, as well as state funds allocated to the territory and/or to the people
who live in it (i.e. they must have ﬁscal autonomy). Indigenous communities
must also be proportionally represented in a larger political structure, i.e. not
just in their own territorial unit, but also in the different power organs of the
national government; ﬁnally, they need to be protected and screened from any
form of discrimination in these organs (Bennagen 1992 in Assies 1994: 49; see
also Loukacheva 2005).
Territorial autonomy, being a normative regime based on the demands of
indigenous movements, is a system (institutional framework) in which indigenous communities can exert their right to self-determination. As Díaz-Polanco
(1997: 98) states: “Autonomy synthesizes and politically articulates the array
of demands advanced by ethnic groups [land, bilingual education, etc.]; therefore it can be said that autonomy is the fundamental demand”. According to
the indigenous organizations, a politico-territorial autonomy regime will fulﬁll their aspirations because it has a double effect: while it will enable them “to
control the development of their distinctive cultures, including their use of land
and natural resources”, it will also safeguard – after many years of isolation
and exclusion – their “effective participatory engagement in larger social and
political structures” (Anaya 1996: 110-112).12 So, in general, autonomy claims by
indigenous peoples should not be interpreted as a rejection or disapproval of
the societies around them; on the contrary, a growing number of indigenous
peoples have expressed the wish to engage more than before with, and integrate into, the national society, albeit on their own, mutually agreed, terms.

11. These criteria were framed as proposals in the Conclusions and Recommendations on
Indigenous Autonomy and Self-Government adopted by the un Meeting of Experts in Nuuk,
Greenland, in 1991 as part of the ongoing deliberations on the Draft Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples. The recommendations have no binding force but they feature some important
elements of indigenous autonomy (Loukacheva 2005: 14).
12.
Anaya (1996: 112) calls this the “dual thrust” of normative regimes of indigenous
autonomy/self-government.
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Latin American regimes of constitutional autonomy for indigenous peoples
Although in several countries legal space for the self-government claims of
indigenous peoples have been met to a rather limited degree through the recognition of indigenous lands and traditional authority in ordinary legislation or
decrees, until now, only ﬁve Latin American countries include a special autonomy regime in the constitution: Panama, Nicaragua, Colombia, Ecuador, and
Venezuela. Constitutional regimes are generally more durable arrangements and,
in comparison to most ordinary legislation, provide more latitude for autonomy.
However, the interpretation and reach of these constitutional regimes varies
enormously from country to country (Hoekema 1999; Assies 2005).
In some countries, such as Colombia (1991) and Panama (1972), self-government has been granted to speciﬁc ethnic communities in deﬁned ancestral
territories, resguardos and comarcas, respectively. Within these autonomous
territories, traditional and newly created, indigenous governing institutions
operate, and only members of indigenous communities are allowed to take
part in local government. In Nicaragua (1987), however, although a number
of speciﬁc indigenous rights are recognized, the autonomy regime for the
Atlantic coastal regions has been deﬁned in geographical rather than ethnic terms. Self-government is exerted through structures that are modeled on
established public bodies, within which none of the different – indigenous and
non-indigenous – ethnic groups has preferential rights, even though the borders of the autonomous regions have been set in such a way that the indigenous
groups are in the majority. The authorities of indigenous “communal authorities” have not yet been legally deﬁned (Ortega Hegg 2003: 27). In Ecuador
(1998), the constitution gives indigenous authorities a wide range of autonomous functions that must be carried out within ethnically deﬁned “territorial
circumscriptions”. However, these constitutional provisions have (up to now)
not been turned into executive legislation (Van Cott 2002). The same goes for
the autonomy stipulations in Venezuela’s new constitution (1999), which talks
about self-government in indigenous “habitats”.
With regard to territorial rights, the situation in Colombia and Panama is
such that the deﬁnition of the various indigenous jurisdictions fully coincides
with the formally recognized indigenous areas (in the resguardos and comarcas),
which have been deﬁned as collective, inalienable property. In both countries,
these territories cover a signiﬁcant part of the national territory (27.8% and
22.7%, respectively) (Sánchez & Arango 2002; Grünberg 2002). Land rights are
signiﬁcantly less protected in Nicaragua, where the central government has
reserved for itself the decision powers over natural resources in the autonomous regions (Grünberg 2002; Ortega Hegg 2003). It was not until 2002 that
a law for the recognition of indigenous land rights was enacted and, by 2004,
only 5% of the claims on the deﬁnition of community lands had been processed (Roldán 2004: 12). Before its new constitution, Ecuador had already
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legally recognized a signiﬁcant extension of indigenous lands; often however,
the titleholders of these lands are not legally deﬁned ethnic communities, but
individuals or other corporate groups such as cooperatives, centros and comunas.
For the time being it is unclear to what extent the indigenous jurisdictions (territorial circumscriptions) will coincide with these legalized lands. In Venezuela,
the situation is similar, but the government is discussing a bill that proposes
procedures for the establishment and regularization of indigenous lands and
habitats (Roldán 2004).
Concerning the other two functional aspects of autonomy regimes – proportional representation in the national government and ﬁscal autonomy – we
ﬁnd that indigenous peoples in Panama, Colombia, and Venezuela, in addition to an active right to vote, have reserved political representation in senate
or parliament (ﬁve, two, and three seats, respectively). For the time being, only
the regime in Colombia provides an arrangement for indigenous ﬁscal autonomy, in the sense that resguardos, within the framework of a program for
democratic decentralization, can dispose of a certain share of state resource
transfers to pay for public functions and development in accordance with their
own uses and customs. If we compare these actual, operative arrangements
for territorial autonomy in each country, it can be stated that Colombia “arguably has the most secure and coherent recognition of autonomy rights” in Latin
America to date (Van Cott 2002: 68).
Autonomy as a historical process
The recent and ongoing discussion about regimes of territorial-administrative
indigenous autonomy (Van Cott 2000a: 275) tends to downplay the historical
nature of indigenous movements in Latin America and their claims to recognition of autonomy. In fact, indigenous populations laid claims to cultural and
territorial autonomy long before the rise of indigenous movements in the 1970s
(cf. Korovkin 2001: 41). These historical claims can in most cases be traced back
to a development that had already started in the Spanish colonial era as far back
as the second half of the sixteenth century (cf. Nader 1989). In an attempt to
dam the growing power of the colonists and tighten their grip on the indigenous population, the Spanish Crown started – following the New Laws of 1542
– implementing a policy aimed at isolating the scattered indigenous population in the Andes and Central America from Spanish and mestizo-elements
by granting them, within marked out collective lands, some level of self-government, under the name of república de indios. In exchange for a guarantee
on land and protection against unbridled exploitation by the Spanish settlers,
communities, governed by native ofﬁcials – often surviving hereditary ethnic lords (caciques or curacas) – and supervised by royal ofﬁcials and the Church,
were forced to pay taxes to the Spanish Crown and provide periodical labor to
the colonial authorities and entrepreneurs (owners of haciendas and mines).
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Although the Spanish creation of the corporate community subordinated
indigenous populations to the colonial economy and power structure, it also
offered them a certain margin for the self-regulation of their internal affairs.
This policy was implemented everywhere in the Spanish empire, but the “semiautonomous village communities” became known in different areas under
different names (comuna, resguardo, ayllu-reducción), and were to be marked
by their own speciﬁc historical development (e.g. Wolf 1959; González 1979;
Murra 1984a).
Although many Indians from the isolated lowlands managed to avoid the
grip of the colonial system for several centuries, the highland Indians were
forced to defend their limited autonomy throughout the centuries tooth and
nail, because the Indian community system was never undisputed. Historical
documents show that during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries indigenous leaders fought many cases in colonial courts against the violation of
rights already conceded and the abuse of power by local ofﬁcials and owners
of haciendas and mines (e.g. Colmenares 1979; Rasnake 1988). At the end of
the eighteenth century, some indigenous communities rose en masse against
the same colonial regime, partly because of the introduction of a tougher tax
regime by the Bourbon dynasty (“Bourbon Reforms”). The best-known example of these “revolts” is the one led by Tupac Amaru and Tomás Catari (or Katari)
in Upper Peru (Bolivia) around 1780, but revolts also took place in other parts
of the Andes and in Mexico (e.g. Farriss 1984; Coatsworth 1988). After independence at the beginning of the nineteenth century, new Republican governments
wanted to abolish communal lands because they were seen as an obstruction to
capitalist development of the newly formed states. Although some indigenous
communities, particularly those in the more remote areas, were able to avert
national legislation temporarily for the dissolution of communal land holdings by forming alliances with local leaders (this was, for example, the case
in Colombia among the Nasa particularly; Rappaport 1982, 1990a), numerous
other communities lost large parts of their entire territory to the proliferation
of commercial haciendas (cf. Murra 1984b: 33). However, persistent indigenous
resistance to the division or expropriation of community lands – whereby they
often appealed to colonial land titles and legislation – led to a change of attitude among a number of paternalistic governments in the late nineteenth/early
twentieth century who decided to protect the remaining indigenous lands by
provisionally recognizing them as a sort of transitional phase towards property privatization (e.g. Murra 1984b; Rivera Cusicanqui 1987; Ibarra 1993). Most
of these new legislations, however, failed to recognize either the existence of
traditional authority in indigenous communities or the fact that these communities were integrated into greater polities. This failure resulted in many
indigenous populations falling apart into smaller isolated communities with
reduced power and autonomy. Nevertheless, traditional authorities often con21
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tinued to have signiﬁcant inﬂuence at local level, even in communities that
no longer had any communal lands (e.g. Murra 1984a; Platt 1987; Rasnake
1988). This situation of various scattered indigenous communities remained
unaltered until the beginning of the land reforms and the rise of the new indigenous movements in the 1960s and 1970s.
Although still showing essential features of the república de indios, indigenous communities in the Andes and Central America today are fundamentally
different – socially, economically, politically, and culturally – from the societies from which they emerged. Nowadays, it is commonly recognized that, far
from being socially isolated groups, these communities have always been “substantially embedded in a larger society”, and that their current identities and
organizational forms are very much the result of their long historical (dialectical) struggles with the hegemonic socioeconomic institutions of the Colonial
and Republican state (cf. Field 1994a: 239). In this struggle, we ﬁnd signs of
resistance, but also of accommodation. Recent historical ethnographic studies
have shown that, in order to resist the conﬁscation of territory and the curtailment of autonomy, indigenous leaders throughout the centuries have tried to
inﬂuence the policies of the State, mostly by using the very institutions and doctrines of their oppressors, and sometimes by mobilizing for armed opposition.
Sooner or later however, communities were forced to yield to the demands and
pressures imposed by the dominant society and had no choice but to accommodate to new conditions of subordination. This was not a passive acceptance but
instead involved complex and subtle processes of creative adaptation and cultural appropriation, whereby imposed social structures and institutions were
complemented and “resigniﬁed” with local customs and traditions. In doing
so, indigenous communities have gradually created new cultural forms that
have served to guide their subsequent thoughts and actions (Rasnake 1988;
Rappaport 1990a; Hale 1994).13 Inspired by Barth’s (1969) classic theory of ethnic
boundary construction, some scholars have referred to these adaptive processes
in consequence of resistance and accommodation as “ethnic reorganization”
(Nagel & Snipp 1993),14 whereas others more tellingly describe them as “mechanisms of ethnic endurance” (Murra 1984b: 32). Whatever the term, it is clear
that it is this ongoing dynamic of cultural appropriation and revitalization that
has facilitated indigenous peoples’ cultural survival and has enabled them to
retain a degree of autonomy.
At least formally, the situation of Latin American peoples has signiﬁcantly
changed with the promulgation by Latin American states of new constitutions
13. These modiﬁcations of colonially imposed forms have been called “covert resistance” (Urban
& Sherzer 1991: 3) or “internal resistance” (Varese 1996: 63).
14. According to Nagel and Snipp (1993: 203) “ethnic reorganization” occurs when an ethnic
group – or indigenous people – “undergoes a reorganization of its social structure, redeﬁnition of
ethnic group boundaries, or some other change in response to pressures or demands imposed by
the dominant culture”.
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in the 1990s. Whereas in the times before the recognition of cultural diversity indigenous groups had historical autonomy that the State was seeking to
curtail, insisting on its own sovereignty, nowadays states and indigenous peoples each recognize the other’s right to exist autonomously within distinct
territorial bounds. However, having noted that the implementation of the new
indigenous rights is a far from unproblematic process, and considering that
the above-mentioned dynamics of ethnic reorganization are a continuous process, one must ask the question as to how indigenous communities make use
of the new legal framework of recognition to defend their autonomy and how
the dynamics of this current struggle differ from previous patters of resistance
and accommodation.
1.3 Indigenous territoriality and communal management
of natural resources
Particularly in Latin America, indigenous peoples’ historical autonomy struggles have to an important extent focused on claims to land and territory, i.e.
the guaranteed right of a community to a demarcated ancestral territory and to
the exclusive control over the resources contained in it. In the shadow of this
struggle, less conspicuously, indigenous communities have also always strived
for the recognition and preservation of their characteristic indigenous land/
resource tenure systems (Tennant 1994; Anaya 1996; Zuñiga 1998). These are
the complex social institutions that establish the “means by which individuals and communities gain legitimate access to and use of natural resources”
or, in other words, “who owns resources, who can use or extract it, who can
exclude others from having access to it, and who beneﬁts from exploiting it”
(wri 2005: 56). These resource tenure and management institutions are central in the social and normative order that governs everyday life and practices
in indigenous communities (von Benda-Beckmann 1995). They determine not
only the relationships of people to the land and natural resources but also the
relationships between individuals, families, and groups within a community,
as well as between the community and the State and outside actors. Therefore,
changes in resource tenure and management institutions have implications for
the entire social fabric of communities (wri 2005).
The land tenure and resource management institutions of indigenous and
other localized communities are often classiﬁed as “communal”. The term
communal “captures the local nature of such systems both as regards the geographical extent of their application and their source of legitimacy” (Bruce 1999:
11; see also Lynch 1992). Because there exist many different and widely varying
communal tenure regimes throughout the world, a universal deﬁnition of them
can only be given in very general terms. As a property regime sui generis, communal resource tenure differs markedly from the dominant, Western concept
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of private individual property (ownership). Characteristically, it is a community-based property regime including a mixture of individual and collective
rights to land, water, trees, and other important natural resources. Whereas
the rights to economically use and exploit resources, often on a long-term basis,
are usually allocated to individuals or households, often in the form of inheritable usufruct rights, the rights to socio-politically control and manage these
resources – including rights to sale and transfer – always remain vested in the
community as a whole, as represented by its designated authorities. Because
the privileges of individual community members are generally subservient to
the interests of the larger community, communal resource management institutions fulﬁll a very important function in relation to the maintenance of the
cohesion and continuity of the social group. Moreover, because these institutions – as the practices from which they have emerged – typically derive from
the long-term and ongoing relationships between communities and the land
and natural resources that sustain them, they are also a major factor in constituting these communities’ identities (Lynch & Talbott 1995; Bruce 1999; von
Benda-Beckmann & von Benda-Beckmann 1999).
In the scholarly literature, the “long and intractable debates about the nature
of [...] communal tenure systems” (Bruce 1999: 11) are characterized by much
conceptual confusion about the distinction between communal, common, and
collective. Communal property as a tenure regime is often conﬂated with “common property”, or common property tenure arrangements, and the resources
that are managed under them, such as pastures or grazing lands and forests;
these resources are often referred to in the literature as “commons” or, more
technically, “common pool resources”. In general terms, these are “resources
used simultaneously or serially by the members of a group, a collective or a
community” (Bruce 1998: 5). These common property regimes, however, often
only present a subset of the more integrative communal property regime that
also refers to land governed by individual (usufruct) rights (Bruce 1998, 1999;
Lynch 1992). Some scholars (Bruce, Fortman & Nhira 1993) have therefore proposed to represent communal property regimes as an aggregate of different
tenure forms or “tenure landscape” with different “tenure niches” coinciding
with “areas of land [and resources] under different uses, with different tenures
[i.e. rules of access and use] applying to those areas [and resources]” (Bruce
1999: 12). Communal property is also often confused with “collective property”.
However, collective property refers in this context only to the collective land
title of a community – the external property relation of the community vis-à-vis
the outside world – and thus tends to obscure the highly differentiated tenure
arrangements, both with regard to individuals and groups, that operate within
the community’s territory. When communal property is being analyzed, it is
therefore always necessary to carefully unpack what speciﬁc sets of property
rights and relationships are “hidden” behind the communal label (von Benda24
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Beckmann & von Benda-Beckmann 2006).
In Latin America, as elsewhere, indigenous communal resource management over time has manifested considerable shifts and transformations, both
in the distant and recent past. Besides being inﬂuenced by contextual factors
of an ecological, demographic, and economic nature such as environmental
change, population growth, technological innovations, and market pressures,
their transforming resource management institutions must be considered as
“the contingent and temporary outcome of dynamic interaction between differentiated [internal and external] social actors” (Leach, Mearns & Scoones
1999: 230). Especially in highland indigenous communities – but increasingly
also in lowland communities – local institutional arrangements for communal
resource management have been particularly impacted by the various state policies towards indigenous collective lands and communal resource management
systems. Misconceived notions about the workings of communal property have
informed most of these policies, which have also always been strongly inﬂuenced by ideological convictions about property and development. For much
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, states have considered indigenous
collective landholdings and communal management institutions as a sign of
backwardness and economic inefﬁciency, and consequently as an obstacle to
market mechanisms and capitalist economic progress. Only in recent times
have indigenous communal management institutions gained some respectability in view of their assumed usefulness for sustainable resource management
and biodiversity conservation (von Benda-Beckmann, von Benda-Beckmann &
Wiber 2006).
Indigenous communal management has also changed as a consequence
of communities’ responses to state interventions as part of their autonomy
struggles, i.e. in processes of resistance, accommodation, and ethnic reorganization. As in the case with the ﬂuctuating land policies of the State, recent
indigenous deliberations and reorganizations of their own forms of communal resource management are also often characterized and shaped by
cultural ideals and ideological considerations. Contrasting them with institutions associated with individual property, indigenous communities often
interpret communal management forms as superior because they underwrite
values of generosity, cooperation, and reciprocity. Especially since the indigenous resurgence (1970s), indigenous communities cling to their institutions of
communal governance and resource management as “the repository of positive traditions, the basis of identity and a barrier against anomy” (Chamoux &
Contreras 1996: 29-30). Previous research has shown, however, that this “exaltation of communalism”, in which collective aspects of resource management
are often overstressed, may strengthen ties of solidarity within the group, but
also often serves to mask internal inequalities to the beneﬁt of privileged sectors of the community (Chamoux & Contreras 1996: 13; see also Agrawal 1999,
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2001; Leach et al. 1999). Be that as it may, along with the highly symbolic notion
of “territory”, communal land tenure for indigenous communities continues
to be a basic ideological referent for “communitarianness”, and the permanence of communal management institutions must at least to some degree be
explained by indigenous identity politics (Briones 1996).
Institutions of communal resource management fulﬁll a very important
role in the attempts by indigenous communities to improve the livelihoods of
their members. The various social networks, forms of cooperation, and norms
of reciprocity that make up these institutions represent the social/cultural capital on which these communities can draw in their efforts to conceptualize and
accomplish forms of self-chosen, autonomous development (Loomis 2000).
Contemporary indigenous conceptions of modernity – which can be considered (increasingly) anti-capitalist (Sousa Santos 2002) – have to an important
extent been shaped by their negative experiences with the progressive plundering of their lands and resources over time and by other processes that have
impaired their economies and means of subsistence (Anaya 1996). Just as indigenous communities discursively place communal resource management in
opposition to resource management that is based on notions of individual private property, they also use the cultural values and principles that are embodied
in their communal management institutions as an important source of inspiration in their deﬁnition of an alternative development that is “place-based”
and aims to emancipate them from hegemonic development models with universalist pretentions (Blaser 2004: 8; see also Rajagopal 2003).
This study aims to make a contribution to the better understanding of communal resource management institutions and practices in Colombian Andean
indigenous communities, not from a political ecology or institutional economics perspective, but from the perspective of indigenous autonomy struggles.
First it will look into the ways in which indigenous institutions and practices
of communal resource management have been shaped in the historical interactions between indigenous communities and the State and non-indigenous
society. Secondly, it aims to show how, in the ﬁeld of natural resource management, economy and development, the new legal framework of recognition
– among other factors – enables and constrains indigenous communities in
ethnically reorganizing the material organization of their territory in pursuit
of a self-determined economic and cultural development.
1.4 Methodology
The persistence of indigenous institutions of governance (in this case: communal resource management) within the social, economic, and political
structures of the Colombian society and State points at a situation of legal
pluralism: the simultaneous co-existence of one or more legal orders in the
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same social ﬁeld. In the past decades, legal pluralism has been the main focus
of legal anthropology. Earlier legal anthropologists, often working in a colonial situation, were concerned with law, norms, and regulation in “primitive”
society. Working from a structural-functionalist perspective, they studied the
workings of local village societies as isolated phenomena (see Nader 1965).
From the 1970s onwards, legal anthropologists increasingly came to realize
that local law,15 like other domains of social life, cannot be understood outside its wider context, and started focusing on the way socio-legal structures
are shaped, mediated through human agency, in relation to each other, or: “the
dialectic, mutually constitutive relations between state law and other normative orders” (Merry 1988: 880). One of the ﬁrst scholars to probe the dynamics
and mechanisms of such dialectical interactions was Henry (1985). Building on
the concept of “semi-autonomous social ﬁelds” as developed earlier by Moore
(1973), he analyzed the complex and ambiguous relationship between the legality of small-scale cooperatives, on the one hand, and state law and the wider
capitalist society on the other. About the same time, Starr and Collier (1987)
wrote an article titled Historical studies of legal change, reporting on the proceedings of a conference during which participants had concluded that other
normative orderings (non-state law) of semi-autonomous social ﬁelds were the
outcome of ongoing and often highly unequal struggles and negotiations in
relation to more encompassing political structures.16 In her inventorying article
on legal anthropology, Merry (1988) argued that the above-mentioned research
ﬁeld – mutually constitutive legal orders – should be the central concern of
contemporary socio-legal studies. The insights provide by legal anthropological work (e.g. Nader 1990; Merry 2000; Oomen 2005) that was inspired by this
call are taken as guidance in this study of the ongoing indigenous autonomy
struggles in Colombia.
The 1991 recognition of indigenous autonomy in Colombia resulted in a situation of “constitutional multiculturalism” (Van Cott 2000a: 257). Politically
and legally, this implicates a fundamental change in the relation between the
State and its subjects. This present recognition goes beyond earlier forms of
limited legal recognition. The preceding discussion has demonstrated that the
State/dominant society and indigenous societies are mutually constitutive, fol15. ‘Law’ or legal system, in a legal anthropological sense, can be deﬁned as “the totality of legal
phenomena generated and maintained in a given social unit” (von Benda-Beckmann, 1997: 8). This
deﬁnition becomes less abstract when it is made to include the social structures (institutions) generating and implementing rules. Along these lines, Hoekema (1999: 269) provides a deﬁnition of
law that better serves the purpose of this study: “the norms of social life in a particular community that are applied, changed, maintained and sanctioned by ofﬁcials who have the institutionalized
position to fulﬁll this task”.
16. The proceedings of this conference held in August 1985 in Lake Como-Bellagio, Italy, have resulted in two inﬂuential edited books: Allott and Woodman’s (1985) People’s law and state law: The
Bellagio papers and Starr and Collier’s (1989) History and power in the study of law: New directions in legal anthropology.
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lowing particular patterns and mechanisms of interaction, and that both state
law and indigenous law play an important role in these processes. This raises
the question as to how the novel situation inﬂuences the ongoing dynamics of
social change in indigenous communities, how this dynamic differs from earlier ones, and how, in turn, changes in the social organization of recognized
indigenous communities may inﬂuence the Colombian State and society.
Institutional change is best studied from a “historicized research perspective” (Jackson & Warren 2005: 550). To appreciate the signiﬁcance of historical
processes and events, one ﬁrst requires an understanding of the present-day situation within a particular indigenous territory. In order to do so, ﬁeldwork was
carried out in the Nasa (Páez) community of Jambaló in the Cauca department
in south west Colombia, a community with a reputation for its strong involvement in the indigenous struggle for autonomy and characterized by a history
of prolonged and intense interaction with the dominant society. Jambaló is
a self-governing indigenous territory, in Colombia called resguardo,17 and
encompasses various smaller communities, veredas18, together comprising
approximately 12 thousand inhabitants, and covering a land area of slightly
less than 250 square kilometers. Jambaló is situated in the center of about 40
adjacent Nasa resguardos on both sides of the Cordillera Central (north eastern Cauca), together constituting the historical territory of the Nasa nation, or
Nasa Kiwe.19 These resguardos maintain strong mutual ties and cooperate in
various local and regional Nasa associations.
For this study, extensive ﬁeldwork within the local community was conducted intermittently in 2000-2001, 2003, and 2005. Several qualitative research
methods were deployed, ranging from in-depth conversations with indigenous
leaders, participation in resguardo-wide community assemblies, and meetings
with representatives of the indigenous council, the cabildo20. To avoid a leadership bias, several interviews were also conducted in various veredas of the
resguardo with ordinary community members (men and women) who occupied different positions in the social fabric of the community. Information
17. Resguardo is sometimes translated as reserve, but as it has a particular signiﬁcance in the
Colombian situation, the Spanish word is used in this text, without italicization.
18. Although vereda typically means a pathway, in Colombia it means the administrative section of a municipality or community grouping. Because of its unique meaning in that country, the
Spanish word is retained in the text.
19. Of the total indigenous population of Colombia, 1.5 to 2% (roughly 800,000 people, depending on the count: see Sánchez and Arango 2002) is indigenous (a relatively low percentage
compared with other Latin American countries). This population is made up of 82 different peoples (each with its own language) of which the Nasa are the second largest group (approximately
140,000 people). In the department of Cauca (15% indigenous population), there are more than 60
smaller and larger Nasa resguardos; Jambaló is one of the larger ones. There are also several Nasa
resguardos in the neighboring departments of Huila and Putumayo as a consequence of migration
from the original Nasa territory.
20. Cabildo, often translated as indigenous council, has also a particular signiﬁcance in the
Colombian situation and so the Spanish term is retained in the text.
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was moreover obtained from external actors who were in some way or another
involved with the communal government of Jambaló (regional state ofﬁcials,
representatives of ngos and church organizations, indigenous senators in the
national congress, and colleague researchers). While these actors provided an
interesting outside perspective on the interactions between the indigenous
communities and the wider society, they also provided valuable data such as historical documents, maps, contracts, and statistical (quantitative) information.
Finally, a determining factor in the data collection has been the auto-ethnographic Recuperación de la Memoria project, consisting of verbatim transcripts of
group interviews with community elders, conducted by a young generation of
indigenous leaders, under the auspices of the regional Nasa association acin
in the 1999-2002 period.
Of all Colombia’s indigenous peoples, the Nasa are among the most extensively studied by anthropologists in the past. In the second half of the twentieth
century, research was mainly focused on Tierradentro, the Nasa’s territory of
origin, amongst others by Bernal Villa (1955, 1968), Sevilla-Casas (1976, 1986)
and Rappaport (1982, 1990a). An ethnography on the Nasa in Jambaló by Findji
and Rojas appeared in 1985, consisting of a history of Nasa territoriality and
a quantitative analysis of the indigenous economy. Afterwards, Findji (1992,
1993) published on her action research experiences during the land struggle in
Jambaló and other Nasa (and Guambiano) communities on the western slopes
of the Cordillera Central (1970s-1980s). Before the present research, no extensive ﬁeldwork had been conducted in Jambaló since 1985. Although a lot of
ethnographic material on the Nasa has been collected over the years, research
with a legal anthropological perspective speciﬁcally focusing on changing
communal governance in response to interactions between the Nasa communities and the outside world has never been undertaken.
1.5 The structure of the thesis
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 1 has described how the situation of indigenous people of Colombia is part of the historical struggle for
indigenous autonomy in Latin America and gives the main theoretical/methodological orientation for this study. Chapter 2 describes how during the period
1540-1940 the deﬁning characteristics of contemporary Nasa society came into
being. Chapter 3 is a detailed description of land struggle and recovery of indigenous territory on the western slopes of the Cordillera Central, spanning the
period of the land reform of the 1960s to the ﬁnal reafﬁrmation of the Jambaló
territory in the late 1980s. Chapter 4 zooms in on the various communal
resource management institutions and practices in three distinctive sub-communities of Jambaló in the aftermath of the land recovery process. Chapter 5
gives a historical account of the process of identity-based development efforts
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by the Jambaló cabildo and its communities, within the context of Colombia’s
new legal framework of constitutional recognition. Chapter 6 narrates a recent
account of Jambaló’s involvement in indigenous political mobilization vis-à-vis
the wider Colombian society and State, in an attempt to safeguard its development process from perceived outside threats. Finally, Chapter 7 sums up the
principal conclusions of this study.
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Manuel Quintín Lame (in the center) at his arrest (after being
captured) in 1915, together with some of his followers.
Source: Wikimedia Commons (http://es.wikipedia.org)

2

Páez territoriality through time and space
2.1 The pre-Columbian chiefdom and the Spanish invasion

The present-day territory of the Páez1 is situated in the high valleys of the
Cordillera Central, between the upper reaches of the River Cauca in the west
and River Magdalena in the east. In the ﬁrst half of the sixteenth century, the
eastern parts of these cold and rocky lands formed a region of refuge for various
indigenous groups that had ﬂed their former environment in the Magdalena
Valley upon the arrival of the Spanish conquerors. Among these were the Páez,
the Guanaca, the Pijáo, and the Yalcón. According to early records of Spanish
chroniclers, all three linguistically unrelated groups were maize and manioc
farmers that for the most part lived in isolated homesteads scattered throughout
their shared territory (Findji & Rojas 1985). This multiethnic society was organized into a number of regional political units, cacicazgos (chiefdoms), which
were only vaguely deﬁned according to territorial limits. At the time, the region
seems to have been controlled by three Páez chiefdoms, led by the (supreme)
caciques (chiefs): Páez (north), Suin (middle) and Avirama (south) (Aguado 1956
[1575] in Rappaport 1990), and one Guanaca chiefdom, led by Chief Anabeima,
situated to the south of the former three (Rappaport 1982). See Map 2.1a. Within
a single chiefdom resided members of different ethnic groups, divided into
smaller political units. Under a diffuse and decentralized political system,
regional chiefs had only limited powers; there is no indication that they controlled lands or collected tribute from their followers; only during wartime did
their authority become institutionalized. Lower-level chiefs continued to oper1. Páez and Nasa are the two names by which this ethnic group is known. In recent years, these
people have tended to opt for Nasa, a name deriving from their own language, as the name Páez
was in effect ascribed to them by the Spanish at the time of the conquistadores. For the purposes of
this study, Páez is used in the earlier chapters as this was the name in common usage at that time,
whereas later chapters revert to Nasa.
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ate in times of peace, but their followers were free to move across the landscape,
transferring their political loyalty to other chiefs (Rappaport 1990).
To the Spaniards, this indigenous territory, which they called Tierradentro
(innermost land), was of great strategic importance, since it formed a natural
gateway on the direct route between the Real Audiencia (Royal Court) of Quito
and Santa Fé (Bogotá). However, the Páez and their allies – particularly the
Pijáo (see Valencia 1991) – did not yield easily to colonial rule. When the Spanish
invasion of Tierradentro, largely undertaken from the gobernación (government
district) of Popayán, began in 1538, the Páez offered stubborn and aggressive resistance, in 1542 ﬁnally leading to the defeat of Sebastian de Belalcázar,
founder of Popayán and of Quito (Roldán 1975; González 1977; Findji & Rojas
1985). In 1562, in the midst of Tierradentro, Captain Domingo Lozano was
able to establish the town of San Vicente de Páez. In 1571, however, the settlement came under attack from a large coalition of Páez forces, and neither
the reinforcement armies sent from Popayán nor the peacemaking efforts of
the Guambiano chief, Diego Calambar, ally to the Spanish2, could prevent the
town from being destroyed. A Spanish chronicler wrote of this defeat:
And the Páez stood ﬁrm in their honor / free from vassalage and servitude / and in
full liberty without conceding / [to] foreign inhabitants in their province (Juan de
Castellanos 1944 [1589], in González 1977: 41)
Ultimately, the Spaniards were forced to withdraw from Páez territory. New
Spanish settlements in the borderlands were also insecure. In 1577, groups of
rebel Indians (indios de guerra) demolished La Mina de la Plata, a mining town
in the vicinity of which the pre-Columbian Páez were settled, and in 1591, to
the west of Tierradentro, the town of Nueva Segovia de Caloto (Roldán 1975;
González 1977). Thus, the Páez were able to successfully defend their autonomy
from Spanish encroachment well into the second half of the sixteenth century
(Findji & Rojas 1985; Rappaport 1990).
At this time, a Páez migration from the eastern to the western slopes of the
Cordillera got underway. In Popayán’s colonial records, dated 1586, reference
is made to a large group of Páez, possibly war refugees from the battle of San
Vicente, which several years earlier had fallen to the Spanish forces in Guambía.
In that year, corregidor3 Hernando Arias de Saavedra ordered the relocation of
2. At the time of conquest, the Guambiano lived on the Popayán Plateau to the west of Tierradentro.
Early in the sixteenth century, the Guambiano had already yielded to Spanish rule and were integrated into the dominions of Sebastian de Belalcázar. In return for lands and political authority on the
western slopes of the Cordillera Central, an area called the Province of Guambía, the Guambianos
became active allies of the Spanish in their wars against the Páez (Rappaport 1990; see also Aguado
1956 [1575]).
3. A corregidor de naturales (colonial magistrate, tribute collector) in the Spanish colonial empire
was a provincial ofﬁcial with certain administrative and jurisdictional authority over the indige-
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these Indians to the valley of the River Jambaló, lands that had recently been
occupied by the Guambiano chief, Diego Calambar. At the same time, other
Páez factions – either rebel Indians or refugees – were colonizing the upper
River Palo to the north of present-day Jambaló (Sendoya 1975 in Findji & Rojas
1985; see also González 1977). It is assumed that not all movements to the western slopes were caused by the war raging in Tierradentro. To some extent, they
were also the result of the natural ﬁssion of communities and a general push
towards territorial expansion (Findji & Rojas 1985; Rappaport 1990).4
In 1605, Captain Juan de Borja was appointed President of the Real Audiencia
of Nueva Granada in Santa Fé. Being a man with wide experience in military
operations, in 1608 he had already succeeded in pacifying the upper Magdalena,
a campaign in which the Pijáo were almost completely exterminated (Valencia
1991). As a result, the Páez lost their most important allies in their unrelenting
war against the Spanish invaders.5 In 1612, the Spaniards founded the gobernación of Neiva in the Magdalena Valley as an auxiliary to the Real Audiencia of
Santa Fé. From there – and not from Popayán – began a second phase in the
conquest of the Páez, no longer only by military means, but also with missionary activities. In 1613, Jesuits established a mission post in Guanacas while
Franciscans settled in Topa, both in Guanaca territory. In 1623, the Páez joined
battle for a ﬁnal time against the Spaniards; they were defeated in Itaibe in
the valley of the Maná River, a place not far from the former town of La Plata.
From then on, Spanish inﬂuence in Tierradentro increased rapidly. When the
Guanaca seemed to be under the control of the missionaries, in 1628 the route
between Popayán and Neiva through southern Tierradentro could ﬁnally be
opened, and, in 1650, the Jesuits ofﬁcially proclaimed Tierradentro as part of
the colony (González 1977; Findji & Rojas 1985).
2.2 The rise of new chiefs and the Páez resguardo
After the military defeat of the Páez, the Spaniards made their way into indigenous communities through the institution of the encomienda, a royal grant
given to the families of conquerors in recognition of contributions made in
the interest of the Crown. The encomienda gave its recipient (encomendero) rights
to collect tribute and to request personal services from the indigenous population of a certain territory in exchange for its protection and conversion to
Christianity. At least formally, the encomienda did not confer property rights
nous population.
4. There might also have been ecological reasons for migration: as seasons are reversed on the
two slopes of the Cordillera, a westerly migration provided the Páez with a broader range of growing seasons, thus leading to increased resource control and food security (Rappaport 1990).
5. Bonilla (1997) maintains that in this phase of generalized warfare, the desperate Páez, like the
Pijáo before (Valencia 1991), began to use scorched earth tactics to drive the Spanish out of their
territory.
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to the lands occupied by the local community (Rappaport 1982; Findji & Rojas
1985). The installation of the encomienda in Páez territory, beginning in 1640,
roughly coincided with the rise of a mining economy in Popayán and the ensuing expansion of the hacienda system throughout the region (Colmenares 1979).
Subsequently, certain local encomenderos – most notably Cristóbal de Mosquera
y Figueroa – removed large groups of Páez to distant locations near Popayán,
where they were forced to work on haciendas producing foodstuffs for the
mines.6 At the same time, missionaries were trying to bring together dispersed
indigenous communities in newly created towns (reducciones) in order to make
them more accessible to labor drafts and tribute collection. Although many
Páez continued to resist the Spaniards by hiding in the mountains, in this period several new Páez towns were established on the western Cordillera slopes,
amongst which Jambaló, Pitayó, Quichaya and Toribío-Tacueyó. According to
tributary records of that period, some of these populations had traveled there
with their chiefs7 (Rappaport 1990).
Despite their territorial expansion, by the late seventeenth century the Páez
had suffered considerable population losses due to epidemics, family disintegration, and the abuses of the encomenderos. The consequence of this was the
fragmentation of the Páez nation and, hence, a deterioration of community
identity and political authority. Nonetheless, within this context of general crisis, a new type of political leader appeared on the scene. Whereas the imposition
of the encomienda had weakened the autonomy of the indigenous population,
to some extent the institution also strengthened the authority of the chiefs,
who became active intermediaries in the collection of tribute for the Crown.
In the course of time, some of these caciques used their newly acquired powers to consolidate their rule by forging strong political units out of a diversity
of smaller chiefdoms. In an effort to validate a certain measure of territorial
autonomy over the lands included in their chiefdom, they chose to adopt the
resguardo8 (reserve) system, an institution that was ﬁrst established in the Santa
Fé (Bogotá) area in the second half of the sixteenth century. They succeeded in doing so because they were able to exploit the then growing opposition
between encomenderos and the Crown concerning the practices of forced labor
migration of Indians to Popayán and the unlawful appropriation of indigenous
lands (Findji & Rojas 1985; Rappaport 1990).

6. This could be temporary or for undetermined periods of time. Many Páez never returned to
their lands of origin however, having either perished, disappeared or – if they originated from
Mosquera’s encomiendas in Tierradentro – acquired lands on the western slopes of the Cordillera
(Rappaport 1990).
7. Oftentimes, these chiefs were sons of the chiefs of Tierradentro. Unable to consolidate their
power locally, they moved towards the western slopes (Rappaport 1990).
8. Spanish words that are frequently used in the text are italicised only on ﬁrst mention in each
chapter.
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In 1667, the chiefs of the Gueyomuse family, ruling over various communities
around Togoima in southern Tierradentro, came into conﬂict with Spanish
settlers encroaching on their lands. With the help of missionaries, they instituted legal proceedings in a local Spanish court in order to have their collective
territory recognized and demarcated, a confrontation in which they ﬁnally
prevailed. In this way, they succeeded in consolidating the lands of Togoima,
Santa Rosa, Avirama, Calderas, Cuetando, Itaibe, Yaquivá and Pisimbalá into a
single chiefdom that became legalized by a resguardo title (cédula real or royal
decree) – the ﬁrst among the Páez. Around the turn of the century, indigenous
communities on the other side of the Cordillera also began to express a wish to
obtain legal recognition of their lands. At this time, Don Jacinto Muscay, chief
of Pitayó, had achieved the uniﬁcation of Pitayó, Jambaló, Quichaya, Pueblo
Nuevo and Caldono (Findji & Rojas 1985). Although at the time these lands
were still unaffected by Spanish settlers, in 1696 he drafted a petition for the
demarcation of his chiefdom, reporting directly to the colonial authorities of
the Real Audiencia in Quito:
[Although] it is true that no one is interfering with our rights, it is my duty to ensure
the territory of my villages, so that when I expire or die no intruders will wish to take
our lands from us […]. For this reason I appear, asking for the security of the lands of
the abovementioned villages. (acc/p 1881 [1696]; cited in Rappaport 1990: 65)
In 1700, the Crown granted Jacinto Muscay’s claim, and his successor, Don
Juan Tama de las Estrellas y Calambás, was allowed to present himself in Quito
to take delivery of the resguardo title. That same year, Don Manuel de Quilo y
Sicos, leading the chiefdom of Tacueyó, petitioned the delimitation of his territory in Tacueyó, Toribío and San Francisco (Bonilla 1979; Findji & Rojas 1985).
His request, which was also granted, was articulated in the following way:
Until now, there has been no other owner of these lands under my dominion, and to us,
the caciques, each with clear boundaries to our lands, and as we do not recognize any
owners of the lands apart from Your Majesty, I approach you [in solicitation] of that
which corresponds principally to me, and I wish to ensure my successors, through sufﬁcient titles, [that] our rights and property will not be disturbed […]. I believe that only
Your Majesty has the right to cede lands to white individuals, and that only without
injury to the Indian tributaries, because furthermore we have the right and preference
because we are dependents of [sic], and we are legitimate Americans and we are not originally from other foreign lands. (Title to Tacueyó in Sendoya n.d.; cited in Rappaport
1990: 46)
When Juan Tama in 1708 furthermore gained title to the resguardo of Vitoncó,
bringing together the communities of Vitoncó, Lame, Chinas, Suin and Mosoco,
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the formation of Páez resguardos on both sides of the Cordillera was completed
for the moment9 (Findji & Rojas 1985; Rappaport 1990; see also González 1977).
See Map 2.1b.
By presenting themselves as subjects of the Spanish colonial empire while at
the same time asking for the recognition of their rights as ﬁrst Americans, the
new chiefs were able to acquire ﬁrm territorial rights over lands they already felt
were theirs, whether as a result of pre-Columbian occupation or post-Conquest
settlement. Thus, the entire Páez nation at the beginning of the eighteenth
century was subdivided into four major polities under the leadership of three
chiefs (Bonilla 1979). In their dealings with the Spanish administration, these
four principal chiefdoms were legitimized by land titles that formed resguardos. Within their own communities however, the new chiefs cemented their
authority by modeling their political rule in part on patterns that were familiar
from the pre-Columbian chiefdoms. Under the resguardo title, the new chiefs
were granted the right to distribute their territory to the different communities (parcialidades) under their authority. In doing so, they established a chieﬂy
hierarchy whereby each community was assigned its own (lower-level) chief
who was able to exert authority on a local and internal level only. Whereas principal chiefs were permitted to extract tribute and labor from the subjects of
their inferiors, they were also required to represent their interests towards the
broader society. The titles to the chiefdoms, including the minor ones, were
hereditary, although it appears that the colonial Páez did not follow a single
line of succession (Rappaport 1990).10
2.3 The demarcation of Jambaló and colonial legal struggles
Soon after Don Juan Tama’s return from Quito, his subjects in Jambaló and
Pitayó requested the subdivision of the lands of the various communities included in the larger Pitayó chiefdom. See Map 2.2. This was effected in 1702, when
Tama, in the company of the chiefs of the two communities, as well as Don
Manuel de Quilo y Sicos, the principal chief of Tacueyó, began tracing the community boundaries on foot – just as had been done with regard to the deﬁnition
of the outer boundaries of the chiefdom preceding the approval of the resguar9. Later in the eighteenth century, new resguardos comprised of Páez migrant communities cropped up on the western slopes of the Cordillera and in the lands to the east of Tierradentro (in the
neighboring gobernación of Neiva, today Huila department) (Rappaport 1990; compare with CastilloCárdenas 1987).
10. By the time the Páez chiefs had successfully consolidated their territories under the resguardo
regime, ethnic/language differences between the various ethnic groups that lived in their territories
a century earlier – Páez, Pijáo, and Guanacas, mainly – seem to have been fading away. According
to Bonilla (1979: 339-340), the Páez of around 1700 were experiencing a “process of (ethnic) uniﬁcation”, making them “a nation in formation”. Chief Don Juan Tama seems to have been actively
encouraging this process by prescribing, in a testament shortly before his decease, a rule of ethnic
endogamy (Findji & Rojas 1985: see also Pachón 1987).
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do title by the Real Audiencia. The ofﬁcial document that was drawn up of this
demarcation shows that community limits were only deﬁned in a general way
by means of points of reference like ridges, peaks, valleys, and rifts.11 From this
description it also appears that, at the time, the lands of Jambaló and Pitayó
were still unaffected by Spanish settlers, with the exception of some lands
held by the Catholic Church (nc/s 1914 [1702] in Findji & Rojas 1985). When
the demarcation was completed, members of the communities concerned were
called together to validate their possession by performing a Spanish colonial
ceremony:12
Finding all together and in agreement, I took the hand of the governor Luis Dagua
Inocencio […] and asked them and all if they found themselves in peaceful proprietorship, and scattering water I had branches pulled and spread around, signaling
possession. (nc/s 1914 [1702]; cited in Rappaport 1990: 77)
Formally, the recognition of the Páez chiefdoms by the Spanish Crown signiﬁed the termination of the encomienda in indigenous territory. Although in
actual fact this seemed to be the case in Tierradentro, where the encomenderos
retreated from the lands of Vitoncó and Togoima in the ﬁrst decades of the eighteenth century (González 1977), on the western slopes of the Cordillera this did
not happen right away. Here for unknown reasons the institution remained in
place alongside the resguardo for several more decades (Findji & Rojas 1985).13
According to colonial documents, in 1720 Jambaló belonged to the encomienda
of Don Antonio Beltrán de Caicedo and fell within the District of Caloto.14 In
that year, the small town of San Isidro de Jambaló was comprised of 39 tributary families that lived in the company of a priest attached to the doctrina15
of Guambía (Roldán 1975). From reports of visitadores16 that traveled through
11. According to Colmenares (1979), this was common practice in the colonial period (Province
of Popayán), including when it involved the land grants disbursed by the Crown to the families of
the conquerors. Although the region had an agrarian economy and land was, apart from the mines,
the most important productive factor, sixteenth and seventeenth century landholdings were often
so extensive that their owners preferred to deﬁne their boundaries only loosely by using natural features of the terrain rather than artiﬁcial landmarks or fences.
12. See Kloosterman (1997) for a very similar description of this ritual among the Pasto Indians
(South Colombia). According to the author, this ritual, called la posesión, originated from Iberian
customary law, or the so-called fueros, and was introduced throughout the whole of Latin America.
In later times, various indigenous peoples incorporated the ritual into their own cultures, albeit in
modiﬁed forms.
13. This may be explained by the relative proximity of these communities to the mines of Caloto
and Chocó and the economic value in labor that these encomiendas represented.
14. The encomienda had come into the hands of the Caicedo family not by royal grant, but by sale.
In 1690, Don Antonio’s father, Don José Beltrán de Caicedo, had bought the encomienda for 1,100
patacones (golden coins) from Cristobal de Mosquera, his brother-in-law (Colmenares 1979).
15. A doctrina is an ecclesiastic community of recently converted Indians, without the status of
parish as yet.
16. A visitador was a colonial functionary reporting to the Real Audiencia of Bogotá and Quito.
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the region in this period, it appears that priests and encomenderos, who were
not infrequently relatives, still often exploited the Indian workforce, in spite
of colonial laws prohibiting such practices (Colmenares 1979). Perhaps this
explains the low population ﬁgure recorded for Jambaló. Although a limited
number of families had hesitantly settled around the village church, most Páez
probably persisted in their wandering way of life deep in the forests in order to
escape from tribute obligations and Spanish domination (Findji & Rojas 1985).
When Beltrán de Caicedo died in 1746, his encomienda was ofﬁcially terminated and the Páez of Jambaló became direct tributaries of the King (Roldán 1975).17
This new situation was felt as a thorn in the ﬂesh by the heirs and relatives of
the deceased encomendero, who assiduously began to oppose the imposition of
the resguardo legislation (Ley de Resguardo) – or “Ley de Don Juan Tama” (Juan
Tama’s law) as it was called in some contemporary sources (Castillo y Orozco
1877 [1755] in González 1977: 94). In daily practice, for the Páez of Jambaló
and Pitayó this entailed the beginning of a long and burdensome struggle
in defense of their lands. In 1747, Don Manuel del Pino y Jurado, corregidor of
Caloto, made a ﬁrst attempt to get hold of resguardo lands in Jambaló, legitimizing his actions with false certiﬁcates that suggested the purchase of the
land from the encomendero shortly before his death. When the Páez resisted, he
gave orders to demolish and set ﬁre to the town (pueblo) of Jambaló and requested the Bishop of Popayán to move the Indians to Caloto. His plan was never
carried into effect as the Páez had taken refuge in the mountains, where they
would remain for a period of three years. It was only after the intervention of
the protector de Indios,18 who forced the men of Pino de Jurado to respect the territorial rights of the indigenous population, that the Páez felt safe to return to
their original lands (Roldán 1975; Findji & Rojas 1985).
But the Páez were not allowed to live a quiet life. An ofﬁcial document from
1754 describes how the priest of Jambaló lodged a complaint against José de
Carvajal, a nearby hacienda owner who, on penalty of whipping and imprisonment, forced the Indians to pay rent by laboring on his farm while claiming
ownership of part of their lands. The dispute dragged on for several years
until the land arbiter, Don Juan Manuel Lambarry, passed a judgment in 1767
in favor of the inhabitants of Jambaló, whom he designated as the only legal
occupants of the land, and called for a supplementary demarcation of boundaries between the hacienda and the resguardo. That same year, Lambarry also
reached a verdict in support of the claims of the Pitayó Páez, who, just like their
neighbors in Jambaló several years earlier, were threatened with dispossession
by the avaricious Manuel del Pino y Jurado (Roldán 1975; Findji & Rojas 1985).
17. Formally, this entailed the Indians no longer being obliged to provide labor for their erstwhile encomendero. In practice, however, hacienda owners still often held their claims on their former Indians.
18. A protector de Indios was a colonial functionary representing the interests of indigenous communities in conﬂicts (often over land) with Spanish settlers.
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It seems that, during the thirty years that followed, the Páez of Jambaló and
Pitayó were able to enjoy the possession of their lands in relative tranquility.
However, in 1799, the Indians were again forced to defend their territory against
Spanish intruders. At that time, a small band of large landowners (hacendados)
– amongst which Miguel del Pino y Jurado, son of the corregidor of Caloto, and
José Zuñiga, cousin of the priest of Jambaló – laid claim to considerable tracts
of land and a salt mine that according to the Páez belonged to the community
of Pitayó. In this case, legal proceedings were started under the leadership of
Don Joseph Calambás in his capacity as principal chief of the Pitayó chiefdom.
In 1800, he produced an elaborate communication directed at the protector de
Indios in Caloto in which he urgently requested the eviction of intruders from
the Pitayó territory, thereby at various points making reference to the resguardo
title of Don Juan Tama, as well as to the supplementary boundary delimitation
conducted in 1767 – of which by then all documentation had mysteriously disappeared from the colonial archives in Popayán. The court case, which went all
the way up to the Real Audiencia of Santa Fé (Bogotá), ultimately reached its conclusion in 1804, with a ﬁrm and ﬁnal judgment in favor of the Páez of Pitayó and
Jambaló (Roldán 1975; Findji & Rojas 1985).19
2.4 Independence and the early indigenous legislation
The constant denial of indigenous territorial rights by regional colonial administrators – heirs of the encomenderos, owners of the mines and new hacienda
owners – throughout the eighteenth century was probably one of the main
reasons for the Páez to become actively involved in the independence wars of
the early nineteenth century (1811-1819) (Findji & Rojas 1985). Considering the
struggle to be a means to get rid of the colonial tribute system and to defend
their territory, the Páez joined the pro-independence forces with independent
military units under the command of their chiefs, making major contributions in the battles of Inzá (Tierradentro), Río Palo (north of Jambaló) and Alto
Palacé (near Popayán). One of the well-known names from this time is Agustín
Calambás, chief of Pitayó and a direct descendant of Juan Tama, who became
a powerful military commander and, ultimately, a national hero (Bonilla 1979;
Rappaport 1982, 1990; Jimeno 1985).
After Independence (recognized by Spain in 1821 but proclaimed by Simón
Bolivar in 1819), the new government soon disappointed the hopes of the Páez.
Although tribute obligations were terminated, they were almost immediate19. Colmenares (1979) writes that up until the late eighteenth century the protectores de Indios – as
Spanish colonial controllers always in opposition to the local ruling elites – fought innumerable legal cases against the widespread abuses of the landowners and in favor of the fate of the Indians
living in resguardos, thereby drawing on many legislative precedents, from recent ordinances to
dispositions dating back to the sixteenth century.
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ly replaced with another tax, called personal contributions. In 1821, ﬁrst steps
were taken in the development of a series of laws that promoted the replacement
of communal resguardo lands with private property, a policy that was justiﬁed
by a Liberal ideology of equal rights and full citizenship for Indians (Rappaport
1990). In order to facilitate this process, chiefdoms were ofﬁcially abolished. In
1825, an ofﬁcial request from a Guambiano leader to be appointed to the ofﬁce
of chief was declined on the grounds that the government no longer acknowledged the existence of hereditary leaders in indigenous communities. In this
attempt to destroy autonomous indigenous authority, chiefs were to be replaced
by elected councils or cabildos that would serve as intermediaries between separate indigenous communities and government authorities (Findji & Rojas 1985).
However, in southern Colombia, this early Republican policy towards Indians
had only very limited effect. Although in the more populated areas some resguardos were actually liquidated, many indigenous communities, amongst
which the Páez, persistently resisted the division of their communal lands.
After some time, local hacienda owners also began to oppose the national legislation, primarily because they considered the institution as a source of cheap
labor for their nearby properties. In 1842, the government in Bogotá suspended
the further dismantling of resguardos (Safford 1991; Triana 1985).
In 1849, Liberal politicians gained control of the national government.
Informed by federalist leanings, their rule transformed Colombia into a union
of a number of autonomous states, the largest of which was the Sovereign
State of Cauca. As the Liberal government directly represented the interests
of merchants and exporters of agricultural products, a new campaign was
launched to abolish the resguardo and open up indigenous lands to commercial exploitation (Triana 1985; Bergquist 1978). At this time, however, the
regional implementation of the anti-resguardo legislation was hampered by
the very federalism the Liberals were advocating. Local elites in Cauca were not
inclined to follow national Indian policy in view of their own economic interests and because they needed indigenous support for their political activities.
By the late 1850s, local legislators in Popayán thus started to effectively block
national resguardo liquidation laws by passing Caucan legislation protective of
resguardos (cf. Rappaport 1982) – a good example being Law 90 of 1859, which
has been described as “possibly the most sincere and ﬂexible protectionist law
of the country’s history” (Roldán 1975: 40).
2.5 Civil wars and the rise of the chiefs without chiefdoms
Throughout the nineteenth century, Colombia was characterized by a highly
unstable political situation. From Independence until the turn of the century,
the country experienced no less than eight civil wars between the Conservative
and Liberal Parties – and sections thereof – ﬁghting over the structure of
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the state. On several occasions, the Páez took sides in these wars, particularly when they perceived opportunities to turn these struggles to their own
ends. Such was the case in the War of 1859-1862, when independent Páez forces, numbering up to a thousand warriors, joined the Liberal-Federalist armies
of General Tomás Cipriano de Mosquera in several military operations against
Conservative government battalions. It is generally assumed that Mosquera
was able to win the Indians to his cause because he was advocating the disamortization of Church property and the reduction of missionary inﬂuence in
indigenous communities. When he gained victory over national government
in 1861, this is exactly what happened; many priests and missionaries were
expelled from Páez territory (Triana 1985). Moreover, in recognition of their
participation in his military campaigns, Mosquera restored to the communities of Jambaló and Pitayó the lands that had previously been stolen by the
Conservative politician, Julio Arboleda,20 his principal opponent in the War of
1851 (Roldán 1975). This was enacted by government decree in 1863.
Considering: […] (3) That the Indians of Pitayó and Jambaló have never recognized Mr.
Julio Arboledo to be the owner of the lands that this man purchased from Mr. Mariano
Tejada and Mr. Raimundo Angulo, [of whom] the aforesaid Indians equally did not
recognize the rights to those lands, always maintaining that they own them; (4) That
whatever the origin of the claim over these lands, Mr. Julio Arboledo must answer to the
Nation for the mischief he has caused, and the Indians of Pitayó and Jambaló having
served the Federal cause with such perseverance and advantage, and having previously
disputed the property of the abovementioned lands. / Decrees: (Art. 1) The expropriation […] of the lands situated between Pitayó and Jambaló, which Mr. Julio Arboledo
purchased from —; (Art. 3) [That] the benefactors of this Decree, as well as the ﬁrst generation that succeeds them, cannot alienate, cede or transfer their rights, in order that
they be able to subsist from their work independently. (Decree 30 of 1863, “which concedes certain lands to the Indians of Pitayó and Jambaló”; cited in Roldán 1975: 38;
my translation).
For the Páez, the Colombian political conﬂicts of the nineteenth century formed the context for the emergence of a new type of political authority.
Although the title of chief no longer existed under Republican law, numerous
contemporary sources indicate that, in many indigenous communities, presumed links to colonial chiefs continued to determine the election of cabildo
members. Through their involvement in the civil wars, some of these indigenous leaders were able to acquire considerable political power, allowing them
to command authority over a territory that reached far beyond the boundaries
20. These lands concerned the salt mine of Asnenga and surroundings, which the Indians of
Jambaló and Pitayó considered as part of their territory – a case the Indians had already been litigating for years (Bonilla 1979).
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of the local community. For example, throughout the second half of the century, the Páez chiefs of the Guainás family from Tierradentro were also able to
exert inﬂuence over the cabildos of Jambaló and Toribío. In this way, these selfstyled chiefs were reproducing the familiar pattern of the extensive chiefdoms
of the colonial period (Bonilla 1979; Rappaport 1990).
Nonetheless, it has been argued that the civil wars did more to erode than
to strengthen the political unity of the Páez. Whereas the colonial chiefs preferably related to their equals in a process of socio-political uniﬁcation, the
self-styled chiefs of the nineteenth century were being integrated into nonIndian military hierarchies and became increasingly oriented towards alien
political interests. This generated a process of alienation from their own political traditions, thus facilitating the dominant classes’ actions that tended to
isolate indigenous communities from each other (Bonilla 1979). What is more,
party allegiances to either Liberals or Conservatives in the long run left their
resguardos open to land seizures by hacienda owners from the rival camp
(Rappaport 1982). In the Thousand Days War, which lasted from 1899 to 1902
and led to Panama’s independence, the Páez were sometimes even played off
against each other, as Indian militants swore allegiance to each of the warring
armies. For example, the government at times used Páez forces from the western slopes of the Cordillera to ﬁght against the rebel armies of the Liberal Páez
from Tierradentro (Findji & Rojas 1985; see also Triana 1985).
2.6 Quinine, resguardos and public lands
During the ﬁrst decades of Republican rule, Colombia had developed an economy based primarily on the export of agricultural products and raw materials to
Europe and North America. In the 1850s, international demand arose for natural quinine, which was used as medication against malaria in European colonies
in Africa and Asia. In Colombia, this product, derived from the bark of the trees
of the Cinchona family (Cinchonae sp.), was found in large quantities in the forests of the southern Cordillera Central. Thus, in the latter half of the nineteenth
century, in the midst of civil wars, Cauca saw the emergence of an intensive but
short-lived extraction economy, focusing particularly on the cinchona forests of
Guambía, Pitayó and Jambaló (Rappaport 1990; Findji & Rojas 1985).
In the beginning, cinchona was harvested mainly by independent Indian
workers, who sold the wild resource to quinine merchants in the nearby town of
Silvia (formerly Guambía), which in those days developed into a major regional marketing center. After having negotiated an advance payment with a trader,
the cinchona collector, or cascarillero as he was called, went off on a trip deep
into the forest, where he spent several days or even weeks searching out and
felling suitable trees, and preparing and drying the harvested bark. Prices were
only ﬁnally ﬁ xed once the bark had reached its ﬁnal destination. Although the
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association between the cascarillero and the quinine merchant seems to have
been characterized by mutual distrust, there is no evidence that the cinchona
extraction entailed the development of a relationship of debt servitude for the
Indian. On the contrary, cascarilleros earned good money with the bark trade as
they were paid several times more than agricultural wage laborers (Saffray 1984
[1869], cited in Rappaport 1990).
The process of cinchona harvesting and sale had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on
the community organization of the Páez. As cinchona was extracted almost yearround, large groups of individuals were separated from their community for
extended periods of time, resulting in a diminishing intensity of regular agricultural activities on resguardo lands.21 Moreover, in their relationships with
traders, cascarilleros by-passed the authority of community leaders, and this ultimately undermined the legitimacy of the cabildo and weakened the position of
the community in relations with non-Indian outsiders (Rappaport 1990).
By the 1860s, particularly after the promulgation of the super individualist
Liberal (Federalist) Constitution of 1863 (Roldán 1975), the booming quinine
industry in northern Cauca began to make inroads on the legal status of the
resguardo as set out in Law 90 of 1859. Attempting to increase their control
over the quinine extraction, entrepreneurs and nearby large landowners started to apply for rental agreements on cinchona forests.22 These people claimed
these forests were situated on public lands, in Colombia called baldíos, whereas in fact they often formed part of neighboring resguardos. The ensuing baldío
disputes with indigenous cabildos sparked off a national discussion concerning the inalienable character of indigenous lands23 (Findji & Rojas 1985). On
one occasion, the problem was addressed as follows:
[T]he Government should know that few resguardos have written title;24 instead, actual possession gives indeﬁnite extension to the imagined properties of Indians in the
high regions of the Cordillera. It would be convenient and just to require the small
Indian cabildos to present their property titles, in order to set boundaries between their
resguardos and the baldíos. In the event of their being unable to present such titles, possession should be recognized; but there should be no corresponding guarantee of their
ownership of the quinine forests and other precious substances, ripe for exploitation.
21. Europeans that traveled through the region in those days observed that, when Páez cascarilleros were present in their communities, they spent most of their time gambling and drinking with
their colleagues; this was also true for the Indians that participated in the civil wars (Cross 1879; cited in Rappaport 1990).
22. Rental was preferable to ownership; the forests soon lost their economic interest as they were
swiftly stripped of most or all cinchona trees (Rappaport 1990).
23. One of these disputes involved the communities of Pitayó and Jambaló, which successfully
prevented the agents of the previously mentioned Julio Arboleda from unlawfully extracting quinine from their resguardo lands (El Tiempo, 4 May 1958; cited in Findji & Rojas 1985).
24. Pursuant to Law 89 of 1890, cabildos were to renew their titles by registering these with a local notary. Apparently, few cabildos had complied with this requirement.
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(Diario Oﬁcial, 13 December 1869; cited in Rappaport 1990: 101)
In Cauca, between 1865 and 1880, this ongoing debate resulted in a steady ﬂow
of contradictory laws and policy statements, at one time aimed at declaring
uncultivated parts of resguardos as public lands, and at another – in consequence of persistent indigenous resistance – intended to protect indigenous
lands from encroachment by outsiders (Roldán 1975).
In spite of all the commotion, by the late 1860s cinchona harvesting on the
western slopes of the Cordillera was already over its peak. As trees were never replanted, the forests around Pitayó and Jambaló were soon stripped of this
valuable resource and left devastated. In the 1870s, the quinine frontier moved
east into Tierradentro, Huila and Tolima (Rappaport 1990). Around 1885, the
quinine boom came to an end as abruptly as it had started, when international demand was satisﬁed by lower-price quinine from Asian plantations
– that, ironically, had been created with the seeds of Colombian cinchona trees
(Bergquist 1978).
2.7 Law 89 of 1890
In the late 1870s, prolonged crisis in the export economy and strong divisions
within the Liberal Party led to growing social and political unrest. In the Civil
War of 1885, resulting in the defeat of the (radical) Liberals, Conservatives in
an alliance with independent (moderate) Liberals succeeded in consolidating
power and began a program of far-reaching political reform that in Colombian
history is known as the Regeneration. A new constitution in 1886 deﬁnitively
abandoned federalism and remodeled the country into a unitary state with a
strongly centralized government. Political renewal furthermore found expression in anti-liberal economic reforms and a complete restoration of the alliance
of Church and State, which was celebrated in the Concordat of 1887 (Safford &
Palacios 2002). The Regeneration also implied a major shift in indigenous policy, which found legal expression in Law 89 of 1890:
Specifying the manner in which the savages in the process of being reduced to civilized
life should be governed. (Castillo-Cárdenas 1987: 161 note 25)
Law 89 – for more than a century to become the centerpiece of indigenous
legislation in Colombia (Rappaport 1994) – was basically a reenactment of
earlier legislation of the Sovereign State of Cauca, especially Law 90 of 1859,
recapturing most of its articles (Roldán 1975). Although it breathed the paternalistic spirit of the Concordat, emphasizing the civilizing task of the Catholic
Church towards the Indians – who were branded legal minors (Triana 1985) –
and ultimately aimed at their cultural integration into the dominant society
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(Rappaport 1994), Law 89 was also fundamentally protectionist in character
(Roldán 1990).25 The division and privatization (repartimiento: individual distribution) of the resguardos was postponed for a period of 50 years;26 in the
meantime, the territorial integrity of the communal holdings of the resguardo
was protected by declaring these “inalienable, non-seizable and imprescriptible” (Triana 1985: 249).27
This legal statute moreover provided a clear juridical base for the resguardo
as an institution already operating in practice. Excluding resguardo inhabitants from the application of general (national) legislation (art.1), subjecting
them to special legislation, it deﬁned its internal organization, its objectives
and its relation to local and regional (non-indigenous) authorities (CastilloCárdenas 1987). The authority of each resguardo was vested in a small cabildo,
to be elected annually by the resguardo community members (comuneros) (art.
3). This cabildo was attributed a number of jurisdictional and civic functions,
such as the punishment of small crimes (referred to as crimes against the moral
order), the conduct of a yearly population count, and registering the resguardo
land title with a public notary (art. 5, 7.1 & 7.2). Its principal function, however, was identiﬁed as the adjudication to resguardo members of usufruct rights
to land, as well as the supervision of all matters relating to land tenure, including the mediation of land disputes (art. 7.3 ff.). In view of the status of Indians
as legal minors (“savage” or “semi-civilized”), all these functions were placed
under the tutelage of the state as represented by the (non-Indian) authorities of
the municipality in which the resguardo was located (art. 10 & 11). Predicting
the eventual privatization and sale of resguardo lands (within the space of 50
years), Law 89 also included an entire chapter (Chapter V) on the partition of
resguardos, outlining the process by which the resguardo is to be dissolved
(Rappaport 1990).
On the basis of available knowledge, it cannot be ascertained whether the
norms relating to the administration of land as speciﬁed in Law 89 reﬂected the cultural patterns and local practices that prevailed in Andean Indian
communities at that time. This might very well be the case, considering the
fact that on the western slopes of the Cordillera Central cabildos had been in
place for some time and, by the end of the nineteenth century, seem to have
25. According to Rappaport (1994: 26) the primary intent of Law 89 was “to safeguard the resguardo as an institutional support during the transitional period in which Colombian Indians would
be integrated into the dominant society.” With some irony, Kloosterman (1997: 51, quoting Sánchez
1994: 5) notes that, in the view of the legislator, “the colonial political forms of the resguardo – the
cabildo and the communal property of land – ﬁrst needed to be recognized before they could be
made to disappear.”
26. In a sense, Law 89 was also born out of necessity as the government throughout most of the
nineteenth century had neither the resources nor the personnel to effectively privatize the resguardos (Safford 1991).
27. This means that non-Indian persons cannot gain access to indigenous communal lands
through sale or lease (art. 7.7), or by using peremptory pleas ensuing from their factual possession
of parts of resguardo territory (art. 13) (Triana 1985).
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been experiencing marked population growth – according to ofﬁcial counts,
the population of Jambaló, for example, increased in the 1855-1905 period
from 1,900 to 2,900 inhabitants (Roldán 1975) – and this may have made a
more strict tenure regime indispensable in view of increased local land scarcity. Moreover, reports of government authorities in those years do not record
indigenous resistance against the implementation of the law. Irrespective of
this question, however, it can be said of Law 89 that it gave certain legal delineation and administrative ﬁ x to the customary regime of indigenous tenure for
many years to come (Rappaport 1994).
Several authors (Rappaport 1982, 1990; Findi & Rojas 1985) have noted
that Law 89 – like its predecessor Law 90 of 1859 – also served the purpose
of administrators to fragment the political unity of indigenous communities,
particularly of the Páez, which to some extent had remained since the colonial
period. Throughout much of the nineteenth century, there still existed four
large Páez resguardos that were made up of several smaller communities that
were uniﬁed under the authority of one or more self-styled chiefs. However, by
designating the small cabildo, the lower level authorities of the smaller communities, as the highest indigenous authority, deﬁnitively legislating the chiefs
out of existence, Law 89 denied the political integration of the Páez into these
larger territorial units. When, at the beginning of the twentieth century, cabildos had the boundaries of their communities registered with the public notary,
the large Páez resguardos of former days were ofﬁcially broken down into various smaller resguardos that exist up to the present day.
Be that as it may, the law on the other hand safeguarded the resguardo
as a semi-autonomous territory with its own government and within which
non-Indian settlement was restricted. Also, and for the ﬁrst time, it formally recognized indigenous custom as a source of law (Rappaport 1982; Triana
1985).
2.8 Manuel Quintín Lame and “La Quintinada”
At the start of the twentieth century, several national developments again
brought pressure to bear on the resguardos. During the period of the
Regeneration (1886-1896), the immense former State of Cauca had been carved
up into various smaller administrative units (departments), as a result of
which the ruling elites in Popayán lost much of their prestige and resources
– amongst which the gold mines of Chocó and the fertile lands and cattle haciendas of Nariño and the Cauca Valley.28 A process of ruralization got underway,
28. After the dissection of Gran Cauca into the departments of Chocó, Valle del Cauca, Cauca,
Nariño, Putumayo and Amazonas, Popayán passed from being a proud and rich tribute-collecting
capital into a modest provincial town, tributary to Bogotá and subsidiary to the booming industrial city of Cali, with a political representation in the national government that ridiculed its political
power of former times (cf. Sevilla-Casas 1976).
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whereby rich families consolidated their landholdings around Popayán at the
expense of indigenous communities (Findji & Rojas 1985).29 The expansion of
the coffee economy and the construction of railways during the government of
President General Rafael Reyes (1904-1909) (Bergquist 1978; Castillo-Cárdenas
1987) spurred the advance of the agricultural frontier even further and caused
a large inﬂux of colonists to enter the resguardos on the western slopes of the
Cordillera Central. These newcomers found support in Law 55 of 1905, which
opened up possibilities for local authorities to declare uncultivated parts of
the resguardos as colonization areas. In most cases, old and new landowners
incorporated the local Indian families into their properties, where they exploited them under arrangements of tenant farming or terraje (Sevilla-Casas 1976;
Findji & Rojas 1985; Castillo-Cárdenas 1987; Rappaport 1990).30
Against this background, an indigenous protest movement against the
repressive hacienda system and the dissolution of the resguardos emerged
around 1910. The central ﬁgure in this movement was Manuel Quintín Lame
(1883-1967). Quintín Lame was the grandson of a Páez migrant from the Lame
resguardo in Tierradentro. In the late nineteenth century, his father had started working as a terrajero (tenant farmer) on the San Isidro hacienda in Polindara
near Popayán but, when Quintín was still young, had “freed” himself from his
landlord by buying, with his own money, a piece of land in the neighboring
municipality of Totoró (Castillo-Cárdenas 1971, 1987). This is where Lame grew
up, outside the jurisdiction of the traditional cabildo and in close proximity to
the dominant mestizo society. According to his own account, he was drafted by
the government forces to ﬁght in the Thousand Days War (1899-1902) and sent
south to the border with Ecuador (in Nariño), and later to Panama (then still
part of Colombia), to participate in several military activities (Lame 1971 [1939]).
When he returned to Cauca as a traveled and educated man, he attempted to
reintegrate into the local society, married and settled down as a tenant farmer.
Soon, however, he became disillusioned and rebellious towards the oppressive
conditions under which the terrajeros had to live and work. Starting to raise his
voice against “white-mestizo domination”, he quickly rose as “a nativistic rebel
who became the catalyst of Indian resentment” (Castillo-Cárdenas 1987: 31-32,
167 notes 14 & 17).
In 1910, Lame was elected by the indigenous cabildos of various communities, amongst which Jambaló, as – again according to his own testimony – their
“chief (cacique general) and representative” before the government (interview
29. In the ﬁrst decade of the twentieth century, various resguardos around the city of Popayán
were permanently terminated and the lands incorporated in some huge haciendas that were the
property of members of the ruling elites, such as the Mosquera, Valencia, Angulo, Arboleda and
Muñoz (Castillo-Cárdenas 1987).
30. The institution of terraje has been described as pre-capitalist and a modern version of the censo or mita, the tribute and personal (labor) services system of the colonial encomienda (Sevilla-Casas
1976).
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with El Espectador on July 12, 1924; cited in Castillo-Cárdenas 1971: xix).31 Shortly
before his “election”, he had started preparations for a large-scale organizational drive, particularly in Páez territory, to agitate and mobilize the indigenous
population to defend their communal lands and stand up against “the generalized contempt that characterized white and mestizo attitudes towards Indians”
(Castillo-Cárdenas 1987: 33; see also Bonilla 1979). Traveling through affected
communities, he organized meetings “teaching mingas” (mingas indoctrinadoras;
these meetings were called mingas to reﬂect the traditional Andean communal work party), during which he reminded cabildos and tenant farmers of the
preferential rights of Indians as ﬁrst Americans and assisted them in drawing up legal documents in protest at the injustices committed against them
by hacienda owners (Rappaport 1982; Jimeno 1985). In time, Lame elaborated
several central themes of struggle: (1) defense of the resguardos and the militant opposition to laws aimed at the division and partitioning of resguardos;
(2) consolidation of the cabildo as the center of authority and base of political organizing; (3) recovery of lands usurped by landlords and the rejection of
land titles not based on royal decrees;32 (4) liberation of tenant farmers through
the refusal to pay land rent or other personal tribute; (5) afﬁrmation of indigenous cultural values and the rejection of racial and cultural discrimination of
Colombian Indians (Castillo-Cárdenas 1971; Rappapport 1990).
Being a charismatic, almost messianic ﬁgure, Lame soon gained many
adherents, ﬁrst on the western slopes of the Cordillera where land pressure was
greatest, but later also in Tierradentro, where the Church was actively involved
in attracting non-Indian colonists. The success of Lame’s campaign, which
became known as La Quintinada, produced fear and consternation among the
white and mestizo population, who accused the rebellious Indians of a wide
variety of crimes ranging from refusal to pay rent to intimidation of the hacienda owners and their rural foremen (mayordomos).33 By 1911, the governor of
Cauca had already authorized landowners to organize private armies to protect themselves against Lame’s accomplices. In 1914, Lame traveled to Bogotá
to defend his case before Congress, to hold interviews with various ministries,
and to search for colonial land titles in national archives. By the end of the
31. Other communities were Pitayó, Toribío, Puracé, Poblazón, Cajibío and Pandiguando, all from
the western slopes of the Cordillera Central. There is no independent record of this election, but Lame
played this role from that date onwards (Castillo-Cárdenas 1987). According to Rappaport (1990),
Lame never called himself chief (cacique) but he did see himself as such (see also Jimeno 1985).
32. The expression “royal decrees” (cédulas reales) refers to the colonial titles pertaining to the resguardo-chiefdoms obtained by Chief Don Juan Tama and his equals of the time. In this way, Lame
stressed the colonial roots of his movement, implicitly dismissing Republican indigenous legislation (Law 89).
33. Other accusations included cattle stealing, refusal to pay slaughtering taxes, collecting dues
for the “Lamista“ movement, and clandestine distilling of liquor. Although, most seriously, the
threats to hacienda owners are mentioned by several sources, all accusations were probably exaggerated (Castillo-Cárdenas 1987).
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same year, Lame returned to Cauca, on his way calling on various indigenous
communities in the neighboring departments of Tolima and Huila. Gradually,
the Indian leader became the nightmare of civil authorities, hacienda owners
and the Church, all of whom pressed regional authorities to order his capture. Accused of instigating a racial war, Lame was apprehended in March 1915
and detained in prison for an entire year. Soon after his release, however, he
resumed his agitation with renewed fervor and much greater prestige among
his followers. By this time however, Catholic priests had been able to secure the
collaboration of Pío Collo, another prestigious Indian leader not supportive of
the “Lamista” movement. On November 12, 1916, Collo’s defense brigades accidentally ran into Lame and a group of supporters in the town of Inzá (capital
of Tierradentro) and opened ﬁre on them: seven Indians were killed and several more wounded. In ofﬁcial reports, the incident was turned into the “Lamista
occupation of Inzá” to persuade the central government to send troops to the
region to once and for all do away with the “insubordination”.34 Unlike many
of the movement’s leading members, Lame managed to escape from the militarized zone and for some time continued his actions on the other side of the
Cordillera. Finally, on May 9, 1917, he was betrayed and captured by police
forces. After a long trial, in which Lame conducted his own defense, he was
pronounced guilty of theft, insurrection and personal assault, and sentenced
to four years in prison and upon his release, in 1922, was expelled from the
Cauca department (Jimeno 1985; Castillo-Cárdenas 1987).
Defeated by the maneuvering of his powerful enemies, Lame found shelter among the Indians of Ortega in southern Tolima where he resumed his
organizing efforts, this time, however, in a more diplomatic and participatory way towards the indigenous cabildos.35 In this period, he wrote a 118-page
manuscript (completed in 1939) recapitulating some of his experiences during
three decades of struggle for indigenous land rights. In the opening chapter,
he wrote:
I intend to demonstrate with frankness to the Indian population of Colombia that
their duties and their rights, as well as their domains, are today bitten, and the bite
34. There seems to exist some controversy over the question as to whether Lame’s movement was
of an armed nature or entirely peaceful (political). Surviving Lamistas in later interviews consistently mention Lame’s use of military symbols and tactics. Castillo-Cárdenas (1987: 34), in an interview
with one of Lame’s nephews, speaks of a “bloody confrontation” between troops and Lame’s followers in the San Isidro hacienda chapel during Holy Week in 1915. Jimeno (1985) asserts that during
the confrontation in Inzá (1916) one hacienda owner was killed. Allegations about the use of violence by the Lamistas must, however, be considered in the context of a general climate of hysteria that
permeated the ofﬁcial reports of the time (see Jimeno 1985).
35. Apparently more than in his Cauca campaign, Lame’s organizing efforts in the indigenous
communities of Ortega-Chaparral, Tolima, between 1922 and 1939 were aimed at the revitalization of the resguardo institution and the reconstitution of the traditional authority of the indigenous
cabildo, only this time based on Law 89 of 1890 (Castillo-Cárdenas 1987).
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infected by the snake of ignorance, ineptitude, or illiteracy. But the Indians who can
interpret the ﬁrst six chapters of this book shall be able to rise with the greatest aplomb
to confront the Colombian Colossus, and to re-conquer their territories […]. (Lame 1971
[1939]; cited in Castillo-Cárdenas 1987: 112)
It has been argued that the relatively easy defeat of the Lamista movement
was the result of Lame’s lack of experience with the everyday reality of political organizing in resguardos. Sidestepping the authority of the cabildo, Lame
decided to take the leadership of the movement upon himself, thus acting like
a nineteenth century “cacique without cacicazgo” (Bonilla 1979: 352; Rappaport
1982: 286). As Castillo-Cárdenas (1987: 66-67) has noted, it may also have been
due to the contradictory lines of action that Lame proposed, revealing his “double consciousness” as an acculturated Indian. On the one hand, he incited his
followers to resist injustice and to reclaim their rights in the face of a perverted society (Popayán); on the other hand, he insisted on the need to resort to
legal procedures within the framework offered by national society, resulting in
juridical struggles that were effectively neutralized by those in authority.
2.9 Indigenous Cauca after the Quintinada
After Manuel Quintín Lame left Cauca (in 1922), the Páez were left behind
without a strong leader. While the regime of the hacienda de terraje became consolidated in parts of Páez territory, the state (government) promulgated new
laws that speeded up the non-indigenous settlement of “empty lands” (baldías)
(e.g. Law 19 of 1927). The inﬂuence of the priest and the municipality (alcaldía) in
indigenous Cauca grew steadily in this period, to the detriment of the authority
of the cabildo. Economic crisis (as of 1929) caused a new wave of colonization
into indigenous territory (north and middle sections of Jambaló) – an expansion that was facilitated by the construction of the Caloto-La Mina-Toribío road
in 1936. The 1930s saw a temporary ﬂourishing of labor and peasant organizing
in Colombia. Following the Mexican Revolution, in 1930 the Communist Party
was created (previously Partido Socialista Revolucionario, created in 1925), in
which José Gonzalo Sánchez, former right-hand man of Manuel Quintín Lame,
was chosen as “ﬁrst secretary”. With the approval of left-oriented Liberal president Alfonso López Pumarejo (1934-1938), the communists stimulated the
establishment of peasant leagues. Although these leagues developed a strong
representation in some indigenous communities, such as of Jambaló, claiming land and better working conditions, they did not become the platform for
a new indigenous movement because they were primarily concerned with the
situation of the terrajeros; they took little account of indigenous conceptions of
territoriality and their historically based “ideology of resistance”. In the 1940s,
the social struggles of the 1930s made way for increasing (national) politi54
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cal rivalry. The murder of presidential candidate Jorge Eliécer Gaitán in 1948
caused a wave of violence in the countryside between supporters of the Liberals
and Conservatives and marked the beginning of a period that is known as La
Violencia; the indigenous peasant leagues did not have the resilience to withstand the civil upheaval and had disappeared by the end of this period (Gilhodès
1970; Findji & Rojas 1985; cf. Rappaport 1990a).
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Jambaló, vereda Guayope, November 1978. Demonstration of the
“arms” (wooden sticks) with which the Nasa confronted the pájaros
(hired assassins) of the hacienda owners on the day that two of their
companions were killed in the process of a peaceful land occupation.
Photographer: Victor Daniel Bonilla

3

The struggle for the repossession of
territory and autonomy in Jambaló
3.1 Land reform and the indigenous land struggle

At the end of the period of La Violencia (1948-1957), the political autonomy of the
Páez (Nasa) had reached an all-time low. Large parts of the indigenous territory had fallen into the hands of non-indigenous hacienda owners who exploited
the local indigenous inhabitants as cheap labor. The various resguardo communities – once part of the more-encompassing polity of the reserve-chiefdom
– had become isolated and inward-oriented, while the authority of the cabildo was severely weakened and subjected to the power of local political bosses
and the Catholic Church. The next decade, the 1960s, saw the emergence of a
new, reversionary movement. Communities once again started to mobilize to
reclaim – or, as Indians say, recuperar – their previously lost territory and autonomy. In time, they succeeded in reconstituting the authority of the cabildo and
forging lasting relations with neighboring communities (Findji 1992). Thus it
can be posited that the Páez in the 1960s – for the ﬁrst time since Independence
in the early nineteenth century – succeeded in actually strengthening their
autonomy. This remarkable turning point can only be appreciated when considered in the context of a number of important structural changes taking place
in Colombia at this juncture.
In 1958, after almost ten years of de facto civil war, the ﬁrst Liberal government of the National Front – a bipartisan pact between the Liberals and
the Conservatives that required them to alternate the presidency between both
parties every four years and share all positions of state power equally for a total
period of 16 years (until 1974) – launched a program, Acción Comunal (ac),1
for the promotion of economic and social development in local communities designed to reincorporate the peasantry into national life and reestablish
1.

The Acción Comunal program was created by Law 19 of 1958.
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state control in the violence-torn countryside (Bagley 1989; see also Zamosc
1986; Safford & Palacios 2002). The part of the policy that had a bearing on
indigenous communities found expression in Law 81 of 1958 “concerning
the promotion of agriculture and cattle-raising in indigenous communities”,
which made provision for ofﬁcial programs for the improvement of the living
standard of the “marginalized Indian” by increasing levels of production and
promoting modern (“civilized”) forms of organization (e.g. production cooperatives and self-help committees or juntas). Subsequently, in 1960, Decree
1634 created a special Division of Indigenous Affairs (Dirección de Asuntos
Indígenas: dai), attached to the Ministry of Agriculture (Jimeno & Triana 1985).
This new indigenous legislation implied a signiﬁcant change in state-indigenous relations, whereby the focus of indigenous policy shifted from crude
assimilation to its more sophisticated variant, integration. Whereas in the previous period the government agenda towards Andean indigenous communities
had almost solely aimed to encourage and legitimate territorial expropriation
and religious cultural domination, the new policy sought the integration of
these communities into the market economy, mediated through active government intervention in internal resguardo affairs (Jimeno & Triana 1985; see also
Roldán 1990); a development that coincided with the nation-wide expansion of
the role of the “developmental state” in this period (Yashar 1998: 32).
Under the inﬂuence of the us-sponsored Alliance for Progress,2 government
programs for rural development in 1961 were incorporated and expanded in
a broader policy of land reform. Law 135 of 1961, the Agrarian Social Reform
Law, aimed to sub-divide idle hacienda lands and boost national agricultural production (cf. Colchester, MacKay, Grifﬁths & Nelson 2001). It was to be
implemented by the National Institute of Land Reform (Instituto Colombiano
de Reforma Agraria: incora), which started functioning in 1963. Although
during the Conservative administration of León Valencia (1962-1966) the
reforms initially proceeded very slow (Bagley 1989), in the ﬁrst half of the 1960s
local and regional peasant organizations (leagues and syndicates) were multiplying (Zamosc 1986). In the Páez and Guambiano communities of northern
and eastern Cauca old “Lamistas” and ex-members of the peasant leagues of
the 1930s and 1940s encouraged a new generation of community leaders to educate themselves in these organizations (Rappaport 1990). In 1966, the Liberal
and reformist president Lleras Restrepo (1966-1970) created a national peasant organization (Associación Nacional de Usuarios Campesinos: anuc) as a
counterweight against traditional landowner groups and to increase the pace
2. The Alliance for Progress was a us assistance program for Latin America begun in 1961 during
the presidency of John F. Kennedy and was principally created to counter the appeal of revolutionary politics following the Cuban revolution of 1959. The charter of the alliance, formulated at an
inter-American conference at Punta del Este, Uruguay, in August 1961, amongst other things called
for more equitable income distribution, land reform, and social and economic planning (Lowenthal
1991).
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of land redistribution. However, when the administration of the Conservative
president Pastrana Borrero (1970-1974) deﬁnitively abandoned redistributive
agrarian reform and moved to reassert state control over anuc, large sections
of the organized peasantry became militant and in 1970-1971 staged a series of
massive demonstrations and land invasions in various departments throughout the country, demanding the expropriation of the occupied land (Zamosc
1986; Bagley 1989). Although indigenous communities in Cauca did not partake in these land occupations, the militant peasant movement of the 1970s
played an important role in the emergence, in 1971, of the Regional Indian
Council of Cauca (Consejo Regional Indígena del Cauca: cric), and the indigenous involvement in the “reform from below” greatly inﬂuenced the direction
and development of the struggle for land and territory among the Páez and
neighboring indigenous communities (Guambiano, Coconuco).
The responses of the Páez to the integrationist policy and agrarian reform
programs of the state – as laid down in Law 81 of 1958 and Law 135 of 1961, and
subsequent legislation – were ambivalent. These interventions were partially
accepted because they provided access to state resources (economic infrastructure and social services) and, as “Indian peasants”, gave them at least some
political expression before the state. On the other hand, the programs also provoked resistance, because they were implemented without much consideration
for communities’ indigenous identity and institutions, particularly communal
land tenure, and demands for the recognition of indigenous territory and autonomy. This tension between partial acceptance and resistance gave rise to an
intense process of cultural negotiation and reformulation – between communities and the state as well as within communities themselves – that eventually
led to the far-reaching ethnic reorganization of the social and economic institutional make-up of resguardo communities. In this chapter, the developments
and consequences of the indigenous land struggle of the 1970s and 1980s are
described in the case of the Páez resguardo of Jambaló, which played a prominent role in the struggle. This history is preceded by a brief account of the
run-up to it (the period 1945-1970), summarized from the recollections of one of
the ﬁrst indigenous land ﬁghters in Jambaló, Don Venancio Tombé.3

3. I am greatly indebted for most of the quotes and much of the information included in the following social history to the work conducted within the framework of the so-called Cátedra Nasa
unesco (cnu) program, an initiative of the Association of Indigenous (Nasa/Páez) Cabildos of
Northern Cauca, which had the objective of mapping out their contemporary history of community organization and struggle for autonomy – the ofﬁcial subtitle of the project, as indicated in the
booklets, is “hacer memoria con sentimiento” (“Nasa us kayat i sa” in Nasa Yuwe) – on the basis of recordings of life histories (cnu 2000, 2001a,b,c, 2002a,b).
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3.2 Juan Tama’s title and the recuperation of Zumbico
In 1945, the year in which Don Venancio Tombé was appointed captain (capitán),
Zumbico was controlled by the Hospital de San José, an outpost of the Catholic
Church in Popayán.4 The hospital did not provide any services to the Páez – only
to some of the neighboring non-Indian landowners – nor did it make any productive use of the nearby agricultural land. Rather, the hospital charged an
annual rent to the local Indian farmers in return for their farming it. It was the
task of the captain to collect this rent from the individual families and then
bring it to Popayán.
Although some Jambalueños might have remembered different times, the
presence of the Church had been a constant all through the history of Zumbico.
Before the hospital was founded – around 1905 – the place had been known as
La Hacienda de Sumbico. In the War of Liberation (1811-1819), the estate administered by the Church had served as a storehouse for the troops of freedom ﬁghter
Simón Bolívar (Findji & Rojas 1985); several decades later it brieﬂy functioned as a
center for the extraction of quinine (Findji & Rojas 1985). During the rebellion of
Manuel Quintín Lame, the Quintinada (1910s), and later through the Communist
peasant leagues (1930s), the Páez revolted against the mestizo colonists encroaching on their lands. By the mid-1940s however, indigenous resistance had been
successfully suppressed by the concerted efforts of local government ofﬁcials
and the Church (Findji & Rojas 1985; Rappaport 1990). While the Church had
managed to retain its holdings, in the area to the north of Zumbico the hacienda
system including servile forms of tenant farming (terraje5) had consolidated as a
means of territorial domination (Findji & Rojas 1985). In these subjugated areas,
the cabildo had lost its inﬂuence completely, but in the other “free” parts of the
resguardo this authority in time had also come to be largely subordinated to the
power of the priests and local politicians. See Map 3
Socio-politically and economically the resguardo had thus become divided. While land in the southern, upper section of the resguardo – as far down as
the small stream of Portachuelo – was still administered by the cabildo, territorial organization in the middle and lower sections, to the north of Zumbico,
was subject to the harsh rule of the landlords on the so-called haciendas de terraje
(landlord haciendas). Within this panorama, Zumbico seems to have occupied
an intermediate position. According to community elders, the Church did not
supervise land use, and families were able to clear as much land as they saw ﬁt,
as long as they paid their rent. Although the captain was a local leader, the person holding this position does not seem to have supervised the distribution of
land among the local families. Thus, Zumbico was governed by the rule of free
4. The story of Venancio Tombé’s land struggle in Zumbico is based in large part on an interview
held in 2000 by the Nasa Catedra unesco program.
5. Land rent, often paid in labor or in kind.
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settlement, falling outside the sphere of cabildo authority.6
Before Venancio was elected captain of the Zumbico community, elders had sent
him away to Totoró to receive two years of professional training. In this period,
he came under the inﬂuence of the ideology of the Communist Party (est. 1930),
which through its regional cadres campaigned to end the exploitation of Indian
tenant farmers (terrajeros) by non-Indian hacienda owners. For some time he was
in the company of Communist leader, José Gonzalo Sánchez, former secretary
and right-hand man of Quintín Lame. As he says himself, Sánchez oriented him
in his historical consciousness by presenting him with a copy of the legendary
Páez cacique Juan Tama’s Title of the Five Communities of 1702, a document which
he was now able to decipher for himself. 7 Thus for the ﬁrst time he learned the
true facts about the presence of the Church in his community:
I [Juan Tama] had committed to paper the account of the administrator [Lorenzo
Balcazár] of the borrowed terrain named Zumbico, which he gave in the presence of the
gentlemen witnesses and all my Indians in response to my asking to whom belonged the
land which they occupied. He replied that, as he understood it from his boss (patrón), it
was borrowed from me – in my capacity as chief and therefore master of the land – for
a period of ﬁfteen (15) years in order to establish with the proﬁts of a mill a dependence
of the convent of Santo Domingo in Popayán.8 (nc/s 1914 [1702]; my translation)
Venancio did not fail to notice the clear directives Juan Tama gave “his Indians
of Jambaló”:
In the event of my demise “mis indios de Jambaló” will claim back the land and add it
to their possessions, not permitting it to be handed over; and in case whomever of these
tenants wishes to sublease it to another, they will resist vehemently and at any price
remove these persons so as to reclaim the land as owner […]; they will defend the lands
I bestowed on them with the documents I gave them for this purpose, ﬁght them until
6. This is not to say that the actual situation in some of the more isolated parts of the cabildo’s
zone of inﬂuence necessarily differed much from the situation in Zumbico. In the mid-twentieth
century there was still no land shortage in these parts, and stories of some older Jambalueños create the impression that the relatively weak cabildos of the period between 1930 and 1950 exercised
little effective supervision of land use.
7. Venancio is mixing up the names of two colonial land titles. Juan Tama’s title to the great chiefdom (cacicazgo) of Pitayó is known as the Título de las parcialidades de Pitayó, Quichaya, Caldono, Pueblo
Nuevo y Jambaló (acc/p 1881 [1700], partida 843). This land title is better known as the Title of the
Five Communities. Later, another title was drawn up on the basis of his demarcation of the parcialidad
(territorial community) of Jambaló, at the time still forming part of the larger cacicazgo. This title is
ofﬁcially known as the Titulo de las tierras de Jambaló (nc/s 1914 [1702], escritura no. 167). Sánchez probably gave Venancio a copy of the latter.
8. It is uncertain to whom Lorenzo Balcazár was referring as his benefactor. Most likely this was
the later-mentioned Alonso Valencia, the administrator of the convent in Popayán. However, it is
also possible that – as Venancio tells us – the erstwhile chief or governor of Jambaló, Luis Dagua,
had granted the Church the lease of the terrain.
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they have clean title.9 (nc/s 1914 [1702]; my translation)
In this way it became clear to Venancio that the Hospital de San José was in
fact not the lawful owner of Zumbico – as it had always maintained – because
it based its claim on a long since extinguished lease and therefore that the
rent the hospital charged for the use of the land had no legal basis. When he
returned from Totoró to take on his appointed task as captain, he was ﬁ rmly
determined to ﬁght for the restoration of the resguardo in Zumbico:
I wanted the hospital to return the land in Zumbico to the authorities of the resguardo
in Jambaló. With Juan Tama’s title deed I defended myself before the hospital and the
landowners. (Venancio Tombé, cnu 2000)
This proved to be a difﬁcult task. Determined to suppress any form of indigenous resistance, several of the nearby landowners immediately started a
campaign of intimidation. The Church reacted much more indifferently. It
persisted in its claim to be the lawful owner of the land regardless of being
unable to produce any proof of this. When Venancio insisted, the hospital proposed that the inhabitants of Zumbico should purchase the land. They did
not accept the offer, most likely because they did not have the means to do
so, but also because the community of Zumbico was still alone in its struggle. Disappointed, Venancio’s political ardor temporarily ﬂagged. Whereas
the Indians living inside the inward-oriented, landlord haciendas were cut off
from regular contacts with the “free” parts of the resguardo, the cabildo of
Jambaló, being an instrument of local political interests, had no sympathy with
the rebellious community. Venancio:
When we started to struggle and had our political movement, the cabildo did not
approve. In those times, the cabildo of Jambaló did nothing for the resguardo. They
were only chasing the unmarried women. The cabildos of those days were illiterate and
did not know about the laws. (Venancio Tombé, cnu 2000)
Shortly after, the incipient process of political organizing in Zumbico
was thwarted by the outburst of rural aggression during the period of La
9. The two parts of the original text are as follows: “[L]o hice constar con la confesión del administrador
[Lorenzo Balcazár] del terreno emprestado, que hizo en presencia de los señores testigos y todos mis indios, lo cual
fue preguntado por mí, de quien eran las tierras que ocupaban; respondió que, en virtud de haber oído a su patrón,
eran emprestados por quince (15) años, a mí el cacique, como dueño que era de ellos, para que redituasen para formar con su producto [de un molino] un vínculo para un santo del convento de Santa Domingo de Popayán […].”
— “[S]i yo falleciese, [mis indios de Jambaló] las reclamarán y agregarán a sus terrenos, sin permitir que de ahí
pase adelante; y si quién que estos arrendatarios subarrienden a otro, se opondrán fuertemente, y en todo caso
despojarán tomando su terreno como propietario […] las tierras que he dado en posesión las defenderán con los
documentos que en defensa de dichas tierras se les otorgaba, pelearán hasta quitarlas en limpio […].”
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Violencia (1948-1958) – which in Jambaló took root during the early years of
the Conservative government of Laureano Gómez (1950-1953). On the western
slopes of the Cordillera, the Páez, predominantly Liberal and in some cases
with a history of peasant league membership, were branded as potential subversives and heavily persecuted by the military police (Rappaport 1990). In
Jambaló, hacienda owners in the vicinity of La Mina were hiring paid assassins
(pájaros: lit.: birds) to kill indigenous leaders (Findji & Rojas 1985).10 Many Páez
took refuge in the mountains for years at a time. In 1956, the Conservative mayor of Jambaló denounced Venancio as a Communist guerrilla; as a result, he
spent sixteen months in a Cali prison together with various indigenous leaders
from neighboring communities.
After La Violencia, the indigenous movement revived however. An important event in this regard was the arrival of Evangelical extension workers in
Jambaló. In Zumbico, where Evangelical teachings had already been making
headway since the 1930s – for the Páez possibly constituting an act of resistance against the Catholic Church (Findji & Rojas 1985; see also Rappaport
1984) – these people had started encouraging community organization. When
Venancio informed them about his past experience, they advised him on the
matter:
To recover the land in Zumbico, an Evangelical leader told me: “you should go to Bogotá!
Since this land has been resguardo, why should you pay rent to someone who is not the
owner? What is more, [the land] still belongs to the resguardo of Jambaló!” (Venancio
Tombé, cnu 2000)
And so it happened. In 1960, Venancio traveled to the capital and visited the
Ministry of Agriculture to ﬁnd out about the possibility of repossessing the land
in Zumbico.11 There, the recently established Section for Indigenous Affairs
proved to be a sympathetic audience to the plea of the indigenous delegation:
A doctor who was “indigenista” [state ofﬁcial working on indigenous policy], suggested the idea of establishing a cooperative. I didn’t know what that was, a cooperative, of
what use it would be. He explained: “To repossess that land you should set up a cooperative, because, if a cooperative is involved, the government will support you. The
10. The political violence was not only directed against the indigenous population. In response
to the actions of Conservative militants, in 1956 a guerrilla army from Tolima attacked the mestizo settlement of La Mina. More than thirty people were killed in the incident, after which the village
remained depopulated for three years.
11. Although Venancio does not mention the exact year in which he traveled to Bogotá, it is
possible to date this occasion on the basis of his story. With Decree 1634 of 1960 the Section for
Indigenous Affairs – created by Law 81 of 1958 – was transferred from the Ministry of Agriculture to
the Ministry of Government and renamed the Division of Indigenous Affairs. Later, he also mentions 1960 as the year in which his political movement experienced an important breakthrough.
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government will not help if you take this land [by force], because the hospital is beneﬁciary and commissary of the very same government. So the government will not take
it from them to give it to you; that would be to take the bread of one person and give
it to another. But it can help you to do the paperwork to set up your own cooperative.”
(Venancio Tombé, cnu 2000)
The promotion of agricultural cooperatives in indigenous resguardos formed
part of a broader government policy aimed at bringing an end to the outdated hacienda system – also known as the latifundio-minifundio complex12 – in
order to “democratize land ownership” and ﬁght poverty as a source of political violence (Jimeno & Triana 1985: 71. Law 81 of 1958 (article 3) considered
cooperatives a desirable way to integrate “marginal and backward” indigenous
communities into the market economy without immediately having to privatize
the collective lands of the resguardo.13 In this way, it was thought, the Indians
could be turned into “efﬁcient” farmers, while their communities would retain
– as social capital – their characteristically communitarian character (Jimeno &
Triana 1985; Roldán 1990).
Events moved swiftly after Venancio’s return from Bogotá. Ofﬁcial procedures for the establishment of the cooperative were started and the 35 families
in Zumbico received assistance from dai in the Ministry of Government in
setting up a new community organization. Venancio and several other persons selected to lead the cooperative were afforded the possibility to follow
professional training courses in Popayán. In 1963, an executive board was up
and running, and in 1964 the organization received corporate status. Hence,
from a legal perspective, the cooperative was a fact. However, since dai had
been reluctant to question the presence of the Church in Zumbico, there still
was no solution to the problem of the proprietary rights to the land. In other
words, the true recovery of the indigenous territory – the acknowledgement by
the Church of the ownership of the community as represented by the cabildo
– was still an outstanding issue. Even now, the community was obliged to pay
rent for the use of the land.
In the meantime, the cooperative was organized along the lines of the daipropagated model of the Israeli kibbutz, though not without mixing it with the
prevailing “model of progress”: the land of the cooperative was carved up into
12. In Latin America, the term latifundio-minifundio complex is used to indicate the system of
agrarian production in which large estates for the production of cash crops or cattle-raising are
complemented by Indian or peasant communities constituting a reservoir of cheap labor for the
landowner; the landlord haciendas in Colombian resguardos are a good example of this system.
13. Law 81 of 1958 concerning the promotion of agriculture and cattle-breeding in indigenous
resguardos marked the end of more that 40 years of government policy aimed at the expropriation
of indigenous territory and, ultimately, the dissolution of resguardos (which had been scheduled
for 1941 and later 1951 but was never executed) and the beginning of a policy of indigenous integration by means of economic incentives (Jimeno & Triana 1985).
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individual family plots (Findji & Rojas 1985; compare with Vasco 2002c)14. Since
people at the time assumed the land would ultimately have to be bought, the
executive board decided – probably on the advice of external advisers – that each
family would be allocated as much land as in due time it was willing and able
to pay for. This decision had far-reaching consequences for the distribution of
land among cooperative members. Whereas the amount of land a family could
bring into use by means of slash-and-burn agriculture (rocería15) used to be determined from year to year by the amount of labor it was able to mobilize – either
in the household or by means of labor exchange (picy-nasa, a system of reciprocal labor sharing between families) –, from now on “the land was permanently
divided, partitioned into plots of unequal size, which were being fenced, thus
interrupting the [corrective] performance of the rocería” (Findji & Rojas 1985:
107). Just the same, no outright objections were made against this decision.
The following year, Venancio represented Zumbico at a national peasant
meeting in Bogotá. In the presence of more than three hundred other delegates of peasant organizations, he was informed about the agrarian reform,
which ﬁve years earlier had been announced with Law 135 of 1961. On this occasion, he became conscious of the fact that the legislation under discussion in
several paragraphs speciﬁcally touched on the situation of indigenous communities. Article 54.6, for example, made provision for the “granting of land and
improvements to indigenous communities or the recovery of resguardo lands
occupied by colonists that do not belong to the community concerned”. This
discovery strengthened Venancio and the other members of the executive committee in their determination to restore cabildo jurisdiction in Zumbico – as
well as in other occupied parts of the resguardo. First, however, it was crucial
to convince the cabildo of the importance of the land struggle. Up until then
the cabildo had been careful to stay aloof of all organizing efforts, all the more
so since local politicians had begun to misinform people. Venancio:
At ﬁrst the cabildo had many doubts about the cooperative, what it was all about. In
those days many people didn’t understand, they said that the Communists had ordered
the cooperative. But those were lies; it was without political distinction. The cooperative is an indigenous organization that discriminates neither between persons nor
between political orientation, race nor skin color. (Venancio Tombé, cnu 2000)
In search of other allies, Zumbico established relations with the Guambiano
Indians of Las Delicias (Guambía). In the early 1960s, this group of ex-tenant
14. A kibbutz[im] is “an organization […] which maintains a collective society of members organized on the basis of general ownership of possessions. Its aims are self-labor, equality and
cooperation in all areas of production, consumption and education” (legal deﬁnition taken from
the Cooperative Societies Register).
15. Rocería is a term derived from the verb rozar, which means “weeding” or “clearing”. In Cauca,
the term is also commonly used to denote the beginning of the agricultural cycle when the bush is
cleared and the land prepared for cultivation.
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farmers had succeeded in establishing an agricultural cooperative on lands
bought from their former landowner with a loan from the Agrarian Bank.
Following their example, Venancio and his companions decided to make a new
attempt to gain the ownership of the land in Zumbico. They stopped paying
rent to the Church and requested the legal assessment of incora to determine
the value of the terrain. During the proceedings, however, incora’s experts
discovered that the hospital in fact did not have legal title – as Venancio had
been trying to make clear from the beginning. Thus in 1969 – after more than
250 years – at long last the Church was forced to cede the land to the local indigenous community.
3.3 The awakening of consciousness on the haciendas de terraje
While Don Venancio Tombé’s nascent indigenous movement was claiming its
ﬁrst victories, the communities to the north of Zumbico (middle and lower sections, around the centers of La Mina and Loma Redonda) were still living under
the suffocating regime of the landlord haciendas. See Map 3
Most of the haciendas had been founded between 1920 and 1940 by mestizo colonist originating from Caloto or Silvia, who through debt relations and
false property titles had appropriated the most fertile lands (in the valleys and
plains) (Findji & Rojas 1985). In order to retain the labor of the Indians for his
hacienda, the landowner (terrateniente) allowed each family to clear a small plot
(encierro) for subsistence and habitation. In return, he obligated them to pay
a kind of rent called terraje in the form of several days of work every week on
his farms (ﬁncas) and/or reserve for him a part of their harvest (Gilhodès 1970;
Sevilla-Casas 1976).
To the local communities, life on the landlord haciendas implied their
submission to a strict and often cruel system of obligations and restrictions
imposed by the landowner. The tenants were only allowed to live and work
within the conﬁnes of the hacienda. The landlord appointed the areas they
could clear for their family use, decided whether or not they could keep animals
and determined the number of days they were expected to collectively fulﬁll
their labor obligations (Findji & Rojas 1985).16
Landlords, who for most of the year resided in nearby towns (e.g. the haciendas
of Chimicueto, El Tablón, and El Picacho) appointed a supervisor (mayordomo
or capatáz) to manage and control the fulﬁllment of the land rent (cnu 2001b).
This non-indigenous man in turn commanded one or more indigenous foremen, the capitanes, to direct and guide the working teams. The foreman fulﬁlled
an important role in setting a “good example” (Muelas 2005: 49), and, as pri16. In indigenous areas, the value of a hacienda was in part determined by the number of indigenous families residing on the property, and there are testimonies of sales of haciendas or parts
thereof in which the tenants are included in the purchase of the property (Findji & Rojas 1985).
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mus inter pares among the tenant farmers, he was the intermediary between the
landlord and/or the supervisor and the local indigenous community. In other cases (e.g. Loma Gorda and Buena Vista), where the landlord resided on
his property, he often worked side by side with his tenants, sometimes even
employing indigenous institutions such as the minga (communal work party)
for extra work outside the designated days of terraje, without, however, ever losing control over hacienda affairs (Findji & Rojas 1985).
Besides economic exploitation and humiliation, the landlord hacienda system meant a serious limitation of tenant farmers’ freedom. At all times, they
had to be at their landlord’s disposal; in some cases, they were even obliged to
ask his permission to leave the locality. Despite this social isolation, communities on the haciendas retained many typically indigenous customs and practices
(e.g. agricultural techniques, forms of mutual labor, kinship and language)
(Findji 1993). The landlord hacienda regime also entailed a marked socio-political disintegration of the former resguardo territory (pre-1920), where people
clearly distinguished between comuneros (community members) – inhabitants
of the remaining “free” lands – and terrajeros (tenant farmers) – who were no
longer considered as forming part of the resguardo community; the cabildo
had no authority on the haciendas and the terrajeros had no representation in
the cabildo (cf. Muelas & Urdaneta 2005).17
In the 1960s, the living conditions of the Indians on the haciendas deteriorated. In some places, a growing expansion of cattle ranches, i.e. enlargement
of cattle pasturage, pushed renting families into a land squeeze, a development
exacerbated by population growth among the tenant farmers; there was less
and less land available to clear parcels for subsistence plots. Elsewhere, hacienda owners passed on price falls in the coffee market (around 1965, see Bagley
1989) to their tenants; entire families were forced by their patron to work more
often and more hours on the coffee plantations – in some cases the number of
rent/labor days even doubled (cnu 2001b). The hardening stance of the landowners strained social relations on the haciendas. It also ﬁlled the tenants with
a growing sense of humiliation:
The situation was such that the [terrajero] communities were enslaved by the landowners. One could observe much suffering among the people of the resguardo with regard to
the payment of terraje. Then the people came to see that it was exploitation. (Marcelino
Pilcué, cnu 2001a: 2)
Pushed to desperation, foremen and community leaders of various haciendas
or administrative sections (veredas18) started to grow more and more close and
17. According to Findji (1993) and Muelas & Urdaneta (2005), there existed a marked and partly
internalized segregation between community members and tenant farmers, whereby – in the eyes
of the Indians – the former constituted a social sector with a slightly superior status, which can be
inferred from their pejorative use of the Spanish term indios when referring to the latter.
18. Although vereda typically means a pathway, in Colombia the term is generally used to indicate
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meet each other – often in secret or under false pretences – to discuss the problems and look for possible solutions to improve their living conditions. Some
of them dared to appeal to their patron’s reasonableness and tried to obtain
concessions of him: they asked for more land or for a reduction of the number
of labor days (cnu 2001b). However, these attempts were not very successful.
Others, particularly a group of more militant tenant farmers from the veredas
in the middle section of the resguardo (Loma Gorda, Bateas, El Maco), thought
it better to seek advice from their equals. They decided to approach the leaders of the Zumbico cooperative, whose successes had not gone unnoticed. The
leaders from Zumbico thereupon decided to set up a group that was to inform
the indigenous population of the various haciendas about the legal history of
the resguardo (Juan Tama’s colonial land title) and about their experiences
with the land reform.
The people joined together to deliberate on the exploitation by the terrateniente of our
comrades, and they started organizing, to meet [on a regular basis] and establish relations with neighboring veredas. [...] The leaders that I remember were: Don Venancio
Tombé, Luciano Quiguanás, Marcelino and Belarmino Pilcué [all from Zumbico], they
were the ones that helped us to think, that oriented the communities, and in that way [...]
the people developed a vision of their own, [...] analyzing in common with the others that
the lands were ours, belonged to the communities. (Jaime Dagua, cnu 2001b: 7)
Encouraged by the cooperative leaders in Zumbico, the most concerned and
militant tenant farmers started to look beyond the borders of their own, local
situation. This brought them into contact with neighboring resguardo communities and peasants’ organizations such as fanal (eastern Cauca) and
fresagro (northern Cauca),19 which enabled Indian peasants (campesinos indígenas) to take part in/attend speciﬁc courses and special training programs,
during which they were made aware of the land reform and the local political
relations (Gros 1991a). Today many former tenant farmers describe this period
as an “awakening of awareness” and they often express themselves in the following way:
the administrative section of a municipality or community grouping. Because of its unique meaning
in that country, the Spanish word is retained in the text.
19. fanal: Federación Nacional Agraria/National Agrarian Federation – rural labor organization
created by the Catholic Church in 1959 and sponsored by the Conservative Party-afﬁliated Union
of Colombian Workers (Unión de Trabajadores de Colombia: utc) (Bagley 1989; see also Medhurst
1984). In Cauca, fanal’s principal supporter was the charismatic Monseñor Gustavo Vivas, who after the conference of Latin American bishops in Medellín (1968) became inﬂuenced by the Church’s
newly adopted social doctrine or so-called preferential option for the poor. Among the organization’s ﬁrst experiences with indigenous communities was the Guambiano agricultural cooperative of
Las Delicias (cnu 2001c). fresagro: Frente Social Agrario/Social Agarian Front – independent peasant and labor organization founded by Gustavo Mejía in the early 1960s subsequent to the socialist
revolution in Cuba and based in Corinto (Gros 1991a).
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People from the outside [peasants and workers] oriented us, saying: “why should you
go on paying terraje? Why should you stay in the service of others when you are authentic, autonomous?” (cnu 2001c: 3)
For these reasons, in the late 1960s there was growing potential on the landlord haciendas in Jambaló for indigenous land struggle against the hacienda
system.
3.4 Indigenous resistance and the intervention of incora
Meanwhile, the tense situation on the haciendas had already exploded into a
number of neighboring indigenous communities; there, tenant Indians had
openly confronted their landowners by taking over parts of the haciendas
without permission (particularly in Toribío, Silvia-Guambía and in a number
of communities near Popayán).20 The sudden rise in these kinds of land-related
conﬂicts – or land invasions as the hacienda owners preferred to describe the
situation – induced the regional authorities and dai to spur incora to come
up with a solution to the problem. Leading politicians from Popayán exploited the situation as an opportunity to point out in the Senate that the national
government had so far paid little or no attention to the rural situation in Cauca,
despite Law 81 of 1958 (regarding the development of indigenous communities)
and Land Reform Law 135 of 1961 (Jimeno & Triana 1985). Initially, incora
had only intervened occasionally in indigenous territories, upon invitation
by other entities (as had been the case in Zumbico), but as of 1968 due to this
political pressure the institute started to pay more attention to the situation in
indigenous communities (Jimeno & Triana 1985).
Initially, incora simply considered the land conﬂicts in indigenous communities as a consequence of archaic property relations on the landlord
haciendas and in the resguardos. Their solution consisted of a “transformation of the old economy of patronage into commercial economic relations of a
capitalist nature” (Jimeno & Triana 1985: 98). Decree 2117 of 1969 allowed incora to ease tensions in areas with an accentuated minifundia (smallholding)
situation through the negotiated purchase of land from neighboring hacienda
owners and the allocation of this land, through a loan, to indigenous peasants. The latter were subsequently given the opportunity to beneﬁt from private
credits and technical assistance (techniﬁcación agropecuaria).21 This program for
20. This can be explained by the fact that these communities are situated near urban centers
(Toribío close to Caloto, Guambía near Silvia and Popayán), and in these areas community leaders
in the 1960s generally had come into contact with progressive social organizations sooner than the
Páez in Jambaló.
21. An approach that was very much like the one devised for the problem of the non-Indian minifundistas or smallholders. One year earlier, Law 1 of 1968 had inaugurated the arepas-program, which
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the restructuring of tenure in indigenous communities, also known as the
Cauca Project (Proyecto Cauca), also allowed for the swift parceling out of the
remaining collective indigenous territories. incora’s approach was almost
unconditionally supported by dai, which also saw the resguardo as an outdated form of economic organization (Jimeno & Triana 1985). However, in view of
the speciﬁc cultural background of the program’s beneﬁciaries, the dai urged
the land reform institute to observe particular cautiousness with the parcelization program in indigenous territories. dai advised incora as follows:
It is necessary to make sure there is a replacement particularly appropriate for the
defense of land, which [ formerly] was the purpose of the paternalistic resguardo. incora [therefore] needs to grant land in indigenous areas under a new type of land tenure
that gives protection while at the same time expands production and increases income
and consumption. (dai memo to incora’s Director of Adjudications in 1968; cited
in Jimeno & Triana 1985: 114)
Despite dai’s peculiar (or should we say misplaced) cultural sensitivity, incora proposed to apply the regime of the agricultural family units (unidades
agrícolas familiares: uafs), as used elsewhere in the land reform context (Zamosc
1986), to indigenous communities also. This transitional form of tenure gave
individual peasant families a parcel of land that was their full property from
a legal and economic viewpoint, but also restricted in the sense that the land
remained inalienable for 15 years after the allocation (i.e. it could not be sold
or leased out); a precautionary measure to prevent an early loss of the land due
to debt peonage (Decree 2117 of 1969 art. 12).22 This way, it was reasoned, the
Indians would be able to successfully integrate themselves into the market
economy “safe in the knowledge of having a piece of land that is secure and
permanent for a long time” (Jimeno & Triana 1985: 74).23
However, in many indigenous communities the program led to internal discord
between supporters and opponents of the parceling out of resguardos; elsewhere,
incora’s attempts to impose individual title gave rise to strong resistance, for
was designed to distribute land to renters and sharecroppers (Bagley 1989). Not by chance, this legislation was enacted shortly after the publication of a study by the Land Tenure Center (University
of Wisconsin) and the Centro Interamericano de Reforma Agraria (ﬁnanced by the Organization
of American States), which in its conclusions recommended that “dependent minifundia on large
landholdings [...] could probably be helped to achieve landownership status through parcelization
programs backed up by supervision and credit” (Adams & Schulman 1968: 283).
22. That is, incora and dai feared that the Indians, who had no prior experience with private
individual property, were at risk of losing their possessions to their former patrons through old clientelistic relations of debt servitude.
23. This form of tenure was in fact nothing new, since earlier legislation with regard to the parceling out of the resguardos also proposed a 15-year period of indefeasibility (e.g. Law 19 of 1927 art.
34; in Roldán, Castaño & Londoño 1990); for the legal deﬁnition of the agricultural family unit, see
Vargas 1985 (p. 89).
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example on the haciendas of El Credo (Tacueyó resguardo, municipality of
Toribío) and El Chimán (Guambía resguardo, municipality of Silvia). In these
communities, Páez and Guambiano respectively, groups of tenant farmers had
managed, after years of rebellion, to convince their patrons to request incora
to buy up their land; but when incora proposed to give the Indians the land in
parcels with individual titles (uafs) they refused categorically. They indicated
that they wanted the land to be allocated collectively, but incora initially did
not wish to compromise on this issue (cric 1981; see also cnu 2002c).
3.5 The founding of cric and the Acta de Bogotá
Despite incora’s rejection, the tenant farming communities of El Credo and El
Chimán seized the haciendas of their former landowners – who had abandoned
them after incora had bought the land from them – and decided to continue
their struggle on their own. While the El Credo tenant farmers received solid
support from the cabildo of Tacueyó, the families in El Chimán were supported
by the Guambianos of the Las Delicias cooperative (cric 1981). In a joint attempt
to encourage the rising land repossession movement in Guambía and nearby
communities, the Guambianos of El Chimán and Las Delicias, in collaboration with fanal, set up the Sindicato del Oriente Caucano (Peasant Syndicate
of Eastern Cauca) in 1970. Soon after that, the Páez in Zumbico (Jambaló) also
sought an alliance. However, the organization failed to materialize. Based on
the agrarian reform model, the organization did not meet its members’ expectations. Furthermore, due to its constitution as a peasant union, it was not in
keeping with the reality of the resguardo community and was unable to convince the cabildos to support the land struggle (Bonilla 1979; Gros 1991a).24
Also in 1970, a group of indigenous militants (luchadores) from El Cedro
entered the ofﬁce of the peasant organization, fresagro, in Corinto, where
they gave their account of their experiences and problems regarding the land
struggle. The leader of this organization, Gustavo Mejía, had taken a special
interest in the situation of the Indians after having been a guest in various Páez
communities – including Toribío, Jambaló and Mosoco – between 1969 and
1970. He had also thoroughly studied Law 89 of 1890, the special legislation
in force regarding resguardos (cnu 2001a). Mejía suggested that the Indians
organize a meeting that would enable them to discuss the problem of the
unlawful appropriation of indigenous lands with tenant farmers and resguardo residents from neighboring communities. An important reason for such a
24. Of all cabildos of the western slopes of the Cordillera Central, the cabildo of Guambía was
longest under the inﬂuence of the local (non-indigenous) political bosses and priests. Like in other
resguardos before, Guambía’s cabildo was in the hands of a small elite of indigenous families that
let themselves be bribed with small favors (privileges). Only in 1980, under governor Segundo
Tunubalá, would Guambía enter into association with the indigenous land repossession movement,
with their own organization however (maiso).
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discussion was the publication of a study, commissioned by the Ministry of
Government 25, into the land conﬂict in the parcialidades (resguardos) in the
Toribío municipality (Toribío, Tacueyó and San Francisco). This document
reached the following conclusion:
In these parcialidades, the members live in the worst conditions as tenants of their very
invaders. […] Economically, the Indian ﬁnds himself in a situation that is more than
disadvantageous. […] He is treated as an incompetent person without any productive
initiative [entrepreneurial capacity], all of which results in the current great tension
between these groups [tenant farmers and hacienda owners], which is due more than
anything to relations of property and land tenure. (Díaz Aristizábal 1970; cited in
Perafán 1995a: 48)
With ﬁnancial and logistic support from fresagro and a number of progressive incora ofﬁcials, on February 24 1971, the ex-tenant farmers of El Credo
were able to organize a ﬁrst regional indigenous meeting in Toribío in collaboration with indigenous leaders of the former Sindicato del Oriente Caucano (Las
Delicias, El Chimán in Zumbico). On this occasion, attended by more than two
thousand Indians – and many tenant farmers and delegates from various cabildos, mainly from communities on the western slopes of the Cordillera Central26
– for the ﬁrst time since the Quintinada (1910-1917) people publicly discussed
indigenous rights again (as opposed to the ongoing discussion about peasant
rights in relation to land reform). Two important demands were formulated: (1)
the abolition of land rent, and (2) the expropriation, by incora, of the haciendas
in resguardos and their free restitution to indigenous families. These demands
were legally based in Law 89 of 1890. In addition to that, delegations from various indigenous communities agreed to mutually support each other in the land
struggle. At the conclusion of the meeting it was agreed to set up an independent and truly indigenous organization, on the one hand to support the various
resguardo communities in their organization and on the other to make their
struggle visible to the outside world. This multiethnic indigenous federation
was given the name of Regional Indigenous Council of Cauca (Consejo Regional
Indígena del Cauca: cric), (cric 1981; Gros 1991a; see also cnu 2001c).
The formation of cric sent a shockwave through the community of local
hacienda owners, who immediately took action against the indigenous organization: they spurred local authorities to declare a state of emergency (estado de
25. This investigation was conducted by the General Ofﬁce of Integration and Community
Development (Dirección General de Integración y Desarrollo de la Comunidad: DIGIDec), a new agency that had been created in 1968 by the Lleras administration by merging the Division of Community
Action (DAC) and the Division of Indian Affairs (dai) (see Bagley 1989, amongst others).
26. The largest delegations came from the resguardos of Toribío, Tacueyó, San Francisco, Jambaló,
Pitayó, Quichaya, Quizgó, Guambía, Paniquitá and Totoró (cric 1974 in Gros 1991a). After a third
meeting in July 1973 in Silvia, several cabildos from Tierradentro also joined cric.
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sitio) and arrest the entire cabildo of Toribío as well as Gustavo Mejía, who, as
president of fresagro, was a co-organizer of the meeting. Due to these repressive measures, the indigenous organization was unable to further develop
itself in the ﬁrst months after its formation (cric 1981). Nevertheless, indigenous communities felt strengthened in their struggle and many tenant farmers
answered the call to stop paying rent, particularly in Toribío and Jambaló. It
was striking that, remarkably for the ﬁrst time, the Indians defended themselves against their landlords by using the existing indigenous legislation, i.e.
Law 89 of 1890:
Everybody was speaking of Law 89; that was the law one could take to ﬁght. People
used to say: “We have a law, so why should we give away work any longer?” In the El
Maco vereda, the terrateniente was a very stern woman. Some were afraid and still continued to work for her. […] But we were conscious already, and we didn’t go [to work].
She sent for us at the station – then there was a police station here – and she asked us
why we refused to pay terraje. I told her: “Because we have a law”. She asked: “And
what law is that?” – “It is Law 89, which favors us.” – “And this law, who has ordered
it?” –“It has been ordered by the very government itself”. She said: “This miserable law
of the government; don’t bother me with the government and its laws!” But we said: “All
the same, for the time being we are not going to continue to pay terraje.” We told her
right away. (Fulgencio Tróchez, cnu 2001b: 20)27
Apart from the refusal to pay rent anymore, some families on haciendas where
land shortage among Indians has reached critical levels spontaneously started
to clear fallow land (parts of the haciendas) without prior permission from the
hacienda owner. This fuelled the already charged atmosphere (Roldán 1990).
Despite the increasing repression of the indigenous resistance, the militant
communities managed to organize a second meeting, six months after the meeting in Toribío, this time on the La Susana hacienda in Tacueyó on September 6
1971. This meeting, considered cric’s deﬁnitive formation, elected a new executive committee (comité ejecutivo) and a council consisting of two representatives
of each indigenous community that had joined the organization (junta directiva).
The meeting also adopted a 7-point program that revived many of the earlier
demands of the Lamista movement: (1) repossession of usurped lands belonging to resguardos; (2) enlargement of resguardos; (3) strengthening of cabildos;
(4) no payment of land rent; (5) broadening knowledge of indigenous legislation and demanding its just application; (6) defense of the history, language
and customs of indigenous communities; (7) formation of indigenous bilingual
27. With regard to the abolition of land rent, cric and the communities could also have made an
appeal to ilo Convention 107 (of 1957) concerning “the protection and integration of indigenous
and other tribal and semi-tribal populations”, which had been ratiﬁed by Colombia in 1969 and in
article 20.3.c. declared illegal “coercive recruitment, bonded labor and other forms of debt servitude” (see also Gros 1991a).
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teachers (cric 1981; Gros 1991a). Finally, the meeting made the strategic decision to set up ties with anuc (Asociación Nacional de Usuarios Campesinos),
the independent national peasant organization, founded in 1970, which around
that time openly supported the militant peasants’ struggle for an accelerated
review of ownership relations in the Colombian countryside (Bagley 1989).28 In
the months following the meeting in Tacueyó, cric started to run an intensive
campaign aimed at circulating its program among indigenous communities.
It also started to put pressure on ofﬁcial bodies urging them to assume their
responsibility in view of the critical situation (cric 1981).
Around this time, there was an important shift in approach among some
public bodies with regard to indigenous communities, if not at dai then most
certainly at incora.29 With the northern part of Cauca militarized, hundreds
of Indians (tenant farmers) imprisoned, and local authorities not recognizing
the legitimacy and decisions of the ﬁghting cabildos (cabildos luchadores), incora increasingly started to act as a mediator in the land conﬂicts. The situation
also forced it to abandon its policy of abolishing resguardos. It actually started to carry out studies to conﬁrm the existence of resguardos (Jimeno & Triana
1985). In addition to this, Carlos Pinzón, Agrarian Prosecutor in Popayán, published a revealing report in 1972 about the situation of indigenous communities
in northern Cauca. The report mentions numerous cases of arbitrary and selfwilled behavior on the part of hacienda owners and local authorities against
Indians. In March 1972, partly because of this document, cric sent a large delegation of indigenous leaders to Bogotá to meet representatives of the Ministry
of Government, the Ministry of Agriculture, incora and the governor of
Cauca. During this meeting, the government acknowledged (pursuant to Law
89 of 1890) that there had been large and unlawful appropriations of land in
various Páez resguardos. It promised to look for solutions for the most urgent
problems caused by this situation (cric 1981; see also Sánchez & Arango 2002).
The ﬁnal statement from this meeting, also known as the Acta de Bogotá, read
as follows:
While the lands claimed by the vast majority of members of the resguardos of Toribío,
Jambaló and Pitayó have been and are the property of the respective local communities, and, moreover, since the various transactions that were effectuated concerning
28. In the founding year of cric (1971), farmers in several of Colombia’s rural regions – but especially in the departments on the Atlantic coast (Cesar, Cordoba, Sucre) – started to engage in land
occupations to pressure the government to speed up the redistributive land reforms proposed by
the Lleras administration (1966-1970). Apart from anuc, this land struggle was also supported by
various Leftist groups made up of students, workers and intellectuals who were united in organizations like the Bloque Social and the Movimiento Obrero Independiente (Bagley 1989). As of 1973,
these non-indigenous sympathizers would also prove an important basis of support for the militant
indigenous communities of Cauca.
29. dai, which was obsessively intent on exercising control over indigenous communities, felt threatened in its position not only by cric but also increasingly by incora, which, with its land reform programs
for indigenous communities since 1970, put dai completely in its shadow (Jimeno & Triana 1985).
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these lands are null and void, it seems neither legally opportune nor practically feasible to initiate revindicative lawsuits, which will surely be of long duration, and when,
in addition, the situation needs rapid and effective solutions. Therefore, it has been
concluded that it falls within the competence and responsibility of the respective cabildos to effectuate the “restructuration”30 of the lands which traditionally have been the
property of the local communities. (Acta de Bogotá, 23-III-72; cited in Findji & Rojas
1985: 110 note)
Even though immediate government action failed to materialize, the Acta de
Bogotá – which can be seen as a ﬁrst step towards ofﬁcial recognition for cric
– for the ﬁrst time underlined the authority and responsibility of the cabildos
with regard to the restructuring of tenure in resguardos, including those areas
where non-indigenous colonists had settled over the previous decades. The
indigenous communities saw it as an important legitimization to continue
their land struggle (cric 1981).
3.6 The recuperation of the cabildo
and disappointing negotiations
Now that the government had acknowledged the land claims of the tenant
farmers in the usurped parts of the resguardos, it was important to win the
support of the cabildos. Some cabildos in cric were already wholeheartedly supporting the land struggle, but in many resguardos this was not yet the
case. To a certain extent this was also the situation in Jambaló, where many resguardo inhabitants continued to be very reserved with regard to the “revolt” of
the tenant farmers. Here the cabildo, despite its involvement in cric, was still
very strongly inﬂuenced by the Church and by local politicians. In addition, the
cabildantes (cabildo members) who did support an enhancement of the cabildo’s
authority in the middle and northern sections of the resguardo were unsure
how to move into action.
After the cric delegation’s return from Bogotá, indigenous leaders from
Zumbico and the veredas of the neighboring haciendas (Loma Gorda,
Barondillo, Bateas, El Maco) started to make a concerted effort to inﬂuence the
cabildo by informing the members about the latest developments and by making them aware of the relevant legal sources (Juan Tama’s colonial land title,
Law 89 of 1890, and Law 135 of 1961).
To recover the lands, the cabildo didn’t know where to begin. So we told them we were
leaders. We reunited in order to make appeals, to give directions and explain the laws to
the cabildo. (Venancio Tombé, cnu 2000: 12)
30. This term is taken from incora’s policy towards indigenous communities of the time, pursuant to Decree 2117 of 1969, the so-called program for the “restructuring of (land) tenure in
resguardos”, also known as the Cauca Project (Jimeno & Triana 1985).
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Meanwhile, the tenant farmers and cooperative members (socios) were also
addressing the resguardo population. Despite the fact that many, often older,
people condemned their cause – they initially called the land ﬁghters “intruders” (invasores) and “incorists” (incoristas, meaning incora-philes) (cnu 2002a:
3) – they also managed to win the support of a big group of sympathizers. Late
in 1972, these likeminded community members ran their own candidate for
the 1973 cabildo elections. This man, called Lisandro Campo, was a community member from the “free” part of the resguardo (Loma Pueblito vereda) but
at the same time he was also a tenant farmer on the El Maco hacienda. Hence,
he strongly identiﬁed with the struggle of the tenant communities. When the
resguardo inhabitants elected him with an overwhelming majority as cabildo
governor, he pronounced Jambaló’s cabildo a ﬁghting cabildo (cabildo luchador),
(cnu 2002b; see also Findji 1992; Vasco 2002c).
The next step was to ﬁnd a suitable approach to make progress with the
actual restitution of the haciendas. Soon the land ﬁghters and the new cabildo
reached an agreement and decided to adopt an approach based on the model/
cultural principle of Juan Tama, the legendary erstwhile Páez chief (Findji &
Rojas 1985; see also Rappaport 1985). Anticipating the forthcoming land restitutions – promised by incora in the Acta de Bogotá – the cabildo visited the
militant tenant communities one by one; after tracing on foot the outer boundaries of the hacienda, the cabildo solemnly read aloud the colonial title of Juan
Tama to the local community, thus allocating the territory symbolically to all
tenants/the tenant community. These so-called global adjudications (adjudicaciones globales – i.e. collective) were “not an attempt to deﬁne units of production
– as was the case in the free part of the resguardo when the cabildo allocated
usufruct rights to individual families – [but rather] to reconﬁrm the indigenous right on the part of the ancestral territory that was being contested by the
owner of the landlord hacienda. That right belonged to a community, and not
to an individual. The problem of the deﬁnition of the most suitable unit of production was not yet on the agenda” (Findji & Rojas 1985: 111, my translation).
However, a problem soon arose. Law 89 of 1890 stated that land adjudications made by the cabildo – either to individuals or to collectivities – had to
be authorized by the local authorities in the person of the alcalde (mayor) (Law
89 of 1890 art. 7.4).31 When Lisandro Campo’s cabildo submitted the global
adjudications concerning the lands included in the landlord haciendas to the
mayor, Ramiro Fernández (1972-1974), the latter refused to sign them on the
grounds that, according to the mayor, the land in question was the legal property of the hacienda owners and hence not part of the resguardo (cnu 2002a).
Although the local authorities had displayed an unyielding attitude towards
the cabildo, the incident did apparently alarm them, as becomes clear from a
31.
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letter sent to Congress in Bogotá, in which the mayor mentions the cabildo’s
assertive behavior:
For more than a year, we have been recording invasions of private property affecting the unhindered possession of the landowners […]. The indigenous cabildo of this
municipality’s parcialidad declares that it has ownership titles, which according to
them include all of the municipal territory, and that on account of this the Indian peasants continuously show disregard for the property of those who have title, resulting in
daily problems of invasion. (Ramiro Fernandez, Ofﬁcial Note no. 819, 13-XI-73; cited
in Roldan 1974: 62)
Despite the denial of the cabildo’s jurisdiction in the middle and lower sections
of the resguardo, the cabildo continued to carry out global adjudications in the
communities on the landlord haciendas. In a renewed effort to put the local
authorities under pressure and urge them to recognize their authority in these
territories, the cabildo decided, by the end of 1973, for the ﬁrst time to allow the
tenants of the landlord haciendas also to take part in the 1974 cabildo elections.
This election was won by Isidro Dagua from Zumbico who became the new
governor. But once again the mayor opposed the will of the indigenous community. Authorized by Law 89 of 1890 (art. 3), he declared the election void on
the same grounds he had previously used, i.e. that the tenant farming communities were not part of the resguardo. He then called a new (fake) election that
was won by a candidate, Isaias Cuetia (from the Paletón vereda), whom he had
personally nominated and who became the new governor. This situation led to
the ﬁrst open conﬂict between the cabildo and the local authorities:
I had always participated quietly amongst community members, but this time I let my
tongue free to say to Ramiro [Fernández – the mayor] that if he installed his governor
[Isaias Cuetia], he would install him for the urban center (town) only, not for the communities of the veredas, because “for the communities we have elected Isidro [Dagua], and
Isidro is the governor of the community” – thus I told him. Then Ramiro reacted: “Yes,
but what happens is that you are going about naming governors at your convenience so
that you can idle about and eat stolen cattle during the community meetings.” To this
I in turn responded: “Obviously you are also naming governors at your convenience so
that you can keep control and not the communities.” (Emiliano Guejia, cnu 2002a: 4)
In order to break this deadlock, the cabildo appealed to the board of dai in
Popayán, which sent an investigative mission to Jambaló to look into the issue.
The director of dai, Marcos Aurelio Paz, eventually conﬁrmed that the Indians
were in the right: both elections were declared void due to “irregularities”, and
the community was given permission to hold a new election, with the participation of the tenant farmers. When Isidro Dagua was elected governor again – in
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March 1974, three months after the ﬁrst election – the mayor was ﬁnally forced
to acknowledge the authority of the cabildo (Emiliano Guejia, cnu 2002a).
Assured by the support of dai and the Acta de Bogotá, the cabildo now
dared to visit hacienda owners and request them to transfer their property to
the indigenous community, through incora’s intervention. In most cases
their request fell on deaf ears: the hacienda owners either rejected the cabildo’s
proposal or reacted angrily and chased the Indians off their property. Others
were more accommodating, such as, for example, the owner of the La Floresta
hacienda in Barondillo:
I spoke to him [Emilio Salazár] about the Agrarian Reform, about what a resguardo
is. I made him understand and he agreed. He said: “I will sell to you, but only if you
have money and pay me directly.” So I said: “We are poor people and the government
has organized the program of Agrarian Reform, incora, and we want to work with
this program. incora will pay you and afterwards the community will start paying
incora.” This what we did, and he said okay. (Luciano Quiguanás, cnu 2001a: 8)
Meanwhile, incora had replaced its policy of individual land allocations (parcelación) of resguardos (in uafs), partly due to indigenous resistance, with a
scheme aimed at promoting the development of associative forms of production. This new policy, under which land was collectively allocated to so-called
community enterprises (empresas comunitarias: ecs) – also called agricultural
multifamily units (unidades agrícolas multifamiliares: uamfs) (Londoño, Mohr,
Morales, Parra & Valenzuela 1975) – had been used since 1970 for land reform
issues in peasant communities elsewhere in the country. Because of its “distinctively communitarian character”, it also seemed a suitable alternative way
to involve indigenous communities in the modernization of the countryside
(Jimeno & Triana 1985: 118; Zamosc 1986). This new land allocation model was
used for the ﬁrst time in indigenous territories in Silvia, Totoró and Toribío
between 1971 and 1973 (cric 1981; personal comment, Salomón Soscué Puyo,
incora Popayán, January 20, 2001). In these places, incora had selected a
number of families as members of an ec – usually bypassing the cabildo – and
granted them joint private ownership of land recovered through negotiation.
In exchange, these former tenant farmers had to sign a contract that included
a code of internal organization (statute) stating that the land of the ec would
remain undividable for a number of years, that individual plots for subsistence
production could be allocated, and that ﬁnancial income was to come mainly
from commercial production as collectively undertaken by the members. They
were expected to use these proﬁts to eventually pay back the – state (incora)-ﬁnanced – purchase price of the land. The ec could then be retrospectively
legalized by means of a collective land title (cf. Zamosc 1986).32
32.
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In 1974, after long and painful negotiations, the Jambaló cabildo succeeded
in convincing two owners to sell their land: the La Floresta hacienda (460 ha)
owned by Emilio Salazár in Barondillo-Loma Gorda and the El Epiro hacienda
(290 ha), part of the property of Alfonso Medina in the vereda of the same name.
After incora had purchased the land and the titles had reverted to the state,33
the ec program could start. The cabildo transferred the authority over these
haciendas to the local communities – in both cases comprising only between
ﬁve and ten families – through a global adjudication. Both former tenant groups
accepted incora’s conditions; they organized themselves in ecs that were set
up as extensive cattle ranches, using an additional loan (Findji & Rojas 1985).
They basically continued the same style of farming as their former boss.
Apart from these two successful negotiated land restitutions at the end of
1974 however, the cabildo had not made a lot of headway with the negotiations regarding the other lower lying “occupied” territories (in the middle and
lower sections), comprising more than 20 haciendas each covering between
100 and 1,000 ha. Some owners kept the Indians dangling by making empty
promises; others refused to budge and categorically rejected all negotiation
proposals. Many landowners in the latter category had started to mount a fullblown counter-attack against the land reform and used all their political and
economic inﬂuence (corruption) to keep their tenure. incora, for its part, was
legally powerless to force these people to sell their land. It justiﬁed this to the
indigenous community with the argument that many of the lands they wanted to recover were unsuitable for (commercial) agrarian production (Jimeno &
Triana 1985; see also cnu 2001c). Increasingly frustrated by the slow pace of
the repossessions, but determined to pursue the struggle for a complete restoration of the resguardo, the cabildo of Marcelino Pilcué (from Zumbico) in
1975 eventually came to the conclusion that recovery through recourse to the
law (the vía legal) was going down a dead-end track (cnu 2002b). At that point
it was decided, in agreement with the militant tenant farmer communities of
the middle and lower sections of the resguardo, to continue the struggle acting
on their own authority (no longer waiting for legitimation by the state): they
decided to start organizing and carrying out collective land invasions.
Finally, the [vereda] communities reckoned that in some cases there was no way of negotiating based on the Agrarian Reform, incora that is. The landowners did not agree
to sell. At that point, the community came to the decision to struggle on its own authorof 1973 (part of the larger counter-reformist package agreed upon at a meeting in Chicoral). The
Chicoral Pact was the result of consultation between the government, representatives of the traditional parties (Conservative and Liberal) and the private sector (federations of large landowners) in
the town of the same name in the department of Tolima (Zamosc 1986); for the exact legal deﬁnition of the community enterprise (taken from Law 4 of 1973), see Vargas 1985 (p. 90).
33. This means that the lands and its improvements (mejoras) were acquired by the state through
the National Agrarian Fund (Fondo Agrario Nacional).
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ity, because there was no possibility of using the law. Then the community decisively
began to take on the repossession, to move in and start to hassle the cattle farmers [by
bringing pastures into cultivation: picar potreros]. (Marcelino Pilcué, cnu 2001a: 14)
3.7 Contacts with anuc and the consolidation of cric
The decision made by the Páez in Jambaló to use land occupations as a new strategy in the land struggle, as well as the moment this decision was made, cannot
be solely explained by the local situation, but must also be considered in the light
of a number of crucial developments in the broader context of the land struggle
in indigenous territories in Cauca and outside. In particular: (1) the growing
involvement of cric in the peasants’ struggle as elsewhere led by anuc, (2) the
consolidation of cric as an indigenous social movement, and (3) the polarization of the land struggle in a number of neighboring indigenous communities.
The columns of peasants who in August 1972 left Popayán, Silvia and northern Cauca to take part in the great peasant protest march (Marcha Campesina) to
Bogotá, organized by the radical wing of the anuc (anuc-Sincelejo), consisted
in large part of members of militant indigenous communities (cric 1981; see
also Zamosc 1986). These indigenous peasants were protesting, together with
tens of thousands of other peasants from all points of the compass, against the
abandonment of redistributive agrarian reform by the Conservative Pastrana
government (1970-1974). The government had made this decision when, in 1971,
peasants in several places in the country had started to carry out large-scale
land occupations in an attempt to speed up the slow process of land expropriation and redistribution (Zamosc 1986). 34 Even though the Indians from Cauca
may have known about these developments for some time, for many indigenous participants in the protest march it was the ﬁrst time they personally met
peasants’ groups from departments where these land occupations were taking
place – experiences they took back to their own communities after the march.
After this encounter, cric and anuc decided to strengthen their mutual support. The indigenous organization was given its own department within the
structure of the peasants’ organization: the Indigenous Secretariat (Secretaría
Indígena) (Gros 1991a; Corry 1976).
The following year, on July 15 1973, the indigenous communities of Cauca
organized their own protest march on the occasion of the third cric congress
that was held in Silvia. Despite opposition and harassment by the local authorities during the preparations – the meeting was initially to be held in the Huila
resguardo in Tierradentro, but at the instigation of local landowners, the mayor and the Apostolic Prefect of Belalcázar had blocked the gathering – on the
day more than four thousand Indians from more than ﬁfteen different res34. This government decision had been taken between January and July 1971 as an outcome of the
Chicoral Pact (Zamosc 1986), see note 35.
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guardos publicly stood up for their legitimate rights as original inhabitants
of America. The event received broad national press coverage and was attended by many sympathizing mestizo peasants, students and intellectuals. It was
striking that the largely successful campaign to stop land rent payments in
resguardos had now made the struggle for land the central theme of the talks
(cric 1973; Colombres 1977).
The Regional Indigenous Council of Cauca agreed during its ﬁrst assembly not to pay
land rent, and many communities have rejected this slavery [while] others are in the
process of rejecting it. But the struggle of the tenant farmers, and that of the resguardo members (comuneros), the farm laborers (peones) and the plot holders (parceleros),35
should not stop there. It must continue in order to get hold of more land, work and ways
to improve our lives. […] This struggle is not only that of the Indian peasants, but of all
the exploited peasants in Colombia. (cric 1973)36
Compared with many other indigenous communities, the Jambaló cabildo had
decided at an early stage to adopt a militant land struggle strategy. However, it
was not the ﬁrst community in Cauca that had turned to land occupations. As
described above, impatient indigenous inhabitants of certain landlord haciendas in communities with an acute land shortage had occupied land previously,
with or without the explicit approval of, or active support from, their cabildos. The example of the communities in El Credo and El Chimán was followed
between 1971 and 1973 by the Indians on the haciendas La Concordia and San
Antonio in Paniquitá (municipality of Totoró), Cobaló in Cocunuco (Puracé)
and La Aurora in Munchique (Santander de Quilichao) (Antonil 1978; cric 1981;
Gros 1991a). Around 1971-1972, the tenant farmers from the Jambaló veredas
Vitoyó (in the lower section) and Bateas (in the middle section) had started spontaneously (i.e. without prior coordination) to work the land of their former boss
illegally (cnu 2001a,b). The hacienda owners reacted to the invasions as they
had always reacted to rebellious Indians: they condemned these actions as vio35. The term peon was used to denote an Indian farm laborer who is forced to work for a creditor
until a debt was paid off. Parcelero was the common name used to refer to the members of incora’s
community enterprises (empresas comunitarias) in indigenous communities (see Zamosc 1986).
36. This expression of solidarity with peasant struggles elsewhere in the country was uttered not
only by the Indians of Cauca, but also by several representatives of other indigenous groups who
had been invited for the occasion – such as the Arhuacos, Uwa, Kamsá, Inga and the Indians of the
departments Tolima (Coyaima-Natagaima), Nariño (Cumbal) and Caldas (Riosucio-Supía); therefore, the assembly was at the same time the First National Indigenous Encounter of Colombians
(Primer Encuentro Popular de Indígenas Colombianos) (Corry 1976; Colombres 1977). Three months later,
in October 1973, the same indigenous groups met again in Medellín (Antioquia University), where
they participated in the Week of Solidarity with the Indigenous Struggles (Semana de Solidaridad con
las Luchas Indígenas), organized by leftist intellectuals in collaboration with peasant associations
and labor unions of Antioquia (Findji 1992; cric 1973, 1978). The contacts and support that cric
obtained with these information campaigns would prove very useful to the militant Páez communities – like Jambaló – in 1974 and subsequent years.
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lations of property rights and public order and secured interventions by police
and security forces. However, faced with determined indigenous communities
who persistently continued to refer to Law 89 of 1890 – with an increasing success rate, like for example in Coconuco (see cric 1981) –, several landowners
in north and east Cauca resorted to armed retaliation, a measure with which
they were familiar. On March 1 1974, Gustavo Mejía, the peasant organizer who
had been at the cradle of cric (Antonil 1978; see also cric 1978), was dramatically assassinated in Corinto (northern Cauca). Despite this warning, several
indigenous communities in Toribío and Corinto seemed to consider this crime
a motive to start a new series of land occupations (Zamosc 1986).
3.8 First land occupations in the middle section
From the available information (interviews and secondary sources), it is not
possible to deduce with certainty either which tenant farming community in
Jambaló was the ﬁrst to actually carry out a coordinated land occupation, or
when this precisely happened. In any case, the communities of the haciendas
in the Bateas, El Maco and Guayope veredas (middle section, on the left bank
of the river) were among the ﬁrst, soon followed by those of Loma Gorda and
Buenavista (on the right bank); they all started occupying their former boss’s
hacienda at the latest in 1975-1976 (cnu 2001b; cnu 2002a).
Prior to the land occupation, the situation in these communities had been
as follows. As described above, as far back as 1973-1974 the cabildo had formally transferred the power of authority over the to-be-repossessed haciendas
to the local tenant families through a global adjudication that was recorded in
the register of adjudications (registro de adjudicaciones). Around the time the land
occupations started, the new (Liberal) mayor of Jambaló, Hernando de Téllez
(1975-1977), had ratiﬁed these allocations, in spite of objections made by the
landowners. His (Conservative) predecessor, Ramiro Fernández, had refused
to ratify them right until the end of his term in ofﬁce (cnu 2002b). The tenant
farming communities, for their part, had sent a handwritten letter to incora and the landowners in which they declared that they needed the land badly.
They claimed that it was, in fact, theirs by law (Law 89 of 1890) – (cf. Corry 1976:
compare with Zamosc 1986). After the negotiated recoveries of Barondillo and
El Epiro, the petitions of the other communities had been ignored for a long
time. Everything pointed to a deadlock in the negotiations between incora
and the landowners.37 At that time, indigenous leaders had contacted incora
37. This might very well have been the case since, apart from the political inﬂuence of the reluctant landowners, legislation passed under the counter-reformist agrarian policy of the Pastrana
administration (Laws 4 and 5 of 1973) had considerably tightened incora’s criteria to deﬁne landed
estates as liable to expropriation and redistribution and considerably cut its budget for paying compensation to potentially affected landowners. In Cauca as elsewhere, these measures had caused a
virtual standstill in the Institute’s redistributive actions (Zamosc 1986).
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ﬁeld ofﬁcers, some of whom had been openly sympathizing with the struggle
of the indigenous communities since 1972 when they conducted the ﬁrst indigenous population count (censo indígena del Cauca) together with cric (Findji
1993). According to some interviewees, these people had advised the tenant
farming communities – probably by referring to the land struggle in progress
elsewhere in Colombia – not to wait any longer for an expropriation decision or
a change in attitude on the part of the landowners but to retake the initiative by
putting the landowners under pressure.
We had notiﬁed incora. At that moment, the ﬁeld ofﬁcer was a somewhat broadshouldered guy by the name of Londoño; the other one was called Yepes; those two came
to advise us [...] and they said that we should put pressure on the rich man (que teníamos que presionar al rico).38 (Lisandro Menzucué, cnu 2001b: 24)
These incora ofﬁcials had basically encouraged the tenant farmers to occupy
the haciendas in order to reopen talks between the owner and incora.39 This
was a clear message: soon after that, the aforementioned tenant farming communities started to invade the haciendas of their former boss.
In essence, the indigenous land occupations meant that the tenant farmers
started again to “exercise [...] their rights over their usurped ancestral territory, working the land at the start of the agricultural cycle. [...] The Indians
worked in the same way as they had done under the terraje system, i.e. jointly –
but this time the fruits of their labor would not accrue to the hacienda owner”
(Findji 1993: 56, my translation). The land occupations in Jambaló in 1975 and
later were carefully planned, in contrast to the earlier spontaneous invasions
(in Bateas and Vitoyó) that generally had taken place without any preparatory coordination (cnu 2001a, 2002a; see also Pinzón 1972). Furthermore, they
were now also taking place with the active and moral support of the cabildo
(which between 1974 and 1978 was uninterruptedly headed by governors from
Zumbico!). Nevertheless, the responsibility for the initiative and the organization of similar undertakings lay primarily with the local community, i.e. a
group comprising between ﬁfteen and thirty likeminded families, often related through kinship, working and living on the same hacienda.
A land occupation usually started with the tenant families, led by one or several local leaders, setting up a militant committee (comité de lucha) entrusted
with the task of carefully taking all possible measures needed to carry out the
actual land occupation (cnu 2001b). The attitude of other community members ﬁrst having been cautiously sounded out, secret meetings were organized
38. The incora ofﬁcial mentioned probably was Edgar Londoño, one of the authors of the 1975
socio-economic and legal study on Jambaló, which called for an “immediate solution to the distressing situation of minifundia (smallholding) that affects the Indians” (Roldán et al. 1975: 1).
39. Zamosc (1986: 70), is his description of the anuc-organized land occupations of 1971-1972,
also mentions the “complicity” of incora ofﬁcials.
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during which issues such as the date of the occupation, the coordination of the
activities, and which part of the hacienda to occupy, were discussed. During
these meetings, the initially inexperienced tenant farming communities in
Jambaló often received support and advice, through their cric contacts, from
indigenous leaders from resguardos where land occupations had been going
on for some time.
Seeing that some communities were beginning to [occupy], other leaders came, such as
Domingo Rivera, who was directing the repossession in La Aurora, Munchique resguardo. Then they got in touch with the other leaders, and this is how we began in Guayope
[...]. (Taurino Guejia, cnu 2001b: 10)
Usually, the date chosen as being suitable for a land occupation was a day when
the hacienda owner and his administrators (mayordomos) would deﬁnitely be
absent, so that the tenant families would have more time before the occupation would be noticed. In the meantime, they made sure that there were enough
seeds and plants to transfer to the new area. They also tried, often in collaboration with the cabildo, to mobilize contacts in other veredas and neighboring
resguardos to help them with the occupation. On the eve of the land occupation, the militant community organized a communal work party (minga) at
which the members of the assisting communities were welcomed with food
and the customary guarapo (a homebrewed alcoholic drink) (cnu 2001b). After
a short night, they would meet the following morning at dawn at the agreed
location. While both the men and women tried to clear and plant as much land
as possible in a short period, a number of other people would stand guard to
warn them if the landowner was coming. When the latter discovered a group of
land occupiers, he would usually immediately call for police assistance (from
La Mina) or an army patrol. Once the police or army were on their way, the
occupiers helped the helpers from other veredas escape via pre-planned escape
routes, because, at the moment of confrontation it was up to the local community – “those who had the right” – to face the situation (cf. Findji 1993). The
police and army generally acted severely against land occupations: the Indians
were chased from the land in a heavy-handed manner, and the men who were
believed to have been the leaders of the initiative were arrested and imprisoned
– an approach legitimized by the national policy of repression of the peasant
movement (Zamosc 1986). The remaining men and women, for their part, put
up peaceful resistance, accepting their eviction amid heated discussion on
indigenous legislation and the Juan Tama colonial land title (cf. Zamosc 1986;
see also Findji & Rojas 1985). After the police had pulled out and the hacienda owner had destroyed the new plantings, the Indians adopted an attitude of
aloofness for an indeﬁnite period. However, this was not the end of the story:
the militant communities would sooner or later regroup and reorganize them88
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selves, if needed with new leaders, and conduct a new land occupation. Thus,
the ﬁrst land occupations in the middle section of Jambaló were just the beginning of a long sequence of evictions and reoccupations (Zamosc 1986).40
3.9 Repression in Loma Redonda,
ﬁrst successful recuperations
In reaction to the ongoing land occupations, the hacienda owners hardened
their stance towards the indigenous population and increasingly sought open
confrontation with the land repossession movement. In their aim to crush
the indigenous organization and restore the old situation, they used all their
political inﬂuence to secure continuous support from the public authorities.
After the Caucan senators Victor Mosquera Chaux (Liberal) and Mario S. Vivas
(Conservative) had unanimously described cric as “a threat to property and
the rule of law and order” (Antonil 1978), police and army were authorized,
under a special decree (Decree 1533), to act freely against the land occupiers.
While many local and regional indigenous leaders were being arbitrarily arrested and subjected to ill-treatment and abuse, their communities were harassed
with all sorts of restrictions and intimidations, such as a ban on meetings, control on personal movement, and harsher evictions (Gros 1991a). In the shadow
of the ofﬁcial repression, some hacienda owners even contracted hit-men to
retaliate against the Indians with impunity, assisted by a judicial system that
was entirely on their side (Gros 1991a; Findji 1993). In order to coordinate their
actions against the communities, the landowners had set up the action group
Regional Agrarian Committee of Cauca (Comité Regional Agropecuario del
Cauca: crac) in 1975. This organization, supported by the religious authorities, the Minister of Government and the Society of Colombian Agriculturists
40. The way the land occupations were carried out in Jambaló – as fragmentarily described in the
2001 cnu interviews – bears strong resemblance to the organization of the land invasions by the
peasant communities under the coordination of anuc-Sincelejo in 1971 and later years (extensively
described by Zamosc 1986); this gives evidence of the strong inﬂuence of the peasant organization over cric during the ﬁrst years of the indigenous land struggle. Very similar tactics were used in
other communities on the western Cordillera slopes, as is testiﬁed by a description of communityleader Arquímedes Vitonás from Toribío: “It is a long process. First, there are community meetings.
These happen between 1 and 4 am as they are prohibited during the day. They are as secret as possible. There is no writing, since to the authorities and landowners in those days having a typewriter
was far worse than having a gun. During the meetings, 200 to 500 workers would get involved
through coming to agreements about decisions. The next step is the occupation itself, which we
do at dawn, taking over the territory with the people by simply starting to work the land. There are
already set escape routes and people watching, however. So when the police and army come, as
they always do, we run and hide. The police stay for three or four days and leave – at which point
the people return. After months of this, maybe years of this, during which there are assassinations, attempts to single out leaders, etcetera, the owner sees that he has to negotiate” (interview
for the Canada-Colombia Solidarity Campaign, September 20 2002, published on www.zmag.org
— “Direct democracy in Colombia”, accessed March 2004).
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(Sociedad de Agricultores de Colombia: sac), was responsible for the surge in
violence in indigenous communities in the years that followed (Gros 1991a). As
a result, many people were killed in Jambaló and elsewhere: on December 10
1976 three militant tenant farmers were shot dead in Buenavista (Antonil 1978;
cnu 2002b); many more attacks would follow in the succeeding years.41
But the resistance against the land occupations did not only come from
outside the indigenous community; it also came from within. Although the
– often elder – leaders who tended to conform to the existing power relations
had already been replaced at an early stage by new leaders who were more
devoted to the land struggle (cnu 2001b, 2002a), the militant communities
and the cabildo failed to win the support of the entire indigenous population.
Community members who enjoyed special privileges from the landowner and/
or who were involved with him via (spi)ritual kinship relations (compadrazgo42)
often remained against the land repossession movement. Some of these opponents (contrarios) put the communities in an awkward position because they
acted as the eyes and ears of the hacienda owners.
The squealers (sapos, lit.: toads) were often the administrators or foremen. They always
grabbed all the meat left over after the minga (work party); that’s why they used to
say that the boss was a good person. “Why are you robbing my boss’s land? He doesn’t
deny us anything!” – that sort of stories they had. — The opponents were mostly persons working with the landowner […]; they informed about who were coming together
and going places, so that he would accuse them before the authorities and arrest them.
(Lisandro Menzucué & Jaime Dagua, 2001b: 14, 17)

Hence, these opponents who actively collaborated with the landowner were
partly responsible for the escalating repression of the indigenous organization
(see, for example, cnu 2001a).43
Despite the repression, the indigenous communities continued the land
occupations unwearyingly. However, due to opposition from different sides, the
land ﬁghters were forced to keep inventing increasingly innovative strategies to
resist the enemy and to be able to continue pursuing the land occupations successfully. In order to circumvent the ban on passenger travel, the Indians used a
41. Between 1976 and 1978, nine land ﬁghters were gunned down by either pájaros or the landowners themselves; in Buenavista (1976), Belarmino Ipia, Luciano Ramos and Antonio Yule; in Carrizal
(1977), Daniel Conda and Maria Transito Ipia; in Guayope (1978), Lisandro and Marco Tulio Casso;
and again in Carrizal (1978), Marcelino and Felix Conda (cnu 2001a).
42. Co-parenthood; a system in which adults contract ﬁctive or spiritual kinship through ritual
sponsorship of a child or object.
43. There were also passive contrarios, such as groups of Protestant (Evangelical) tenant farmers,
who out of religious convictions kept aloof from the land struggle, and persons who were simply afraid to get involved in the land occupations (cnu 2001a,b).
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widespread network of paths and short cuts inside and between the veredas to
avoid military checkpoints (and hit-men) (cnu 2001a,b). Furthermore, important community leaders never traveled through the resguardo on their own;
they were always accompanied by someone who preceded them and would act
as scout and decoy (cnu 2001c). The preparatory meetings for a land occupation increasingly took place in extreme secrecy. They were either held under the
lee of the higher lying uncultivated land (monte) or organized under false pretences. It is worth mentioning here how some indigenous communities used
existing state-imposed institutions such as the community action juntas (juntas de acción comunal: jacs) in the land struggle. These self-help committees were
part of a program – a result of Law 81 of 1958 – aimed at promoting social participation in local development and bringing isolated rural communities closer
to the government (i.e. traditional political parties) (Bagley 1989). Despite the
fact that in the 1970s the jacs were the main funding source for public works
(building schools, ﬁeld hospitals, roads, etc.) in indigenous communities, the
initiative was criticized at an early stage by cric as being a government attempt
to deny the cabildos by creating parallel authorities and by internally dividing
communities through clientelism and traditional party politics (cnu 2001b; see
also Jimeno & Triana 1985). During the course of the land struggle, however, the
jacs in Jambaló’s middle section were co-opted by the land repossession movement and cleverly used as a cover-up for their clandestine political activities.44
We had to invent strategies. […] To be able to meet, we asked for the assistance of the
community action juntas, not to repossess the land, but under the pretext that “we
don’t know how to give injections to some of the companions that are ill” or “we have
some people who don’t know how to read or sign [a letter]”. Thus, in literacy classes,
during study [hours], the instructors set aside some time for a meeting, but very secretly. (Lisandro Menzucué, cnu 2001b: 13)
In due course, the communities had set up a sophisticated warning system
and intelligence service, including secret language and passwords. Young land
ﬁghters and children were used as scouts and couriers (cnu 2001b). Sometimes
opponents were plied with alcohol in order to discover the landowner’s plans
(cnu 2001c). The communities tried to involve as many sympathizing ﬁghters from other veredas as possible in the land occupations in order to increase
the pressure on the hacienda owner (cnu 2001b). During expulsions by law
enforcers or confrontations with hit-men, the women set up human shields to
protect the men who were busy clearing the land (cnu 2001a,b). When indigenous leaders were imprisoned or unjustly or brutally treated, people appealed
to non-indigenous supporters of the indigenous movement for legal assistance.
These so-called solidarios – headed in Jambaló by Victor Daniel Bonilla and his
44.

This happened at least in Chimicueto and in Carrizal (cnu 2001a,b).
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wife María Teresa Findji, both working for the University of Cali 45 – often also
played an important supportive role in the devising of new land struggle tactics (cnu 2001a, 2002b).
The solidarios […] helped us with the repossession; not so much in a practical way, but
on a theoretical level, for the defense of the Indians in the struggle. The role of the supporters was that, with all the problems there were in the community, they helped to
denounce them nationally and internationally. When some of our companions were
in prison, they made visits to the courts and to lawyers, to look for ways to have them
released. Also they contributed some ideas, what we could do with regard to the struggle that was going on. (Jaime Dagua, cnu 2001b: 8)
At all times the Indians used the protective witchcraft (medicina tradicional) of
traditional healers (medicos tradicionales, or the’walas), who protected the land
ﬁghters against calamities and threats with a refreshment of the body (refrescamiento) consisting of water with herbs (cnu 2001a,b).
The shaman was the main thing, which at no time could we afford to neglect. […] We
were being persecuted, investigated. So we had to be constantly consulting, refreshing
[ourselves with water and herbs]. (Taurino Guejia, cnu 2001b: 16)
As the conﬂict with the landowners stepped up, the Indians started to use other methods of direct action, in addition to the land occupations, to disturb
the functioning of the haciendas. For example, they broke down fences to let
the cattle escape (cnu 2001b; cf. Zamosc 1986), or harvested the coffee without permission (cnu 2001b). These actions – referred to by the Indians by the
expression aburrir el patrón (lit.: getting on the boss’s nerves) – were carried out
in the hope that this continuous harassment would eventually force the landowner to start negotiations with incora about the sale of the land.
In extreme cases, some communities even went as far as deciding to actually remove the properties from the landowner. This happened, for example, in
Guayope in the battle for the La Platina hacienda. After the landowner, Don
Isidoro Cifuentes, had ordered his paid gunmen to kill two land ﬁghters on
August 31 1978 (cnu 2001a),46 the local community, in consultation with the
45. Victor Daniel Bonilla is the author of the controversial book: Siervos de Dios y amos de indios – el
Estado y la Misión Capuchina en el Putumayo (Bogotá: Stella), published in 1969, presenting a historical
account and denouncement of the exploitation by the Church of the Indians of the Sibundoy valley.
He also was one of the authors of the Barbados Declaration (Bartolomé et al. 1971). María Teresa
Findji became involved with the Páez during the mid-1970s while conducting a sociological survey
of the socio-economic situation of Cauca’s indigenous communities (Elementos para el estudio de los
resguardos indígenas del Cauca. Bogotá: dane). Bonilla and Findji both have been active promoters of
so-called action anthropology (Bonilla & Findji 1986).
46. The victims of this brutal assault were the brothers Lisandro and Marco Tulio Casso (cnu
2001a).
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cabildo and sympathizing land ﬁghters from Corinto, razed the house of their
former patron – who was absent at that time – to the ground (tumbar la casa). An
eyewitness account, recorded by María Teresa Findji, shows very clearly how
this operation was carried out:
The communities knew they were exercising a right. They even recognized that other existing rights should be respected, and they did, indeed, respect them. […] The
occupants’ removal [i.e. of the Cifuentes family] was carefully organized. Community
members came and dismantled the house, roof tile by roof tile, window by window,
door by door. They piled everything up outside, and nothing was destroyed. Finally,
the occupants were told: “Take with you what you brought in, but the land is ours”.
(Findji 1992: 118-119)
According to Luciano Quiguanás, the then governor, this initiative by the community of Guayope forced the dumbstruck owner to give up his land, making it
the ﬁrst successful repossession in Jambaló (cnu 2001a).
Although the indigenous communities in the middle section of Jambaló
won their ﬁrst spectacular victory, elsewhere in the resguardo the land struggle was advancing with much more difﬁculty. This was particularly the case
in the vereda and corregimiento (municipal subdistrict) of Loma Redonda, the
center of the lower section. As it was one of the veredas with the oldest history of non-indigenous landownership, in the 1970s the area around this small
settlement was mainly inhabited by mestizos (mestizo-identifying families) –
their indigenous surnames betrayed their descent – who owned medium-sized
landholdings (with deeds of sale) and who primarily identiﬁed themselves as
ﬁnqueros (landed peasants). These landed peasants were, like the few local large
landowners, very loyal to the Conservative Party, as opposed to the predominantly Liberal population of the middle and upper section. Through political
patronage, patronage/godparentship relations (compadrazgo) and mixed marriages, this group had consolidated its social position and secured the support
of large groups of indigenous tenant farmers. As a result, many indigenous
families in this vereda and some of the surrounding veredas (El Porvenir and
La Esperenza) had little afﬁ nity with the revolutionary discourse of the land
repossession movement and the cabildo, whose authority they hardly, if at all,
acknowledged. This was enhanced by the fact that the landowners here had
taken particularly tough action against those Indians who did have the courage to rebel against them.
In Loma Redonda too, people were beginning to ﬁght for land, but there were few of
them. The one who was most at the head of things was the deceased Mario Ul. But since
in Loma Redonda there were many hit-men, he got killed soon. The other was Elias,
who used to help us a lot. Realizing that they were going to kill him too, he ﬂinched and
left. In Pedregal (El Porvenir), I would like to remember the deceased Misael Passú [who
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was also assassinated]. Those were the ones. […] Those who stayed, couldn’t do anything anymore. They had to keep quiet because they were under threat. They did not
continue the ﬁght, […] they were too few. (Arturo Zapata, cnu 2001b: 54)
This state of affairs put the community of Vitoyó – the only vereda in the lower
section where the ideology of the land struggle had taken root at an early stage
– in a tricky situation, as they had become a revolutionary enclave in a reactionary area, geographically cut off from the other militant communities in Jambaló.
Despite continuous support from cric and land ﬁghters from the neighboring
resguardos (San Francisco and Toribío), the population of this vereda suffered
more than others from the repression, due to the abovementioned circumstances. This violence, combined with sharp ideological differences, created an
explosive situation in the lower section that would escalate even further with
the arrival of the guerrillas (m-19 and farc)47 in the area, a few years later.
3.10 incora’s ecs vs. communitarian economic organization
After the successful expulsion of non-indigenous landowners from several veredas – ﬁrst in 1978 from Guayope, quickly followed by its neighboring
veredas, Bateas and El Maco – the handover of the repossessed haciendas to the
communities and the economic organization of these lands became an important issue (cnu 2002b). In the end, incora had mediated in the land conﬂict
and bought the land from the owner. It now tried to convince the land ﬁghters
to constitute community enterprises (ecs), as had been done after previously
negotiated repossessions (El Epiro and Barondillo). This was an obvious proposal, as it was the most common (and quickest) way within the existing legal
framework to hand over land to the community as a whole (cf. Zamosc 1986). 48
47.
The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia–People’s Army, known as the farc, is
Colombia’s oldest and largest revolutionary guerrilla group, established in 1964-1966 as the military wing of the Colombian Communist Party. It is present in 35-40 percent of Colombia’s territory,
most strongly in southeastern jungles and in plains at the base of the Andes Mountains. A selfproclaimed politico-military Marxist-Leninist organization of Bolivarian inspiration, it claims to
represent the rural poor against Colombia’s wealthy classes and opposes us inﬂuence in Colombia,
privatization of natural resources, multinational corporations, and paramilitary violence. It funds
itself principally through extortion, kidnapping and participation in the illegal drug trade.
The m-19 (Movimiento 19 de Abril) traced its origins to the allegedly fraudulent presidential elections of April 19, 1970. The ideology of the m-19 was a mixture of populism and nationalistic
revolutionary socialism. The m-19 eventually gave up its weapons, received pardons and became a
political party in the late 1980s, the m-19 Democratic Alliance (“Alianza Democrática m-19”, or AD/
m-19), which renounced the armed struggle.
48. The only alternative offered was individual allocation, against which almost all resguardo
communities were fervently opposed (see above). Although, technically, there also was the possibility of establishing an agricultural cooperative, as incora had been promoting previously,
particularly in the 1960s (Findji 1993; see also Vargas 1985), in the late 1970s this policy was practically superseded – at least in indigenous communities – by that of constituting ecs.
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The indigenous communities, however, rejected the proposal because their
experience with ecs so far had taught them that “incora’s sense of the communal did not coincide with the communities’ own sense of it” (Findji 1992:
120; see also Gros 1991b). This was not just the experience of the community in Jambaló. As early as July 1976, cric had organized a special meeting in
Coconuco during which representatives of different communities had looked
into the issue of indigenous economic organization (cric 1976 in Colombres
1977). The meeting revealed that in many communities there was mounting
criticism of incora’s ec model.49
The ﬁrst point of discord concerned the fact that, by accepting the ec model, the indigenous communities would be forced to pay for the land. After all,
when constituting an ec incora forced the families partaking in it to draw up
internal regulations including a debt repayment scheme, usually with a 15-year
repayment term (Corry 1976; Zamosc 1986). Many cabildos and tenant farming
communities had resigned themselves to this demand during the ﬁrst negotiated repossessions, but since the land occupations the communities had started to
see the conﬂict with their former patrons as a struggle not only for land, but also
for the restoration of their rights to ancestral territory (Findji 1992).50 Because
the presence of non-indigenous landowners was now generally considered as
illegal, they were no longer prepared to pay for the land, especially after having
met their land rent commitments to non-indigenous landowners for years:
We were not in accord with incora [...]. We had been repossessing land in various
veredas, and these communities from the times of their grandfathers, from way back,
had been paying for those lands and thus there was no reason for us to pay even a peso
to the landowner – they just had to vacate (desocupar). That was our idea and so we did
not agree with incora. (Emiliano Guejia, cnu 2002a: 10)
A second point of criticism of the ec policy had to do with incora’s far-reaching
interference in the planning and management of the economic activities (cric
1981; cric 1976 in Colombres 1977). In order to stimulate the capitalization
process in the ecs, the land reform institute had ordered the Indians to accept
credits that were to be used to ﬁnance off-the-shelf commercial productive projects, usually extensive cattle raising. However, the economic results of most ecs
were disappointing and this created ﬁnancial problems. This was also the case
in Jambaló (Findji & Rojas 1985). On the one hand, the blame for this lay in the
fact that the families involved were only familiar with subsistence agriculture
49. The meeting on economic organization was convened at the request of the struggling communities pursuant to criticism expressed earlier during the iv Congress of cric in Tóez (Tierradentro)
in August 1975 (see cric 1981).
50. As others have noted (Vasco 2002b), this position refers to a fundamental difference between
Indian and peasant struggles for land: while peasants ﬁght for the land, the Indians ﬁght for their
land (by virtue of their principal or preceding right as ﬁrst Americans).
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and lacked basic knowledge about market-oriented production. On the other hand, it was caused by a lack of sufﬁcient institutional support (training and
technical assistance) to the ecs by incora, due to a limited budget (cric 1981;
a problem that was shared by peasant communities in other parts of Colombia,
(see Zamosc 1986).51 After several years, a signiﬁcant portion of the gains resulting from the efforts made by the members (socios) was lost to debt and interest
payments to incora;52 a commitment many Indians saw as a new form of terraje
(Findji 1993). Furthermore, the imposed orientation towards commercial agrarian activities, exacerbated by the debt peonage, meant that many ecs were hardly
able to be self-sufﬁcient in their food security, let alone to provide economic support to the communities who were still engaged in the land struggle.
When incora came to deliver the haciendas, they proposed to lend money and see if
the repossessed farms ( ﬁncas) could advance the development of those communities. But
it was said that it shouldn’t be so, that is was like having yet another boss. [...] They
had to pay back the money with interest and this was very expensive. So the objection
was raised that it was impossible to pay back the money, because the Indian did not
have the capacity to do so [...] and with the community we were not able to manage all
those concerns. (Luciano Quiguanás, cnu 2001a: 33)
The indigenous communities’ criticism of incora’s ec-program was reﬂected in cric’s policy on communitarian economic organization as it emerged
between 1975 and 1978.
In August 1975, with many communities (including Jambaló) still fully engaged in the land struggle, at the iv Congress in Tóez (Tierradentro) for
the ﬁrst time cric underlined the need for economic organization for the
strengthening of the indigenous communities and economic reconstruction
of the repossessed territories. In its search for suitable forms of productive
organization, cric was initially inclined to adopt the ec model, albeit with a
number of adjustments.
In each resguardo, the cabildo is to promote economic organizations, but to the extent
possible independent of the government. [...] It is recommended to continue with the
51. The restricted budget for the transfer of resources to the ecs was directly the result of the
change in agrarian policy (counter-reform measures) as decided upon in the Chicoral accords between the landowner federations and the government (Zamosc 1986) (see note 35).
52. I am not familiar with the magnitude of these debt payments, at least not in the case of the
ecs of Barondillo and El Epiro in Jambaló. However, if we take the example of the El Chimán ec
(Guambía) – established early in 1971 on 680 ha of negotiated land owned by Maurelio Mosquera
(Perafán et al. 2000) – these may have been quite high. incora had bought this land at a price of
370,000 Colombian Pesos (cp) (at the time about 16,000 usd), after which the institute resold it
to the Indians on credit over a 15-year period. In June 1974, the Guambianos had still only repaid
20,000 cp (Corry 1976). Note that this example does not take account of the debts related to the additional loans for commercial projects!
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formation of autonomous community enterprises. [...] Lands recovered should not
be divided, yet can be worked in mixed forms: small plots for household needs and
working the rest of the repossession in a communitarian way. This with the aim of
modifying, little by little, the individualist form of production and to familiarize ourselves with collective production. (cric 1981: 34, 36)
There were several reasons why cric thought it desirable to introduce forms of
collective production in repossessed territories because, traditionally, the Páez
(Nasa) had never worked in a collective fashion. First of all there were strategic
motives. Even after a successful land recovery, local communities were often
faced with attempts at retaliation by their former landlord. There were also
attempts by neighboring hacienda owners to kill important leaders, and so it
seemed wise to unite groups of families in associations like the ec; this way
it became more difﬁcult for hired gunmen to single out community members.
Furthermore, it had turned out that the ﬁrst indigenous ecs acted as a sort of
safe haven where other militant communities could withdraw and freely discuss the preparation of new land occupations. In this way, the ecs played an
important role in the logistic support of the land struggle. Secondly, there were
economic reasons. cric apparently gave credence to the assumed productive
advantages of the ecs conjured up by incora and other agrarian institutions.
It was generally assumed that large-scale cooperative farming would provide
a more efﬁcient (“rational”) use of labor and other resources, as well as easier
access to credits and services, and that this would lead to increased production faster than traditional individual forms of land use (Zamosc 1986). These
advantages appeared to suit the communities in the repossessed territories in
particular, because their production had come to a virtual standstill during
the years of active ﬁghting and because they had to contend with a manpower shortage (many men were still in prison) (personal comment José Domingo
Caldón and Luis Alfredo Muelas, executive committee cric, January 18 2001).
Initially, cric had not taken a principled stance with regard to payment for
the land by the to-be-constituted ec. In its reply to incora’s payment demand,
the indigenous organization stated: “in repossessed lands we only pay for the
improvements to the lands” (cric 1981: 36); this in practice meant that communities would pay for perennial crops, enclosures, cowsheds and farmhouses,
the combined value of which often exceeded the price of the land. cric worried
about incora’s patronage over the ecs. The organization warned its members
that ofﬁcials of governmental institutions (incora) “very rarely [...] represent
the authentic interests of the communities” and often “work to restrain the
struggle of the peasant” (cric 1981: 34, 39). It therefore encouraged them to act
autonomously from incora when it came to making decisions about the running of the ec. cric did not disapprove of the loans offered by incora, but it
did state that they were “neither sufﬁcient nor appropriate” (cric 1981: 40).
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At any rate, in the heat of the land struggle in 1975, cric appeared to be
more focused on the “liberation” of the indigenous communities from local
(more day-to-day) dependency relations with non-indigenous landowners and
other economic actors (middlemen, shopkeepers, etc.) than on institutional
independence from incora. For example, cric summoned the communities to engage in far-reaching economic collaboration between the various ecs,
and it stimulated (complementarily) the development of an autonomous economic infrastructure in the form of a network of community shops (tiendas
comunales). This network was intended to operate as a marketing and supply
cooperative responsible for, on the one hand, the collection and sale of the
products (mainly market crops) of ecs and, on the other, the direct purchase of
industrialized goods (food and tools), which used to be only obtainable from
the non-indigenous shop-owners. The achieved scale advantages would allow
the communities to make a maximum proﬁt when marketing their produce. At
the same time, it would enable them to circumvent the retail distribution system of the non-indigenous shop-owners. Furthermore, the community shops
would also be able to play a role in the exchange of products (food) between the
communities (cric 1981; see also Antonil 1978 and Gros 1991a,b).
In line with this “economic recovery” policy, cric also encouraged the
communities to continue practicing the use of local (traditional) institutions
of communal labor within the context of the ec: for example the minga or cuesnmi, the communal work party ordered by a larger kin group, and the mano
prestado or picy-nasa, the system of reciprocal labor sharing between families.
The continuation of these practices would not only express the cultural-specific character of the communities (contrasting it with the individual production
method of the large landowners), but also contribute to the further strengthening of the ties within and between the ecs of the different communities,
something that was deemed favorable for the further development of the land
struggle (cric 1981).
In other words, cric proposed an economy that would be consolidated,
locally (in repossessed territories), by cautiously appropriating and reformulating external organizational models. At the same time, it would seek to fulﬁ ll
the “ideal of the communitarian resguardo community” (Antonil 1978: 268).
In the years following 1975, cric became more and more recalcitrant in
regard to incora and its ec-program following criticism from the increasingly frustrated communities, expressed in regional seminars in 1976 and 1977
(cric 1981). During the V Congress in Coconuco in March 1978, cric presented
new guidelines concerning the constitution of ecs in indigenous resguardos.
On this occasion, the indigenous variant of the ec and the cooperative community shops were primarily described as an instrument of struggle. The ec’s
ofﬁcial legal framework was explicitly rejected. incora’s ec-program was
now even being referred to in ideologically charged words as a “demagogical
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instrument” intended to demobilize the indigenous communities and subject
them to the “capitalist system” (cric 1981: 117-118).53 The regional organization
rejected all imposed interference in the indigenous ecs, particularly concerning the internal regulations; from now on, the communities would draw up the
statutes themselves in line with the speciﬁc circumstances and the needs of
the local community. The demand for payments for repossessed land was also
resolutely rejected by stating that “the acceptance of deeds of purchase (titles)
would [ipso facto] imply the denial of the resguardo titles” (cric 1981: 129).
With regard to credits, the communities were warned “not to take credits they
are not capable of managing” and advised “to [ﬁrst] seek credit with like organizations of struggle and not with ofﬁcial entities” (cric 1981: 110-111).
In the end, cric deﬁned a formula for an autonomous indigenous ec that
was based on incora’s technocratic model, but which was, at the same time,
clearly different, particularly by virtue of their assigned partisan role in the
ongoing land struggle.
Community enterprises are the associative forms used by indigenous communities to
organize their communitarian production on repossessed lands; their associates (members) are the families that have directly participated in the land struggle. Their general
objective is to strengthen the communities economically and organizationally, and to
ensure the political orientation of their members. The executive committees (juntas
directivas) representing the community enterprises are to work in close collaboration
with the cabildo, the highest authority of the resguardo community, and at all times
maintain their autonomy in relation to ofﬁcial agencies (i.e. incora). Community
enterprises should act in solidarity with and actively support the struggles of other
communities. (Based on excepts taken from cric 1981: 126-130)

In Jambaló, the cric directives were loyally implemented by the militant communities, with the approval of the cabildo. In 1978, governor Luciano Quiguanás
organized the ﬁrst meeting in Zumbico concerning the economic organization
of the repossessed lands. On this occasion, the families present (land ﬁghters)
set up committees (juntas directivas) for the as yet to-be-formed ecs del cabildo
53. “The organizations of communitarian production and commercialization for the rural sector (cooperatives and community enterprises) were promoted by the State by the end of the 1960s
as part of its project of Agrarian Reform, with which the bourgeoisie seeks to further the capitalist
modernization of the Colombian countryside. […] Their sponsoring depends on the State: ﬁnancial
resources, technology, administration, orientation, etc., are dictated by the ofﬁcial agencies that
are charged with those programs. The associated peasants are considered as mere recipients of the
schemes they get imposed on them. Despite the demagogy that every government performs with
those organizations, its results in favor of the poor agrarian class have really been insigniﬁcant, and
the peasants have once again remained frustrated, paying for the consequences of plans that are
foreign to their own reality, the inefﬁciency of government agencies and the inaptitude of many ofﬁcials, who convert themselves into their new patrons” (cric 1981: 117-118).
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(cnu 2002a), which were only open to those community members who had
actively taken part in the land struggle – the contrarios were deﬁnitively excluded from joining. Soon after the meeting, the ﬁrst autonomous ecs were set up.
“While the member families retained their rights to their former enclosures
(encierros) and were allowed to extend them according to the possibility of clearing and burning in the remaining uncultivated lands (commons) of the vereda,
the more fertile lands of the former hacienda (i.e. ﬁncas) were kept intact as a
single undivided piece of land that was exploited collectively with one or two
days of work under supervision of the junta directiva” (Findji & Rojas 1985: 113).
Via the new community shop network, the ecs took part in the exchange of
goods with the other community organizations (other ecs, the “free” part of
the resguardo and the militant communities) and maintained relations with
economic actors in the outside world (Findji 1993).
However much the decision of the communities was defensible in terms
of indigenous autonomy, their adversarial attitude towards incora also had
clear disadvantages. Although the refusal to pay for the land was legitimate
on the grounds of Law 89, the government was not prepared to guarantee the
property to the community in another way; this meant that the legal transfer of
the repossessed land to the cabildo – i.e. as a recognized part of the resguardo – was adjourned indeﬁnitely. Under these circumstances, the problem was
no longer that incora was overloading the communities with culturally inappropriate development projects, but rather that the institute was denying them
access to credits and technical assistance – privileges they could only claim if
they owned a title to land (cric 1981).54
However, cric was aware of the fact that incora’s ongoing economic
“blackmailing” of the communities, who were striving after economic prosperity, would undermine the political conviction (revolutionary orientation) of its
members in the long term. Although the organization did not have an immediate solution to this problem, it stated that:
It is important to emphasize that the mere fact of exploiting land […] in a communitarian way under capitalist conditions creates a whole series of internal contradictions,
which, without any clear orientation and political education, will furtively do away
with the organization. […] The most we can strive for with respect to our economic
organizations is to maintain the struggle between the two spheres of interest [i.e. revolutionary development vs. economic consolidation], making a permanent effort so that
these enterprises neither run short nor are absorbed by the capitalist system. (cric
1981: 131-132)

54. cric analyzed the situation: “The principal problem is no longer that incora has planned
against the will of the (community) members but the lack of credit”. (cric 1981: 127)
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3.11 cric’s internal crisis and the Barondillo meeting
In the ﬁrst months of 1978, certain contrasts started to emerge within cric.
Leaders from a number of militant communities – including Jambaló – felt that
the organization’s executive committee (comité ejecutivo) had developed a bureaucratic leadership style and that it had started to have a diminished interest in
the initiatives and viewpoints of the cabildos – even though the junta directiva,
the council of cabildo representatives, was formally the highest authority within the organization (Vasco 2002b). Furthermore, objections were being raised
against the ideological orientation developed by the executive committee in
collaboration with its left-wing political advisors. During the V Congress in
Coconuco, the communities had been presented a political platform on which
the indigenous struggle was interpreted as, essentially, “a struggle between
indigenous peasants and large landowners” and, as such, part of the “broader
class struggle between the oppressed and exploited people against the bourgeoisie and its imperialistic capitalism” (cric 1981: 66-67). This interpretation
of the situation was met with resistance from critical community leaders, inﬂuenced by non-indigenous, external, supportive anthropologists (solidarios), who
wanted to use the cultural speciﬁcity of indigenous communities as the basis
and starting point for the strengthening of the organization (Vasco 2002b).55
However, instead of taking the criticism seriously, the executive committee
brushed aside the viewpoint claiming it was unsuitably traditionalistic (indigenista) and an attempt to create internal discord among their own ranks (cf.
cric 1981). The consequence of this clash was that several communities distanced themselves from the regional organization and started to coordinate
their repossessions themselves.
Many people accused us of having divided the organization. What we did was make
ourselves independent; we kept aloof, but not to cause a rift. […] There were certain
problems. In the executive committee, they started to disaccredit our companion Victor
Daniel Bonilla [one of the solidarios]. They declared themselves against him, so later he
came to work here with our communities. (Marcelino Pilcué, cnu 2001a: 29)
The weakening of the indigenous organization coincided with an increase in
the activities of several guerrilla groups in the country, m-19 in particular. In
the late 1970s, this group extended its operations to the countryside of Northern
Cauca and started to dispute military power over the indigenous territory with
farc (cnu 2002b; see also Safford & Palacios 2002). The increased revolutionary threat induced the newly elected (Liberal) president Julio César Turbay Ayala
55. Although cric in its assembly proceedings and position papers generally ignored the
disagreement, some hints as to the emerging ideological contradictions can be found in the proceedings of the V Congress (e.g. cric 1981).
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(1978-1982) to issue a National Security Statute (Estatuto de Seguridad Nacional)
that handed the army more power to combat the guerrillas. However, the statute – which had signiﬁcantly broadened the legal deﬁnition of “disturbance of
public order”, “rebellion” and “unlawful association” – was also used to suppress many, if not all, social organizations in the country. This was done by
systematically branding their activities as subversive or even by accusing them
of having active links with the guerrillas (Zamosc 1986; Bagley 1989). cric,
which had proﬁled itself as explicitly anti-capitalistic in its political program,
also walked into this trap. When, on January 2 1979, m-19 raided the weapons
depot of the Canton del Norte in Bogotá stealing more than 5,000 guns, the
indigenous organization was accused of having received some of these weapons. The entire executive committee was promptly arrested – and tortured
in prison– and the head ofﬁce in Popayán was closed indeﬁnitely. A state of
emergency (estado de sitio) was declared in northern Cauca and Tierradentro
and, under the National Security Statute, the area was placed under military command.56 The large landowners in the region (united in crac) seized
on these new circumstances to further intensify the persecution of the land
repossession movement. With support from the military police, the army,
and the intelligence services (das and f-2), they started to round up important indigenous leaders, many of whom were arrested. In the shadow of ofﬁcial
repression, the hit-men also became more active; in a short period several people were killed (cric 1981; cnu 2002b; see also Bagley 1989). In this precarious
situation, the communities saw the possibilities to organize themselves significantly reduced. A complete sense of dejection among the land ﬁghters led to a
suspension of all land occupations (Vasco 2002b).
It was not until the autumn of 1979 that the impasse was resolved, when the
community of Jambaló, headed by governor Bautista Guejia, took the initiative
in organizing a public rally against the repression of the indigenous organization and its leaders. This rally, which was held in Barondillo (one of Jambaló’s
veredas), grew into the ﬁrst large-scale indigenous mobilization since the
issue of the National Security Statute (September 1978). In the presence of local
authorities, journalists, and some of the non-indigenous, external supporters who had helped make the meeting possible, more than 400 Indians from
several communities (including Corinto, San Francisco, Tierradentro and El
Chimán) raised their voices to declare, as one, “cric is not dead; we are cric,
the communities that are organized and ﬁghting (El cric no ha muerto; el cric
somos las comunidades organizadas y en lucha)” (Emiliano Guejia, cnu 2002a: 5;
56. Bagley (1989) shows that the government’s frontal attack on cric actually became a self-fulﬁlling prophecy. The accusation of complicity with the guerrillas and the ensuing events led some
Indian activists to believe that within the existing political structure it was impossible to organize or
to seek redress for their grievances, prompting several of the most radical cric members to create
the Quintín Lame guerrilla organization. However, this small armed group, which developed close
ties to the m-19, remained basically dormant until 1984.
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Vasco 2002b); a sentiment that was both a declaration of support to the regional
organization and a repetition of the previously voiced criticism of the executive
committee. They also shouted: “The weapons of the Indian are the shovel and
the pickaxe” (Las armas de los indígenas son el palo y el barretón)”, an expression
with which the participants distanced themselves from the accusation of complicity with the guerrillas (cnu 2002b: 6). After the rally in Barondillo, the land
repossession movement cautiously started to reshape itself from the ground
up. In February 1980, a second meeting was organized in Jambaló, this time
to commemorate the successful repossession of Guayope (in 1978), but also
in commemoration of the Casso brothers who were killed in this battle. On
this occasion, delegations from as many as twelve resguardos were present,
including the cabildo of Guambía, which paid its ﬁrst visit to the community of Jambaló (cnu 2002a; Vasco 2002b); the event marked the beginning of
a remarkable intensiﬁcation of the relations between the Páez of Jambaló and
the Guambianos in Silvia (Guambía). Those present declared themselves in
favor of a renewed commitment to support each other in strengthening the
cabildos and the community organization, and at the closure of the meeting
the slogan “Long live the indigenous authority (Viva la autoridad indígena!)” was
raised for the ﬁrst time (Findji 1993: 58). Soon after that, land occupations were
taking place again in Jambaló and in neighboring Páez resguardos, and some
time later the land struggle also started in Guambía.
3.12 Relations with Guambía
and the formulation of the Derecho Mayor
Until 1979, Guambía had not been involved in the land repossession movement.
Although the Guambianos from Las Delicias and El Chimán were part of the ﬁrst
militant tenant farming communities and had stood at the cradle of the regional indigenous organization (cric), the repossession of these two haciendas (in
1963 and 1971, respectively) had basically failed – the Guambianos had had to
pay for the land and had failed to win the support of the cabildo and the resguardo inhabitants, and this had led to an early standstill of the land struggle
in Guambía. Thus concluded the former ﬁghters, who had come together in Las
Delicias in 1978 to evaluate their experiences. In order to revive the land struggle, they would have to unite with the larger community and secure the support
of the cabildo.57 Around the same time, the colonial land title of Gran Chimán
was discovered. It showed that the land of many haciendas bordering Guambía
previously belonged to the Guambianos. This discovery convinced many community members of the justness of, and the need for, the land struggle. In 1979,
Javier Morales was elected governor; now Guambía at long last had a militant
57. The conclusions of this meeting were set down in the pamphlet: “Las Delicias: 15 años de experiencias”, Despertar Guambiano No. 1, 1978.
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cabildo (like in Jambaló six years earlier). He agreed to make the land problem in
Guambía an issue for discussion and allowed community members to give assistance to the ongoing land occupations in neighboring resguardos (Vasco 2002c).
Using old ties with Jambaló (Zumbico), the Guambianos went to Barondillo and
Guayope in 1979-1980. Here they found inspiration to revive their own struggle.
After numerous internal meetings and discussions, governor Segundo
Tunubalá decided in 1980 to organize the First Assembly of the Guambiano
People (Primera Asamblea del Pueblo Guambiano) with the symbolic goal of uniting all Guambianos under one single authority and, on a more practical level,
to win broad social support for the forthcoming repossession of the occupied
parts of their resguardo. On this occasion, which took place in June and was
attended by representatives of 32 different resguardo communities and more
than a thousand invited supporters (solidarios and colaboradores)58 from unions,
universities and social organizations, the Guambiano authorities presented to
the outside world a manifest – the Maniﬁesto Guambiano – in which they had laid
down a number of ideas to legitimate their position in the land struggle (Vasco
2002b). Central to this declaration was the concept of Derecho Mayor (Greater
Right), a legal concept founded on the fact that the Indians are the original
inhabitants of America and are, inherently, entitled to their own authority and
territory – in the Guambiano language expressed by the word mayelé, which
translates as “self-ruled communal land” (Vasco 2002b) – and the right to keep
existing as a distinct community within Colombian society.
Mayelé, mayelé, mayelé! The world was created for everybody but from us they are
taking it away. That is why we started remembering and thinking that, from time
immemorial, we indigenous people have inhabited these lands – and many more. [...]
This is the truth, the greatest truth, because nobody in the world can deny that this continent was occupied, inhabited and worked before anyone else by our ancestors, later by
our fathers and today by ourselves. From there, this major truth, our Derecho Mayor
(Greater Right) is born. That is why, now that we have our eyes opened, we have this
idea of struggle: that every piece of American land where native indígenas live and
work belongs to us: because it is our territory, because it is our mother country. This is
our Derecho Mayor, above all our enemies, above their titles, above their laws, above
their weapons, above their power. Because of Derecho Mayor: by right of being ﬁrst, by
right of being authentic Americans. This great truth contains all of our rights and all
of our strength. That is why we have to remember, transmit and defend it […] to repossess our lands, but [as] communal lands [under the] indigenous cabildo. Because we
have the right to organize in a distinct way, to govern ourselves, to have control over
58. Rappaport 2005 and Laurent 2005, in describing the genesis of Colombian indigenous political organizations, make a clear distinction between solidarios and colaboradores. The latter are
non-indigenous collaborators working inside cric (as organization members); the former are
non-indigenous supporters sympathetic to the indigenous struggle, but mostly working from the
outside.
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our lands. Because the cabildo is the highest authority, we are organizing by way of the
cabildo with our own idea (nuestra propia idea). (Taken from Maniﬁesto Guambiano59,
Guambía 1980 in Roldán 1990: 801-805)
In addition to the Greater Right, the Guambianos also introduced, for the ﬁrst
time, the word “people” (pueblo) in relation to the protection of their rights, a
self-identiﬁcation which was underlined by the presentation of a Guambiano
ﬂag especially created for this occasion – an example that was soon followed by
the Páez and other peoples. In this way, the Guambianos deﬁnitively renounced
their identiﬁcation as peasants (as a class), as championed by cric (cric 1981),
putting their own indigenous identity to the forefront. Despite this ethnically centered viewpoint, the organization of the Guambianos was based on the
indigenous notion of reciprocity, as expressed in the title of the manifest: “This
belongs to us, but it’s for you too (Ibe namuyguen y ñimmereay gucha; De nosotros y
para ustedes tambíen)”. It sounded like an expression of hope for a broader society
based on solidarity and mutual respect for each other’s rights (Findji 1992).
Soon after the assembly, 3,000 Guambianos started the occupation of Las
Mercedes, a hacienda that reared thoroughbred cattle and that was owned by
Ernesto González Caicedo, a senator of the republic. The owner’s family and
the local authorities put up a lot of resistance. However, thanks to the perseverance of the Guambianos, supported on several occasions by the Páez from
Jambaló and the Pastos from Cumbal (Nariño), and the moral support of external supporters from various Colombian cities,60 they eventually managed to
force the landowner to move his cattle; this meant that the hacienda now effectively belonged to them. On July 20 1981, a festive ceremony was organized to
rename the hacienda vereda Santiago – after a former land ﬁghter. The governors of Jambaló and Cumbal were appointed “godfathers” of this repossession
(Findji 1992; Vasco 2002b, 2002c).
The belated, but timely, initiatives of the Guambianos, as well as the ideas
on which they based them, gave the land repossession movement in southwest
Colombia (particularly in Cauca and Nariño) new momentum and signaled
the start of new land occupations in Jambaló (Barondillo-La Cruz and Loma
Gorda), Guambía (the Tranal hacienda) and in other Páez resguardos (including Munchique).

59. The solidarios who were present at the assembly later widely diffused the Guambiano Manifesto,
which was published as the pamphlet “Para proclamar nuestro derecho”, Despertar Guambiano No.
2, 1980.
60. At one time during the repossession of Las Mercedes, the solidarity movement (solidarios) organized a public meeting in Popayán to hand over to the cabildo a document titled “Reconocimiento
al derecho del pueblo guambiano”, which was signed by 300 different organizations and persons
throughout Colombia (Vasco 2002b; Findji 1992).
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3.13 The National Security Statute
and the Marcha de Gobernadores
The continuous land occupations by the indigenous communities increasingly embarrassed the government of Turbay Ayala, which sought to contain
the rural unrest and curb the activities of critical social organizations. As
the Indians successfully defended their actions with Law 89 of 1890, the government started to think about a legal counter-attack. In 1979, the president
announced his plan to breathe new life into an old proposal (submitted in 1973
by the missionary organization, ascoin)61 aimed at reforming the indigenous
legislation. He consequently asked Congress for extra power to be able to prepare an Indigenous Statute, following the National Security Statute. A few
months later, a bill was presented that proposed to hand the government more
control over indigenous communities – e.g. by giving dai the power to decide
over the legal existence of communities and to check their relations with third
persons62 – and that created the possibility in land cases to de facto legitimize
occupation of parts of resguardos by non-indigenous landowners. Several
indigenous representatives and organizations, as well as numerous non-indigenous, supportive social movements, immediately interpreted the bill as an
attack on the wish of the indigenous communities to repossess the land of the
resguardos and increase their autonomy. The opposition managed to have the
bill dismissed after pointing out that the communities concerned had not been
consulted about the project. But the government persisted, and in the spring
of 1980 it presented a new bill that argued that Law 89 had become hopelessly
obsolete and in which the representativeness of the indigenous organizations
was explicitly called into question. At the same time, the government launched
an information campaign to secure the support of the indigenous communities (Gros 1991b; Jimeno & Triana 1985).
But the efforts made by the government to press forward its plans on the
indigenous communities had the opposite effect; they turned out to be a catalyst for the indigenous movement that toughened its opposition and mobilized
itself on a national level in an attempt to bring the progress of the project
to a halt (Gros 1991b). In their resistance, the indigenous organization and
communities used two different strategies. cric and related indigenous organizations arranged a National Indigenous Meeting, held in Lomas de Ilarco
(in the neighboring department Tolima) in October 1980, to demand that the
government show respect for the rights of indigenous communities – in terms
61. In 1976, Minister of Government Cornelio Reyes also presented in Congress a proposal to revise the existing indigenous legislation (Jimeno & Triana 1985).
62. As has been noted by Gros (1991b: 224), this constituted an attempt by the State to reserve
to itself the power to decide “who is Indian and who is not” and to determine “who can represent [indigenous communities] and with what kind of persons or organizations they can enter into
contact”.
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of territory and autonomy – as laid down in the existing national legislation,
in particular Law 89 of 1890. The indigenous communities who had turned
their backs on cric (thus constituting an independent rival organization that
later came to be known as maiso, Movimiento de Autoridades Indígenas del
Sur Occidente – later aico, Autoridades Indígenas de Colombia [see also footnote 27]) went one step further in their criticism and rejected the government’s
project by contrasting the national legislation with their own legal conception,
based on the Derecho Mayor as publicized by the Guambianos earlier on in June.
To this end, the communities of Guambía, Jambaló, Novirao and Jebalá, followed by the Pasto in Cumbal (Nariño) and the Kamsá in Sibundoy (Putumayo),
decided to organize a Marcha de Gobernadores (Governors’ March) from Cumbal,
on the border with Ecuador, to Bogotá. During this three-week march, which
saw the Indians pass through many towns and rural villages, they explained
the concept of Derecho Mayor to social organizations and authorities and asked
the Colombian people for solidarity with their struggle (Vasco 2002b).
With this march, we were going to have the workers and popular masses understand
that we were coming for a [particular] law; we were speaking of the Greater Right
(Derecho Mayor). We were speaking of a law that wasn’t like the one the government
was making; instead we showed that we were ﬁrst, before the whites. This is what we
did, and we went to the Senate of the Republic and the Chamber of Representatives
(Camara de Representantes) to discuss this. (Emiliano Guejia – indigenous governor of
Jambaló in 1981 – cnu 2002a: 6-7)
Although the indigenous authorities only garnered little attention from the
congressional commission in Bogotá, they did manage to bring the position
of their communities into the limelight and increase social support for the
indigenous cause. In this way, the march partly contributed to the temporary
(indeﬁnite) freezing of the Indigenous Statute project. On their return to their
respective communities, the march was positively evaluated. The participants
decided to set up an action group, the Gobernadores en Marcha (Governors on
the March), which shortly thereafter was renamed Autoridades Indígenas del
Suroccidente (Southwest Indigenous Authorities: aiso) (Findji 1992).
3.14 The culmination of the land struggle
in Loma Gorda and Alta la Cruz
In Loma Gorda and Barondillo, the local communities were involved in a very
ﬁerce battle with Julian López and Saulo Medina, the owners of two extensive
cattle ranches: La Bártola and Alta La Cruz (both measuring approximately
450 hectares). Earlier land occupations, in 1978 and 1979, had not lasted here,
mainly because the groups of ex-tenant farmers and family members from
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the neighboring veredas were too small to stand up against the persecution
by the landowner. So, in 1980, governor Aparicio Quiguanás decided to give
this repossession a new impetus. Using the new contacts with Guambía, the
cabildo managed to reinforce the local community with as many as one thousand Guambianos, and with united efforts they again converted a large portion
of the pasture land into arable land. But once again the landowners refused
to budge. Immediately after the actions of the Indians in Barondillo, Saulo
Medina released his 400-strong animal herd on the newly cultivated area to
destroy the new plantings. Julian López’s supervisors (mayordomos) in Loma
Gorda even killed one of the land ﬁghters (cnu 2001a; cnu 2002a).
After this setback, indigenous governor Emiliano Guejia decided in 1981
to take more drastic measures. In the wake of the successful repossession in
Guayope, the cabildo eventually decided, in consultation with the local community, to actually remove the landowner’s assets, i.e. chase away the cattle
from the hacienda. A special date was chosen for this action that was carried
out for the ﬁrst time in Barondillo: July 20, Independence Day. On this day, the
landowner and his supervisors would not be on the hacienda. The local community had also secured the support from a large group of sympathizing ﬁghters
from the neighboring resguardo of San Francisco. On the appointed day, 300
determined Indians – including the cabildo – chased the entire herd from Alta
La Cruz down to the opposite valley to deliver the animals personally to Saulo
Medina’s farm (cnu 2001a; cnu 2002a). When they were called to account for
their deeds, the group used the same tactics they and the Guambianos had used
during the repossession of Las Mercedes: all ﬁghters rallied ﬁrmly around the
cabildo defending themselves as a community.
Coming down with the cattle, we encountered the landowner, his son and some police
ofﬁcers, who had come to ask for the governor, saying that they wanted to search for an
amicable arrangement. But the people, not wanting to betray their governor, protected
him by saying that we were all governors. […] The landowner’s son asked me personally who was the governor; but I said no, that we all together were governor. He said that
at any rate he wanted to reach a settlement with the community. But we didn’t let ourselves be taken in; instead we kept on going down to enclose the cattle in San Francisco,
and going back uphill we blocked the road with sticks and stones. (Emiliano Guejia,
cnu 2002: 7-8)
The following day the Indians did the same with Julian López’s cattle that they
chased from La Bártola down the road to La Mina (cnu 2001a; cnu 2002a).
But the landowners refused to give in: while the Indians continued to successfully block the access roads to the higher lying haciendas, they decided to sue
Emiliano Guejia’s cabildo. Although the Jambaló police were time after time
unable to arrest the cabildo, due to the massive intervention by the indige108
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nous community, governor Emiliano Guejia received a summons from a judge
in Santander de Quilichao two months after the clearing of the haciendas.
However, by this time the actions of the community of Jambaló had already
caught the attention of incora and the non-indigenous, external supporters,
who came to the aid of the Indians.
In Santander I received help from a solidario, a man named Alonso Muñoz from
Popayán. He assisted me as legal representative, and I told him what I said before,
“that our criminal offense was that we were repossessing that which was already ours”.
And in this way they couldn’t do anything – they left it at that. In the end they set me
free again and we continued […]. (Emiliano Guejia, cnu 2002a: 8)
Surprisingly enough, the indigenous community was eventually declared right,
and both landowners were forced to sell their landholdings in Jambaló to incora. Therefore, at the end of 1981 a ﬁnal breakthrough in the repossessions
was forced through in Loma Gorda and Barondillo. This positive denouement
raised the cabildo’s prestige and the self-awareness of the community significantly, and it boosted the ongoing repossessions in other veredas, including
Chimicueto, El Tablón, Picacho and Vitoyó (cnu 2001b; cnu 2002b).
But the protracted and laborious repossession came at a price. The presence of
the guerrillas (farc and m-19) and the National Security Statute, which was still
in force, were a justiﬁcation for the landowners to continue with the persecution
of indigenous land ﬁghters. In the years 1981-1982, at least six indigenous leaders were killed by hired gunmen (in Vitoyó, Loma Gorda and El Tablón) – crimes
that went unpunished by the Colombian justice system – and many other ﬁghters
were detained in prisons in Popayán, Santander and Cali (cnu 2001a,b).63 The
communities also suffered badly because of the physical hardships and the disruption of agrarian production, a consequence of the land occupations. A study
into the socio-economic situation, conducted in 1981-1982 by two solidarios from
the Universidad del Valle (Cali) – María Teresa Findji and Victor Daniel Bonilla –
in collaboration with the cabildo, revealed that many households were no longer
able to reproduce themselves economically and biologically due to the situation
of misery and poverty and hence concluded that the situation in Jambaló was
extremely critical (cnu 2002a,b; Findji & Rojas 1985; see also Vasco 1988).64

63. In this period, there were also victims among the pájaros (in Chimicueto, for example) and
landowners (four members of the Penagos family in Buenavista), probably at the hands of the guerrillas, who aimed to win over the indigenous population to their cause, or possibly at the hands of
vengeful Indians (ﬁve years before, in Buenavista, three indigenous leaders were killed by their former patron) (cnu 2001a).
64. In 1982, the infant mortality rate recorded for Jambaló was 300 per thousand births, while the
average life expectancy was only 32 years (Vasco 1988).
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3.15 The visit of President Belisario Betancur
and ﬁnal recognition
Halfway through 1982, the political tide in Colombia ﬁnally turned in favor
of the militant indigenous communities. At the presidential elections in July,
the reform-minded Conservative presidential candidate, Belisario Betancur,
gained a narrow victory over the Liberal candidate and former president,
Alfonso López Michelsen. In response to the failing security policy of his
predecessor, Turbay Ayala, whose objective of beating the guerrillas with military means had only led to a surge in political violence, the new president
had promised his voters to abolish the National Security Statute and to seek a
negotiated peace agreement with the various armed groups. Furthermore, he
had promised a program for moderate socio-economic and political reforms,
intended to increase social participation in the political process (Bagley 1989).
The indigenous leaders afﬁliated to aiso decided to avail themselves of this
political opening to bring the repression and the urgent problems of the indigenous communities to the attention of national politics. Hence they invited the
president to attend the closure of the Third Meeting of Indigenous Authorities
in Silvia in November that year. Betancur’s acceptance of this invitation and
the meeting that ensued marked a high point in the history of the indigenous
movement in Colombia, in more than one respect.
The idea was to talk about the Greater Right (Derecho Mayor) and to strengthen our
autonomy as authorities. […] We had these forms of recognizing our right. […] We
said Greater Right because we were natives from our territory; that is why we had to
strengthen our autonomy. There were these ideas to relate “from authority to authority,
from government to government”, that is, like when today we speak of “having dialogue”. This is how we got this idea, to talk with President Belisario Betancur, directly
between the various governors of the resguardos and the president. We invited him over
here to Cauca, and he accepted, [thereby] recognizing all those marches, recognizing all
those slogans of our communities. (Marcelino Pilcué, cnu 2002a: 27-28)
On Thursday November 11 1982, the president’s helicopter landed directly
on the repossessed hacienda Santiago (formerly called Las Mercedes) in the
Guambía resguardo (Silvia), where he was received by a select company of
indigenous governors, without the intervention of local or regional government representatives who had not been invited to the event – a sign that was
swiftly interpreted by supporters and opponents as a legitimization of the
indigenous land struggle (cf. Findji 1992). During this personal meeting, protected by the indigenous guardia cívica and not the army, Betancur delivered a
carefully prepared speech to a crowd of more than one thousand Indians in
which he recognized the injustice inﬂicted on them by his predecessors and
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announced his decision to deﬁnitively cancel the Indigenous Statute project.
In response to the call made by indigenous leaders to start treating them “as
an equal authority”, the president formally recognized the cabildos as legitimate interlocutors (interlocutores) – a decision that was symbolically underlined
by his position on the podium between the governors of Guambía (Abelino
Dagua) and Jambaló (Marcelino Pilcué) – and he called attention to the need
for dialogue (interlocución) and participation for the development of a new policy concerning the socio-economic situation in indigenous communities.65 He
then spoke the following words:
Almost 100 years after [Law 89 of 1890] it is impossible to maintain without action
and without real validity the legal order that has been conceived for the recognition
of the autonomy of the authorities and the organization of the cabildos. And I know
that in the end – señores gobernadores and señores members of indigenous communities – in the end, the essential problem is that of lands. Now then, the State will take
measures under consideration to return them, according to the law, to the legitimate
owners through the intervention of the State agency in whose charge and under whose
responsibility remains the fulﬁllment of this task. (Belisario Betancur during the Third
Encounter of Indigenous Authorities in Silvia, Cauca, November 11 1982; cited in Gros
1991c: 263)
The announced change in the indigenous policy of course represented a complete rehabilitation of the rights of indigenous communities in respect of
territory and autonomy, as laid down in Law 89 of 1890, or, as Roldán (1990: vi)
puts it, “the acceptance by the Colombian State” of – “the right of indigenous
communities to possess and inhabit a territory and, by application of this right,
to have the State guarantee them the full ownership of the spaces they have
traditionally occupied as well as the devolution of the lands they have lost and
need for maintaining the complete enjoyment of their family and communitarian lives” – and of – “the competence of indigenous communities to develop
their own forms of government and enjoy a high degree of autonomy in the
deﬁnition of their own internal models of economic and administrative organization”. The tenor of this message was not lost on the representatives of the
indigenous communities present:

65. “Al considerar los pueblos indígenas como interlocutores validos, capaces y responsables de su propio devenir, la política del estado se orienta entonces a reforzar la legitimidad legal y la participación decisoria de las
autoridades indígenas, garantizar sus derechos especíﬁcos como minorías étnicas y crear un contexto de apoyo
y cooperación fructífera en todos los aspectos que atañen a la vida de estas comunidades, a ﬁn de permitirles
un etnodesarrollo autogestionado y autosostenido” (Belisario Betancur during the Third Encounter of
Indigenous Authorities in Silvia, Cauca, November 11 1982; cited in Roldán 1990: 758). Note that indigenous authorities are not recognized as representatives of “indigenous peoples” or “nations”,
as aiso had been proposing, but as those of “ethnic minorities” (see also Findji 1993).
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So the president […] at that moment agreed to preserve the indigenous legislation. He
said “if you have this legislation covered in dust, wipe it down, shake it off!” (“Si la
tienen empolvada, desempólvenla, sacúdanla”). And we were being recognized from then
on, since the arrival of Belisario Betancur. (Marcelino Pilcué, cnu 2002a: 27-28)
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Jambaló, vereda Ipicueto (upper section), January 2001. A Nasa
family performing agricultural tasks on their family plot on the
offshoots of the Cuchilla de Solapa ridge.
Photographer: Joris van de Sandt
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Communal management of resources in Jambaló
The previous chapter dealt with the ways in which the Páez of Jambaló (in the
1970s and 1980s) defended their territory vis-à-vis the outside world by using
direct action methods and state law, depending on the situation. This chapter
describes the ways in which they regulate and organize the use and management of the natural environment and resources within their territory. As several
authors have noted, land/resource use by an indigenous community, and the
way it organizes this within itself, can also be considered territorial defense,
in one of its most elemental forms, because territorial rights are ultimately
asserted through the concrete and continuous use of the resources contained
within that territory (cf. Rappaport 1982; Sanabria 2005).
The description of Páez resource use and management focuses on the diverse
communal (community-based) institutions that inﬂuence – at multiple levels:
individual, group, community and resguardo – “who has access to and control
over what resources, and arbitrate contested resource claims” (Leach, Mearns
& Scoones 1999: 226). Besides (regularized) practices of resource management,
by necessity it also deals with local or indigenous rules/norms – i.e. that have
their legal basis in the community, regardless of whether they also have a legal
basis in state laws – that have emerged as products of these practices and form
a point of orientation in the reproduction and renewal of these management
institutions. Particular attention is given to alterations in resource management practices/institutions in the period from 1985 to 2000 in response to
various internal/external factors.
In their 1985 ethnography of Jambaló, Territory and economy in Páez society,
Findji and Rojas included a brief (9-page) section on Land tenure in 1982, providing a concise description of land tenure practices and types of tenure existing
throughout the territory at the end of the land struggle (pp. 109-118). They register a pluriformity of tenure types, some of which are old and some only recently
instituted: individual adjudication (usufruct), global adjudication (commu117
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nity enterprise), private property, terraje and lease. The last two types of tenure
are mainly found in the north of Jambaló, which is still classiﬁed as “foreign
land”: not yet reintegrated into the territory. The following account picks up
where Findji and Rojas left off, describing communal resource management in
each of the three sections into which the Páez of Jambaló currently divide their
territory; all three sections have a clearly distinguishing character in terms of
topography/climate/ecology and recent socio-cultural history.
4.1 Communal management of resources in the upper section
The upper section of Jambaló is the area on both sides of the valley of the upper
Jambaló River (2,100m), mostly rough, uneven terrain with steep slopes intersected by various streams, on the right bank originating on the marshy and
inhospitable Páramo de Moras highlands (3,800m), and on the left bank coming down from the Cuchillo de Solapa ridge (3,000m).
This part of the resguardo originally comprised seven veredas (resguardo divisions and sub-communities), Campo Alegre, Loma Pueblito, La Laguna, and
Monte Redondo on the right bank, and Paletón, Solapa and Ipicueto on the
left bank; the other veredas (La Odisea, Nueva Jerusalén, and Pitalito) are later
split-offs of the aforesaid. Together they encompass roughly one third of the
resguardo territory, an area that is home to around 4,150 people (in 2001). This
does not include the inhabitants of the – mostly non-indigenous – town of
Jambaló, situated in the middle of the upper section, with around 900 inhabitants the largest settlement in the resguardo and administrative center of both
the cabildo and the municipality. See Map 4.
In this rugged territory, members of the predominant Cuetia, Guejia,
Tombé, and Dagua families commonly inhabit and cultivate stretches of ﬂat
or uneven terrain. Besides a mixture of typical, high-altitude subsistence crops,
they principally produce sisal – the ﬁbers of which are used in the production
of packaging materials – as a cash crop that they sell in nearby regional market
centers like Silvia, 25 km to the south and accessible by dirt road.
4.1.1 Land tenure history
The upper section of Jambaló has the oldest history of habitation by the Páez.
When in the last quarter of the sixteenth century a ﬁrst group of families under
the leadership of their cacique (chief ) crossed the Páramo de Moras highlands –
which served as a crossing between Tierradentro and the western slopes of the
Cordillera Central – these 700 to 800 Páez settled on the Llano de Calambas
plain, situated near the ravine of the stream that today bears the same name
(Sendoya n.d. in Findji & Rojas 1985). In the next century, these families
expanded their habitation from the indigenous settlement (pueblo de indios or
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reducción) of Jambaló – a ﬁrst population count in 1720 recorded 178 inhabitants, of which 39 paid tribute (Findji & Rojas 1985) – to the relatively even and
open terrain which today constitutes the La Laguna vereda: its current agrarian landscape reveals prolonged and intense cultivation. The southern veredas
on the right bank of the river Jambaló – Campo Alegre, Loma Pueblito, and La
Laguna – can thus be considered the oldest part of the resguardo. On the other
side of the river and opposite the settlement, which was under Spanish control and constituted by guaycos (small enclosures surrounded by fallows), other
Páez lived in dispersed homesteads hidden in the then abundant forests on the
foothills of the Cuchillo de Solapa ridge. The actual population density (relatively low) and kinship relations in the veredas of Paletón, Solapa, and Ipicueto
give grounds to assume that this area could have corresponded with the part of
the territory that was occupied by families who during colonial times evaded
population counts, thus escaping tribute obligations and instruction by the
missionary priest (Findji & Rojas 1985).
This settlement pattern seems to have remained more or less the same in the
next two hundred years – only very slow population increase was recorded in
this period (Roldán 1975) – despite the nineteenth-century independence and
civil wars that blazed through the region, although there was some disturbance
during the quinine boom between 1850 and 1880 (Cuervo Marquez 1956 [1893]).
Mainly because these cold and rugged lands were for the most part unsuitable
for commercial agriculture, the upper section veredas of Jambaló managed
to stay free from land encroachment by non-indigenous landowners and the
Church. Thus, the upper section (in the main) has always remained under the
statute of the resguardo, including its land tenure regime, which was partly
codiﬁed in the (still valid) Law 89 of 1890. The land being deﬁned as inalienable
collective property, that is, “property owned and defended by the local community” (cf. Schlager & Ostrom 1992: 249), the annually elected cabildo adjudicates
usufruct rights to individual families – which cannot be sold, mortgaged or
taken – while retaining some control over the land, mainly with regard to its
redistribution; the cabildo also carries responsibility for the mediation of land
disputes.1 This communal regime does not extend to the lands in the vicinity
of the town of Jambaló, which as municipal capital was declared a colonization
area for white and mestizo settlers at the beginning of the twentieth century
(Law 55 of 1905) and is subject to private individual property rights.
To the east of the old veredas, the cold and windy Monte Redondo, including
the marshy plains of the Páramo de Moras, the place where according to myth
the colonial chiefs of the Páez were born and disappeared at the end of their life,
for a long time remained uninhabited. Families from the lower veredas only
occasionally cleared agricultural ﬁelds in these parts to make use of the verti1. Until 1991, these cabildo functions were under the supervision of the non-Indian (white) municipal government.
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cal complementarity of microclimates (with three ecological levels, the altitude
of Jambaló ranges from 3,800-1,600m).. In the 1930s, the more hospitable part
of this extensive area – called La María – was colonized by a small group of
Guambiano Indians who as terrajeros (tenant farmers) had been expelled from
the hacienda of El Chimán in Silvia (Guambía). Seeking refuge in Jambaló,
they were allowed by the then cabildo to settle permanently in the Páez resguardo by buying usufruct rights (Findji & Rojas 1985). The Guambianos of
Monte Redondo, although forming a clearly distinct group (currently 3-5 percent of the resguardo population), have since integrated into the framework of
the larger resguardo community.
4.1.2 Patchwork landscape of individual family plots
In 1890, the year Law 89 was promulgated, land was still abundant on the western slopes of the Cordillera Central. In those days, the whole of the resguardo
was populated by about 500 Páez families (Roldán 1975), living in groups of
dispersed homesteads on stretches of ﬂat or uneven terrain, each of these
veredas being separated from the others by some natural barrier – the ravine
of a stream or a wall of high hills. Between the homesteads – comprising agricultural ﬁelds as well as fallows of varying ages – were still some unoccupied
lands where people could collect ﬁrewood or graze cattle, and where new families could settle (e.g. Cuervo Marquez 1956 [1893]). Today, according to latest
counts (Jambaló 2001a), there are more than 600 families living in the upper
section alone. Everyone is feeling the consequences of this population explosion that has been taking place especially since the 1980s. Land shortage is
becoming acute as all the arable land in the area has been distributed; family
ﬁelds are becoming smaller with every new generation.
In spite of population increase, comuneros (resguardo inhabitants, community members) in the upper section have persisted in their dispersed mode of
settlement, which has been analyzed by various authors as one of the Páez’
more enduring cultural features (Bernal 1968; Ortiz 1973; Rappaport 1982,
1990).2 Few families live permanently in nucleated settlements – in the upper
section, the town of Jambaló, the municipality’s administrative center – rather,
they prefer to live on separated farms in the rough mountain lands. “Standing
on one of the higher ridges one can see the roof tops scattered over the slopes,
ridges and mountain crevices like little hidden specks. They are connected only
by a network of narrow paths, often impassable except on foot” (Ortiz 1973: 50).
Although nowadays most veredas are connected by a dirt road that for most of
the year is passable by car, still the main consideration in house location seems
2. Governmental attempts, both in the colonial and republican periods, by civil as well as church
authorities, to bring the natives together in nucleated settlements have consistently failed (Bernal
1968).
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to be closeness to the family’s land and proximity to a source of water (Ortiz
1973). For the resguardo inhabitants, the town of Jambaló – most inhabitants of
which are whites or mestizos – is a meeting place where people come together
when they go to the market or attend festivals or community meetings.
The dispersed pattern of settlement is of special signiﬁcance for land tenure and forms of agricultural exploitation (Bernal 1968). In the upper section of
Jambaló, the nuclear family forms the center of agricultural activity. Households
use most of their land for the cultivation of subsistence crops, mainly maize,
beans, and tubers. This land is tilled by means of slash-and-burn techniques
(rocería). A slash-and-burn plot (roza / é, tsavi-é) will generally not yield more
than two consecutive harvests. Therefore each year a family burns and plants
only part of its land, usually no more than one or two hectares; the rest is kept
fallow (rastrojo / é posta) as a reserve for future cultivation. Besides areas under
cultivation and fallows, most households have a small plot where they cultivate
more permanent crops, such as sisal ( ﬁque) and, to a lesser degree, coffee and
sugar cane. All of these crops, which are re-harvested annually, are destined
for sale on the market. Traditionally, the Páez often also maintain a house garden (huerta / yac tul) where they grow a wide range of vegetables and medicinal
plants, amongst which coca. Usually, families do not have all their land in one
location, but divided into several separate plots scattered across the vereda –
though mostly not very far from their farmhouse. Therefore, the green hills of
the upper section have the appearance of “a patchwork of cultivated plots, fallow lands and recently burned areas” (Rappaport 1982: 49).
4.1.3 Social organization and the vereda
To adequately describe and analyze the ways the Páez in the upper section of
Jambaló have organized and regulated their day-to-day land use and resource
management activities, one needs to understand the social entities and communal organizations involved in this management (cf. Contreras 1996).
Until recently, anthropologists (Ortiz 1973; Rappaport 1982; Pachón 1987)
claimed that the household, usually consisting of the nuclear family, is the only
signiﬁcant social and economic unit in Páez society. Pachón described their
social relations as being generally restricted to the domestic group. “Contacts
with different persons are scarce; the dispersed pattern of settlement, the distances between the different houses and the bad state of the roads that connect
them do not facilitate an active social life. Therefore, visits to family members
or friends are rarely made, only during mingas [communal work parties], misfortunes, and days of famine and abundance, as well as, obviously, during the
rare feasts” (Pachón: 228, my translation). In this way, the Páez were depicted
as conforming to what has been called “the individualism of the household”
(Ventura 1996), having no corporate group beyond the nuclear family, except
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for the (central) land-controlling body of the cabildo (cf. Ortiz 1973).
However, the resguardo as a community of nuclear households and individuals is a simplistic representation of the socio-economic organization of the
Páez. As was seen in the foregoing account of the land struggle, there is a secondary social unit that can be seen as having agency, acting between the nuclear
family and the cabildo. This is the vereda community or, as it has been termed
by Perafán (1995a: 101), the “residential unit of neighbors”. The cohesion of this
group – which at least at times acts as a collectivity – is partly based on kinship.
New households generally construct their house on land adjacent to the dwelling of the husband’s family, this being ceded by his father. Each vereda therefore
is inhabited by one or several extended patrilineal and patrilocal families, and
there is no full correspondence between kin groups and the local community
(compare with Pachón 1987). Although lacking clear leadership, the vereda in
the upper section has been traditionally involved in resolving minor conﬂicts
and disputes among its members, independently from the cabildo (Perafán
1995a). There is no historical evidence to suggest that in these parts the vereda
as such ever played a signiﬁcant role in local resource management, for example with regard to the management of grazing lands or fallow succession (e.g.
Contreras 1996). Collective economic activities and forms of work revolved
around the institutions of the minga (cues-nmi), a working party organized to
perform speciﬁc agricultural tasks (clearing, weeding, harvesting), and the
simple reciprocal labor exchange (mano prestada / nmi-cambio). These temporary
labor collectives were not initiated at the vereda level but by a particular individual household, and based on already existing ties and networks of kinship and
friendship. Mingas in particular often involved matrimonial alliances between
families from different veredas, thus enhancing the solidarity of the larger
community (Ortiz 1973; Perafán 1995a; compare with Field 1996).
This contrasted with the situation in the middle and lower sections, where
the vereda boundaries often coincided with the jurisdiction of the hacienda de terraje (landlord haciena), and where the local community was driven back on itself
and had become more socially coherent as a result of their collective work obligations (terraje: land rent). Although in these parts the institutions of the minga
and labor exchange were also upheld, the hacienda owner had furthermore
appointed a captain (capitán)3 from amongst the local community – in some
cases the community was allowed to choose this person for itself (Zumbico)
– who usually held the ofﬁce for an extended period and was responsible for overseeing the distribution of the family enclosures (encierros) and the coordination
3. The upper section, like other Páez communities (Ortiz 1973; Rappaport 1982), also had a capitán, but this person fulﬁlled a different function than the captain of the landlord hacienda. Having
inherited his title and being conﬁrmed in ofﬁce by the parish priest, he fulﬁlled an advisory role to
the cabildo and was responsible for coordinating resguardo-wide community projects. In Jambaló,
the position of this captain disappeared – like the captain of the hacienda – when the cabildo assumed more authority in the course of the land struggle.
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of the collective workforce on the farms (ﬁncas) of the landlord (Findji 1993).4
In the upper section, the vereda – as a social unit – only started to play a role
in the communal management of resources after the introduction of two new
community institutions in the late 1970s: the communal action juntas (juntas
de acción communal: jacs) and the community shop (tienda comunal). With the
vereda as the basic unit of social organization, the jacs were created by the
Colombian government as self-help committees responsible for the promotion
of local economic development. Initially, the jacs’ execution of small public
works projects (schools, roads, etc.), as well as the distribution of matching
funds, was placed under the supervision of local (non-Indian) politicians. In
time, however, the jacs managed to achieve greater autonomy and were successfully co-opted by the cabildo and incorporated as an integral part of its
indigenous government. Today, the indigenous (or indianized) jacs are frequently mobilized – in the upper as well as in the middle and lower sections – to
perform a wide range of collective works in each respective vereda. The community shop emerged in the course of the land struggle as a result of cric’s
efforts to promote the development of an autonomous economic infrastructure. Also organized at the vereda level and with a rotating board, the shops
were to function as a supply and marketing cooperative responsible for, on the
one hand, the central collection and marketing of the agricultural produce of
individual households and, on the other, the collective purchase and sale of
processed foods and basic needs, thus circumventing the trade monopoly of
the non-Indian shopkeepers and landlords. Community shops often also have
a ﬁduciary function, providing emergency loans and food rations to community members in times of need.
In section 4.1.5, the role of these “modern” Páez institutions in communal
economic administration will be treated in more detail. First it is necessary to
provide a description of the regime – i.e. complex of rules, principles, and procedures – and practices of communal tenure as it presently determines land
use activities and resource management, or “Páez territorial maintenance”
(Rappaport 1985: 29), in the upper section.
4.1.4 Regime of communal land (resource) tenure
Any account of land tenure must be cognizant of the fact that one walks a
thin line between describing a system of rules on the one hand and a set of
existing practices on the other, both of which do not always or necessarily cor4. The particular social dynamics of the vereda in the parts of the Páez resguardos that were occupied by non-indigenous landlords, prevailing particularly on the western slopes of the Cordillera
Central, have been little studied, since anthropologists of the day preferred to focus on the more
traditional or socially intact communities of the Páez heartland, Tierradentro, with the exception of
Findji (1977, 1985 [& Rojas], 1993), who as an action anthropologist acquired intimate knowledge
of these tenant farming communities in the 1970s and 1980s.
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respond. It is generally assumed that Law 89 of 1890 (and Decree 74 of 1898)
was in the main a codiﬁcation of tenure practices at the time existing in southern Colombian Andean resguardos (Rappaport 1982, 1990, 1994). It cannot be
said with certainty to what extent Páez tenure – as a set of practices – throughout the twentieth century has corresponded with Law 89, parts of which were
wholly new to the Páez, particularly the provisions on land registration and
inheritance. Ortiz (1973: 41), for example, noted with regard to the Páez of
Tierradentro in the late 1960s that cabildos on the whole were rather sluggish
in carrying out their legal obligations, particularly with regard to “keeping
all documents concerning land allocation”. This may also have been true for
Jambaló, where cabildo authority and effectiveness was relatively weak in the
period between 1930 and 1970. However, since the land struggle and the subsequent reconstitution of cabildo authority, which was further reinforced by
the 1991 Constitution, there has been a notable revival of Law 89, and tenure
practices have tended to increasingly converge with the pertinent normativity
– insofar as this has not been overtaken by new realities of land scarcity. The
following description presents Páez tenure as practice to the degree that it is
justiﬁed, while making reference to Law 89 and other legislation when appropriate (mostly in the footnotes).
Usufruct rights to land
Every adult member of the community (comunero) has the right to cultivate a plot
to support self and family.5 In order to claim a certain plot, all a community
member has to do is start cultivating it and subsequently report his intentions
to the cabildo.6 Once the latter has approved the request and registered the
rights, then the community member can use the plot for as long as he (or she)
wants. However, once the land is no longer being cultivated, the rights expire
and return to the community. Usufruct rights thus acquired are exclusive and,
as parents can pass them on to their children, in effect permanent, but conditional considering the requirement to cultivate the plot, unless it is in the
fallow stage of the agricultural cycle. In other words, communal land tenure
becomes individualized by families cultivating it, but the relationship between
the community and the land always remains.
Although families have usufruct rights to land, the crops that are cultivated
on the land are considered to be the property of the person who planted them.
Therefore, families are free to protect them by building a stone wall or a provisional enclosure. Although the usufruct rights do not expire during fallow
periods, the use of natural resources on and in the soil during this period does
not lie exclusively with the person who holds the rights (and his/her family).
5. Law 89 of 1890, art. 7.4 & 20; Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 25.4 & 76; Decree 50 of 1937
(Cauca), art. 6.
6. A principle that is also generally known as “right of ﬁrst occupation”.
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Members of other families are allowed to collect dead wood, divert water and
take away soil to be used for construction activities.7 In the past, when more
land was available and fallow periods were still relatively long, people used the
fallow land to pasture their own and other people’s sheep and cows that freely
roamed the area. These practices of communal use of fallow land has fallen
into disuse in large parts of the upper section over the past decades as the steep
decline in available land has seen a rise in the number of conﬂ icts between
neighboring families. Today, they keep the few cattle they own inside the family’s domain, on the premises, or in some cases, inside a designated fenced plot
(potrero), usually of a very small size.
The gathering and pasturing rights indicate that the individual claim of a
community member on his land weakens during fallow periods. That is why
the user has to keep on expressing his intention to pursue the usufruct right,
which happens each time he (or she) clears a plot, cultivates it and harvests its
produce (Rappaport 1982). When a plot has been left unused for a long period
and has apparently been abandoned, the cabildo has the authority to reallocate it to another household. In general, this happens after an abandonment of
more than ten years;8 however, these reallocations always take into account the
personal circumstances of the original user.
Limitations and scope of usufruct rights
As we have seen above, usufruct rights to land are restricted by the cabildo’s
latent (or residual) tenure – that manifests itself when a plot that has been left
unused for a long period is being redistributed – and by the gathering and pasturing rights of other community members during fallow periods. Usufruct
rights are also restricted by a number of other factors, all related to the alienation of land rights (synchronic transfer). As the resguardo is deﬁned as the
inalienable property of an indigenous community as a whole, single families
cannot sell, farm out or mortgage land to people from outside the community,9
7. In principle, other people can also hunt or ﬁsh here; however, because of the depletion of the
reserve of wild animals and ﬁsh within the resguardo, over the past century these activities have signiﬁcantly decreased in importance.
8. This criterion was ﬁrst included as legal norm, regionally, in Decree 357 of 1920 (Cauca), art.
2 (see also Decree 162 of 1920 [Cauca], art. 5), and was later sanctioned nationally in Decree 2117
of 1969, art 11.
9. Law 89 of 1890, art. 7.7 & 40; Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 25.7, 80 & 104; Decree 50 of 1937
(Cauca), art. 1-3, 10 & 11; Decree 2001 of 1988. There is one exception to the general restriction
on negotiating resguardo lands: article 7.6 of Law 89 makes provision for the cabildo to lease uncultivated parts of the resguardo for periods up to three years to outside parties, allowing them
to harvest timber or other natural resources from indigenous territory. As far as I am aware, over
the past decades Jambaló has not entered into such contracts. This has, on the other hand, occurred in neighboring resguardos in Toribío, where between 1975 and 1980 paper company Cartón
de Colombia operated timber-harvesting concessions (Perafán 1995a), and in some resguardos in
Tierradentro (Togoima and Calderas), where until fairly recently laurel wax (Ceroxylon andicola) was
collected (Rappaport 1982).
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for this would jeopardize the territorial integrity of the community. Violation
of this rule partly explains, according to the Jambalueños, how at the beginning of the twentieth century large parts of the resguardo in the middle and
upper section ended up in the hands of non-indigenous colonists. Since the
rise of the indigenous movement in the 1970s, this rule is being very strictly
adhered to, and there are no more violations. In the internal relations between
community members, there are similar restrictions of usufruct rights. The reason behind these restrictions are cultural values that reject price speculation
and accumulation of riches in relation to land as this clashes with the socioeconomic order of the Páez (see also Perafán 1995a).
However, there are some exceptions to these restrictions. The sale of usufruct rights among community members is permitted under certain conditions.
When a community member decides to deﬁnitively break away from the community, e.g. in the case of (permanent) migration to the city,10 his land rights can
be taken over by an interested family member or a neighboring user, but only if
this is approved and supervised by the cabildo. The latter will always look into
the personal circumstances of the person interested. Despite the general rhetoric in Jambaló that land is priceless, people do use the word “sale” (compraventa),
and the cabildo even has a set land price for such transactions.11 However, most
of the time the price the buyer eventually pays does not exceed, or just barely
exceeds, the value of the crops that are still on the land. It is more a sign of recognition of the rights of the original user. This type of sale of usufruct rights
occurs between neighbors (colindantes) or brothers within the same family, or
sometimes when a landless man “buys himself” into his wife’s vereda. In the
past, when the cabildo enjoyed less authority than today, the sale of usufruct
rights often took place without the knowledge of the cabildo. In these cases,
prices were sometimes driven up excessively, something that clashed with the
abovementioned cultural values. Furthermore, these illegal agreements later
often gave rise to conﬂicts between the families of the parties involved in the
sale. Theoretically, the cabildo has the right to intervene in the illegal sale of
land and declare these transactions void.12 In practice, this would also mean
that the cabildo would ban the buyer in question from possible future allocations. However, as the cabildo has seen its authority rise signiﬁcantly over the
past few years, at least in the upper section, this form of violation appears to
be on the wane.
Even though community members are not allowed to lease land to each other,
10. In exceptional cases, the cabildo forces a member to leave the community permanently, e.g.
when the cabildo, in a judicial case involving murder, pronounces banishment from the collective
territory, the capital punishment among the Páez.
11. In the year 2000, this price amounted to 700,000 Colombian Pesos per hectare, which at the
time equaled 375 Euro. Member families and the cabildo must also use this set price in ﬁnancially
compensating unequal inheritance shares among sons and daughters.
12. Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 104; Decree 50 of 1937 (Cauca), art. 3.
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it is still possible to acquire limited temporary rights on other people’s land.
Community members who do not have sufﬁcient land, or who do not have land
situated at an altitude that allows them to cultivate certain crops, can get permission from a friend or compadre to cultivate a part of his plot that he is not
using at that time, during the growing season (for maize the timeframe is 10
to 11 months). Although this arrangement is, in principle, renewable, it cannot
be continued for too long as this would result in the lender losing his usufruct
rights to the borrower; after all, he would not be able to claim anymore that he
needs the land for himself! This use, styled “loan” (prestamo) by the Páez, does
not involve money payments. However, there is an implicit obligation whereby
the borrower gives the lender part of his harvest as a sign of recognition of
the latter’s rights (reciprocity). Even though similar arrangements are generally accepted, loan arrangements have to be made in the presence of the cabildo
in order to avoid possible future conﬂicts between the parties in question; it
is unknown to what extent this is common practice. Due to the growing land
shortage in the upper section, the practice of land loans has lost considerable
importance over the past few years.
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box 4.1 Don Rafael Ulcué (Paletón)
Don Rafael Ulcué – is 45 years old and lives
in Paletón. He is married with six children,
including four sons (25, 18, 14, 4 years old).
Rafael owns 16 hectares of land distributed
over three parcels. Two smaller parcels are
located in the higher part of the vereda
(2,400m), the other parcel is situated in the
warmer, lower lying part (in the valley of
the river Paletón, 2.200m). His father gave
him two parcels (higher and lower) as an
inheritance when he started his own family
(in around 1970). He built his house in the
lower part. Later, he personally acquired
his third parcel (higher). He claims he did
so by clearing an uncultivated plot, with
the approval of the cabildo. Furthermore,
he also inherited a small piece of land from
his father located outside his own vereda in
the mountains of Monte Redondo (3,000m)
on the other side of the river (Jambaló).
However, a few years ago he sold his rights
on this parcel to a local Guambiano family.
Rafael says that his brothers (three) inherited about the same amount of land as he
because his father owned 40 hectares of
land, although not all of it was equally suitable; some parts were too steep or rocky. His
father had acquired so much land “because
he had always been a hard worker”. In the
past, there was more land available and
the fallow periods were longer – then 7-10
years, now just 4-5 years. Some other people in Paletón also had plots outside their
own vereda, for example in Solapa, and
people from Solapa had plots in Paletón.

Even today, Rafael works his land together
with his sons (en global) as they still live at
home and do not have other commitments
(they are all unmarried). Only his eldest
son has taken some of the land for his own
use. In spite of this, his family burned and
planted only about one hectare of land last
year (2000). This is because the two eldest
sons are currently working for the cabildo,
the third is studying and the fourth son is
too small to assist him. In previous years,
he worked a considerably larger amount
of land. When he could afford it, he would
organize a minga, just like his father used to
do. That way he was able to cultivate two to
three hectares of land at the same time. In
meager years, like now, he lends part of his
land to a compadre, in exchange for which
he receives, as a form of payment, one or
two bags of maize after the harvest. He
currently grows maize and small amounts
of coffee in the lower lying part and maize,
beans (frijol), and a type of carrot/parsnip
(arracacha) in the higher lying part. There
he also has sisal, but he has not harvested
the ﬁbers of these plants for years because
of the low prices he gets for them. Despite
the fact that his land has high yields, Rafael
does not sell a lot of produce to the market
because prices are low prices due to the economic crisis. It is not clear if he, like many
others in the upper sector, grows poppy
(amapola) to compensate for his household’s recent drop in ﬁnancial income.

Acquisition of usufruct rights
Formally, Jambalueños in the upper section can only acquire usufruct rights
through allocations by the cabildo (adjudicación), whether it is land that is being
cultivated for the ﬁrst time or land passed on by the original user to his heirs.
As a rule, land can only be allocated to someone who is adult, usually married,13
13. According to Decree 50 of 1937 (Cauca), art. 6, adult means married and older than 18 years or,
in the case of a single (unmarried) person, older than 21 years. Earlier legislation – Law 89 of 1890,
art. 20, and Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 75 – deﬁned this criterion differently, that is, everybody married or older than 18 years.
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and a member of the community in which he (or she) resides. One becomes
a member of the resguardo by birth and residence, and the Páez adhere very
strictly to this principle. It can only be circumvented by being adopted by the
community or through marriage.14 In addition to that, membership has to be
“activated” before it is recognized (Ortiz 1973). This means that the person is
expected to actively take part in community life, i.e. participate in communal
activities organized at set times by the cabildo (meetings and communal work)
(compare with Hernández de Alba 1946).
A community member lays claim to a plot of land ﬁrst and foremost by starting
to cultivate it, by clearing it; this is the basic principle that applies to the acquisition of usufruct rights (see Rappaport 1982, 1985).15 Once a community member
has thus expressed his intention to the others, he has to invite the cabildo, in
writing, to come and view the plot he has cleared.16 Generally, the cabildo is
required to respond to such a request within ten days.17 When a cabildo ofﬁcer
(cabildante) in charge visits the plot, he will ﬁrst walk along the borders of the
requested parcel accompanied by the applicant and neighboring landowners –
just like in the past when Chief Don Juan Tama determined the borders of the
resguardo (see Chapter 2). In Jambaló this procedure is called inspection visit
(inspección ocular). The intended user subsequently needs to make a reasonable
case for his land claim and for his ability to use the land productively. If permission to use the land is granted, then the cabildo is legally bound to register
the allocated parcel.18 At registration, the borders of the parcel and the names
of the neighboring landowners are recorded in the land register (registro de adjudicación). The new land user will receive a signed copy of this, the so-called act
of adjudication (acta de adjudicación).19 The fact that the land is registered under
the name of the head of the household does not imply that he can exclude his
14. Decree 162 of 1920 (Cauca), art. 3, stipulates that “an indigenous woman entering into marriage with a non-indigenous man or an indigenous man from another territorial community (lit.
parcialidad, i.e. resguardo) retains the prerogatives and rights she enjoyed in her community of birth before marriage”. In practice, this means that her father is legally entitled to give his daughter a
share of his land when she marries a non-indigenous man from outside the resguardo. This situation only rarely occurs, however, given the widely observed cultural norm – presumably established
by cacique Don Juan Tama – of ethnic endogamy (Pachón 1987) and the tendency of the Páez to marry within the same resguardo.
15. In this regard, Rappaport (1985: 33) states that: “the most concrete form of claiming a plot
is to cultivate it”. According to Rappaport, this basic principle of (territorial) appropriation is encompassed in the word for agricultural labor in Nasa Yuwe language, mahín, which is speciﬁcally
understood as: “labor which is consistently focused on a particular location”, that is, labor “in terms
of territory, the space worked upon and thus claimed and reclaimed as one’s own” (Rappaport
1982: 52). In Nasa Yuwe there is no general word for labor; other forms of labor, like livestock keeping, weaving, or trading, are deﬁned in their own context.
16. Decree 162 of 1920 (Cauca), art. 6.
17. Decree 162 of 1920 (Cauca), art. 7.
18. Law 89 of 1890, art. 7.3 & 19; Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 25.3 & 59.
19. Decree 162 of 1920 (Cauca), art. 8-9.
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wife and children from using the land.20 Law 89 of 1890 states that the adjudication granted by the cabildo needs to be authorized by the local authorities.21
Although it is doubtful whether the cabildo, under the new constitution of 1991,
is still legally placed under this form of state supervision,22 the Jambalueños are
very attached to the old legislation and still have their adjudications stamped
with a seal of the local authorities; even though this is, people claim, a mere formality.23 The whole procedure of adjudication needs to be completed within a
few days after the inspection visit.24 In practice, the claimant often receives this
act long after he has received permission to cultivate the land.
Today, there are hardly any cases of land allocations concerning virgin plots
of land, like in the past. Nowadays, the usufruct rights allocated by the cabildo
to community members mainly involve plots that have already been individualized, i.e. land that is being passed on from previous users to direct descendants.
In a certain sense, this had been the case for a long time, because only when
proof could be given that a plot, acquired by transfer from parents to children,
was insufﬁcient to support the family, was the cabildo allowed to allocate land
from the communal reserve.25 The only way a household can get hold of additional land is by obtaining an allocation of the rights on land that has been left
unused for a long period, or land that has been put up for sale (redistribution)
by families who no longer need it. However, these possibilities are also quickly
decreasing due to the growing land shortage.
Inheritance of usufruct rights
As stated earlier, the usufruct rights to land among the Páez can be transferred
from one generation to the next (diachronic transfer), either during the parents’ lifetime (pre-mortem) or after both parents have died. This is not a direct
transfer, but again involves the intervention of the cabildo. Formally, the usufruct rights ﬁrst return to the community, after which the cabildo redistributes

20. Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 78.
21. Law 89 of 1890, art. 7.4; Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 25.4 & 79; Decree 162 of 1920 (Cauca),
art. 11-12; compare with Decree 127 of 1911 (Nariño), art. 2.
22. As a matter of fact, this seems to be at variance with the constitutional provisions with reference to indigenous territorial autonomy (Political Constitution 1991, art. 287-288) and Law 21 of 1991,
which ratiﬁes ilo Convention 169 of 1989. Even so, the concept version of cric’s New Legislative
Compendium (Carta Legislativa) of 1997 – that has not been published since – still makes mention
of this supposedly legal obligation.
23. Legally, the possibilities for municipal authorities to revoke cabildo adjudications are extremely limited.
24. Decree 162 of 1920, art. 11.
25. The cabildo is legally obligated to reserve part of the resguardo territory for future adjudications (see Law 89 of 1890, art. 7.4 & 7.5; Decree 74 of 1898 [Cauca], art. 25.4 & 25.5). Yet, as far back
as 1920, the Caucan legislature for the ﬁrst time noted that in some resguardos such a reserve no
longer existed (i.e. all lands were occupied); an observation that was made again in 1937 (Decree
50, art. 4).
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these rights allocating them to the children of the original user.26 The Páez call
this form of transfer “inheritance” (dejar en herencia).
In order to obtain an inheritance portion, certain conditions have to be met.
First, the child in question has to be in the resguardo at the time of the distribution of rights.27 This means that young community members who work
as temporary wage laborers outside the resguardo have to return when their
parents’ land is being made available to them. If they fail to do so, then they
lose their right to claim their inheritance portion. Second, they are expected to
reactivate their participation in the community after their return; this means
that they cannot leave the community immediately after the transfer. Third,
at the time of distribution, children should not already have sufﬁcient land to
support their own family.28 Most of the time, this will be the case because it is
very difﬁcult for young households to start cultivating land that has never been
allocated to other families before, unless land is being reallocated following
a long absence of the owner. In Jambaló, where land shortage has become a
pressing problem, this condition has two consequences. On the one hand, it
means that the land owned by the longest living parent at the time of death can
only be allocated to the children who have not received an inheritance portion
before. On the other, it usually means that women – as the family domain is
seldom sufﬁcient for all the children – are denied an inheritance portion either
because their husband already owns (enough) land or because it is assumed
that a future husband will obtain it in due course.
Although Law 89 of 1890 (like the regulatory decrees) does not rule out inheritance for women,29 until recently the Páez’s inheritance structure was solely
patrilineal, i.e. from father to sons. In Jambaló this changed in the 1970s when
the cabildo decided to reinterpret the heretofore accepted rules regarding land
inheritance. This revision was prompted by the (then ongoing) land struggle,
in which the Páez and Guambianos used this law to justify their claims to the
outside world. A former indigenous governor of Jambaló recalls how:
People used to say that women have no rights when it comes to the distribution of land,
but according to the law everyone has equal rights, whether they are men or women.
[...] This law had disappeared from sight, meaning that people did not know it anymore. But the law started to function again in 1971 when the organization [cric] was
set up. Then the law was rediscovered and dusted off and people started to apply it in
26. Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 93.
27. Decree 162 of 1920 (Cauca), art. 5.
28. Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 92.
29. The legal text does not explicitly state that women can inherit, but neither does it say that
they cannot. Perafán (1995a: 50n8) claims that Law 89 of 1890 and later indigenous legislation
subscribes to “Napoleonic rules of inheritance”. The only legal text that makes the legal equality of man and woman explicit is Decree 162 of 1920 (Cauca), though not speciﬁcally in relation to
inheritance.
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the communities. (Rafael Cuetia, interview, November 19, 2000)
Since then, cognatic (or non-unlinear) inheritance, i.e. from father to sons and/
or daughters, occasionally occurs. In Jambaló, for instance, it hardly ever occurs
that husband and wife both bring in an equally large inheritance portion; generally, a woman only inherits land if she is the only child or if she does not have
any brothers, or when she marries a landless or land-poor man. More frequently,
parents give expression to the equal legal status of men and women with the
common practice of compensating women by giving them animals or money.
The succession/inheritance of usufruct rights, be it pre-mortem or postmortem, usually follows a ﬁxed set of rules. In an average family (parents with
more than one child), an inheritance authorized by the cabildo occurs for the
ﬁrst time when the eldest son reaches manhood and needs some of his father’s
land in order to set up an independent household. Before calling on the cabildo
to formalize the transfer of the land through adjudication, father and sons normally have a long family discussion in which they go through the distribution
of the family domain in great detail. The land that, for the moment, will not
pass to the children has to be of sufﬁcient size for the future inheritances of the
sons who are still minors at the time.30 The father also reserves a small piece
of land for himself and his wife. He needs this to be able to support himself. In
principle, all children are entitled to an equal inheritance portion31 – equality
of inheritance does not necessarily mean equality in the size of the inheritance portions, but rather the potential productivity to the land (cf. Ortiz 1973).
However, personal and family-related circumstances can lead to this rule being
broken. Although the father has the ﬁnal say in the distribution, sons who do
not agree with his decision can ﬁle a protest with the cabildo. It is unknown
how often this actually happens; however, it is certain that the cabildo in
Jambaló nowadays has sufﬁcient effective authority to actively intervene when
necessary. At the ﬁnal formalization of the inheritance – i.e. allocation of the
inheritance portion – the cabildo follows the procedure as described in the previous section.

30. Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca) art. 90. In the original text, “sufﬁcient” was undoubtedly understood as “sufﬁcient for family subsistence needs”, as the article goes on to read: “In the event of the
parent’s land being insufﬁcient [for all sons/children], allocations to the children that ﬁrst marry
or reach adulthood will be made from the (collective) land reserve of the community”. Due to land
scarcity, this last proviso no longer applies to the situation in Jambaló, as a result of which “sufﬁcient” nowadays can only be taken to mean “as much [in economic value] as was made to the ﬁrst
and other sons”.
31. Law 89 of 1890, art. 7.4; Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 25.4.
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box 4.2 Alejandro Cuetia (Solapa)
Alejandro Cuetia – is 31 years old and was
born and raised in Solapa. He has one older
and one younger brother and three sisters.
Alejandro owns eight hectares of land. He
inherited four hectares from his father and
“bought” the other four from a man from
the neighboring vereda, Ipicueto. This man,
called Antonio, had acquired the rights to
the land through his wife, a native of Solapa
who had inherited the land from her father.
Because the married couple remained
childless, Antonio was unable to cultivate
their inheritance portions in both veredas.
When they found Alejandro willing to take
over the land in Solapa, they decided to submit the case to the cabildo. Since Alejandro
was able to show that he needed the land in
the future (he has three sons) and because
the cabildo’s policy in these cases is to limit
landownership of community members
preferably to their own vereda, the transaction was eventually approved. Although
Alejandro did not mention the exact ﬁgure
he paid for the land, he did stress that it
was a minor sum as it was strictly related to
the price of the produce (mejoras). Alejandro
lives in Solapa with his two brothers. They
do not all have the same amount of land.
When the inheritance was discussed in the
family, in the traditional way, round the
ﬁreplace (tulpa), Alejandro’s father decided

to give his eldest son a smaller inheritance
portion than that of Alejandro. The reason
for this was “because as a young man he
often ‘roamed about’ in Caloto and had not
always been there for the family in times of
need”. The eldest son received three hectares. The youngest was still a minor at that
time and continued to cultivate the remaining two hectares with his father. Although
the father has died in the meantime, the
land has yet to be ofﬁcially allocated by the
cabildo to this youngest son. He recently
bought half a hectare of land from a woman
called Carmel. The land borders his own
parcel. Carmel married in Bateas but inherited in Solapa. She did not sell all her land
to Alejandro’s brother. Every other year she,
her husband, and her children come over
from Bateas to cultivate the remaining land.
According to Alejandro, not all women
inherit land. “Although men and women
are legally entitled to the same inheritance
portion, in practice men have a greater
chance of receiving land; they have priority.
If a family does not have a lot of land and
if there are many children, then the women
do not get anything if their husbands have
sufﬁcient land. In such cases, women leave
their parents’ house with money or animals;
then they go ‘economicamente’.”

When a married man dies, his widow receives in usufruct the land that has not
been transferred as inheritance before his death. She will continue to cultivate
this land with the help of her sons (or children) who still live in the parental
home, until they are also old enough to claim their own inheritance portion.32
Young women who lose their husband often remarry. In such cases, the land of
the late husband is placed in the trust of the second husband, who can cultivate
the land for as long as the children from his wife’s ﬁrst marriage, the designated heirs of the land, are still minors. When both parents die, the land still
owned by the longest living parent is allocated to the sons (or children), if any,
who were still under parental protection. If these children are very young, then
32. Decree 74 of 1898 (Cauca), art. 89-90. In fact, the widow administers the rights of her
deceased husband until her children are old enough for them to be handed over to them.
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their land will be placed in the trust of their elder brothers until they become
independent. If all the children become orphans at a (very) young age – a rare
case – then this task is fulﬁlled by another close relative, for example, the
grandfather (father’s father) or an uncle.
There are special rules for childless and single persons. Referring to the
Páez in Tierradentro (San Andrés de Pisimbalá resguardo), Ortiz claims (1973:
129) that “a man can transfer land to his own children, and through them to his
grandchildren, but never to his brothers, the children of his brothers (nephews)
or to the children of his father’s brother (cousins)”. In other words, inheritance could only take place between relatives in a direct line of descent (linear
descendants), never indirect (collateral relatives). In the case of a childless married couple this would mean – as stated in the relevant legislation (Decree 74 of
1898)33 – that usufruct rights of the rightful claimant after his death (after the
death of the longest living of the couple) always return to the community, to be
subsequently allocated by the cabildo to another family. However, this conclusion does not correspond to the inheritance rules as applied in Jambaló – and
other Páez resguardos on the western slopes of the Cordillera, such as Toribío
(see Perafán 1995a). Here, the rule is that, if a man remains unmarried or childless, his land can be passed on to the descendants of his brothers or of his
cousins (i.e. second cousins), on condition that they have not yet received sufﬁcient land from their own fathers. In this way, inheritance amongst collateral
relatives does occur in Jambaló, albeit on a very small scale. Finally, there is one
more possibility of diachronic transfer of the usufruct rights of unmarried men
or childless households. If a friend or member of the family has been looking
after the deceased during the last years of his or her life, then the cabildo may
allocate the land of the claimant to this person.34

33.
34.
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box 4.3 María Luisa Dagua (La Laguna)
María Luisa Dagua – was born in La Laguna. cultivate maize and arracacha. That is also
She is 32 years old and is the eldest of three why her father inherited part of both propbrothers and four sisters. Four years ago, erties. Today, he works this land together
she became a widow and was left with ﬁve (en global) with his three sons – none of his
children. Her husband came from a poor children have received their own plots yet.
family from outside the vereda (he did not Sometimes María Luisa works with them,
inherit any land). In La Laguna he was able but she also accepts work from other peoto buy one plaza1; this, together with the ple. She thinks the situation in La Laguna
house, was all he left to María Luisa. Her is difﬁcult. All the available land has been
parents sometimes help her with the chil- under cultivation for a long time, and the
dren, even though this is not easy because people work the same plots every other year.
they live far away from her, right at the top Because of this, the soil becomes exhausted
(arriba). Her father owns ﬁve hectares of and yields drop. She is nevertheless negland in total, one hectare in the vereda and ative about the rise of poppy (amapola).
four in Monte Redondo. Her grandfather “People do grow it here, but I don’t want to
on her father’s side already lived in Monte have anything to do with it. It sets a bad
Redondo because at the time there was example for my children. People say it is not
more land available there. Nevertheless, he good and that the young only cultivate the
retained his rights in the vereda because land for ‘easy money’ [consumption].”
the soil in Monte Redondo is too cold to
1. The plaza is an old Hispano-American square
measure of 80x80 meters (1 plaza = 0.64 hectare).

4.1.5 Economic administration under new realities:
land shortage
As we have clearly seen in the above descriptions, the growing land shortage in
Jambaló – like in other Páez resguardos on the western slopes of the Cordillera
Central (and for a number of decades also in Tierradentro; see Ortiz 1973;
Rappaport 1982) – has had a radical impact on the administration of the area’s
natural resources. Since all the arable land is divided amongst community members, almost nobody has the possibility of expanding their family properties.
The acquisition of usufruct rights to land by cultivating it for the ﬁrst time has
become a purely theoretical affair: there are not many possibilities to take over
(“buy”) usufruct rights and the colonization of the Páramo highlands (3,0003,400m) is culturally prohibited.35 Due to the advancing population growth,
the amount of land parents pass on to young adults, i.e. that is allocated by the
35. According to the Páez, the Páramo is a sacred space (see also Perafán 1995a). Cultivation of
these lands is also legally prohibited. In general in Colombia –as also in indigenous resguardos
– land at altitudes above 3,000m is considered a “protected area” (Law 373 of 1997, art. 16, with
antecedents in earlier legislation). As constitutionally recognized public authorities, since 1991 cabildos have been responsible for upholding this law in indigenous resguardos.
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cabildo, becomes unavoidably smaller and smaller with each generation.
With regard to tenure practices, the land shortage has resulted in a rise in
the “sale” (synchronic transfer) of usufruct rights among community members,
compared to the past. In the current situation, the “contingent interests” of
community members in each other’s landownership are on the rise (cf. Moore
1973: 736). Today, young and ambitious households anxiously follow neighboring childless households or departing households who are possibly willing to
“sell” part of their usufruct rights to the land, i.e. submit it to the cabildo for
redistribution. Since the cabildo attaches great importance to limiting land
disintegration as much as possible, in order to prevent conﬂicting land claims,
in these cases neighboring families, either related or un-related, from the same
vereda have ﬁrst choice. At the same time, as already stated, the practice of
“lending” parts of land (rights) has diminished.
Furthermore, the cabildo has recently started to attach increasing importance to the time-consuming process of registering allocations, via either a
diachronic or a synchronic transfer. This was prompted by a rise in the number
of land-related conﬂicts, caused by land shortage and the unavoidable disintegration of land (families seldom have all their land in one location). Despite
the shorter fallow periods and an increase in the visibility of recent cultivation, “land grab” cases and border manipulations still regularly occur between
neighbors from different extended families (or kin groups) and between close
relatives. To be able to resolve these conﬂicts at an early stage before they
escalate, the land commission of the cabildo uses the act of adjudication to reconcile the arguing parties while checking the borders of the parcels (interview,
Crispulo Fernández, November 13, 2000). The cabildo often resorts to similar border inspections to clear the backlog of “overdue maintenance” of the
registrations that dates back to before the 1980s when the cabildo was often
negligent in this respect.
Since land occupation (in Jambaló as in other Páez resguardos; see Perafán
1995a) has been largely “ﬁ xed” for quite some time – i.e. most usufruct rights
to land have been in the hands of the same line of descendants for at least two
generations – some authors have argued that the Páez have increasingly started
to consider their land allocations as personal property (individual ownership),
a development that would (according to these authors) explain the current
occurrence of sales of usufruct right to land (Rappaport 1982). Whether this
observation is valid for the situation in the upper section of Jambaló remains
very questionable. Since the 1970s, land rights are only sold to community
members, never to outsiders. Although this was not always the case in the past,
today the cabildo, being the highest communal authority, is involved in almost
every synchronic and diachronic usufruct rights transfer. Furthermore, most
families are acquainted with, and respectful of, the guidelines of the cabildo
regarding the conservation of important natural resources on their land, such
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as the ban on clearing woods and undergrowth near springs and on steep slopes.
Despite the high level of individualization of natural resources in the upper section, the communal character of the Páez property regime is still intact.
Simultaneously with the individualization of natural resources, there has
been a decrease in the traditional communal labor arrangements, a development which is also noticeable elsewhere in the Páez territory (e.g. Toribío,
Tierradentro). Rappaport (1982) supposes that the role of these indigenous institutions broke down due to the rise of the government-imposed jacs. However, it
is more likely that the disappearance of the work party and reciprocal exchange
of labor is more directly linked to land shortage. After all, organizing a minga
is not worth the effort – and particularly not the cost – when a household is
unable to cultivate a bigger land acreage with it. Reciprocal exchange of labor,
in turn, appears to be on the wane in the upper section due to growing landlessness, especially among young families, and also due to the recent involvement
of many households in the cultivation of illegal drug crops (poppy and coca)
that yield a high income in a short period from a relatively small plot. Although
members of landless families can no longer take part in reciprocal exchange of
labor (because they have no land), families with land, even if they do not own
much, nowadays make enough money to hire the landless as farm laborers.
With growing land shortage due to population growth and without the possibility of expanding the resguardo because of the fact that Jambaló is completely
locked in by other resguardos, there are only two ways to resolve a situation of
decreasing livelihood security: households can either intensify their land use
– either legally or illegally (drug crops) – or focus on non-land-related productive activities. In this respect, both the cabildo and modern institutions such as
jacs and community shops play an important role. Whereas the cultivation of
drug crops by individual households, which do not require large investments,
can be considered as a “suitable” – albeit illegal – form of intensiﬁcation of
land use, the setting up of new, non-land-related productive activities usually
requires large sums of money (as well as technical assistance). Since individual households do not have access to credit facilities because credit institutions
generally do not accept their land usufruct rights as pledges for loans, these
innovations are mostly initiated at the vereda level. Unlike individual families,
jacs, which have a legal status, can obtain credit and, with a cabildo guarantee,
conclude contracts with private or government organizations. Over the past
ten years, the cabildo has encouraged vereda-communities to experiment with
micro enterprises (micro empresas), such as bakeries, arts and crafts projects,
and trout farms. These projects have been partly ﬁnanced with funds raised by
the cabildo – being a recognized public authority with a status that is comparable to that of the municipality – from tax revenue transfers (transferencias) since
1991. There are also community shops that have registered themselves, i.e. they
have a legal status and are focusing on productive activities. An example of this
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is the community shop in La Odisea, which started with the creation of a fruit
orchard (interview, Arcadio Ulcué, December 12, 2000).
Many micro enterprises have not so far been very successful. This can be
ascribed to lack of experience, but also to a lack of interest among community
members, who still often seem to hedge their bets on the more readily available
beneﬁts of individual poppy and coca growing (van de Sandt 2003). Whatever
the case may be, both new institutions – jacs and community shops – provide
for communal labor arrangements and communal economic management in
a new context, thus expressing and re-enacting community, and in the future
they may play an important role in community development – together with
individual initiatives.
4.2 Communal management of resources in the middle
section – the community enterprise of Chimicueto
The middle section is the part of the Jambaló Valley situated in between the offshoots of the Cuchilla de Solapa and the La Cruz-Ullucos Ridges (both 2,600m).
This part of the resguardo includes no less than ten vereda communities that
share many characteristics with regard to recent history of non-indigenous
landownership and present occurrence of mixed, collective, and individual
forms of landholding. The town of La Mina (1,600m) is historically the main
point of orientation for the communities of this section. See Map 4. The following paragraphs take the vereda of Chimicueto – and its community enterprise
(empresa comunitaria: ec) – as a typical example of land tenure and resource
management in the middle section. In conclusion, the situation in Chimicueto
is analyzed and compared, in general terms, with that in other parts (ecs) of
the middle section.
The Chimicueto vereda is named after the small stream that marks its southern boundary and, with an area of nearly 1,100 hectares and a population of 550
(in 2001), it is one of the largest veredas in the resguardo. Whereas most of the
local families – with typical names like Tróchez, Dizú, and Menzucué – live
on the gently sloping terrain between 2,000 and 2,200 meters, the more fertile
and semi-permanently cultivated areas are situated in the lower areas along
the Chimicueto valley and the connecting unpaved road between Jambaló and
Santander de Quilichao (distance: 25-30 km). The rocky and cold lands high on
the mountain range are still primarily covered with Andean forest and as yet
remain uninhabited.
4.2.1 Land tenure history
As in all communities of the middle section of Jambaló, social organization
and tenure relations in Chimicueto are the outcome of a particular historical
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process, especially marked by, ﬁrstly, the consolidation of the landlord hacienda in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century and, secondly, the land struggle
of the 1970s and 1980s.
In the early 1970s, the lands in Chimicueto were in the hands of hacienda
owner, Rafael Penagos, eldest son of Apolinar Penagos, who had established himself in Jambaló somewhere in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century.
Chimicueto has, however, a much older history of non-indigenous landownership that can be traced back to the famous nineteenth-century poet-soldier
and Conservative politician, Julio Arboleda (1817-1862). This member of the
Popayán elite acquired rights in Jambaló in 1857 when he, in the company
of another aristocrat landowner (terrateniente) by the name of Francisco José
Chaux, purchased the property of María Ignacia Fernández de Navia, a woman
who, according to the sale deed, had bought the land “at public auction” in 1844
(Roldán 1975).36 Chimicueto’s history of occupancy makes it the vereda with
the oldest presence of non-indigenous landownership in Jambaló (with the
exception of Vitoyó and Zumbico, which in part were Church possessions). On
close scrutiny it moreover also testiﬁes to the unlawfulness of the transfers of
these lands ever since the late nineteenth century, since it must be recalled that
in 1863 the Federalist General Tomás Cipriano de Mosquera, who with the help
of the Páez of Jambaló and Pitayó gained victory over the national government
in the war of 1859-1862, ceded the lands of Julio Arboleda, his all-time adversary, back to these communities (Decree 30 of 1863).37 Yet, notwithstanding
this presidential order, Julio Arboleda’s companion Francisco José Chaux was
able to maintain his presence in Jambaló and subsequently became involved in
the extraction of quinine from the cinchona forests of Zumbico (Findji & Rojas
1985). It was only after the quinine boom that the Chaux family left Jambaló. In
1911, Primitivo Chaux sold his possessions in Chimicueto to several members
of the Navia family, who were the ﬁrst to start to commercially farm the land
and were responsible for the introduction of coffee and cattle raising. When in
1950 Eliseo Navia put his property up for sale to Rafael Penagos, most likely in
reaction to the rural aggression of La Violencia (1948-1958), in Chimicueto as
in other parts of Jambaló the regime of the landlord hacienda was already well
established.
When the land repossession movement took root in Jambaló, the tenant
farmers of Chimicueto – or agregados as they were also called in reﬂection of
the fact that hacienda owners considered the tenants as an integral part of the
property: aggregates (giving vivid expression to their condition of semi-slav36. There are no older title deeds. Findji and Rojas (1985) maintain that the claim of Sra.
Fernández de Navia was carried over from colonial times and based on false certiﬁcates suggesting
the purchase of the land from Jambaló’s former encomendero – technically an impossibility since the
encomienda did not entail property rights over indigenous lands.
37. Decree 30 of 1863 moreover also explicitly recognizes Jambaló and Pitayó’s continued ancestral ownership claims over these lands (Roldán 1975).
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ery) – had already been working the land of non-indigenous landlords for at
least three generations. Rafael Penagos in particular exercised a harsh regime
of exploitation over his tenants, even in the eyes of some of the other hacienda
owners (cnu 2001a). In the late-1950s, Penagos had been active in expanding
his coffee plantations and cattle ranches and, claiming possession over the
whole of the vereda, demanded three days of labor duty per month in return
for his permission to each tenant farmer to clear a small subsistence plot (encierro) on the little land that remained around his farms. The local families were
not allowed to freely extend these plots, and therefore it was impossible to continue using traditional techniques of slash-and-burn cultivation or to keep
animals themselves. Thus, in Chimicueto the tenant farmers’ decision to revolt
against their landlord was motivated by feelings of being exploited, but also by
their wish to again work their land in “the Páez way” (cf. Findji 1992: 116n13),
by burning and fallowing.
We had to repossess the land to see to it that it could rest a little bit, because the terrateniente did not let us rest it. He claimed all the land that we were working; that is
how the rich man was. (Lisandro Menzucué, cnu 2001b: 26)
As in other veredas before them, in 1972-1973 a large section of the tenant
farming community of Chimicueto stopped meeting their land rent (labor)
obligations on the hacienda; several families moreover started to rebel by
clearing new lands without the consent of their landlord. Penagos immediately
reacted by bringing legal action against the “land invaders” and by prohibiting
the organization of meetings. To circumvent the restriction of assembly, the
land ﬁghters solicited the creation of a jac in their vereda, which was authorized by the mayor of Jambaló in 1975, (despite opposition from the landowner).
Later that same year, leaders in Chimicueto asked cabildo governor Marcelino
Pilcué to grant the local community global adjudication over the lands included
in Penagos’ hacienda – i.e. to (symbolically) allocate the area to all the tenant
farmers conjointly – and to invite the landlord to convey his property to the
indigenous community through the intervention of incora. When Penagos
and his lawyer adopted the tactic of stalling the land negotiations, two incora
ofﬁcials sympathizing with the indigenous struggle urged the families to pressure their landlord. On two occasions this is what they did. With land ﬁghters
from various other veredas, in 1979-1980 they decided, uninvited, to harvest the
coffee from the landowner’s extensive plantations. Penagos remained unyielding, however, and retaliated by having people imprisoned and hiring assassins
to terrorize the local community. The next year (1981), the ex-tenant farmers
regrouped and threatened to seize his livestock. This time, Penagos left helterskelter with his cattle, leaving his house with the keys in the door – a decision
that was possibly also prompted by the upsurge of guerrilla activity in Jambaló
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(cnu 2001b; see Chapter 3).38
After the successful de facto repossession of Chimicueto, the indigenous
community, comprising around 20 families, took possession of their former landowner’s land and the improvements (mejoras) attached to it. Due to the collapse
of the negotiations between Rafael Penagos and incora concerning the price
of the land and its properties, it was eventually acquired compulsorily following
a court order. Penagos received damages totaling almost 10 million Colombian
Pesos (in the collective memory of the ex-tenant farmers in Chimicueto he had
bought the land, back in 1951, for 70,000 Colombian Pesos).39
As per previous agreements made in 1978 between the ﬁghting communities and the cabildo, the land ﬁghters in Chimicueto decided to maintain as
one unit Rafael Penagos’ farms (ﬁncas) – that included a large area of pastureland and a coffee plantation with thousands of plants – and integrate them in a
new (mixed) community enterprise. The ec was above all considered a symbol
of unity and a vehicle for the indigenous cause. In addition, it would allow the
community to improve its standard of living.
Our vision was to work as a community in the repossessed lands to produce for the beneﬁt of the community as a whole. (Taurino Guejia, cnu 2001b: 27)
Chimicueto’s ec was set up at a time when cric, like the ﬁghting cabildos (cabildos luchadores) including the cabildo of Jambaló, had already explicitly rejected
the conditions of incora’s ec model that included external involvement,
through a statute (internal regulations) and payment for the land. cric was
advising the communities to choose the autonomous ec model developed by
the cabildo and/or the vereda (see Findji & Rojas 1985; Findji 1993) that would
be better suited to local circumstances. In Jambaló, the ecs were based on verbal agreements between the cabildo and the respective communities (veredas),
without written statutes or regulations. The management of day-to-day affairs,
particularly the organization of the collective undertakings, would fall to a to-beappointed independent executive junta (junta directiva). The rejection of incora
involvement meant that Chimicueto, just like the other autonomous ecs, could
not and did not obtain a legal status (as Zumbico had; see Chapter 2), and hence
it was denied access to agricultural credits and could not negotiate contracts
with third parties. This problem, however, was partly solved by the powers of
the jac that had been set up previously and that did have a legal status.
After the constitution of the ec, its members, under the leadership of their
38. Around this time in the Buenavista vereda, on the opposite side of the Jambaló, guerrillas
(m-19), presumably coming to the rescue of the struggling Indians, killed several non-Indian landowners, some of whom were relatives of Rafael Penagos (cnu 2002a).
39. In comparing these land prices, community members – of course – did not take account of inﬂation; even so, the considerable discrepancy between the initial purchase price and the eventual
price paid gave rise to scorn on the part of the Indians.
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executive junta, started to work the collective farms together one or two days a
week on speciﬁcally designated days, the so-called days of weekly communal
labor (días de trabajo comunitario semanal), “apparently reminiscent of the times
of terraje” (Findji 1993: 65). This communal labor was prompted by a logic distinct from that of returns on invested capital; in addition to being a productive
activity, it was also a rite of community “in which the (social unity of the) community is ratiﬁed, a community which vouches for the rights of every member”
(Findji 1993: 65). The families also maintained their rights on the individual
family plots, which were initially mainly used for subsistence. They worked
these plots individually or through old institutions such as the communal work
party (minga / cues-nmi) and reciprocal labor sharing (mano prestada / nmi-cambio).
As in other Jambaló veredas, a community shop was set up in Chimicueto. Just
as in other parts of the resguardo, its aim was to act as a marketing and supply
cooperative for the collection and marketing of individual surplus produce and
the joint purchase of industrialized goods (processed foods, tools, and other
basic needs).
Figure 4 is a diagrammatic representation of the community enterprise in
Chimicueto and shows the relationships between its constituent parts.
4.2.2 Land use activities and resource management
in Chimicueto
Subsistence agriculture
In the ﬁrst years after the repossessions, cabildo leaders started to reﬂect on
the future of their communities, in particular on the issue of how to raise the
level of food supply in the communities, which had suffered from the repossessions, to a normal level again (this was referred to as “economic and social
reconstruction”).
In reaction to the local economic crisis caused by a sharp drop in the price
of the cash crop sisal (ﬁque) – the cultivation of which had been actively promoted by the government and private sector during the 1960s and 70s and, in
consequence, had expanded enormously among indigenous communities in
northern Cauca – leaders in and around the cabildo started to worry about loss
of economic autonomy and culturally distinctive forms of production.
After extensive consideration and historical analysis, assisted by a couple
of non-indigenous, supportive anthropologists (solidarios) from the University
of Cali (María Teresa Findji and Victor Daniel Bonilla), the 1981 cabildo of governor Emiliano Guejia decided to set up a campaign for food security and the
introduction of economic principles and work forms that were deemed traditional, such as large, community-initiated communal labor parties and
inter-community barter trade (to proﬁt from the vertical complementarity of
microclimates).
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We thought about how we used to work the land and how we used to have an economy. […] We came to realize that we were importing a lot of things that we were able to
produce here ourselves. […] We were thinking not only of producing sisal, but rather of
economic and social reconstruction; not to depend solely on one [cash] crop, but rather
on food crops to continue strengthening the communities. (Emiliano Guejia, cnu
2002a: 9-10)
At that time, we said to ourselves, those repossessions have to produce! With every
vereda, we summoned all the other veredas and that is how we worked collectively.
[…] All this gave us the idea that this was the economy that we were looking for: not
so much to live with money, but rather to live with food. (Laurentino Rivera, cnu
2002a: 35)
For community enterprises like the one in Chimicueto, this meant that parts
of the collective land (pastureland) were being used for the collective production of crops such as maize, beans, yucca, Peruvian carrot/parsnip (arracacha),
and sugar cane. These products were exchanged for other crops, such as wheat,
from veredas with another microclimate (vertical complementarity) (cnu
2002a,b). In addition to the cultivation of traditional crops, the idea was also to
diversify food production and introduce new crops. The solidario anthropologists set up exchange programs for community leaders so they could meet with
people from indigenous resguardos from Nariño (Pasto Indians from Cumbal)
and learn how to cultivate new crops. Thus, people in Chimicueto started to
experiment with the cultivation of potatoes (cnu 2002a). Responsibility for
the collection and coordination of the inter-community crop barter system fell
to the executive junta of the community enterprise and the community shop
committee. Initially, Zumbico’s community vehicle (chiva, a multi-colored,
open-sided workhorse bus for personnel and goods) – purchased with a loan in
1978 – served as the local means of transport.
After a few years, the inter-community crop barter trade quite abruptly
stopped. This was partly caused by the criticism expressed by (other) community leaders, who stood up for the interests of the sisal growers (many of whom
were seriously indebted). They labeled the policy of the cabildos between 1981
and 1983 as traditionalistic and advocated a more modernistic development
of the community. This faction proposed to start focusing more on new commercial agricultural projects in order to remain connected with the regional
(non-indigenous) economy.
They caused us problems, [exclaiming]: “how could we be such brutes, to want to go
backwards!” — They said that we were against the credit the government provided by
way of incora, and that they wanted to receive those credits, because they said they
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needed the money to work. […] The fault they accused us of was that the cabildo supported neither the sisal committee nor the programs [of incora]. (Emiliano Guejia,
cnu 2002a: 10)
Furthermore, from 1986 onwards the importance of local subsistence food production diminished as a result of the National Rehabilitation Plan (Plan Nacional
de Rehabilitación: pnr), a government program for areas affected by the armed
conﬂict. In collaboration with the World Food Program (wfp) of the United
Nations, pnr (in 1986-1990) made use of so-called food-for-work projects in
indigenous communities, whereby resguardo inhabitants received food rations
in exchange for their labor contribution to sponsored development projects,
mainly for the improvement of infrastructure (roads, bridges, etc.) (Presidencia
de la República 1990). Although Jambaló did need this support at the time, it
also undermined local subsistence production of food crops and changed traditional consumption patterns, creating more dependence (cnu 2002a).
Commercial agriculture
coffee
In the second half of the 1980s, after modernistic leaders had taken over the
more traditionalistic cabildos, partly due to the availability of food provided
under the pnr/wfp program, the attention started to shift from subsistence
farming (“para vivir: to survive”) to commercial forms of agrarian production
(“para echar adelante: to leap forwards, to become developed”), (cnu 2002a: 49,
Marcelino Pilcué).
The Chimicueto community started to focus on coffee growing. There was
a renewed interest in Rafael Penagos’s old and neglected coffee plantations
that used to be harvested but that had not been properly maintained after the
departure of the former landowner. People started to shift food production to
the individual family plots and use the communal labor days more and more
for cleaning up fallen foliage and lopping trees that cast shadow on the land.
Despite the maintenance, the coffee harvest (per hectare) was relatively low
because the coffee was being grown in a way that was not very scientiﬁc (poco
tecniﬁcado), without the use of chemical herbicides. The coffee plants were also
relatively old (20 years). Initially, the harvest was sold to middlemen in the city
(Santander de Quilichao), (Jambaló 1995).
The revenue from the coffee plantations was used for various purposes. Some
of it was used to pay for renewal and repair works on community infrastructure,
including tools, fences, farms, and construction materials. Some was spent on
advanced training and speciﬁc technical training for promising youth. Some
of the money was needed to buy food to prepare meals on communal labor
days. The remaining money was distributed evenly among the individual families. In the late 1980s, the community raised money among its families and/or
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members to buy its own chiva vehicle (cnu 2001b), an object of prestige for the
Chimicueto community (see Findji 1993). Apart from people’s transportation,
the vehicle was mainly used to transport agrarian products from the farms and
to supply the community with industrialized goods from the city, i.e. the stock
of the community shop. The community vehicle also played an important role
in the transportation of products and market goods to and from the surrounding veredas.
Through the jac, which had a legal status, the Chimicueto community managed to negotiate a contract with the national federation of coffee growers
(fedecafe) in the late 1980s, early 1990s. The federation was running a rural
extension program that invested in small community works and in the renovation and modernization of the coffee plantations (interview, Edi Tróchez,
November 22, 2000). Coffee production was expanded and production rose signiﬁcantly (from a maximum of 45 arrobas [11 kilos] per hectare to a maximum
of 60 arrobas per ha), (see Jambaló 1995; compare with Ortiz 1973 and Findji
1977). During the mid 1990s, Chimicueto’s community enterprise, with its coffee plantation comprising around 10,000 plants, had become one of the biggest
coffee producers in Jambaló. The community earned substantial income from
the plantation (interview, Bautista Dizu, September 17, 2003).
cattle raising
After the repossession, in the mid 1980s, Chimicueto had more than 100 hectares of pastureland, but neither the executive committee of the community
enterprise nor its members had sufﬁcient ﬁnancial means to start experimenting with commercial cattle raising. As people were generally averse to the big
ﬁnancial risks attached to loans given by government institutions like Caja
Agraria or FINAGRO – with interest rates of 20 to 30 percent (Jambaló 1995) –
the Chimicueto community, like many other ecs in northern Cauca, thought it
was a good idea to “borrow” cattle from the (non-indigenous) landowners they
had previously chased away from the indigenous territory and who had settled
near Santander de Quilichao. Under this practice, the cattle-owner could rent
pastureland from the community enterprise for a set period of time. In return,
the enterprise was given the opportunity to “make a proﬁt” from the borrowed
cattle – i.e. by selling milk and breeding. At the end of the rental period (usually
two years), the cows and the bull were carefully weighted and evaluated. The
owner demanded to be given back the same number of animals (of the same
age and weight) and a share of the proﬁts, usually half of the animals raised.
However, the communities soon realized that this arrangement would rarely be
to their advantage, as they had to bear all the production costs (fences, vaccinations, medicine) and the responsibility for business risks (illnesses and losses).
This type of arrangement came to be known as “cattle borrowing” or more tellingly as “cattle terraje” (terraje ganadero), and the cabildo started to advise the
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community enterprises against entering into such arrangements:
This way, the former landowner maintains his economic power over the community
and over the supposedly repossessed lands, only now at minor expense, since he does
not pay laborers or for the care of the cattle; yet he continues to make a proﬁt from the
work and the land. (Jambaló 1995: 10)
In order to combat this new form of exploitation, cric used its own means
to set up, in the late 1980s, an indigenous rotating credit fund (Fondo Rotatorio
Indígena: fri) to reinvigorate the community enterprises (cric 1993). The fri
funds – made available thanks to an agreement between cric, the Federation of
Cattle Farmers (fedegan), and regional development programs from the government, such as pnr (duration: 1984-1994), (interview cric, January 18, 2001)
– were predominantly used to ﬁnance similar cattle borrowing arrangements,
but under more favorable conditions: if a community enterprise borrowed ten
cows for milk and breeding it had to give back eleven cows after a three-year
period; if the animals were used for meat production, then they had to repay the
purchase price of the fattened animal plus 45 percent of its market value. The
fund’s revenue was used for the promotion of cattle raising in other community
enterprises (cric 1993). The problem of this alternative to the “cattle borrowing” was that cric’s rotating credit fund had so little ﬁ nance that it could only
invest in a very limited number of ecs at the same time. Hence, Chimicueto
never got the chance to use the fri, and its community enterprise was unable
to build up signiﬁcant livestock herds in the 1980s. It had to make do with the
few animals owned by individual families (ec members).
In 1993, Chimicueto was selected to take part in the Productive Program
for Indigenous Communities (Programa de Producción en Comunidades Indígenas:
ppci)40, a development project, ﬁnanced with Canadian development money,
aimed at promoting arable farming and cattle raising in northern Cauca, in
order to combat drug crop cultivation (MAR 1996; see also dnp-udt 1997). The
community enterprise was offered a 3 million Peso “associative credit” for cattle raising, consisting of the supply of means of production, in kind, and 60
head of cattle; the required infrastructure was also taken care of. Aided by an
agricultural extension worker who trained the ec members in livestock administration (Proyecto Global [#27], 199341), the community as early as 1995 was
able to repay a quarter of the loan (Jambaló 1995). In spite of this, the community was unable to expand its livestock in the following years; it even decreased
(interview, Bautista Dizu, September 17, 2003).

40. Project for Promotion of Farm Products and Cooperative Development of Indigenous
Communities of Northeast Cauca.
41. This series of booklets is not widely available but is in the possession of the present author.
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4.2.3 Agriculture on individually partitioned lands
(family plots)
While the Chimicueto community started to experiment with collective forms
of arable farming, families also continued to invest a considerable amount of
their effort in the individual production on their family plots; with this difference, that after the repossession for the ﬁrst time in a long time they were able
again to increase their plots, making it possible to recover soil fertility through
fallowing (Findji 1993). The land occupation of parts of the former haciendas
that had not been cleared yet was spontaneous (i.e. unregulated) and without
the intervention of the cabildo (i.e. unregistered) – this was de facto land occupation. Nevertheless, everybody knew the location and borders of the various
family plots, also because, apart from collective labor on the farms, families
were in close contact through communal work parties and labor exchanges initiated at the household level.
Although this individual production was mainly destined for subsistence,
families soon started to produce periodical surpluses on their enlarged plots
again. In the past, the scanty surpluses were sold to non-indigenous middlemen, who paid the Indians unfair prices. After the repossession, they were
marketed by the community shop, which offered central crop collection and
direct sale to commercial centers such as Santander de Quilichao. The shop
also obtained crops through bartering with other veredas, using the internal
marketing scheme promoted by the cabildo. However, after only a few years
this role of the community shop (i.e. central collection and marketing) in
Chimicueto – and in other veredas – had already started to lose importance.
Mainly due to dissatisfaction with the poor ﬁnancial and organizational management of the shops, individual producers started to take their crop surpluses
to the markets in La Mina and Jambaló themselves again, in spite of the loss of
(possible) scale advantages. Soon the role of the community shop was mainly
conﬁned to the purchase and supply of processed foods and other basic commodities (Jambaló 1995).
Just like on the collective farms (ec farms), there was also a partial shift, in
the second half of the 1980s, in the production on the individual family plots
from food crop cultivation to cash crop cultivation. In the “free” and previously
repossessed parts of the resguardo, this development had already got underway with the widespread adoption (in the 1960s) of the sisal crop promoted in
indigenous communities by external agencies, both state and private, and the
introduction of cattle raising in the Zumbico Coop and the incora-initiated
ecs in Barondillo and Loma Gorda (in the 1970s). In the middle section – where
the landlord hacienda regime and the land struggle had hampered the development of the domestic economy – the process did not start properly until the
1980s, stimulated by the inﬂuence exerted by the commercial projects in the
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ecs and the aforementioned pnr/wfp food aid program (which supplied the
communities with all sorts of non-traditional food products). Many families
in Chimicueto started to plant coffee saplings, which grew wild in the ec coffee plantations, to create their own private coffee groves. The market-oriented
production on the individual plots contributed to the advancing monetarization of the indigenous economy as a whole and, consequently, to the declining
importance of communal labor forms. “There has been an emergence of the
practice of paying money [wage labor] where formerly (labor) exchanges took
place in other ways or people simply helped each other out” (Findji 1993: 62, my
translation).
As a result of natural population increase and immigration – due to the
return, immediately after the recovery of the land, of community members that
had resided outside the resguardo, presumably to avoid land rent obligations
– Chimicueto, like other repossessions, in the early 1990s started to face land
scarcity again. As all the lands outside the collective farms had been brought
into cultivation, family plots again started to diminish due to inheritance. This
situation led to a new tenure form, the joint family plot, which to this day is still
relatively common in the repossessed areas of the middle section. An extended
family, consisting of parents and children, decides to create a joint family plot
in order to prevent further disintegration of their property. They decide not to
pass on the land to the next generation in inheritance portions, but to keep
and work it together. Members of these families claim this is the only way they
are able to continue using slash-and-burn techniques in the long term (interviews, Bautista Dizú & Andrés Pilcué, September 17, 2003). Possibly, they take
advantage of the constant availability of a large work force that allows them to
organize the work on the land more efﬁciently – without having to organize a
costly minga – and increase production. Another explanation is that it is a way
to prevent interfamily inheritance conﬂicts.
Changing to farming a joint family plot, however, does not offer a solution
for all land-poor families. Over the past few years, an increasing number of
young households are in danger of becoming landless, and some families have
already decided to give up their life in Chimicueto’s ec and seek an uncertain
future outside the resguardo (cnu 2002a).
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box 4.4 Seferino Dizu
Seferino Dizu – is a young man with his
own household (25, wife, two children).
He and his next-of-kin (19 people divided
over ﬁve households) together administer 12 hectares of contiguous land in the
temperate parts of Chimicueto (between
2,000-2,200m). In the times of the landlord hacienda (before 1975), the landlord
had allowed Seferino’s grandfather – a
hard worker – to lay claim to approximately
eight hectares of land, including fallows.
After the land recovery (1982), the grandfather and his only two sons continued to
work their former enclosure together. Both
Seferino’s father and his uncle had four
sons. Both men were able to convince their
offspring, who live in separate houses in

the same vicinity, to continue their strategy
of conjointly working their collective family
land, which over the years they managed to
extend by four more hectares. According to
Seferino, they cultivate the land “in the old
style”, which means they never use all of
their land at once but alternately burn parts
of it, usually one or two plazas per household,
and leave the rest fallow. Although a small
amount of the land is affected by soil erosion (in steep areas), most of it is suitable
for agriculture and is cultivated with maize,
beans, yucca, and arracacha. Several of the
houses are surrounded by a house garden
(huerta, yac tul) planted with a variety of
vegetables as well as medicinal plants.

4.2.4 Internal contradictions within the ecs
In many ways, the history and current situation of Chimicueto’s mixed community enterprise is comparable to that of many neighboring vereda communities’
ecs. The following analysis is therefore expressed in general terms and pertains to the tenure situation in the middle section in general.
Since the late 1980s, there has been growing dissatisfaction in Jambaló,
among common community members and the cabildo alike, with the disappointing economic performance of the community enterprises and with the
reported lack of solidarity within these institutions. This emerges in the (self )
criticism of the ec members, the mockery by community members from outside the middle section, and the numerous internal and public statements and
documents issued by the cabildo. Particularly in times of rapidly increasing
land shortage in all parts of the resguardo, the collective land use in the ecs is
being increasingly considered as decadent: it would be better to distribute the
land among community members. Several participants in a resguardo meeting
in October 2000 publicly questioned whether it was justiﬁable to maintain the
ecs in their current set-up.
In order to understand this dissatisfaction with the way the ecs function, we
should place these institutions in the broader context of the socio-economic situation in the middle section. We should particularly consider them in the light
of the fundamental inequality in the Páez communities (Findji 1993; compare
with Gros 1991a), the antagonistic relationship between the individual and col149
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lective forms of production operating side-by-side (Londoño, Mohr, Morales,
Parra & Valenzuela 1975), and, ﬁnally, the vagueness of the guidelines for the
communitarian organization since its creation.
Unequal distribution of land
One of the causes of the lagging economic (and social) performance of the
ecs – as is also the case in Chimicueto – can be found in the ownership relations and “social relations of production” in the individually distributed lands,
which within these “ecs of mixed exploitation” (Londoño et al. 1975: 32 ff.) are
inextricably bound up with the collective farms. With regard to these individually distributed lands, an old land ﬁghter did admit that:
In our vereda, Chimicueto, the land is unequally distributed. Some people have more,
and other less. In the future, this situation will increase poverty when our children
grow up. (Lisandro Menzucué, cnu 2001b: 33)
This inequality of landownership – which has always existed in Páez communities, but has only recently (in a context of land shortage) become problematic
(and substantially problematic within the ec) – in its current form has its origins in the former territorial organization of the landlord hacienda and in the
subsequent land occupation process in the transition period immediately after
the land recovery.
In former times, the landlord had always relied on a selected number of tenant
farmers, usually his best workers, to coordinate the collective work (terraje) on his
farms. In reward for their efforts, the families of these men, and frequently also
those of other hardworking people, received permission to clear more uncultivated woodland than other families. The landowner sometimes even sold these
lands to the tenant farmers with supposedly ofﬁcial documents42 (see Findji &
Rojas 1985). Whether or not these people ﬁnally joined in the land struggle, after
the land recovery they stood ﬁrm in holding onto their possessions. The other
members of the community generally respected these claims, if only to avoid
internal conﬂict and disunity. In cases where these families had kept aloof from
the land repossession movement, they were generally only excluded from participation in the ec. Thus, the former family enclosures remained intact after
the land repossession. Once the hacienda had been claimed back, new opportunities for land occupation arose, since substantial reserves of wasteland and
forests (commons), which the landlord had previously reserved for his own
future activities, now remained ownerless. As the ec was mainly preoccupied
with collective organization, it failed to develop a clear vision on the impending
colonization of these uncultivated lands. Consequently, the more enterprising
42. “Supposedly”, because these documents were not ofﬁcially registered with the notary and
the land registry, so they were in most cases false title deeds.
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families, who were the ﬁrst to venture into these areas, were able to lay claim to
more land than others. The cabildo, which had delegated its authority in matters of land tenure to the local community (i.e. the newly constituted executive
committee) by having granted it a global adjudication, at the time did not make
corrections or otherwise interfere in the unregulated practices of land distribution in the recovered areas. According to some people, the ﬁghting cabildos of
the past were preoccupied with land struggle elsewhere in the resguardo and
could not foresee the long-term consequences of this policy of non-interference. Yet others suggest that these individuals may have purposely refrained
from interfering in local tenure practices out of plain self-interest, since many
cabildos of those years were comprised of leader ﬁgures who themselves originated from the middle section of the resguardo.
Summarizing, we can say that in the absence of a revision of the distribution
of individually repartitioned lands – the former enclosures on the recovered
haciendas – something that was mainly being avoided to prevent an increase
in the internal divisions in the community (Gros 1991a), the formerly existing
social relations of production (i.e. old inequalities and corresponding power
relations between families) were largely reproduced in the new economic organization (Londoño et al. 1975).
Today, with all the land around the collective farms taken in production,
unequal land distribution gives rise to increasing social unrest. Although all the
individual parcels of all families have been reduced in size due to natural population growth, there are still families who own signiﬁcantly more land than others.
Land-poor families have reached a point – like their counterparts in the upper
and lower section – where they are no longer able to give their children (sons) an
inheritance plot that is big enough for subsistence. As they can only partly rely
on the production of food crops on the collective farms – now that these have
largely been replaced by market-oriented production – young families often continue to work their parents’ plots, which become joint family plots. Moreover,
as the Páez generally are strongly inclined to work individually, land-poor families often make an appeal to land-rich families for a temporary lease. However,
this situation has already often led to conﬂicts, because many leasing families
in time develop a permanent claim to the leased plots. This is why some families
with fallow plots of above-average sizes refuse, a priori, to give land-poor families access to their land, an attitude that is generally labeled as egoistic.

Some people are truly egoistic. While many families have only little parcels, some claim
up to 20 or even 30 hectares. These used to be hardworking people but now they leave
the land lying fallow, yet they refuse to let other people work it. Even so, the other families respect this. (Felicano Medina, December 12, 2000)
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Envy among families caused by inequality also regularly leads to disagreements about the borders of parcels and accusations of invasion, occasionally
coupled with violent outbursts; this phenomenon has its origins not least in the
fact that, since the land repossession, the various successive executive juntas
have never maintained a land register (i.e. recorded/issued acts of adjudication),
something the cabildo in the upper section has been doing for years (and that
moreover is required by Law 89 of 1890).
Despite growing tension, the theme of unequal distribution of individual
lands – i.e. the theme of internal redistribution – has so far never got onto
the agenda of the annual ec meeting that elects the new executive junta. Wellinformed outsiders, mostly ex-cabildo members from the upper and lower
sections, claim this is because in many ecs the families with most land, and
who hence beneﬁt from a continuation of the status quo, are also those whose
members enjoy most prestige and inﬂuence in the executive junta.43
In the community enterprises there are always people that command more than others. They [the ecs] work with their own criteria. Hence, the quietest ones remain with
very little or nothing, whereas they are the ones that have to work hardest. (Interviews,
Crispulo Fernandez, September 19, 2003; Luis Alberto Passú, December 12, 2000)
The ongoing inequality, worsened by increasing land shortage, undermines
the solidarity principle on which the functioning of the ecs is based.44 This
is reﬂected in the recent trend towards decreasing participation in days of
communal labor. In an attempt to preserve the social cohesion of the community, the executive juntas of some ecs, including the one in Chimicueto, have
decided, after consulting their communities, to make some of the collective
pastureland available to a number of new families for the clearing of a small
family parcel (measuring, on average, just 40 by 40 meters); people are aware
that this approach is not a long-term solution to the problem of inequality.
Many members from the very beginning (in particular the land ﬁghters) have
strongly opposed this development.
Problems of organization: antagonistic forms of production, unclear criteria (and goals)
Apart from the issue of solidarity and inequality, community members also
often ascribe the disappointing production of the ecs, particularly of the col43. Londoño et al. (1975: 101) with regard to this kind of leadership state that: “One can see the
pernicious inﬂuence of those leaders with social and economic power in the cooperative”; and (p.
132): “in the ofﬁcial structures participation can be feigned: ‘everyone has the right to speak’, but
in actual fact only some [persons] intervene and direct the meetings”.
44. Compare with Londoño et al. (1975: 146) who contend that: “The degree to which this diversity [(i.e. in the group composition of the community, diversity with respect to possession and
power)] is overcome will determine the degree of real unity/social cohesion of the group.” These authors only rarely use the word “solidarity”.
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lective farms, to their lack of experience in managing a commercial enterprise
and to the fact that ec members did not receive adequate training and external
ﬁnancial and technical support (from incora).
In certain respects, the ecs (collective farms) have served us well. […] Nonetheless, production levels have not been that favorable so as to give the communities a jump start
economically. […] We haven’t reaped more from the land because we have lacked the
ﬁnancial means to do so. To produce in large quantities, we need economic resources.
[…] We on our part do not know how to use the land optimally; we lack technical skill.
(Jaime Dagua, cnu 2001b: 28; Lisandro Menzucué, cnu 2001b: 30)
It is true that the autonomous ecs initially did not have access to credits and
technical assistance, because they had refused to pay for the repossessed land
and therefore they were not granted a legal status – a condition required by
incora to be eligible for credit and support (see cric 1981). However, support
from incora would not have been a guarantee of economic success, as can be
seen in the example of the incora ecs (Barondillo and Loma Gorda) that had
repayment problems caused by the credits and that are now even worse off than
many autonomous ecs (such as Chimicueto). Subsequent programs aimed at
supporting the “capitalization” of the ecs – most of them set up by their own
regional organization (cric) and other private institutions (fedecafe, ppci)45
– were generally underﬁnanced and short-term (van de Sandt 2003). The problem of the low production of the collective farms therefore seems to lie in the
structural problems of the overall internal organization of the ecs.
The ecs in indigenous areas were set up as enterprises of mixed exploitation, in which, after the repossession, the individual production on family
parcels (the former encierros) continued alongside the collective production on
the farms (the former landlord’s ﬁnca). Since the start, there has been a certain
antagonism of interests between these two forms of production. An early evaluation of these mixed community enterprises, which have also been set up in
other parts of Colombia as part of the land reform (1968-1972), carried out by
a group of independent agronomists in 1975 revealed: “The tenants that after
the reform program continue to have a private family economy prove to have
interests that in the long run come to contradict each other. On the one hand,
their interests lie in the perceived proceeds of their work on the collective lands.
On the other, they are interested in the maximum development of their private family economy” (Londoño et al. 1975: 37, my translation). In an internal
review of the poor functioning of the community shops, the cabildo reached a
similar conclusion in 1995:
45. Later governments in the 1980s only offered the communities (economic) support in the form
of the aforementioned wfp-ﬁnanced food assistance program within the framework of the National
Rehabilitation Plan.
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The members do not share in the commitment toward these institutions; there is lack
of will and interest because of their domestic occupations; in this case, as in other communitarian activities, there is a tension between what we have called the domestic
economy and the communitarian economy. (Jambaló 1995: 12)
This contrast would be less problematic if there was a clear distinction between
subsistence production on individual parcels and the market-oriented production on the collective farms,46 but the consequences emerge more clearly when
families start to grow cash crops in addition to food crops on their own parcels
– as has been the case in Chimicueto since the mid 1980s. Under those circumstances, the “parasitical character” of the individual family parcels inexorably
comes to the fore (Londoño et al. 1975: 38): families are starting to prefer to
invest their labor and assets in the domestic economy, using the facilities and
revenue provided by the collective production. Meanwhile, they increasingly
place the responsibility for the development of the communal institutions
in the hands of people appointed to this task by the community (the executive junta, the inspectors [mayordomos] and the shop manager). In other words,
there is a tendency towards a maximization of the domestic (individual) economy at the expense of the communitarian economy.47
The tendency towards individualization, or the lack of “collective appropriation of the ecs” as the cabildo describes this phenomenon (Jambaló 1995: 7),
is further fuelled by the fact that the ecs operate without a clear internal structure, a consequence of the fact that the broad guidelines (verbal agreements)
for the communal organization, formulated during the land struggle, have
not been further speciﬁed at a later stage. There are, for example, no clear criteria for the use of proﬁts made by the ec (e.g. percentage of (re)investment
in collective production) or for the control over the ﬁnancial management of
the collective farms and the community shop. Neither have the goals of the ec
been clearly deﬁned. Over time, the primary goal, unity and logistic support of
the land struggle, seems to have been made subordinate to the pursuit of more
professional and, particularly, higher production.
The elders in former times had the idea of recovering and working the land, but they
46. Much as was the case, generally, on the landlord haciendas, except that in former days the
proﬁts obtained on the farms accrued solely to the landowner.
47. Londoño et al. (1975: 38) make a similar analysis: “The private family economy receives the
beneﬁts from the collective work and feeds itself on it since the costs of administration and management are generally borne by the collective. Although the growth of the collective and individual
parts theoretically should be simultaneous, in practice there is an inverse relationship between the
collective and the private growth; that is, the bigger the growth of the private part, the smaller the
growth of the collective part, and vice versa”. In other words, whereas the hacienda sponged on the
labor of the tenant farmers, today the individual families sponge on the proceeds of the collective farms.
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hadn’t thought of making progress in the time afterwards. This is why the communities
are not improving. […] They had a vision about struggle, but they were not thinking of
how to make it produce so that it makes a proﬁt. (Jaime Dagua, cnu 2001b: 33)
The inadequate organization is partly determined by the lack of effective mechanisms to evaluate leadership and the collective performances on the farms. At
the annual ec meeting, which is often held in a rather ritualistic manner (see
Findji 1993), the outgoing executive junta informs the members present about
the results that have been achieved, but it often does not explicitly ask for their
opinion. Due to the aforementioned factors, there is a lack of continuity in the
agro-economic policy and a decreasing conﬁdence in the functioning of the
community enterprise among ordinary members.
For example, last year they gave us a good brieﬁng (informe), saying that “the enterprise is doing ﬁne”, but then they elected another executive junta, which announced
that “we are not doing well, and there are losses”. So in this way one gets discouraged
in the endeavor – I don’t know, at least that’s how I think about it. (Angel Quitumbo,
cnu 2002a: 135)
Listening to the criticism about the functioning of the ec, one gets the impression that many, mainly young, community members want to amend the goals
and criteria of the enterprises (i.e. professionalize them). These families seem
to be particularly frustrated and disappointed by a lack of sense of individual
ownership of the collective farms. They thus show a current trend of decreasing attachment to the old communitarian ideology that underpinned the
functioning of the ec, but that is increasingly out of touch with current social
realities in the communities. At the same time, a restructuring of the ecs is
being thwarted by an older generation of former land ﬁghters who obstinately
cling to the original idea of the ec as a “fruit of the land struggle” that they
consider sacrosanct.
4.2.5 Competition between cabildo authority
and enterprise authority
Despite the growing dissatisfaction in the community with the functioning of
the ecs, the cabildo has no plans to give up this institution and the underlying
communitarian ideology. It seems as if the cabildo feels some sort of historical responsibility for, or loyalty to, the ecs and considers the enterprises of
mixed (individual and collective) exploitation still as a possible and desirable
way to promote the development of the local community. This means that, contrary to the preceding analysis, the cabildo itself does not perceive antagonism
between individual and collective production.
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The cabildo is, however, fully aware of the existing instabilities in the organization of the enterprises. That is why it wishes to increase its inﬂuence on the ecs,
build in external checks and balances. First, it wants to stimulate responsible,
transparent leadership regarding economic management, mainly by providing speciﬁc training and courses to young members and facilitators. Second, it
wants to urge the executive juntas to start recording the family parcels of the
various families and/or members in order to prevent internal disagreements
– land conﬂicts in particular – and so to forestall the decreasing sense of community. Under this second heading, the cabildo also aims to put the unequal
distribution and the protracted fallowing of land on the agenda.
In this pursuit, the cabildo risks running up against resistance from the
executive juntas and inﬂuential families/members of the ecs, who react defensively or are outspokenly dismissive of the cabildo’s plans, which they consider
as external interference in internal affairs. The juntas consider the management of the land inside the ecs as their rightful task, referring to old (global
adjudication) agreements made before the land repossession. New and younger
cabildos (post-1995) reject these claims and believe that all ecs should function according to the cric guidelines, namely, in close collaboration with and
under supervision of the cabildo, the highest authority in the resguardo community. An ex-cabildante (cabildo member) articulated the situation as follows:
Have you noticed the difference in the way people from the recovered areas talk about
land? They practically consider themselves the owner! [...] Generally speaking, they
do accept the authority of the cabildo; they collaborate when it provides productive
projects or health provision, but land ... that’s a much more sensitive matter! (Luis
Alberto Passú, December 6, 2000)
The ecs’ resistance to the cabildo’s plans is fuelled by fear and persistent misunderstandings regarding the possible consequences of those plans, in particular
for local land distribution. The cabildo is fully aware of the sensitivities of local
families regarding the lands included in the ec for which they have fought during the land struggle. Interviews reveal that, for the time being at least, the
cabildo is only concerned about the registration of the land; a possible land
redistribution at a later stage would have to take place internally, between the
inhabitants of each ec/vereda. Nevertheless, a much-heard conviction in the
ecs is that:
People say there is no need for interference from the cabildo, and that they are capable
of solving their own problems. (Feliciano Medina, December 12, 2000)
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4.3 Communal management of resources in the lower section,
with particular reference to Loma Redonda and El Porvenir
The lower section is the area that is situated on both sides of the lower Loma
Redonda ridge (2,200m), in the east sloping down towards the Jambaló Valley
(1,400m), and in the west towards one of its major tributaries, the Valles Hondos
(1,600m). The terrain has a varied relief, gently undulating in the veredas of El
Carrizal, Voladero, La Palma, and Loma Redonda, and steeply inclining in the
veredas of Vitoyó, Valles Hondos, La Esperanza, and Loma Gruesa. See Map 4.
This part of the resguardo is reputed for its history of mestizaje (race mixture, or miscegenation) and its only recent recovery of its indigenous cultural
identity. Property tenure relations are marked by a relatively recent process of
non-indigenous colonization and subsequent painful and uneven indigenous
recovery. The following paragraphs depict the current tenure situation in the
lower section but pay particular attention to the conﬂictive area around the
adjoining veredas of Loma Redonda and El Porvenir.
Loma Redonda comprises the area between the small streams of El Chavío
(north) and El Corral (south) and is one of the most densely populated veredas
of Jambalo (around 800 inhabitants in 2001). With its administrative status
of corregimiento (municipal subdivision), it can be considered as the center of
the lower section. Although the area – ﬁrst occupied by the indigenous families Passú, Ull and Conda – has always been considered as part of Jambaló, its
inhabitants have also always been strongly oriented towards the nearby mestizo
centers (pueblos) of Toribío, Caloto, and, more recently, Santander de Quilichao.
4.3.1 Land tenure history
Although the lower section has a history that distinguishes it from the middle
and upper section, it is traditionally considered part of the Jambaló cabildo’s
sphere of inﬂuence. The oldest colonial reference to the area dates from 1638.48
The local community was obedient to Chief Don Diego from Jambaló. At the
time, Jambaló was not a resguardo, but a parcialidad, held in encomienda (under
royal grant, see Chapter 2) by Doña Ana Tovar, who founded a capellanía (chaplaincy) here. In the days of Juan Tama, the founder of the Jambaló resguardo
(1702), the entire lower section was known as el país de Vitoyó. Around this time,
there were no indications of private non-indigenous landownership.49 Little is
known about the area in the period between 1700 and 1850, except for the fact
that the political administration of Cauca issued a number of temporary mining contracts over the course of the nineteenth century (Findji & Rojas 1985).
48. Archivo Central del Cauca, Popayán (Sign. 1479) [1638] in Roldán (1975).
49. The text of the Titulo de las tierras de Jambaló does, however, make allusion to the existence of
mines in the vicinity of Vitoyó and the neighboring parcialidad of San Francisco (nc/s 1914 [1702]).
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The indigenous population was ﬁrst confronted with colonization by nonindigenous farmers at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of
the twentieth century, when members of the Navia (1886), Cifuentes (around
1905) and Sandoval (1911) families settled here (Roldán 1975).50 According to
the oldest indigenous inhabitants, these families had settled in the area with
few possessions. They set up small enterprises, often mills or shops. They then
quickly took possession of the land of neighboring indigenous families by having them enter into debt relations with them (through credits and mortgages).
The indigenous families hence became their tenants (Findji & Rojas 1985). After
some decades, it seemed to the local population as if the non-indigenous landowners, who had their land registered and presented themselves as “owners”,
“had always been there” (cnu 2001b: 36; interview, Andrés Betancur, January
11, 2001).51 Shortly before and during the period of La Violencia (1948-1958),
the lower section witnessed a new inﬂux of colonists; non-indigenous private
property was expanded or passed into new hands. Between 1940 and 1950, the
Navias, put off by the rising violence, sold all their property in Loma Redonda
and Valles Hondos to Arcadio Gómez and Luciano Mestizo, two newcomers in
the area (Roldán 1975). Other colonists arrived as laborers but gained access to
land by marrying a daughter of one of the established families; Octavio Galvis,
for example, married Raquel Sandoval in Vitoyó (cnu 2001b). By exploiting the
unrest caused by La Violencia, Spaniard Arturo Silva managed to expand his
property in the Caloto municipality towards La Esperanza and Loma Gruesa,
Jambaló’s northernmost veredas (cnu 2001a,b). The Cifuentes was the only old
family that retained substantial property in Voladero and Vitoyó.
Towards the end of the 1950s, the Loma Redonda municipal subdivision and the
surrounding veredas were a close-knit local community, despite the usual discrimination between blancos and indios (whites and Indians). The work on the
land, often organized in the form of communal work parties, was frequently
50. The colonization of the Páez resguardos around the turn of the century occurred as a result of
national legislation, Law 55 of 1905, that authorized municipalities (then called provincias) to declare certain parts of indigenous territory as colonization area. In 1905, Jambaló (like the other Páez
resguardos of Munchique, Pueblo Nuevo, Pioyá, Caldono, and La Aguada) was part of the province
of Santander de Quilichao (Pitayó belonged to the province of Silvia), and it is therefore likely that
the colonization of the lower and middle section of Jambaló was undertaken from there (Roldán
1975; Findji & Rojas 1985).
51. The Navias’ ownership of property in the lower section, in Loma Redonda and Valles Hondos,
goes back to 1886. In 1911, the Navia family also acquired a considerable amount of land in
Chimicueto (middle section) and until 1923 also had possessions in Buena Vista (middle section).
The Cifuentes family for the ﬁrst time acquired land in Voladero around 1905. Through inheritance
and sale, their property passed into the hands of the Sandoval family, but in 1925 the Cifuentes
bought these possessions back. The Cifuentes extended their family property to Trapiche (middle
section) and to Vitoyó, and in 1951 bought land from the Sandovales in Guayope (middle section).
The Sandovales expanded their possessions in Voladero (1911-1925) towards Guayope and, shortly
after, to Vitoyó. All original title deeds are based on unclear or false certiﬁcates (Roldán 1975), the
more so since according to Law 89 of 1890 resguardo lands are imprescriptible (Dindicué 1983).
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interrupted by annual religious celebrations, such as Patron Saint’s Day and
the Procession of the Virgin and by indigenous rituals such as the sacriﬁcial
celebration of Los Chiguingos (cnu 2001b).52 Non-indigenous landowners had
consolidated clientelistic relations with their tenants through extensive ties of
compadrazgo53 (co-paternity, co-godparenthood) that helped them to secure support from the local population for the Conservative party. In this period, the
lower section was not really considered part of the resguardo, despite the fact
that the majority of the population was of indigenous descent. The inﬂuence
of Jambaló’s – traditionally Liberal – cabildo was limited in this area (Findji &
Rojas 1985). This situation can also be ascribed to the emergence, around the
same time, of a local indigenous landowning class and the subsequent miscegenation process. In the 1940s, some white landowners (e.g. the Navias and
Luciano Mestizo) had sold smaller parts of their landholdings to their closest compadres or, in some cases, to an indigenous family related by marriage,
among others to Antonio Conda and Paciﬁco Passú (Roldán 1975; cnu 2001b).
As they, in turn, sold parts of these landholdings to other families or passed
them on to their children, a small group of indigenous landowners (landed
peasants) had emerged around 1960. The families in this group soon started to
see themselves as ﬁnqueros (farmers) and not anymore as primarily indigenous
(Findji & Rojas 1985). This development spurred tenant farmers also to develop
a certain inclination towards private property.
In Vitoyó, a stubborn community with vague memories of the times of the
resguardo, indigenous families around this time started to rebel against their
landlords (cnu 2001a) – increasingly so after cric’s inaugural meeting in
Toribío on February 24, 1971. When Isidoro Dagua’s ﬁghting cabildo descended
from Jambaló in 1974 to make the local families – Escué, Secué, and Zapata –
aware of their rights (Juan Tama’s colonial land title and Law 89), they had
already stopped paying land rent some time previously (cnu 2001b). In Loma
Redonda, the indigenous landed peasants rejected the cabildo’s land repossession policy however.
We reckoned the cabildo was stealing land. They invaded the lands; that was the policy
of the cabildo. People thought badly of it, because it wasn’t a civilized course of action.
There was no dialogue, they just ordered me to recover the lands of the rich. (Edelmiro
Ull, cnu 2001b: 76)

52. Like all localities in Colombia, Loma Redonda has its own patron saint whose feast was celebrated for days with processions, games, food, music, and dancing; the ﬁesta de los Chiguingos was
an indigenous planting feast (held in December), whereby families placed foods on an altar to placate the spirits of their deceased ancestors. Neither feast is observed any longer, at least not in
Jambaló (cnu 2001b).
53. Co-parenthood; a system in which adults contract ﬁctive or spiritual kinship through ritual
sponsorship of a child or object.
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The large, white landowners in Loma Redonda took ruthless action against
tenant farmers who were attracted by the revolutionary discourse of the land
repossession movement and the cabildo. In the early days of the land struggle, assassins hired by landowners had already killed two rebellious ex-tenant
farmers. Many indigenous tenants and agricultural laborers in neighboring
veredas were discouraged by this repression and resigned themselves to the
existing situation (cnu 2001b).
When we started repossessing, some of the people in La Esperanza were not in accord.
[...] They said that “we should leave alone the lands of the patron”, that “the patron was
like a father”. They called us pendejos (bastards) and communists, said that we were
robbing lands illegitimately and to no avail, because the army would come to take us
away and get rid of us. (Elvira Escué & Romalda Zapata, cnu 2001b: 47)
Because the land ﬁghters in the lower section were in a precarious situation,
squeezed in between the reactionary (i.e. anti-revolutionary) veredas of Loma
Redonda and La Esperanza, the cabildo had decided to delegate its authority in
Vitoyó to specially appointed leaders, gobernadores suplentes (deputy governors),
who were charged with leading the land struggle locally. Isolated from militant communities in the upper and middle section, they received direct support
from cric and from the communities in Toribío (cnu 2001b).
Despite the harsh repression, the people in Vitoyó – both men and women
– were unrelenting in their struggle. However, due to their numerical minority,
they risked coming off worst; over a short period of time six people were killed
(cnu 2001a).54 At that point, the m-19 guerrillas and Quintín Lame, an indigenous self-defense command set up in 1979, came to the land ﬁghters’ rescue.
They supplied them with weapons and taught them how to defend themselves
against the hired gunmen (cnu 2001b). The intensiﬁcation of the confrontation in the lower section made some landowners decide to pack their bags, but
only after realizing their capital by selling their land at auction to the indigenous population (cnu 2001b).
When they seriously started to recover land, bringing people from other parts [to
assist] as well, just then in La Esperanza the landowner started to parcel out his land;
that is, he started to sell parcels to all interested, to those who could afford the most.
People with money generally succeeded in negotiating, but the ones that hadn’t, had
to remain constricted, because they were unable to pay for the land the landowner was
giving away [selling]. Many families were left with no land in these parts since people
from other resguardos arrived to buy, most of them from Toribío, but also from Loma
54. José Gonzalo Escué, Julio Escué, Germán Escué, Marco Tulio Escué, Vicente Dagua, and
Lisandro Passú (cnu 2001a,b).
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Redonda. (Apolinar Fernández, cnu 2001b: 46)
The sale of land in La Esperanza and Loma Gruesa by Arturo Silva was a big
setback for the repossession movement in the lower section. After all, it meant
that many indigenous families, who had now become landowners, could no
longer be counted on for the land struggle. In other veredas, the confrontation
continued relentlessly. In 1981, there was a break in the situation after the guerrillas had carried out attacks on big landowners in Loma Redonda and Toribío.
Shortly after that, the landowners in Vitoyó – Isidoro Cifuentes and Octavio
Galvis – decided to give up their property and seek safety in ﬂight to the city
of Santander de Quilichao. Although the ex-tenant farmers from Vitoyó took
possession of the haciendas and set up ecs on them, the land repossession
movement was unable to oust the landowners in Loma Redonda and Voladero
– Arcadio Gomez and Jorge Cifuentes – from the resguardo. In the early 1980s,
the ongoing violence in the lower section also threatened to lead to armed conﬂict among the internally divided indigenous population; the guerrilla group
(Quintín Lame) also threatened small, indigenous landowners. Only through
the intervention of Padre Riascos of the Catholic mission in Toribío – who in
1988 organized reconciliation talks in Loma Redonda between the land ﬁghters
and the remaining landowners (indigenous landed peasants and non-indigenous landowners) – did peace return in the lower section (cnu 2001b).
4.3.2 Restructuration and re-titling of the lower section
The intermingling of the land struggle in Jambaló’s lower section and the civil
war in north Cauca led to a hopeless situation. Due to a surge in mutual violence (land ﬁghters aided by guerillas on the one hand, landowners and their
hit-men on the other), it was becoming impossible for the tenant farmers to pursue the repossessions and bring them to a successful conclusion. Nevertheless,
after promises made by President Betancur in 1983 during his visit to Guambia
(Silvia) – i.e. a complete restoration of the colonial resguardos – and the subsequent legislation (Decree 2001 of 198855), the cabildo saw its position strengthen
considerably. The fresh entiente (understanding) between the militant cabildos
and the state, however, also signaled the end of the land occupations,56 and, as
of that moment, the only remaining option was negotiation. For the cabildo
this meant that, once again, just like before the start of the land occupations, it
had to go through a complicated and long process which came to be known as
55. Decree 2001 of 1988 (Sept. 28): “... en lo relativo a la constitución de resguardos indígenas
en el territorio nacional”: “concerning the constitution of indigenous resguardos within the national territory”
56. Although not in Jambaló, land occupations still sporadically occurred in Northern Cauca after the mid1980s, for example in Caloto in 1991 (Jimeno et al. 1998).
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restructuration and re-titling (saneamiento) of indigenous resguardos.57
In the early 1990s, having regained its authority in the lower section, the
cabildo, strengthened in its authority by the new 1991 Constitution and assisted
by incora, cautiously tried make advances to the remaining non-indigenous
landowners. Through this approach, it managed, in 1993, to reach an agreement with the heirs of Arcadio Gómez regarding the restitution of the Loma
Redonda hacienda (located in the homonymous vereda) and the attendant compensation. During a ﬁeld visit by incora ofﬁcials, the size of the land was
assessed (108 ha.). Two years later, on December 20, 1995, the land – including
title/deeds registration – was purchased by incora for 48 million Colombian
Pesos, provided by the Fondo Nacional Agrario. On August 22, 1996, the estate
was ofﬁcially handed over to the cabildo. This factual and juridical transfer of
the land, however, did not mark the end of the resguardo’s process of restructuration and re-titling. Although the cabildo had already assumed control of
the land inside the hacienda, formally the proprietary rights to the hacienda
were still in the hands of the Fondo Nacional Agrario. This meant that the area
had not been legalized yet as part of the resguardo. Therefore, the next step was
to re-title the land in the name of the resguardo. According to the procedure
laid down in the legislation in force, Decree 2164 of 1995,58 this could only take
place after an update of the socio-economic and juridical study (Art. 4). This
update was to ascertain the need for the enlargement (ampliación) and legalization of the resguardo. In Jambaló – as in neighboring resguardos – the update
was delayed for a long time due to incora’s lack of funds and staff (Jimeno
et al. 1998). In order to speed up the process, incora and acin (Association
of Indigenous Cabildos in Northern Cauca created pursuant to Law 1088 of
1993) agreed, in October 2000, to carry out the study together; acin assumed
responsibility for conducting a census and incora for the legal and technical evaluation of agrarian ﬁles and geographic referencing) (Muñoz & Soscué
2000). Finally, on February 20, 2001, Loma Redonda – together with other
remaining haciendas in the lower and middle section (882 ha in total) – was
ofﬁcially re-titled as falling within the title of the Jambaló resguardo (incora
2001).59

57. In the literature on land titling in indigenous communities, the term saneamiento has also
been translated as regularisation (Colchester 2001), clariﬁcation of title (Plant & Hvalkof 2001) or
re-titling (Urioste 2003).
58. Decree 2164 of 1995, “…en lo relacionado con la dotación y titulación de tierras a las comunidades indígenas para la constitución, reestructuración, ampliación y saneamiento de los Resguardos Indígenas…”.
59. incora Legal Secretariat, Resolution 010 of February 20, 2001. The re-titling of the haciendas
in the middle section and in Vitoyó, all repossessed between 1978 and 1982, was conducted following a similar procedure, as stipulated by Decree 2001 of 1988. These lands were together legalized
in 1992, in total 4,809 ha (incora Legal Secretariat, Resolution 068 of October 22, 1992). The total costs involved with these re-titling procedures were 97.2 (in 1992) and 200.5 million Colombian
Pesos (in 2001) (see also Mejía 1991).
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4.3.3 The cabildo’s farms
Functioning and rationale
When, in 1996, control of the Loma Redonda hacienda was handed over to the
community of Jambaló, the cabildo, meanwhile, had changed the policy it had
followed during previous repossessions in the middle section. Although the
local ex-tenant farmers were allowed to maintain a certain entitlement to their
individual family plots, the farm – the part of the hacienda that was formerly
commercially exploited by the landowner – now fell under the direct control
of the cabildo, which did not set up a community enterprise, as had happened
previously in the middle section. The cabildo was able to make this decision,
as the repossession of the area, or rather its re-titling (saneamiento), had mainly
been the responsibility of the indigenous authority and not of the local community. With regard to private family plots, the cabildo granted them only a
limited level of control. Instead of a family allocation – as was customary in
the upper section – they were given a constancia (written proof of occupation),
a temporally restricted usufruct right (i.e. it cannot be passed on to children),
with which the cabildo reserved for itself the right to review the allocation of
family plots. The approach of the cabildo towards the adjudication of rights in
the newly negotiated haciendas can partly be explained by the rise of criticism,
around this time, about the functioning of the ecs in the middle section (i.e. in
relation to unequal land distribution and decision-making power within these
former haciendas). This criticism becomes evident when we ask young cabildo
governors to look back at the course of things in the past with regard to repossessions, i.e. the procedure of making a global adjudication and the subsequent
setting up of a community enterprise.
I consider this a mistake, but a mistake made by the governors of former times. That’s
why it is currently the policy of the cabildo not to hand over the lands of the haciendas
directly to the people. Today, the farms are given to the cabildo and they remain in the
name of the cabildo, not of the people that live there. This way it is much easier to make
reorganizations. It is easier because then the cabildo has the sole responsibility of deciding. They cannot ﬁght about it, they’ll have to wait until the cabildo decides to whom
to allocate. (Interview, Rafael Cuetia, December 15, 2000)
According to insiders, an issue of power also underlies the cabildo’s current
policy. In an area where the authority of the cabildo is relatively weak (from
an historical viewpoint), the lands of the recently repossessed (re-titled) farms
symbolize the authority of the cabildo.
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You must know that the power of the cacicazgo – unilateral power – has always existed
among the Páez. A [cabildo] that wants to exercise power needs to stake out its lands
(marca su tierra)! (Interview, Andrés Betancur, September 16, 2003)
After the gradual completion of the restructuration and re-titling process in
the lower section, for the ﬁrst time in decades the cabildo could dispose of collective land reserves (commons) again – a situation described in Law 89 of 1890
(art. 20) when the cabildo still owned “lands to the common beneﬁt of the community (parcialidad)” (see also Hernández de Alba 1946: 932; Rappaport 1982).60
Land use on the cabildo’s farms
In times of increasing land shortage (due to population growth), the cabildo is
no longer able to justify to the communities the leaving idle of the land reserves
in re-titled farms. Therefore, over the past few years this land has been put to
use in a number of ways.
Some of these domains, like Loma Redonda and El Uvo (in La Mina, middle section), have been partly or entirely used for setting up cabildo-run model
farms – granjas demostrativas (experimental farms). These farms use new, integrated, organic crop production systems as well as traditional systems of crop
association that in many parts of the resguardo have fallen into disuse. Selected
work collectives – generally made up of interested or land-poor individuals
– are allowed to experiment with various agronomic practices, essentially rotations and associations of a large number of plants and animals. Apart from the
educational role, the objective of the model farms is that ultimately they will
contribute to the re-introduction and distribution of traditional and new crop
varieties – seeds and plants – that are produced on the farms, as well as the
offspring of the animals (cattle, pigs, and guinea pigs) to interested families
elsewhere in the resguardo.
There are also cabildo-controlled landholdings where the former large landowner left behind a valuable stand of market crops, like for example the coffee
plantation in El Uvo (middle section). After the abandonment of these plantations, the cabildo has resumed their exploitation with the help of day laborers
from landless families. The cabildo also quite regularly puts to work people
who have been sentenced to a number of days of community service by the
indigenous judiciary for an offence they have committed. The proﬁts generated
on these farms are generally used for the good of the wider community, e.g.
60. Hernández de Alba, quoting a source from 1935, recorded the existence of “a tract called
‘comun del monte’ (common land on the hill), where all have the right to gather wood and graze
their animals” (Hernández de Alba 1946: 932). Rappaport (1982: 47) writes: “In the past the cabildo held unoccupied lands and there were also common grazing lands on each reservation. Today
with population increases, most reservations cannot afford the luxury of collective lands, but
there are pastures set apart for cabildo use […] and in many reservations special plots are tilled
collectively, the fruits being sold in order to raise funds for community projects.”
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by paying for unexpected expenses of the resguardo government (cabildo and
its several committees) or by ﬁnancing special activities, such as the annual
three-day Sakhelu festival, a communal seed exchange ritual involving the
participation, and consequently accommodation and feeding, of members of
various resguardos (interview, Rafael Cuetia, September 18, 2003).61
In Trapiche, on the border between the upper and middle section, the cabildo
re-appropriated a hacienda – the Loma Pelada farm of the Cifuentes family
– that had previously been used for extensive cattle raising but had almost completely fallen into disuse at the moment of handover. In this case, the cabildo
explicitly decided not to take the lands into use again, but to make it a nature
reserve, to be used, among other things, as a sanctuary for shamanic ritual.
Finally, there are some haciendas in the lower section where the re-titling process has not been formally concluded and for which the cabildo does not yet
have a clear plan for the future, e.g. Jorge Cifuentes’ La Fría holding on the border between Loma Redonda and Voladero.
In the areas where most of the cabildo’s farms are situated, most particularly
in the triangle of Loma Redonda, El Porvenir and Voladero, communities and
nearby families tend to look extremely critically at the cabildo and its land use
policy. Both amongst themselves and publicly, during general assemblies, people speculate out loud about the deﬁnitive allocation of these reserves. In view of
the increasing land shortage, over the past years there has been a rising call for a
subdivision of the farms. The cabildo’s refusal to approve this has led to cynicism
and scandal mongering among certain community members in Loma Redonda.
What happens is that they are hardly working those lands. There are ﬁncas that have
been bought by incora and have remained abandoned. Like with the ﬁnca of Arcadio
Gomez here. That ﬁnca is utterly deserted. In former times, when he was still there, the
pastures were clean; he had frijol (beans), yucca, and coffee for crops. But today it’s a
joke (vaya!), see, it is all abandoned. It’s like they say, the Indian doesn’t know how to
administer. The lands are repossessed but he doesn’t keep them like the landlord did.
They are abandoned, there are only some horses over there, roaming around in the fallows. (Edelmiro Ull, cnu 2001b: 81-82)
The cabildo has been trying to avoid the discussion on the future of the re-titled
haciendas in the lower and middle sections. During public meetings it continuously points out that the plans for these areas will not be ﬁnalized before the
cabildo has been able to conclude its own socio-economic study in the lower/
middle section so as to identify which families are most land needy and qualify
for a permanent allocation on some of the farmland.

61.

Colombia Week, March 22, 2004. “Southwestern group exercises sovereignty” (Nixon Yatacué).
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4.3.4 Title conversion
The successful re-titling of the last haciendas of non-indigenous landowners did not bring a solution to the problem of small private ownership among
indigenous smallholders – a consequence of the historical process of colonization and (uneven) land recovery in the lower section. According to incora
and the Agustín Codazzi Geographical Institute (igac: Instituto Geográﬁco
Agustín Codazzi), in 2000 there were still several hundred indigenous smallholders in Jambaló, who together owned 2,149 hectares. By far the most of
this privately owned land is in the hands of families in Loma Redonda, Valles
Hondos, La Esperanza, and Loma Gruesa in the lower section.
These indigenous landowners, most of them ex-tenant farmers or agricultural laborers, acquired these lands with title deeds when they agreed with
the former landlord to buy a share of his hacienda, and subsequently had
their deeds of purchase registered with the notary and land registry (cadastre)
in Santander de Quilichao. From the viewpoint of the hacienda owners, these
land sales constituted a strategy to realize their land capital in the face of the
upcoming repossession movement;62 for the tenant farmers, it was a way to
steer clear of a (potentially) violent confrontation with non-indigenous hacienda owners (Findji & Rojas 1985). Although, de facto, the land had come again
into the hands of the indigenous community, the practice of buying and selling
had ensured the continuation of a contradictory situation. Law 89 of 1890 –
valid to this day – states that lands that are covered by the resguardo title – thus
forming part of the collective property of the indigenous community – “cannot
be sold, mortgaged or taken”, i.e. they are “inalienable, imprescriptible, and
unseizable” (Roldán 2000: 52; Political Constitution 1991, Art. 63).63 However,
after the land sale to indigenous families, a situation of “double-titling” – a
legal condition that had already existed under the previous (non-indigenous)
ownership – persisted, because once again titles had been issued in respect
of lands that were already included in the colonial title of Jambaló (which had
been legally renewed in 1914). That this situation could arise – even when the
validity of the renewed resguardo title had been afﬁrmed by state authorities in
1975 (Roldán 1975)64 – can be explained by the likelihood that the land registry,
like other national institutions, until the late 1980s was unaware of the ofﬁcial
recognition of the indigenous territory and was more inclined to recognize the
property rights of individual landowners than to acknowledge the superseding
62. The hacienda owners came out best from the situation because the money they gained from
selling the land to local families was several times the amount they would have been compensated
by incora in the event of a land occupation.
63. “… las tierras comunales de grupos étnicos, [y] las tierras de resguardo […] son inalienables, imprescriptibles e inembargables.” See also article 95 of Decree 74 of 1898 (executive decree of Law 89 of 1890 for
the Cauca department).
64. incora [Legal Secretariat], Resolution 035 of May 28, 1975.
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right of collective indigenous property.
The situation of double titling is a troublesome issue for the cabildo in several respects. Individual ownership interferes with the cabildo’s ability to
exercise authority. Although within indigenous territory the cabildo formally
is the highest authority, it has no effective control over the lands of indigenous
titleholders. As double-titled lands are still treated as private individual property by state and private agencies, they might be sold to ignorant outsiders or
be lost to the bank when used as collateral for a mortgage – they thus constitute a threat to the integrity of the resguardo. Moreover, although most of
the indigenous owners are smallholders (less than 5 ha), there are a number
of families with relatively large land holdings (up to 30 ha) that seem unable
to bring all of their land into production and leave parts of it lying fallow for
extended periods of time. While in times of land scarcity this situation leads to
envy and resentment on the part of families with a shortage of land, as long as
the land is still held in individual ownership the cabildo is incapable of re-allocating these fallows to others – a right the cabildo has exercised, and exercises,
in areas under communal land tenure. Also, in a more general sense, individual
ownership is a hindrance to the cabildo’s policy of cultural reconstitution and
uniﬁcation; it constitutes a strain on its efforts to increase community participation and to promote the Páez custom and practice (usos y costumbres), of which
communal resource tenure/management forms an integral part.
Maybe even more important, private individual property poses a ﬁscal problem for the cabildo – and for the municipality, with whom the indigenous
authorities in recent years have intimately cooperated. This can be explained
as follows. Pursuant to the Law on Taxation of Property (Law 44 of 1990), landowners are obliged to pay a yearly land tax. The funds thus collected accrue
to the municipality and are allocated to small public works and development
projects to the beneﬁt of the local population. Historically, however, resguardo lands have been exempted from taxes.65 The law therefore compensates
municipalities with indigenous populations for the amount of funds they fail
to collect by means of the land tax (art. 24). But this provision does not apply
in the case of the indigenous titleholders. Although forming part of the more
inclusive title of the resguardo, their lands are also registered with the land
registry and, hence, remain taxable. The problem now lies in the fact that ever
since the cabildo has again claimed the lower section of Jambaló as part of
the resguardo, many indigenous landowners – mainly smallholders – have
been erroneously assuming that they, like other resguardo inhabitants, could
refrain from paying the land tax. For years they have not paid and so have accumulated a debt that is often quite considerable, and thus, over these years, the
municipality has lost out on hundreds of millions of pesos in tax revenues that
65. Resolution of October 15, 1828 (Simón Bolívar), Article 15 (still in force). “[E]starán libres de pagar derechos parroquiales y de toda otra contribución nacional de cualquiera clase que sea.”
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could have been used to fund local development.
It goes without saying that it is in the interest of both the cabildo and the
municipality to solve the problem of indigenous landownership in Jambaló as
soon as possible. However, although the problem ultimately originated from
the outside (created by pre-constitutional state legislation), incora considers
the matter to be an internal affair and refuses to offer assistance. It is therefore wholly up to the indigenous and municipal authorities to persuade the
indigenous smallholding families to voluntarily convert their title into a family
usufruct right. To do this, families ﬁrst have to cancel their title with the land
registry and have it transferred to the cabildo, the legitimate titleholder, by
drawing up a contract of restitution (escritura pública de dotación). Subsequently,
the cabildo can begin legalization procedures to have the land recognized as
part of the resguardo – in a similar way as in the case of the haciendas of nonindigenous landowners. While awaiting the procedure, the cabildo adjudicates
the families’ usufruct rights over their former individual property. Only when
it is re-titled as resguardo land will the municipality receive compensation for
“lost” land tax revenues.
In 2000, the cabildo started a new campaign, with support from the municipality, to convince the often-suspicious indigenous individual landowners to
give up their title deeds. During specially organized information meetings, it
was pointed out that a usufruct right – just like private property – offers guaranteed security of tenure, that owners will be exempted from paying tax after
the transfer, and that the municipality will invest increased tax compensations in better public facilities. The cabildo’s efforts were partially successful.
Many families – particularly indebted smallholders – were willing to convert their title deed into a usufruct right. However, formally families can only
obtain a document of restitution once they have fully settled their arrears
with the municipality’s land registry. Many titleholders were unable to pay off
their debts, often totaling several million pesos, in one payment. As a form of
accommodation, the municipality and the land registry agreed that the municipality would take over part of the debts, and a ﬂexible repayment scheme was
set up for the families in question. In this way, over the past few years several
dozen families in La Esperanza, Loma Gruesa, and Voladero have eventually
been able to legally re-incorporate their lands into the resguardo.
The cabildo is experiencing more problems with a small group of indigenous landed peasants, mainly in and around Loma Redonda. These are families
with considerable landed properties of between 20 and 30 hectares who have
always dutifully met their obligation to pay land tax. Many of these families
remain hostile towards the policy of the cabildo and municipality. They are
afraid to “communalize” their land because they fear that the cabildo will take
some of it away, and also because in the future they want to retain their access
to commercial credit (i.e. use their title deed as a pledge for a loan). Although
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most cabildos see an attitude change on the part of the stubborn indigenous
landowners as a matter that just requires patience, in some circles around the
cabildo there is growing impatience. More and more people are suggesting the
revocation of these families’ rights as resguardo members.

box 4.5 Sara Mestizo/Paulino Ull, Mariano Martínez/María Wilma Mestizo, Adelaide
Martínez/Mario Tulio Passú (Loma Redonda-El Provenir)
Sara Mestizo (56) – is married to Paulino
Ull (age unknown). Together they own a
farm in Loma Redonda, on the border with
Valles Hondos. When asked if they see
themselves, like other local landowners, as
indigenous, she replies that she does not
know “whether we are white or indigenous,
we were all born here.” Until the 1970s, they
worked as wage laborers and did not own
any land. They say that unidentiﬁed people killed the former owner of their current
landed property in 1972. His widow was
left behind on her own, but did not feel
safe and left Loma Redonda. She sold the
farm on installment credit to Paulino Ull. In
1975, Ull legalized his land with the notary
in Santander. He has always paid his land
registry tax. The ﬁnca basically comprises
two parts; a large piece of land (20 ha) in
the cool hills of Loma Redonda (tierra fría)

and a small plot (5 ha) in the warmer valley of El Porvenir (tierra caliente). The upper
farm, where they live, is the least important from an economic viewpoint. Here
they grow yucca, maize, and plantains on
a lote de pancoger (for subsistence), and also
have pastureland for their six cows and one
horse; more than ten hectares are lying fallow. On the lower farm they grow mainly
coffee. When asked about their position as
landowners in an indigenous community,
Sara answers evasively: “My husband has
paid for this land and did not want to hand
it over to the cabildo because then he would
lose access to credit – that’s a good decision, isn’t it?” In the past, Paulino has taken
out a number of loans from the Banco de
Cafeteros in Santander. He has mainly
invested this money in his coffee crop.

Mariano Martínez (45) and María Wilma
Mestizo (40) – were born and raised in
Loma Redonda. They have two sons. They
claim they own eight hectares of land and
have an ofﬁcial title deed. María inherited
four hectares and Mariano bought four
hectares with the proﬁt of the coffee harvest – he actually bought it from his brother
with whom he swapped land in the municipality of Santander. In the meantime, their
two sons have received two hectares each

(in inheritance) to cultivate, but they do
not have an ofﬁcial title deed yet, and so
Mariano still has four hectares of land from
which to earn a living. Asked at the end of
the interview what his plans are regarding the conversion of his title deed into a
cabildo adjudication, he contradicts himself: he says that the land is already in the
name of his wife and that he has nothing to
say about it.
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Adelaide Martínez (43) and Mario Tulio
Passú (52) – have lived their whole life in
Loma Redonda and do not have any children. Adelaide inherited six plazas (3.8 ha)
of land with an ofﬁcial title deed, whereas
Mario did not inherit any land from his parents, for reasons that are unclear. Despite

difﬁculties, Adelaide and Mario have always
dutifully paid their annual land tax to the
land registry in Jambaló up until 1999. That
year they could no longer afford the 140
thousand Colombian Peso (75 Euro) tax
and decided to hand over their title deed to
the cabildo.

4.3.5 Extreme minifundia
One of the most striking features of the lower section is its high population
growth and density (an extreme example is La Esperanza, a small vereda with
a population that is as large as that of Zumbico, in the upper section, while its
surface area is more than four times smaller). Combined with the unequal land
distribution that originated in around 1980 after the sale of land by non-indigenous landowners to some of the indigenous population, today this causes
– more than in the other sections – an acute land shortage. Jambaló’s lower section has the largest number of landless families and families with extremely
small possessions, known as “extreme minifundia” (<5 ha) and “microfundia”
(< 1 ha). On top of that, soil conditions are not very good for arable farming:
in the more prominent foothills and slopes that drop into creek channels and
drainage ditches, the soil is steep and in some places rocky because of soil
erosion. In the warmest months, moreover, cultivators in these areas have to
contend with temporary water shortage – due to deforestation of water sources
(ojos de agua) (Jambaló 2001a). Although some families still grow maize, plantains, and yucca – the lower section’s typical crops – on their small subsistence
plots (lotes de pancoger), over the past years other households have almost completely switched to market crop cultivation, mainly coffee. Consequently, there
is an increasing dependence on imported food. In order to be able to support themselves, landless families are forced to seek wage labor in the cities
(Santander and Cali) or from landowning families elsewhere in the resguardo.
The difﬁcult economic situation partly explains the rise in coca cultivation in
large parts of the lower section. In principle, the cabildo rejects the cultivation of illegal drug crops, but it is not in the position to exert its authority to
ban it because it is unable, for the time being, to offer an economic alternative.
Although the coca cultivation among the lower section’s population, who are
disappointed in the cabildo for not coming up with alternative income-generating projects, results in a low level of community participation at resguardo
level, at local level it leads to a new manifestation of traditional, communal
forms of labor cooperation.
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box 4.6 Apolinar Zapata (Coca work collective - La Esperanza)
Apolinar Zapata (33) – was born and raised the income is not spent in a sensible way.
in La Esperanza. Together with his house- People mainly spend the money on new
hold, he works two hectares of land that is clothes – “which they start using as workfairly steep and rocky. They support them- ing clothes after wearing them just three
selves with the produce of a small coffee or four times” –, on food for the household
grove and coca production. According – because coca growers rely almost entirely
to Apolinar, over the past few years this on food produced outside the resguardo –,
crop has made an advance, due to grow- and on alcohol. Some spend their money
ing land shortage and “because coca is on a vehicle, which would be a good investabout the only crop that thrives on these ment, according to Apolinar, “as long as
hills”. Initially he produced individually, but it’s not for just driving around.” In general,
he recently set up a work collective with the coca growers do not put any money
other coca growers. This collective is made aside. Nevertheless, there are voices in La
up of 15 people who work on each other’s Esperanza calling for the setting up of a
coca plots together in turns. In this way, a fund into which each coca grower has to
higher level of efﬁciency is reached, partic- put a certain amount of money every three
ularly when it comes to weeding, every two months. That way, says Apolinar, it would be
weeks, and harvesting, every three months, possible to pay for health expenses or even
and hence higher yields/production. They save money for a small farm in the lowlands
make a lot of money from the coca (on to the north outside the resguardo (i.e. colaverage 600-800 USD a month per house- onize new lands). He is aware of the fact
hold), much more than from regular crops that coca growing is a real bonanza “that
such as coffee. However, he believes that sooner or later will come to an end”.
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1.a Labor contributions of the members of the
community enterprise during days of weekly
communal labor (cues-nmi, community-initiated minga); labor of members of the executive
junta.
1.b Family shares in the proﬁts of the community enterprise, either in cash or in kind (mainly
deriving from coffee sales); tuition fees for the
training of selected family members (communal fund); food donations (poverty alleviation)
for underprivileged families.
1.c Production of the community enterprise,
being sold locally in La Mina (milk, meat) and in
Santander de Quilichao (coffee).
1.d Income (revenues) obtained through the sale
of the production of the community enterprise
and purchased means of production.
2.a Labor of the president and dignitaries of
the communal action junta (jac); occasional labor contribution of jac afﬁliates (community
members).
2.b Matching funds raised through negotiated contracts with public and private entities
(e.g. municipality, ngos, Federation of Coffee
Growers) for ﬁnancing rural investment pro-

DE

DE

jects (school, health dispensary, renovation of
coffee plantations).
3.a Surplus production from individual family plots destined for other local communities
(with different microclimates).
3.b Family shares of surplus production acquired in other local communities.
3.c Collective sale or bartering of accumulated
family surplus production.
3.d Revenues or products obtained through the collective purchase or bartering of
accumulated family surplus production of other
communities.
4.a Individual sale of family surplus production.
4.b Revenues obtained through the individual
sale of family surplus production.
5.a Household expenditures for processed foods
and basic needs; repayment loans.
5.b Household purchases of processed foods
and basic needs; emergency loans.
5.c Total expenditure for processed foods and
basic needs (work capital of the shop).
5.d) Total purchase of processed foods and basic needs (obtained in Santander warehouses).
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Jambaló, town square, January 2001. Ceremony of taking ofﬁce
of the cabildo and alcaldía (municipal government). Gobernador
Marcos Cuetia (indigenous cabildo) reads a formula by which
the municipal government pledges to be loyal to the indigenous
community of Jambaló
Photographer: Joris van de Sandt

5

Nasa (Páez) governance and the indigenous
communitarian economy
The deliberation on the situation in which [the Páez] were handed over their haciendas
is only just beginning. […] Reinventing technologies of production and management
for their own resources. Rethinking the forms of land use, redeﬁning their occupation,
redistributing; that is the new task awaiting the communities and their cabildos. […]
New generations have to confront a novel challenge: to reinvent the way to think big
and on a large scale. […] This implicates general internal reorganization, and not only
the micro planning of ﬁncas. Altogether a complex endeavor lies ahead.
(Findji: 67, my translation)
To the Nasa, economy is respectfully using the land and maintaining harmony with
nature. For generations we have lived like this, depending on the land; she feeds us so
that, as a culture, we do not disappear; with her spirit she protects us and zealously
guards us from strangers that arrive on our territory. That is why we consider her our
Mother. As a people, ﬁrst we were foraging nomads, then agriculturalists, and, after the
bitter recovery of our lands, with the communities we began to recreate our own forms
and structures for production without disregarding our survival economy. Still we preserve a number of characteristic forms and structures for subsistence and for resistance
in the face of the capitalist economic model. […] This heritage together with our traditional practices and cultural values enable us to continue the process of reconstruction
of an economy that is our own: communitarian, in solidarity with each other, more
equitable, and in harmony with Mother Earth. […] Therefore our efforts in the ﬁeld of
economy are oriented towards the consolidation of our own economy, which, starting
from traditional forms, accommodates new forms in keeping with our Life Project.
(acin 2002 [2003]: 29, my translation).
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5.1 What economy do we want? – Internal crisis
At the beginning of the 1980s, the indigenous movement in northern Cauca,
following the largely successful land struggle, was forced to depart from its
initial mission to restore ancestral territory and focus on “development as a
means for carving out its economic autonomy” (Gow & Rappaport 2002: 65).
That this was to become one of the most complicated challenges faced by the
communities is to an important degree due to the fact that the traditional subsistence economy of the Nasa (Páez)1 in the course of the twentieth century had
become very dependent on the economy of the outside world.
In Jambaló, this dependence began with the introduction of coffee and
sugarcane, a development that was directly related to the expansion of nonindigenous private property – the landlord haciendas (haciendas de terraje) – in
indigenous territory. This was followed by a rise in the commercial cultivation
of sisal, a crop traditionally cultivated by the Nasa, but actively promoted by
government and private companies in the 1960s and 1970s (Iriarte 1977; Pachón
1987),2 as a result of which it became the main source of income in a number of
Nasa resguardos on the western slope of the Cordillera, including Jambaló (Findji
1977).3 The expansion of sisal in particular led to a drastic transformation of
the traditional Nasa farming system and economy. Often, the better plots were
reserved for sisal, at the expense of traditional food crops; increasingly more
food products were purchased outside the community. In addition, agrarian
banks persuaded the Nasa by offering them soft loans (and the prospect of prosperity) to purchase fertilizers and ﬁber-processing machinery (Findji & Rojas
1985; Pancho 2003). However, in the late 1970s – at the height of the land struggle – the economic prosperity of the indigenous communities came to a rather
abrupt end due to the arrival of competing products, such as jute and synthetic
ﬁbers, that led to a signiﬁcant drop in sisal demand and its market price (Iriarte
1977). Without any warning, many Nasa families were suddenly faced with an
economy that had become extremely dependent of the vagaries of the market.
1. Páez and Nasa are the two names by which this ethnic group is known. In recent years, these
people have tended to opt for Nasa, a name deriving from their own language, as the name Páez
was in effect ascribed to them by the Spanish at the time of the conquistadores. For the purposes of
this study, Páez is used in the earlier chapters as this was the name in common usage at that time,
whereas later chapters revert to Nasa.
2. Speciﬁcally, these were: incora (Colombian Institute of Agrarian Reform), Caja Agraria (a
state-owned agrarian bank), Federación de Cafeteros, Compañía de Empaques de Medellín, and
Empresa de Empaques del Cauca (Iriarte 1977).
3. Among the Nasa, this was particularly the case in Pueblo Nuevo, Caldono, La Aguada, Jambaló,
Quichayá, Jebalá, and Novirao – on the western slopes – and Vitoncó – in Tierradentro (Findji 1977).
In the late 1970s in the northern and eastern parts of Cauca, predominantly indigenous areas inhabited by the Nasa, Guambiano, and Coconuco, no less than 16-20,000 families depended to a
signiﬁcant extent on the cultivation of sisal for their subsistence – 100,000 people having planted
9,000 hectares in this crop (Iriarte 1977).
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The sisal crisis made the question of what economic orientation the Jambaló
community had in mind – “Qué es la economía que queremos?” (Ulcué et al. 1980
in Gow 2005: 84) – more pressing than ever. It soon became increasingly clear
that there were two conﬂicting views that were closely related to different
indigenous-political afﬁliations (cric & maiso/aico, see Chapter 3) and convictions among the Jambaló communities.
Disillusioned by the market economy, one group of leaders, headed by cabildo governors Emiliano Guejia (1981) and Laurentino Rivera (1983), envisioned
an economy that would be largely independent of market inﬂuences and market
forces. To this end, they wanted to focus their attention primarily on increasing
food production – which had been disrupted during the land struggle and had
led to poverty and malnutrition in many communities – and on ensuring its
distribution through a wide range of communal forms of work that were presumed to be traditional, and cabildo-coordinated mechanisms of reciprocity
and redistribution. The ideas of these traditionalistic indigenous leaders, who
had dissociated themselves from the regional organization cric in the late
1970s, were supported by a solidario (non-indigenous supporter), Victor Daniel
Bonilla, who was involved with the new indigenous organization, aico, and
had assisted the Nasa of Jambaló during a process of critical reﬂection on their
economic problems (Bonilla & Findji 1986; cnu 2002a; Vasco 2002d; Laurent
2005). The economic orientation launched by these leaders hence was part of a
more encompassing policy of ongoing recovery of autonomy led by a strongly
centralizing cabildo (cf. Findji 1993).
But this radical rejection of the market economy that entailed also a return
to an economy of self-sufﬁciency was not easily achievable for everybody,
because the livelihoods of some communities (and families), more than others,
depended primarily on cash crops. These families, who often had outstanding
debts with external agencies (banks), wanted to re-invigorate the production of
cash crops on their family plots, or at least keep them, and they had the growing impression that their interests were being neglected by the cabildo. This
group was represented by a number of leaders who felt more closely attached
to cric – which in its economic policy had not abandoned the promotion of
market-directed activities (i.e. had taken a less radical stance [than maiso and
its afﬁliates]) – and had grown increasingly supportive of the interests of sisalgrowing families (cnu 2002a). In 1983, these modernistic leaders launched
a campaign to discredit the aico-afﬁliated cabildo of Laurentino Rivera and
ﬁnally set up a parallel cabildo (cnu 2002a; Findji 1992).
The contrast between the rival factions in Jambaló – modernistic-legalistic
(cric) versus traditionalistic-radical (aico) – became increasingly polarized
due to a rise in the activity of armed groups in northern Cauca – in addition to
farc there was m-19, Ricardo Franco and the indigenous self-defense group
Quintín Lame (Movimiento Armado Quintín Lame: maql), named after the
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leader of the indigenous revolt in the 1910s (see Chapter 2)4 – and resulted in the
killing (by one of the armed groups), in late 1983, of aico-afﬁliated ex-governor Bautista Guejia and his son (cnu 2001a; Findji 1992). In this way, the sisal
crisis in Jambaló gave rise to a signiﬁcant crisis of authority that would paralyze the community organization for years.
5.2 The inheritance of Father Alvaro Ulcué
and the Proyecto Global
Towards the end of the 1980s, a small group of younger community leaders – who had grown up in the land struggle with promises of solidarity and
progress – became increasingly frustrated with the enduring division of the
community that hampered improvement of the standard of living of resguardo
inhabitants. This group was supported by a number of elders who had always
been worried about loss of language and cultural practices and, as a consequence, of cultural identity, the preservation of which required a strong sense
of community. So a start was made by setting up a new community organization that could bridge the rupture within the community and lead to integrated
and participative development.
They took their example from the works of Father Alvaro Ulcué, a Nasa priest
from Pueblo Nuevo, who had worked in the Toribío parish and had played an
important role in the indigenous movement of northern Cauca until he was
killed on the order of large, local landowners in 1984 (Beltrán & Mejía 1989).
Father Ulcué had tried to unify the three resguardo communities in Toribío that
had become ideologically divided due to their support for different established
political parties – Toribío was inﬂuenced by the Conservative party, Tacueyó
had sided with the Liberal party and San Francisco was Communist (cnu 2002a
[Toribío]; Rodríguez, Pulido, Prada & Rojas 2005) – by reconﬁrming their ethnic identity and by encouraging them to get more involved with the activities of
their cabildos. His ideas were inspired by Liberation Theology,5 and he mixed
Christian values with his knowledge of Nasa culture (Rappaport 2005). In his
approach, he followed the example of Manuel Quintín Lame, who at the start
4. A minority sector among the Nasa in the late 1970s had become involved in the maql, which
was considered as the armed branch of cric and mainly operated as a self-defense movement
against the army, right-wing militias of landowners, and the farc and Ricardo Franco guerrilla
groups. However, maql was also held responsible for cases of armed robbery and the assassination
of indigenous political opponents (Findji 1992; Podur & Santos 2004).
5. Liberation Theology is a form of radical Christian theology developed during the Second Latin
American Bishops’ Conference in Medellín, Colombia (1968) that endorsed greater direct efforts
to improve the lot of the poor through a social doctrine called preferential option for the poor. “In the
1970s the central pastoral method [of Liberation Theology] was called ‘See, Judge and Act’. This
meant that the laity was encouraged ﬁrst to observe their situation, then to decide whether this
situation is right or wrong in the light of what God wants for man, and ﬁnally on the basis of this
judgment to take action to change this reality” (Siebers 1996: 86).
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of the century had organized meetings – so-called teaching mingas6 (mingas
indoctrinadoras) – to mobilize the Nasa against the expropriation of their territory (Rappaport 1990, 2005; see Chapter 2); Ulcué used this institution again to
train indigenous leaders and to encourage the community to think about local
problems and possible solutions (compare with Field 1994b, 1996). Just before
his death, he had thus managed to put into motion, with the help of community facilitators he had trained, an “organic program of evangelization” that had
the objective to achieve the integrated promotion of the Nasa resguardos of
Toribío, Tacueyó, and San Francisco, through the realization of evangelization,
bilingual education, healthcare, housing, agricultural modernization (tecniﬁcación), and communitarian work” (Roattino 1986 in Rodríguez et al. 2005: 76;
my translation). This program was later renamed Proyecto Nasa.
After Ulcué’s assassination, the project (in the Toribío communities) was
abandoned for a considerable time due to socio-political destabilization
caused by an outburst of state-guerrilla violence in northern Cauca. But around
1986-1987 it was restarted by a group of missionaries belonging to an Italian
religious order, the Consolata priests, and some pastoral workers from cenprodes (Centro Nacional de Proyectos de Desarrollo Social) headed by one
Ruben Darío Espinosa. Espinosa and Father Mauro Riascos had been persuaded
by community leaders from Jambaló, who had assisted with the Proyecto Nasa
meetings in Toribío, to set up a similar program in the community of Jambaló
(Bonanomi in cnu 2002a [Toribío]). And so, in 1987 a start was made with organizing meetings and workshops for indigenous leaders who were interested in
the situation and the problems in the resguardo; this new community development organization in Jambaló was soon renamed Proyecto Global, a name that
expressed its focus on Jambaló’s community as a whole, irrespective of participants’ political or religious convictions (Rafael Cuetia, Interview, October 22,
2000). The ﬁrst Proyecto Global sessions were small and focused mainly on
health promotion and on adult education (literacy and vocational training) for
leaders. At ﬁrst, the project met resistance in a number of Conservative veredas
in the middle and lower section (the communities in the upper and middle section were mostly Liberal). However, with the help of facilitators who visited the
different veredas in the resguardo one by one to urge people to join the project,
the number of people involved grew rapidly (cnu 2002a).
March 1988 saw the ﬁrst resguardo-wide community meeting in the village of La Mina – a symbolic location because during the land struggle it was
here that relations between Indians (ex-tenant farmers / ex-terrajeros) and mestizos (opponents / contrarios) had been very tense. Besides the recently appointed
agualciles, cabildo representatives in the veredas, the meeting was also attend6. The minga or cues-nmi traditionally is a labor arrangement whereby a certain family invites the
families of relatives or friends to help with work and subsequently partake in a meal or celebration
(Ortiz 1973; Rappaport 1982).
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ed by many interested ordinary community members (comuneros) from all parts
of the resguardo. During this meeting, of several days duration, presided over
by the cabildo of Angel Quitumbo and facilitated by Ruben Darío Espinosa of
cenprodes, the participants were asked to take stock of the problems and
possible solutions, through drawings and discussions, by juxtaposing the bad
side (cara mala) of the situation in the resguardo with the good side (cara buena).7 In order to allow everybody – in addition to a large number of, mostly
male, elders/leaders, for the ﬁrst time women and young people also took part
– to express their views, the company was divided into breakout groups that
reported to the plenary assembly after the discussion. High on the problem list
were issues such as: party politics (politiquería: clientelism) and disunity, malnutrition and lack of skills, lack of economic resources, and the crisis in the
community enterprises (ecs). Positively evaluated points were: an autonomous
cabildo, availability of repossessed land and community members’ interest in
training. They then tried to set priorities for starting to change the bad side
that saw two – apparently opposite – main and pressing concerns return time
after time: on the one hand, the modernization of agrarian production and, on
the other, the re-introduction of traditional medicine, culture, language, and
custom and practice (Proyecto Global [#4] 1988).
This reference to traditional medicine and cultural custom and practice (usos
y costumbres) shows that the locally shared history constitutes an important point
of orientation in choosing the direction of communitarian development. By
relating the past to the daily problems of the present, people may ﬁnd answers
to questions about a desired future vision. In developing such a vision or, as the
Nasa also often call it, dream (sueño), they explicitly emphasize its relation/connection to what they perceive to be their cultural characteristics (lo propio) – a
self-conscious reconstruction of cultural practices (Rappaport 2005).8

7. In fact, this approach of group modulation shows many similarities with the method of “historical
picture maps” (mapas parlantes) that Victor Daniel Bonilla had used with the Nasa cabildos of Jambaló in
1981-1982 (Bonilla & Findji 1986), as was also noted by some of the elder community leaders (cnu 2002a).
8. In deﬁning lo propio, an expression that is difﬁcult to translate, Rappaport (2005: 142) contrasts this concept with vivencias, “unconscious everyday lived experience” (in communities, “on the
ground”), the former being “a more self-conscious construct in the sense that it abstracts out of the
latter [vivencias] a constellation of practices generated through research and reﬂection. These practices are fore grounded as emblematic of ‘Nasa culture’, constituting a bundle of cultural attributes
worthy of use as political symbols or as vehicles for cultural revitalization.”
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I believe that the Proyecto Global incorporates a vision for the future. We are preparing the road, we are looking ahead, or we are dreaming about what we’re going to do
in the course of time. In so doing, it seems important to analyse more slowly, to go over
things with care, trying to rescue something that is characteristic of us (algo propio),
something of the local culture, in this case particularly the values, because I am convinced that on this depends whether the Proyecto Global shall succeed in its aim. (Dora
Cordoba, cnu 2002a: 90)
In order to bring about the desired changes, the community is willing to appropriate, in a careful manner, Western knowledge and techniques, insofar as
these are expected to strengthen existing indigenous organizations and community institutions. If the community succeeds in this, these external elements
of knowledge will be transformed in the process and will eventually become
part of the community’s own, distinct, indigenous world of experience (lifeworld or vivencias).
We need to recapture history (recoger historia) and combine it with modernity (lo
nuevo). [...] History is the past, that which the others did before us. We have to look for
the work done by the elders. Where did they reach? What progress did they make? What
were they lacking? That which they lacked, for us is what to ﬁgure out in the present;
how to improve it, what we should do to advance towards the future. (Marcos Yule,
cnu 2002a [Toribío]: 22).
This methodology – as explained by one of the founders of the Proyecto Nasa and
designated “intercultural planning” by some indigenous leaders and activists
(Rappaport 2005)9 – is the driving logic behind the practice of Nasa community development projects, which are ultimately aimed at achieving a state of
harmony and balance – the ultimate desired future condition (Espinoza 2000) –
and thus greater cultural, political and economic autonomy (acin & codacop
2003; Gow 2005).
In Jambaló, the La Mina meeting became the model for successive regular (bimonthly) Proyecto Global sessions that were to be hosted by a different
vereda each time in order to promote broad participation, and that invariably
drew 400-500 community members, including representatives of all communal institutions10 that were thus actively involved in the realization of one
9. A form of planning revolving around a strategy of cultural revitalization “that involves the retrieval of local knowledge and its combination with Western techniques” (Gow & Rappaport 2002:
68) or that “strives to strengthen lo propio […] through critical appropriations of theory and methodology from the dominant society” (Rappaport [n.d.], chapter outline for Rappaport 2005).
10. In general: teams of teachers from educational centers and health promoters; groups of lay
catechists (“delegates of the word”), elders and traditional healers (shamans); executive committees ( juntas directivas) of social and economic projects, communal action boards (jacs), community
shops, community enterprises (ecs) and the cooperative of Zumbico; the cabildo and, depending
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common goal/sphere of action: the development of a long-term plan for alternative development that is ﬁrmly based in their own shared local history and
indigenous custom and practice – what in later discourse also came to be
referred to as “cosmovision” (cosmovisión) or “Law of Origin” (Ley de Origen).11
With this the community of Jambaló, like the community of Toribío, continued
a development model, launched by cric in the 1970s and 1980s, that explicitly
opposed the capitalistic development model and that therefore can be considered, in a certain sense, a form of “counter-development” (Gow 1997, 2005;
Arce & Long 2000), or “place-based development” as opposed to development
with “universalist pretensions” (Blaser 2004: 8). After some time, the community of Jambaló, like other indigenous communities in Cauca, also started to
refer to its community development project as Life Project (Plan de Vida, cric
1997),12 a concept that can be described as: “A project of alternative development [that is] embedded in local history and encompasses visions of the world
on the political situation, some functionaries of the alcaldía (municipal government).
11. Indigenous leaders operating inside communities are often unable to adequately put into
words what cosmovision, as a concept, means. Joanne Rappaport (2005), in collaboration with
Nasa indigenous activists and intellectuals, has deﬁned cosmovision as a “worldview, an approach
to everyday experience that inserts human beings into a broader cosmos peopled by other types
of beings and fosters a concern for cosmic harmony and balance” (p. 147). As the term is nearly
always used as part of a politicized indigenous discourse, she considers it “a modern conceptual
category that incorporates secular and spiritual behavior, mythic charters, and historical experience into a politically effective whole” (p. 191). Being a politically charged concept, cosmovision – on
a general level – “presents a critique of modernity as lacking spirituality and as disregarding the
balance of the universe” (p. 192). Because cosmovision is constantly exposed to other, more dominant worldviews “it is not a hermetically sealed belief system, but a ﬂuid habitus [...] that is at once
communal and individual, learned and appropriated, researched and consciously deployed, a central concept of indigenous counter modernity” (p. 193). The concept of Ley de Origen is often used
interchangeably with cosmovision, although the former term better conveys the historical nature
of the indigenous (Nasa) worldview. Perhaps its meaning has been most adequately captured during the Congress of Indigenous Peoples of Colombia in Cota-Cundinamarca on Nov. 30, 2001, as
“the millenarian cultural principles that guide and orient the concepts we have about development,
territory, peace and coexistence (convivencia)” (onic 2001). Since then, the notion has also occurred
in public statements by Nasa indigenous authorities and the zonal organization of northern Cauca
(acin), i.e. by the Huellas-Caloto resguardo, Sept. 7, 2002, and acin, Feb. 19, 2004. This deﬁnition
corresponds largely with the explanation that an assessor (Adriana Aguilar, a colaboradora, non-indigenous, but sympathetic to the Nasa cause working “from the inside”) to the Jambaló cabildo
once gave me. “The Ley de Origen is the core of the identity of an indigenous people, the parameter,
the mandate, the most essential. Some kind of guide for everything people, as a people, are undertaking, an instruction for how one should live. […] It is the collective memory of the people, its
outlook on the social world and its natural [and spiritual] surroundings, its mythology, its cosmovision. […] This is why the Ley de Origin should inform the community’s communitarian project. If this
is not the case, people have been mislead by the dominant culture and are losing their identity/autonomy as a people” (pers. comm. Dec. 2000).
12. During the Xth cric Congress, the organization advised its member communities to speak
of life projects instead of development projects (cric 1997). The term “life project” also seems to
be gaining currency among indigenous communities and grassroots activists in other places, such
as among the Yshiro in Paraguay and the James Bay Cree in Canada (see for example: Blaser et al.
2004).
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and the future that are distinct from those embodied by projects promoted by
the state and markets” (Blaser 2004: 1). Although the methods and procedures
of Projecto Global meetings were never laid down in written rules (i.e. statutes),
the deliberations and conclusions of each session were always minutely recorded and published in a long series of booklets (Proyecto Global [#4] 1988, [#27]
1993, [#64] 2000), that would come to constitute, in time, a sort of “meta-narrative of indigenous planning” (cf. Roe 1994 in Gow and Rappaport 2002: 68).
5.3 First productive projects and the advent
of the drug crops
In order to realize the ambitious aim of the Proyecto Global and to keep the
community permanently involved with it, the main priority was to give the
local economy a new impetus, particularly in view of the economic crisis in the
resguardo, and to give families the prospect of real improvements in their standard of living. However, like in neighboring communities, Jambaló’s families
and communities lacked the ﬁnancial means required to invest in goods and
services needed to bring about the desired re-orientation and modernization of
agrarian production, and of its market-oriented part in particular.
For individual families, the only possibility to gain access to capital was to
take out a loan. Although resguardo inhabitants could not use usufruct rights
to land – which is part of the community’s inalienable collective property – as
collateral for loans, they had the possibility of resorting to the so-called prenda agraria, an arrangement by the Caja Agraria, a state bank that was willing
to accept part of the harvest or cattle as guarantee (pursuant to Decree 2476 of
1953), upon submission of the act of adjudication (acta de adjudicación) granted to
them by the cabildo. But most families were generally reluctant to do this, particularly after their negative experience with this system during the sisal crisis;
many still had large debts outstanding. Furthermore, families from the repossessed territories (middle and lower section) did not have ofﬁcial adjudications
issued by the cabildo for their individual plot – because as a sub-community
(former tenant farmers) they were already included in a global adjudication (see
Chapters 3 & 4) – that excluded them from the prenda agraria. Apart from these
individual considerations and speciﬁc circumstances (in Jambaló), cric in the
late 1980s had strongly advised against taking out individual credit because it
considered this not in accordance with the indigenous culture, which was presumed to be based on a communitarian economic organization (Roque Roldán,
personal comment, February 2001).
The families in the resguardo thus relied on ﬁnancial support channeled
through the cabildo. During the ﬁrst years of the Proyecto Global, an important
task of the indigenous authorities was the search for new benefactors. Initially,
this was certainly no easy task, as most national rural development institutions
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had pulled out of northern Cauca during the land struggle and the ensuing
political unrest. The ﬁrst ﬁnancial injection into the Proyecto Global came
from the Catholic mission (Consolata priests) in Jambaló and Toribío, which
had managed, using their personal contacts in Italy and Europe, to secure
development funds to implement a number of initial community projects. The
cabildo invested the funds in, among other things, adult education and women
empowerment projects and in a productive corn-growing project, including the
construction of a mill, a handicrafts project, and a project to set up a carpentry workshop (cnu 2002a). The communities of Jambaló also received limited
support from cric, which managed funds provided by Canadian and European
governmental and non-governmental development agencies – including cida,
Miserior, Cebemo, Terre des Hommes – in a rotating indigenous credit fund
(Fondo Rotatorio Indígena: fri), with which it supported projects in indigenous communities aimed primarily at setting up cattle raising in community
enterprises, an orientation that was partly the result of a contract between
cric and the regional department of the Federation of Cattle Farmers (fedegan) (José Domingo Caldón & Luis Alfredo Muelas, cric executive committee
members, personal comment, January 2001; see also Chapter 4, section 4.2).13
As the funds obtained from the private sector were mostly very limited, the
cabildos of Jambaló and other Nasa resguardos strongly committed themselves
to convince the government to fulﬁll promises it had made in the past and
spend some of the very limited national budget for rural development on the
social and economic reconstruction of indigenous communities (Rodríguez et
al. 2005). In the late 1980s, they succeeded in this – partly thanks to mediation
by cric and onic (National Indigenous Organization of Colombia). This signiﬁed the return (after several years of absence) of the State to northern Cauca.
The government’s big ﬂagship program at that time, the National
Rehabilitation Plan (Plan Nacional de Rehabilitación: pnr), had an intervention
strategy aimed at pacifying isolated areas (abandoned by government institutions) hit by poverty and violence – i.e. remove possible support to revolutionary
groups – by creating favorable rural development conditions (Vargas del Valle
2003; see also Gros 1991a and Machado 2003). A special unit had been set up, as
part of this program, to implement the national government policy on indigenous communities (National Program for the Development of Indigenous
Communities: prodein), with international support from the World Food
Program (wfp) and United Nations Development Program (undp). This policy
had been formulated in 1984 by the government of President Belisario Betancur
(1982-1986) and focused on: “ethnic strengthening, the consolidation of com13. See Laurent (2005) for a detailed description of this cric-fedegan agreement, which in the early 1980s had caused considerable controversy between the two regional indigenous organizations,
cric and aiso (aico), which basically had to do with different political positions and disagreement
over relations between indigenous communities and their former landlords (terratenientes).
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munitarian territorial links, and the free and participatory adoption of modern
subsistence alternatives that permit communities to improve their productive
systems and quality of life in such a way that they preserve and creatively rejuvenate their cultural identity and traditional forms of organization” (dnp 1984 in
Gros 1991a: 279, my translation).14 The sub-program gradually took off during
the term of ofﬁce of President Virgilio Barco (1986-1990) with a dual approach.
The ﬁrst line of action consisted of implementing so-called food-for-work projects in indigenous communities, whereby participating resguardo inhabitants
received food packages from wfp as payment for their voluntary participation
in sponsored development projects for building public facilities and infrastructure works (roads, aqueducts, electricity network, etc.). The underlying idea
was that this extra food supply would partly relieve families from subsistence
activities freeing up more time to work on the development and strengthening of their community projects – in Jambaló, the Proyecto Global – in both
socio-institutional and economic-productive terms (Presidencia 1990). The
food-for-work projects were complemented by a second line of action in the
pnr project that focused, through a undp small grants program, on the promotion of “demonstrative income-generating projects” and “small productive
projects aimed at associative groups”, whether or not through associative credits, such as projects for reforestation, micro-irrigation, cattle-raising and ﬁsh
farming (Presidencia 1990; cnu 2002a).
The productive projects that were set up during the ﬁrst years of the Proyecto
Global showed little cohesion and almost all of them were short-lived. There
are numerous explanations for this. A number of projects – for example, cattle raising – had actually been proposed by external organizations (including
cric) and, therefore, failed to meet the needs and experience of the community members involved. Projects often started with very limited capital and
faced a lack of technical assistance or did not correspond to the market situation. The programs that funded the projects were of a temporary nature (pnr
itself was terminated in 1994), and it was not possible to pursue them independently without external ﬁnancial input (cnu 2002a). Nevertheless, together
with a number of socio-cultural and education projects, they constituted a ﬁrst
learning experience with managing development projects independently, even
though some researchers believe that it led to aid dependence (asistencialismo)
14. prodein – which was laid down in a special policy document, conpes 2082 – was the ﬁrst
indigenous policy that was elaborated with the participation of indigenous organizations (Gros
1991a), and can be considered as the policy translation of the promises that President Betancur had
made to the indigenous communities of Cauca during his visit to the repossessed hacienda of Las
Mercedes in Guambía (Silvia) in 1983, and the ensuing ruling of the Council of State, in November
that same year, that recognized indigenous cabildos as “public authorities of a special nature”
(Findji 1992: 124; see Chapter 3). The ﬁrst government policy speciﬁcally directed at the indigenous
population was conpes 1726 of 1980. Before 1980, indigenous farmers and communities were generally referred to, for agrarian policy purposes, as peasants.
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and a “culture of projects” (Cortés 1996 & personal comment, October 2003)
among the Nasa resguardo residents. The side effects of the food-for-work projects were perhaps more damaging, in the sense that the distribution of food
packages – which contained, among other things, rice, beans, and canned ﬁsh
(Presidencia 1990) – resulted in many families gradually losing their interest
in cultivating traditional food crops and developing new eating habits, which,
as a consequence, led to greater food dependency (José Domingo Caldón &
Luis Alfredo Muelas, cric executive committee members, personal comment,
January 2001).15 Another consequence was the disappearance of traditional
redistributive mechanisms, such as voluntary food contributions to communal
labor parties (mingas) and other community gatherings (cnu 2002a).
Box 5.1 The new constitution and temporary optimism
The new constitution and temporary optimism
– The Nasa of Jambaló took their ﬁrst steps
towards integrated, culturally appropriate
development at a time when Colombia was
experiencing extraordinary political and
legal changes, giving rise to hopes for peace
and a better future for all Colombians. In
the late 1980s, in the midst of a ferocious
war between drug cartels and the State
with violence taking place mostly in urban
areas, the m-19 guerrilla group had entered
into peace negotiations with the government of Virgilio Barco Vargas (1986-1990).
The group’s subsequent speedy demobilization and re-integration into legal political
life (in 1989) had served as an example for
other guerrilla groups, notably prt (Partido
Revolucionario de los Trabajadores), epl
(Ejército Popular de Liberación) and the
Quintín Lame indigenous guerrilla movement (Laurent 2005). In rural Cauca, the
demobilization of m-19 and Quintín Lame
(in 1991) had allowed for the partial relaxation of the armed conﬂict and temporarily
reduced, to a large extent, the number of
confrontations and victims (Reyes, De
Roux, Pinilla & Gómez 1992). In 1990, the
newly elected president, César Gaviria
Trujillo, convoked a National Constituent
Assembly to draft a new constitution. Two

indigenous delegates acquired considerable inﬂuence in the constitutional process
and achieved unprecedented recognition of
speciﬁc indigenous community rights and,
to a lesser extent, the collective rights of
black (Afro-Colombian) communities (Van
Cott 2000a). Although the new constitution
– proclaimed on July 4, 1991 – contributed
to broaden the ongoing decentralization
process in Colombia, it structurally avoided
the question of major economic or agrarian reform. Moreover, farc, eln (Ejército
de Liberatión Nacional), and paramilitary
groups had not been involved in its drafting (Reyes et al.). The initial euphoria and
unrealistically high expectations about the
constitution soon vanished as a result of
“the return to pre-anc levels of narco-terrorism and guerrilla violence and increased
poverty and unemployment resulting from
Gaviria’s [1990-1994] neo-liberal economic
policies and a recession that continued
into 1999” (Van Cott 2000a: 91). The Nasa
in northern Cauca were already roused
from their dreams by the massacre of
20 community members at the hands of
narco-trafﬁcking paramilitaries during the
belated repossession of the El Nilo hacienda in Caloto on December 16, 1991 (Reyes
et al. 1992; Jimeno et al. 1998).

15. In Jambaló, 4,068 resguardo inhabitants participated in wfp’s food-for-work projects, who
together received more than ﬁfty thousand food rations valued at 66 million Colombian Pesos
(Presidencia 1990).
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Although the mostly collective (associative) projects under the Proyecto Global
failed to give the communities a viable alternative source of income to replace
the loss of revenue from the cultivation of sisal and coffee (a crop whose prices had started to drop during the late 1980s), an increasing number of families
started to become actively involved in a parallel illegal drug-crop economy.
On individual family plots in the upper and middle section, people started to
grow small-scale crops of opium poppies (amapola) – in association with traditional crops – a very lucrative plant that was introduced in the indigenous
communities by the drugs maﬁa from Cali between 1987-1989 (Perafán 1999).
At the same time, the lower section saw a rise in coca cultivation, a crop that
was being cultivated in larger amounts than could be justiﬁed for traditional
uses (as a medicinal plant) (cnu 2002a). This development, with far-reaching consequences for the local economy and, hence, for the Proyecto Global,
was illustrative of the fact that: “at least some participation in illicit forms of
agricultural development brings [brought] greater rewards more broadly distributed than any form of [communitarian] development” (Field 1996: 116).
This development meant indigenous involvement in an economy of anti-state
forces (i.e. narco-trafﬁcking and guerrilla warfare) and would gradually lead
to a weakening of the cabildo’s authority.
5.4 Participation in the current revenues of the nation
and the conquest of the alcaldía
The development perspectives of the Nasa in Jambaló/northern Cauca changed
drastically after the enactment of Law 60 of 1993 and the resultant regulatory Decree 1386 of 1994 that made provision for a relatively high level of ﬁscal
autonomy for municipalities and indigenous resguardos, as mandated by the
new constitution (art. 357).16 In fact, this law inaugurated an important new
phase in the constitutionally legitimated process of democratic decentralization that had started with the introduction of the public election of municipal
mayors in 1988 (pursuant to Law 78 of 1986).17 Law 60 made way for a considerable increase in yearly transfers of national current tax revenues (transferencias)
to regional governments and for an extension of the responsibilities and decision-making authority of the municipalities, this with the aim to “close the gap
between citizens and public administration” (Fiszbein 1997: 1030). The legislation also took account of the role of the traditional authorities of indigenous
resguardos, the cabildos, which since 1988 (Law 30) were ofﬁcially recognized
as public authorities of a special nature. Article 25 endowed resguardos with
16. This law is commonly referred to as Law of Resources and Transfers (Ley de Recursos y
Transferencias).
17. Law 78 of 1986 removed the power of departmental governors to appoint mayors (departmental governors continued to be appointed by the national government until the adoption of the
Constitution of 1991). The ﬁrst mayoral elections took place in 1988.
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a status comparable to that of municipalities; this implied that indigenous
authorities henceforth were entitled to their own share of resource transfers
to provide for the basic needs of their communities in accordance with their
uses and customs.
The law stipulates that the level of resources to be disbursed to resguardos
is to be determined relative to the population of the indigenous community
(population ﬁgure multiplied by the per capita resource transfer) and distributed independently from – i.e. complementary to – the funds transferred to the
municipalities in which the resguardo is situated (Law 60, art. 25).18 Although
revenue transfers to resguardos are deﬁned as being their property (Decree
1386, art. 1), cabildos and their communities are not entirely free in the administration of these resources. In the ﬁrst place, mayors have been appointed as
intermediary recipients of the transfers to resguardos and, to gain access to
them, indigenous authorities, like municipal governments, have to follow an
institutionalized planning process (as broadly deﬁned by Law 152 of 1994). The
law leaves some room for culturally distinct planning methods – according to
indigenous custom and practice (usos y costumbres) – and, unlike municipalities,
cabildos are not obliged to make long-term development plans. They do, however, in consultation with their respective communities, have to devise plans for
speciﬁc activities or projects (perﬁles de proyectos de inversion) in ﬁve priority areas
of social investment (sectores de inversion): education, healthcare, housing, drinking water supply, and discretionary investment on the part of the cabildo – this
latter area including, among other things, agrarian development (Law 60, art.
21). However, whereas municipalities have to divide their budget over these sectors according to ﬁxed percentages (Law 60, art. 22), indigenous communities
are free to do this at their own discretion, depending on their priorities and cultural practices (Decree 1386, art. 5.2). Subsequently, cabildos have to conclude
a written agreement with municipal authorities detailing how the funds will be
spent – the latter, however, having a strictly advisory role, not a decisive or steering one. Finally, in administering these public funds, cabildos are obliged to
render account not only to their communities but also, like their municipal counterparts, to the ﬁscal control agencies of the national government (dnp-udt
1997). (dnp-udt 1997; Raúl Arango, personal comment, February 19, 2001).
The “indigenous participation in the current revenues of the state”, as this
arrangement was ofﬁcially called, and which came into force in 1994, meant
that the cabildo and the communities of Jambaló did not have to rely solely on
external benefactors to fund their Life Project, as from that moment on they
had a relatively constant amount of ﬁnance at their disposal that they could
manage and spend as they saw ﬁt. The tax transfers increased the legitimacy
of the cabildos and gave new impetus to the process of development planning
18. In this respect, it is sometimes said that indigenous communities proﬁt doubly from
Colombia’s ﬁscal decentralization process (Raúl Arango, pers. comm. Feb. 2001)
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in the context the Proyecto Global. By organizing frequent community assemblies throughout different parts of the collective territory, community leaders
convinced an ever-growing number of people to become actively involved in
voicing demands, making choices, and implementing projects. As far as productive projects were concerned, they held on to the cric-propagated model
of associative projects and micro-enterprise development (Espinosa 2000; see
also Gow 2005). The aim of these projects was to generate high-quality production for internal and external marketing and to create employment in order to
enable a growing number of young land-poor families to sustain themselves.
In different veredas, the cabildos brought groups of 10-20 interested people
together in so-called micro-enterprises to start experimenting with differing
activities such as pig keeping, small animal husbandry (chickens, guinea pigs),
trout farming (aquaculture), small-scale production of diary products, and a
bakery. They received technical assistance from experts and advisors hired by
the cabildo (Jambaló 1995).
Despite many new technical and institutional-administrative challenges,
this participatory methodology contributed to instituting transparent leadership and a general process of capacity building among community members
(cf. Fiszbein 1997; Pancho 2003). The open indigenous management model,
however, stood in sharp contrast to the closed and top-down (vertical) style
of administration of the municipal apparatus, which was ﬁrmly in the hands
of the traditional political parties. Municipal authorities – headed by a mayor (alcalde) appointed by his party and not a member of the local community
– considered the preparation and implementation of the four-year municipal
development plan as a task for municipal ofﬁcials and experts whereby the
local population was not, or hardly, consulted. As a result, the municipality’s
social investment projects usually did not link up with the projects proposed
under the Proyecto Global. In addition, a disproportionately large amount of
the municipality’s budget was invested in projects aimed at the non-indigenous
population of the villages (Jambaló, La Mina, and Loma Redonda), despite the
fact that Decree 1386 (art. 8) clearly states that tax transfers to resguardos do
not exempt municipalities from their obligation to invest also in indigenous
rural areas. Meanwhile, communities were divided among themselves by virtue of their loyalty to the Liberal or Conservative party, which the latter secured
with clientelistic practices (politiquería, politicking), mainly through the community action juntas (juntas de acción comunal: jacs) (cnu 2002a; Pancho 2003;
compare with Beltrán 2003; Rodríguez et al. 2005).
Discontented with the old bipartisan political model (Liberals and
Conservatives), educated indigenous leaders in Jambaló and in other communities in Cauca (e.g. Toribío and Guambía) had already started, in the early
1990s, to set up an alternative political project, the so-called civic movement,
to increase their inﬂuence on municipal administration by participating in
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local/municipal elections. Using this approach, the community had already
succeeded in obtaining political representation on the municipal council and
the departmental assembly in Popayán (Laurent 2005). In the run-up to the
municipal elections of October 1994 (for the 1995-1997 term), the indigenous
community organization in Jambaló forged an alliance with progressively minded mestizos and nominated their own candidate for mayor, Marden
Betancur (from the lower section), who was backed by Alianza Social Indígena
(asi) – a national political party sprung from the indigenous self-defense
group Quintín Lame, demobilized in 1991 (Avirama & Márquez 1994; Laurent
2005). When Betancur won the elections, it signaled a de facto taking over of
the municipal government apparatus by the civic movement. Initially, this taking over of power by the indigenous organization met strong resistance from
supporters of the established political parties – including some rival indigenous leaders – and culminated in the fatal shooting of Betancur on August 19,
1996.19 However, this setback fortiﬁed the resguardo community in its political conviction and, from that time on, the municipality of Jambaló has always
remained in the hands of the civic movement.20
The incorporation of the municipality in the indigenous organization of
Jambaló can, in hindsight, be seen as an attempted subjection of the municipality to the cultural practice (normativity) of the indigenous community’s Life
Project (Proyecto Global) or, as verbalized by a community leader:
Making sure the people, once elected, have to accept criteria. People do not walk alone
just because they are alcalde or gobernador, they cannot do as they please, no! Instead
it is the community that votes (elige), but also watches over (vigila) and makes demands
(exige). (María Eugenia Toconás, cnu 2002a: 91)
They had apparently succeeded in this in the sense that the planning, implementation and evaluation of the municipal development plan henceforth passed
through community assemblies, which now moreover controlled a larger budget in tax transfers than was previously allocated to the cabildo. But some
commentators see the success of the indigenous community as a Pyrrhic victory (e.g. Gow 1997, 2005; Rappaport 2003; see also Rodríguez et al. 2005). Soon,
the indigenous leaders – in both the cabildo and the municipal government
– and the community – through its Proyecto Global – were spending increasingly more time on preparing and evaluating the development plan instead of
on the Life Project, following State rules and procedures, a process which in a
19. For a complete description of the facts of the murder, as well as the legal implications of the
case (both the indigenous “intellectual author” of the murder and the eln, the actual executioners, have been accused and convicted on the basis of indigenous jurisdiction), see Sánchez Botero
(1998), Van Cott (2000a), and Rappaport (2005).
20. In the 1990s, various indigenous communities won alcaldías through civic movements, but in
Colombia in general this is still an exception rather than the rule.
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sense can be considered as holding oneself accountable to something that “is
imposed from the outside and principally deals with the necessities of the resguardo in the short term and in predetermined categories” (Gow 2005: 68). At
the same time, the discussion on a long-term future vision on culturally appropriate communitarian development, rooted in the cosmovision of the Nasa,
risked being pushed down the agenda.
Box 5.2 conpes 2773
conpes 2773 – In addition to ﬁscal autonomy legislation, the government of
President Ernesto Samper (1994-1998) in
1995 launched a special four-year program
of assistance and ethnic strengthening for
Colombia’s indigenous peoples as part of
the National Development Plan 1995-1998
that was elaborated in a document of the
National Council for Economic and Social
Policy (conpes No. 2773). This program,
which basically was a continuation of a line
of indigenous policy initiated in the 1980s
(prodein), established that, for four years,
two percent of the national budget for
social and environmental spending was to
be allocated to the indigenous population –
including, however, the resources involved
with transfers of state revenues and agrarian reform measures directed at resguardo
communities. Among other things, it made
provision for co-ﬁnancing projects for
increasing levels of agricultural production in indigenous communities by way of
the Indigenous Rural Development Fund
(dri/fnci), and signaled the need for alternative credit facilities to enable indigenous
farmers to substitute illicit drug crops.
Furthermore, the policy document assured
indigenous participation in activities aimed

at the exploitation, management, and conservation of natural resources in indigenous
territories and promised training in public
administration for indigenous authorities
(Jimeno & Ministerio del Interior 1995;
Arango & Sánchez 1998). Ambitious as it
may have been, according to experts the
conpes program failed to produce any tangible results since it never went any further
than merely enunciating vague and incoherent intentions, lacking a clear deﬁnition
of responsibilities of the various ministries
involved (Roldán 1997; see also Cortés
1996). conpes 2773 was not continued or
evaluated by the Pastrana administration
(1998-2002) and was the last program of its
kind that speciﬁcally dealt with the implementation of indigenous peoples’ economic
rights. Increasingly distracted by continued
economic crisis and increasing guerrilla
violence, the State has largely withdrawn
from anti-poverty and social investment
programs in general. With the exception of
their scant participation in drug-crop substitution programs (plante), indigenous
communities today have come to depend
solely on resource transfers, which they
must complement with self-sourced acquisitions of additional ﬁnancing.

5.5 Consequences of the opium poppy
and coca – a new stance on drug crops
Hindered by legal restrictions on the spending of tax transfers and due to pressure from the municipality to co-fund public works, the cabildo did not manage
to use the tax transfers to make headway with boosting the local agricultural
economy. In Jambaló, during the ﬁrst years after the taking over of power by
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the civic movement, the money from the tax transfers – now of both the cabildo and the municipality – was mainly spent on housing projects, on building
an electricity network, on road construction works, and on aqueducts. Hardly
any money was spent on economic (agricultural) projects (cnu 2002b).21 As a
result, the prospects in this ﬁeld did not improve noticeably. Meanwhile, the
size and spread of drug-crop cultivation grew steadily.
As mentioned, the main reason why the Nasa in Jambaló had become
involved in illegal drug-crop cultivation was the fact that they were looking
for a new source of income to compensate for ﬁnancial losses caused by the
drop in prices of their traditional, legal cash crops, sisal and coffee. In view
of the exceptionally high return per cultivated area, both poppy and coca are
crops that are perfectly suitable for this purpose. According to poppy-growing
farmers, each poppy plant produces about ﬁve grams of latex after three to four
months. In the late 1990s, this latex yielded between three and ﬁve hundred
Colombian Pesos per gram. In Jambaló, it was sold, like coca, to middlemen
from Silvia or Santander. One square meter of land can accommodate about ten
poppy plants, worth ﬁfteen to twenty-ﬁve thousand Pesos. An added advantage
is that poppy, unlike traditional crops, is not tied to a strict agricultural calendar
and can hence be seeded all year round. Therefore, the crop, initially cultivated on a small scale, easily ﬁts into normal agricultural activities. Because of
these characteristics and because its cultivation does not require special techniques or inputs – fertilizers and fungicides – poppy was an alternative source
of income within everybody’s reach, including people with small plots. In this
latter aspect, the crop’s introduction, like the cultivation of coca elsewhere,
contributed to a certain “relaxation of the tensions that are inherent in the scarcity of territorial space” (Gómez & Ruíz 1997: 86; see also Perafán 1999).
In the ﬁrst few years after its rise, the indigenous authorities had taken a
permissive stance on the cultivation of drug crops. Due to lack of a clear consensus on the new phenomenon, and perhaps also because cabildantes (cabildo
members) were often themselves involved in drug-crop cultivation, the practice was tolerated as long as families made “rational use” of it, i.e. if they used
it as a security factor in times of economic crisis. This approach, however, put
the cabildos – as recognized public authorities – in a difﬁcult situation because
the government was actively campaigning against drug crops, and the indigenous authority did not want to appear to the outside world as an accomplice
of narcotics organizations (Gómez & Ruíz 1997). For these reasons cric, on
behalf of the cabildos of Jambaló and other communities, signed an agree21. The development priorities of Jambaló seem to coincide with those of other indigenous communities in Colombia. Laurent (2005: 344) draws the following image: in 1994-1995 communities
on average invested 25.3% of their resource transfers on education, 21% on drinking water and basic sanitation, 16.6% on health care, and only 5% and 2.6% on agricultural development (mainly
land acquisitions!) and protection of the environment, respectively – the rest in various other investment sectors.
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ment with representatives of the national government in May 1992 in which
the indigenous authorities declared themselves willing to cooperate on voluntary, manual drug-crop eradication in indigenous resguardos in return for
ﬁnancial and technical support from the government for alternative productive projects (Consejero Presidencial para la Seguridad Nacional et. al. 1992).
This poppy eradication agreement was signed in Jambaló and is hence known
as the Jambaló Agreement.22 Although the area used for the cultivation of illicit crops seemed to decrease slightly in the years following the agreement, the
eradication effort was not sustained, primarily due to a lack of commitment
on the part of the government. In the absence of viable alternatives, the drugcrop eradication policy became untenable to the community members and the
cabildo’s approach became, again, one of indifference.
This changed when the negative effects of drug-crop cultivation became
increasingly apparent. Around the late 1990s, drug-crop cultivation had become
a widespread phenomenon. Families cultivated the crops not merely out of economic necessity, but also for proﬁt, in other words: “with a view to satisfy their
consumption aspirations, which had hitherto remained unfulﬁlled” (Gómez &
Ruíz 1997: 87, my translation). Poppy and coca had started to oust food crops
(Jambaló 1998), and this led to an increase in food dependency – a process that
had already started with the arrival of sisal. In 2001, the cabildo estimated that
70 to 80 percent of food was imported, whereas previously people used to grow
it themselves (Jambaló 2001a). Easy money was also to blame for the advancing monetarization of the indigenous economy and a changing appreciation
of communal labor forms (Gómez & Ruíz 1997; see also Field 1996). Drugcrop cultivation is, generally, an individual activity, and the large amount of
time people dedicated to it came at the expense of participation in collective
activities, including associative projects (the communitarian process) – behavior that runs counter to the cultural values of the Nasa (Perafán 1995ba). The
environment also had to pay its price for drug-crop cultivation. Because of the
favorable climatic circumstances for poppy cultivation and because of increasing land shortage, more and more virgin land was brought into cultivation,
causing ecological damage to the water sources and mountain woods of the
Páramo, areas that are culturally classiﬁed as sacred sites and considered protected areas in the national legislation (Law 373 of 1997).

22. According to Avirama and Márquez (1994), the Jambaló Agreement was the ﬁrst such agreement signed with the Colombian government and served to legitimize cric as the legal interlocutor
of the indigenous peoples of the department (see also Van Cott 2000a).
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Box 5.3 Roadblock of the Pan-American highway and Decree 982 of 1999
Roadblock of the Pan-American highway and
Decree 982 of 1999 – It was characteristic of
the precarious situation in the indigenous
communities that the regional indigenous
organization (cric) organized a special
congress between 30 May and 5 June 1999 in
the village of Piendamó in the resguardo of
La María. While a crowd of several thousand
Indians blocked the Pan-American highway
between Cali and Popayán, the organization issued a resolution that declared
a “social, cultural and economic state of
emergency of the indigenous communities
of Cauca”. With this strategy that they had
used before, they hoped to put pressure on
the government forcing it to respect agreements previously made with the indigenous
communities – including the Jambaló
Agreement – after years of negligence. The
core issues of these accords concerned the
acquisition of land for the expansion of
resguardos (i.e. observance of agrarian legislation, particularly Decree 2164 of 1995)
and the development of special credit facilities and alternative productive projects
for indigenous communities. According
to indigenous leaders, earlier agreements
about these issues had been complied
with only minimally: 11 of the 22 proposed
projects (on a departmental level) had been
approved, but up until then only three had

been implemented.1 On the ﬁfth day, the
Interior Minister attended the indigenous
congress. On this occasion, he acknowledged that attention to the situation of the
indigenous communities had been insufﬁcient. He signed a declaration of intent
in which the government expressed the
political will to develop, with “speed and
diligence”, speciﬁc policies and to make
government budget allocations to improve
the situation of the indigenous communities in terms of territoriality, environment,
human rights, economy, and food security.
On June 10, 1999, these promises became
legally binding with the issue of Decree
982. However, four years later the National
Ombudsman, appointed as observer of the
new accord, reported that “the beneﬁts
promised by Decree 982 are not reﬂected in
their fulﬁllment in practice” and expressed
his concern as follows: “that in a State
under the rule of law (estado social de derecho)
public agencies repudiate their own normativity and do not effectuate the policies
and functions to which they are assigned”
(Defensoría del Pueblo 2003: 23)
1. In the documents at hand (cric 1999; Decree
982 of 1999; Defensoría del Pueblo 2003), it is
difﬁcult to discern the nature and approach of
the proposed alternative productive projects.

For the resguardo community of Jambaló, drug-crop cultivation had become
a threat not only to the indigenous communitarian economy and territoriality,
but also to the indigenous authorities. During the ﬁrst years of drug cultivation, the drug-crop harvest was bought up by narco-trafﬁckers to be processed
outside the resguardo, but in the late 1990s the narco-trafﬁckers installed
drug-producing labs in several communities, mainly in the lower section. The
resultant signiﬁcant rise in alcoholism, juvenile crime, and violence made it
increasingly harder for the cabildo to exert its inﬂuence on social life in the
territory. This situation also put the relationship between cabildo and government under stress again. After several years of shaky policies, the government
launched a new anti-drug campaign, with help from the us, around the turn of
the century (Jambaló 2001b).
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Towards the end of the 1990s, the cabildo started to realize that it needed to
adopt a different approach. In this it was supported, despite widespread drugcrop cultivation, by large sections of the community. The initially permissive
policy was gradually replaced by a policy designed to at least lessen illegal crop
cultivation. Before focusing on its own community, the cabildo decided to ﬁrst
make a clean sweep of the illegal cocaine labs that had been set up in the resguardo. When all dialogue attempts with the (nonindigenous) owners of the
labs failed, the cabildo sought support among the communities for a forced
dismantlement of these facilities – using a logic that very much resembled the
logic that was used at the time of the repossessions of the haciendas de terraje (landlord haciendas). In July 2000, the cabildo organized a “big communal
minga” “to restore harmony and balance in the indigenous territory”. More
than two thousand community members and 600 guardias indígenas (unarmed
indigenous civic guards) – 20 men from each vereda – went to the lab sites and
removed all equipment and chemicals from the resguardo. The national army
destroyed them later that same day. Thanks to the presence of observers from
acin (Association of Indigenous Cabildos in Northern Cauca)23, cric, and the
National Ombudsman (Defensoría del Pueblo), the drug dealers hardly put up any
resistance during the mobilization (Cabildo de Jambaló, Resolution No. 008,
Jul. 20, 2000; Tamayo in The Miami Herald, August 21, 2001). The dismantlement
of the drug labs, which had somewhat strengthened the position of the indigenous authority regarding the illegal crops issue, was also used by the cabildo to
show the government what the indigenous position on the drugs problem was:
Aware that this is a social problem on a national and international level, we (hereby)
clarify the situation we experience with reference to this plague, afﬁrming that we
indigenous communities are not narco-trafﬁckers, even when some community members are involved in the cultivation of amounts of hallucinogenic and illicit crops to
mitigate hunger. – Also we declare that we feel abandoned by the government, since it
has not complied with the accords and agreements regarding the substitution of those
crops, and that we are against the fumigation (aerial spraying) that has been proposed
as national policy, considering this a crime against Mother Earth. (Jambaló, 2000: 1)

23. When cric (the Regional Indigenous Council of Cauca) was founded or shortly after, the various member resguardos for organizational-logistical reasons were grouped into various zones:
Centro, Norte, Oriente, Nor-oriente, Tierradentro, Macizo, Pacíﬁco, all according to geographical
subdivisions of Cauca and not according to ethnic groups (zones can thus include different ethnic
resguardos). After the promulgation of the 1991 Constitution, Decree 1088 of 1993 allowed zones
to form zonal cabildo associations with legal status, these associations taking over some of cric’s
roles. This is how acin, coincidentally encompassing only Páez resguardos, acquired legal status
in 1994. cric thus became de facto decentralized. This was probably much against the wish of
cric, which had a “pan-indigenist” ideology (emphasizing common Indian identiﬁcation beyond
ethnic divisions), whereas many resguardos and associations wanted to place more emphasis on
ethnicity.
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However, the successful removal of the labs from the indigenous territory was
a simple matter compared with combating poppy and coca cultivation by families in the communities. In the interest of the community’s unity and social
cohesion, the cabildo was forced to follow a diplomatic course, primarily aimed
at increasing support. The precarious position of the cabildo in this respect
became very evident later that same year when the cabildo visited the community of La Esperanza (lower section). On this occasion, the cabildo ventured
to address the need to reduce coca cultivation – present in this community on
a relatively large scale and carried out openly – in roundabout wordings that
were, however, clear to everybody. During this visit, the local community did
not overtly rise up against the cabildo, but the fact that the next Proyecto Global
community assembly several weeks later was not attended by La Esperanza
representatives sent out a clear signal to the cabildo and to the other communities. This incident highlighted, above all, that awareness alone was not enough
and that the cabildo would only be able to bring about a change through solution-focused thinking and acting in terms of looking for new possibilities for
alternative productive projects. In order to be able to ﬁnance the investments
required for such projects it was ﬁrst of all necessary to ﬁnd additional sources of ﬁnance.
5.6 The socio-economic study and attempt
at internal territorial re-ordering
An important starting point in respect of this socio-economic study was an
update of the number of resguardo inhabitants (establishing this number was
deﬁned as one of the ofﬁcial tasks of the cabildo in Law 89 of 1890, art. 7, num.
1). A few years earlier, the cabildo and the municipal government had discovered that the calculation of the tax transfers allocated to the resguardo and the
municipality was based on an outdated census (carried out in the year 1985).
Whereas the cabildo estimated that in 2000 the resguardo had more than 10
thousand inhabitants,24 the National Planning Department (dnp) – responsible for the calculation of the transfers using data supplied by the National
Department of Statistics (dane) – used a population ﬁgure of just 5,138.
Population ﬁgures can be adjusted by dnp and dane provided the censuses
24. A population count conducted by the municipal ofﬁces in 1993 had registered 9,812 inhabitants (Jambaló 1995). It is unclear why this population count was not initially used by dnp to
calculate the resguardo’s share of tax transfers. Possibly this is because it did not differentiate between the indigenous and non-indigenous population (the total resource transfer for resguardos is
determined by multiplying the resguardo population by a per capita resource transfer). This distinction is especially relevant since many people in Jambaló that nowadays identify themselves as
indigenous, at the time did not. In the 1985 population count, for example, 48 percent of the total
municipality population identiﬁed themselves as mestizo; most of these people lived in the acculturated middle and lower sections of the resguardo (Findji & Rojas 1985).
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have been carried out by a state entity (for example by incora); for bureaucratic-technical reasons, however, this takes at least two years (Raúl Arango,
personal comment, February 19, 2001). In Jambaló, this update, repeatedly requested by the cabildo, had been delayed some time due to lack of funds
and staff at incora. In the autumn of 2000, the institute was, however, able
to come into action as part of the socio-economic study – legally required for
the restructuration of indigenous resguardos – that had to be carried out at
that time as part of the legalization (re-titling) of the last landlord haciendas
in the lower section (see Chapter 4, section 4.3.2).25 And so it was eventually
established that the resguardo’s population had grown signiﬁcantly: Jambaló,
including the village, now ofﬁcially had a population of as many as 11,368
inhabitants,26 more than twice the number included in the 1985 census (Muñoz
& Soscué 2000). This result – and particularly its certiﬁcation at dane – would
lead to a signiﬁcant increase in the budget of both the cabildo and the municipal government in the near future. In 2003, the ﬁrst year the population ﬁgure
was used by dnp to calculate the resguardo’s share of tax transfers, the cabildo
and the municipal administration had access, respectively, to 1,037 and 4,072
million Colombian Pesos worth of transfers, compared with around 550 and
2,400 million in 2000 and 2001, respectively (conpes 2000; Marino Tombé,
interview, September 18, 2003).
incora’s “socio-economic, legal, and land tenure study” was conducted
by local researchers led by the cabildo and had the intention of establishing
the land needs of the community and the required measures to be taken (i.e.
restructuring and/or expansion of the resguardo). It not only provided the cabildo with a census, but also produced numerous other useful data that could be
used to take stock of the economic situation in the resguardo, to prepare its
policy, and to elaborate any concrete projects and programs that were deemed
necessary. In order to get an idea of the size and inﬂuence of illegal drug-crop
cultivation relative to the legitimate economic production, the cabildo had also
instructed its research team to take stock, independently of incora, of the
amount in hectares of illegal crops cultivated by families. This survey was conducted in strict anonymity in order not to compromise the respondents and to
make sure that their answers would be as honest as possible. The results of the
study, presented by the cabildo to the community during a Proyecto Global session in December 2000, were not surprising but they did clarify matters.
According to incora statistics, the resguardo of Jambaló has an overall
size of 24,176 ha (241.8 km2). However, around 11,459 ha (47.4%) of this area
must be declared protected (reserva) either because it lies above 3,000 meters
25. The study in Jambaló formed part of a more comprehensive socio-economic study by incora,
which also carried out population updates in the three Toribío resguardos (Toribío, San Fransisco,
and Tacueyó).
26. These 11,368 were distributed over 2,570 families with an average household size of 4.42
members (Muñoz & Soscué 2000).
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or because it has an inclination of more than 50%; thus calculated, 12,717 ha
(52.6%) remains available for agricultural purposes. At the time of the survey,
3,873 ha (30.5%) of this total cultivated area were used for arable farming; this
means that 69.5% was either being used as pastureland or lay fallow. Almost
half (47.8%) of the total arable farming area was used for cash crops, particularly coffee and sisal; the rest (52.2%) was used for food crops, the main one being
corn (Soscué 2000), in essence for self-sufﬁciency. A further 271 ha was taken
up by traditional house gardens (huerta / yac tul). This scenario was subsequently juxtaposed against the results of the cabildo’s shadow survey into illegal drug
crops, divided per section. In the upper section, only poppy was cultivated, but,
as became apparent, in large quantities and on a large scale: as many as 426
people were somehow involved in the cultivation of this crop that covered a
total of 179 ha in the section. In the middle section, signiﬁcantly fewer illegal
crops were being cultivated than in the upper and lower section: a total of 221
people cultivated a mere 10.4 ha with one or both illegal crops. This is perhaps
due to the fact that in large parts of the section the climate was unfavorable for
both poppy and coca, and perhaps also because of the taboo on this practice
in the repossessed areas: older people who had taken part in the repossessions
say: “we didn’t risk our lives recovering these lands in order to grow drug crops”.
In the lower section, a signiﬁcant number of inhabitants were involved in widespread intensive coca cultivation: 567 people cultivated the crop on a total of
92.1 ha. From these data it could be concluded that 1,214 people in the resguardo were involved in illegal crop cultivation (10.7% of the population) on a total
crop area of 302.5 ha (7.8% of the total arable farming area) (Jambaló 2001a).
This may not seem much, but there was more to it than met the eye. It meant
that in almost every family in the resguardo at least one person was involved in
illegal crop cultivation. And the size of the problem became even more apparent
when the economic importance of the illegal crops was taken into consideration. The cabildo estimated that the amount of money made from the drug
crops was more than twice the value of the resguardo’s total coffee harvest (in
1999): around 5 billion Colombian Pesos as against just under 2 billion (at the
time, respectively, 2.4 and 1 million usd) (Jambaló 2001b).
What is more, the socio-economic study also produced a clear image of the
problem of land shortage and unequal land distribution. According to incora’s calculations, the total arable land in 2000 – on average 5 ha per family
– was sufﬁcient for the community to guarantee at least a short-term improvement in the standard of living.27 However, the survey results also showed that
the community of Jambaló was relatively young: 53.5% of the population was
27. Under situations encountered in 2000, incora calculated that an average family in Jambaló
(i.e. working on 5 ha of land and with the usual production methods and crops – illicit crops not taken into account) would be able to produce twice the value of a minimum wage (Muñoz & Soscué
2000).
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younger than 20.28 With an expected population growth of more than 2% per
year,29 this rosy, optimistic future economic scenario turned out to be very
limited. The average land availability also provided a distorted image: due to
unbalanced land distribution, partly a legacy of the 1980s land repossessions,
there was already land shortage among some families in 2000; this was relative in the case of a number of families who were no longer able to practice the
usual rocería (slash-and-burn) farming system; it was absolute in the case of a
growing number of young families who had hardly any land at all. At the same
time, there were also veredas in the resguardo, particularly in the middle and
lower section, where families possessed more land than they could cultivate,
parts of which they left fallow for long periods. This land shortage, combined
with unbalanced land distribution, led to mutual tensions. Furthermore, the
situation was highly relevant in the discussions about the resguardo’s economic future and possible strategies to curb illegal crop cultivation. The increasing
land shortage, which had already started to crop up in some parts of the resguardo in the early 1990s was, after all, one of the reasons – besides the lack of
access to credit (see 5.3 above) – why people switched so easily to illegal crops
(Gómez & Ruíz 1997; see also Perafán 1999).30 A policy designed to reduce the
cultivation of drug crops would also have to focus on a reduction of the number
of people who were land-poor or landless. Having acknowledged this, energetic young leaders in the cabildo (of 2000) started to look at the possibilities for
limited internal land redistribution. And so, during a Proyecto Global session
in late 2000, they started up a discussion about this issue:
It’s a delicate subject, because the land is our Mother, and when it concerns our Mother
we can be very passionate (celoso). [...] But if we do not face this question now, we will
be confronted with even bigger problems later. Then we’ll see confrontations amongst
our very selves, and it may happen that families with little or no land one day decide
to invade the lands of the community enterprises (empresas comunitarias), the ﬁncas of
the cabildo or those of the small, indigenous latifundistas, something which in other
resguardos [i.e. Guambía]31 has already occurred. (Marcos Cuetia, governor, during the
Proyecto Global session, October 24, 2000)

28. In the range 0-9 years: 3,206 persons (28.2%), and in the range 10-19 years: 2,875 persons
(25.3%) (Muñoz & Soscué 2000).
29. Based on the two most recent available population counts (9,812 in 1993 and 11,368 in
2000, respectively), the population increase rate is calculated at 2.1%. For more a accurate population increase rate, calculate as folows: 1982-2000 — 5,138*[x]18 = 11,368 inh., and subsequently
(x+1.021)/2.
30. Although Perafán (1999) emphasizes the role played by this credit vacuum, he also points to
land shortage, especially in the case of the land-cramped Guambía resguardo, as a factor in the
adoption of illegal crops; he moreover mentions resguardo expansion as one of an array of measures to reduce illicit crops.
31. See Perafán 1999.
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After an exposition of the problem by the governor of the cabildo, the crowd
present was asked to split up into three groups – mixed per section and vereda
– and consider the following three questions: (1) What are our greatest worries in
regard to the land tenure in the resguardo? (2) Is it necessary to carry out a redistribution of land? And, if so: (3) How do we carry out such a measure? The ﬁrst question in
particular was given most attention, and, although a number of participants
kept scrupulously quiet, others seized the opportunity to speak out freely and
express a number of deep-felt frustrations. Inevitably, deeper-lying questions
of a more philosophical nature also cropped up: to what extent should an indigenous community be egalitarian and what is the difference between the terms
equity and equality?
Are we going to have equality, or not? That’s the question really. We have to take a decision instead of continuing this squabble. We have to say: “So many hectares for such
number of families.” We have to get to the root of the issue (vamos al grano)! […] Because
in the repossessed land (ecs) there are people that have one piece of land here and another
there, and they don’t let other people work. That’s an obstacle!” (Community member
during the Proyecto Global session, October 24, 2000)
Due to the issue of territorial re-ordering (reordenamiento territorial) tempers
remained heated in Jambaló for some time, and not just during community
meetings. Some realists claimed that its implementation would never have a
sweeping effect.
Redistribution won’t get us anywhere in this place. One or two families may have 10
hectares, but most of it is not productive and only suitable for grazing animals. […]
Besides, if there are veredas where some people have more land than others, then that
land will be for the other families in that same community. […] I see only one solution,
and that is getting hold of more land in another municipality; maybe some day we’ll
have the opportunity to expand the resguardo. (Community member in Loma Gruesa,
lower section, interview, November 22, 2000)
Although many people had become convinced of the need for internal land
redistribution, questions about when, how and to what extent remained a divisive issue. As time passed, the window of opportunity closed with the start of
a new political conﬁguration following the election of President Alvaro Uribe
in May 2002, and the reaction of the guerrilla group (farc) who brought the
Colombian armed conﬂict again close to the indigenous community’s doorstep. Internal redistribution/territorial re-ordering was deemed increasingly
inopportune under these circumstances. One evil would deﬁnitely be replaced
by another evil.
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Internal redistribution among the Páez is certain to produce a war (la redistribución
interna entre los paeces es producir una guerra). [...] It would bring about a disequilibrium that totally goes against the principle of unity and could turn into one of the worst
threats; even more so when there is an effect that divides and sucks people in, as with the
armed conﬂict (Andrés Betancur, community leader, interview, September 16, 2003)
Although the cabildo did not want to rule out that, in the near future, it would
carry out a less far-reaching land redistribution in some “poignant” cases (i.e.
relatively land-rich indigenous ﬁnqueros or latifundistas) in the middle section
(ecs) and upper section – by applying the old instrument of segregation, in
conformity with Law 89 of 1890 (art. 7, num. 5; see also Chapter 4, section
4.1.4) – this different approach also resulted partly from the realization that
a certain level of inequality in land possession had always been an integral
aspect of every Páez/Nasa society (Findji & Rojas 1985; Findji 1993; Gros 1991a;
Andrés Betancur, interview, September 16, 2003). Furthermore, community
leaders realized that land reform would not offer a permanent solution to land
shortage and that it would be better to focus on negotiating with the government about the allocation of land outside the borders of the current resguardo,
and, at least equally important, on stimulating the indigenous communitarian economy.
5.7 Analysis of past associative projects
and administrative reform
However, before they could make a start on this, it was ﬁrst necessary to look
back at the experiences and results of the various productive projects developed
autonomously by the indigenous community and funded with tax transfers
since the mid 1990s. Recent evaluations of these projects – many of which were
aimed at associative groups (grupos asociativos) or micro-enterprises (microempresas), and in terms of set-up were not much different from the projects that had
been developed and ﬁnanced by external institutions in the early 1990s –painfully showed that results had lagged far behind aims and expectations, in terms
of production, provision of employment, and proﬁtability (see also Gow 2005).
A study of these evaluations (as included in the 1998 and 2001 Development
Plans), and discussions with people involved in the projects and members of
the cabildo’s economic committee clearly reveal a number of recurrent explanations for these disappointing results (not to say failures).
The main excuse of community members involved in the projects was that
associative micro-enterprises are plagued by a lack of administrative and other
practical skills (or by an unwillingness to develop these skills) among members of the management committees.32
32.

This problem is time and time again highlighted in documents of the cabildo and zonal or-
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The problem is we don’t have enough qualiﬁed personnel that know how to administrate, how to create work that generates proﬁts. There is no vision. This is in part
because by culture we Indians do not have much ambition for study. This causes problems in the development of the communities. In my case, I only have a baccalaureate. It
is my dream to keep up my studies and continue working on the land at the same time.
But one educated person will not be sufﬁcient. This is a cultural weakness we Indians
have. (Bautista Dizú, January, 2001)
Although in the late 1990s the zonal organization (acin) had set up two internal
vocational training centers for integrated development,33 the community facilitators produced by these centers were unable to immediately meet the large
demand for speciﬁc practical skills among communities. Moreover, the curricula of the centers focused on speciﬁc courses about sustainable organic farming
and not on the skills micro-enterprises mostly needed, such as small enterprise
management and accounting. Because of this situation, economic projects had
continued to rely on (expensive!) external experts and consultants.
On the other hand, the communities often stated that, from the outset,
enterprises had not had a chance of succeeding because of the limited amount
of capital allocated to productive projects. This was explained by the large number of sectors’ among which the limited ﬁnances of the community had to be
distributed – in addition to economy and environment, also education, healthcare, and institutional development – and the cabildo’s limited success thus far
in negotiating additional funds for projects through co-ﬁnancing agreements
with external public and private institutions. Furthermore, according to some
community members, the ﬁnancial management style of the cabildo and the
municipal government was too conservative (paternalistic).
If they are going to put money in a micro-enterprise, let them give it all at once, and
not 25 percent today and another 25 percent the next year and so on, because then these
projects fail. We need sufﬁcient capital to kick off with. An example. One of the projects
ganization (acin), for example in Jambaló’s 1998 Development Plan (pp. 13-14): “[there is] a lack of
professionals from among the community in the ﬁeld of agricultural production and environment,
and a lack of sound experience and capacity in administration and bookkeeping in the community in general.”
33.
cecidic (Center for Education, Training, and Research for Integrated Community
Development), created in 1995 in collaboration with sena (National Learning Service) as a local
branch of the Santos college in Toribío, provides practical courses for 190 Nasa students in sustainable development in areas such as agro-forestry, organic agriculture, small animal husbandry,
aquaculture, medicinal plants, etc. The center receives ﬁnancial support from the European Union
(eu), the Italian Episcopal Conference (cei), and the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare (icbf),
amongst others (Univerity of Cauca website bulletin). cian: Indigenous Center for Agro-environmental Investigation, ‘El Nilo’, created on a land acquisition of the Caloto resguardo – following
reparation payments for the El Nilo massacre of 20 land-repossessing Nasa Indians in the late 1990s
– has the objective of recovering and promoting adequate and culturally appropriate technologies
for agricultural production in the Cauca Valley lowlands of northern Cauca (acin website).
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we’re busy with here, a project involving about 20 associates, is the aquaculture (trout
farm) project that was planned for the ﬂat terrain over there, down by the riverbank
(Jambaló). The tanks have already been dug out, ten of them already. But the project
isn’t progressing because until now we haven’t had any ﬁnancial support from the
cabildo, or from the alcaldía. We’ve been working with only two million pesos (a thousand dollars) from the Ministry of Agriculture. I mean, those are minimal resources to
work with! (Arceliano Medina, member of the executive board of the Zumbico cooperative, December 7, 2000)34
On this issue, however, the cabildo, fully aware of its budgetary problems, put
the ball back in the communities’ court, i.e. the associative groups who were
ultimately responsible for the implementation of projects. As long as participating families were spending their time on the drug-crop cultivation, they were
showing insufﬁcient dedication to community projects. Furthermore, once
projects had started, their revenue was not re-invested and so it was not possible for the enterprises to grow and expand. In 1998, the cabildo had already
noted in this regard that the community: “does not attribute much importance
to concepts such as proﬁtability, retrenchment, and reinvestment” (Jambaló
1998: 14; compare with Cabildo Indígena de Tacueyó et al. 1999 in Gow 2005).35
Many micro-enterprises would time and again ask for new capital injections,
and this led to a dependency relation with the cabildo (Jambaló 2001a). In this
regard, the cabildo’s economic committee was not afraid to point out that the
considerable sums of money made by illegal drug-crop producing families
were seldom, or never, invested in associative productive projects (José Miguel
Cuetia, October 27, 2000).
However, the cabildo was also willing to acknowledge its own mistakes and
admitted that its role in the management of economic projects – particularly concerning coordination and assistance – had left much to be desired. At an
early stage, the cabildo had noted that projects became bogged down because
of poor coordination of relations between the cabildo, the municipal agricultural extension unit (umata), and contracted external technical consultants.
This was partly due to the complex procedures that the cabildo had to follow
– pursuant to Decree 1386 of 1994 – to gain access to its share of tax transfers (of the resguardo) and delayed project implementation and assistance
34. Since Zumbico is a cooperative with legal status, it can negotiate investments from third (external) parties independently from the cabildo.
35. The situation in Jambaló in this regard is very similar to that in other resguardos. During an
evaluation of a not-so-successful communitarian economic project in Toribío, for example, the difﬁculties mentioned ranged from “the obvious problems of defunct machinery, lack of qualiﬁed
personnel and lack of money” to “references to lack of vision and entrepreneurial spirit on the
part of the community members (involved in implementation), lack of conscience on the part of
the three participating (administering) cabildos as well as opposition from some communities”
(Cabildo Indígena de Tacueyó et al. 1999 in Gow 2005: 85).
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(Jambaló 1998). But, more importantly, the indigenous authority often found
itself hard pressed to carry out its tasks and responsibilities because of the
increasing pressure of work at the cabildo’s central administration (Jambaló
1998, 2001a). With the new 1991 constitution, the cabildo, whose structure had
hardly changed since Law 89 of 1890, had to deal with an ongoing rise in the
number of demands and complexity of self-governance and decentralization
that appeared to have eventually overwhelmed it (see also Findji 1993; Padilla
1995; Gow 2005).
The analysis of the economic projects was on the agenda of the indigenous
congress of the cabildos of northern Cauca (united under acin, the zonal
cabildo association, see footnote 24) held in Jambaló in December 2002. Its
aim was to indicate/discuss a number of internal shortcomings (vacíos internos)
in the community’s struggle for autonomy (“defending territory and the Life
Project”) in times of war and globalization (i.e. neo-liberalization). During the
discussion of problems concerning production and the environment, a number of solutions were proposed, in both ﬁnancial and administrative terms, to
inject fresh life into the communitarian economy.
With regard to funding, it was decided that in the future cabildos would
spend a higher percentage of tax transfers on productive projects, “to stimulate both family and communitarian production” (acin 2002 [2003]: 30). acin
was able to make this decision because cabildos, unlike municipalities, are free
to spend the transfers according to their own views and needs (Decree 1386 of
1994), but also because the joint investments made in the past by the municipal
government and the cabildo in infrastructure (roads, electricity, water), education, and healthcare had in the meantime led to satisfactory facilities that
already fulﬁlled a number of important basic needs in the communities (Edgar
Ivan Ramos, personal comment, September 22, 2003). It was also agreed that,
in the future, acin, as well as separate cabildos would have to concentrate
more on entering into and managing co-ﬁnancing agreements with government and private institutions in order to supplement the tax transfers (Decree
1386 of 1994, art. 5 num. 3).
In view of the cabildo’s increased number of tasks and responsibilities – and
with the prospect of bigger tax transfer budgets for the cabildo as a result of
the census update – it was concluded that it had become necessary to reform
the resguardos’ administrative organization. This restructuring of the cabildo
entailed the constitution of a special administrative council (consejo administrativo) as part of the larger cabildo structure – in imitation of the municipal
government’s planning council (consejo de planeación) – that would take on the
tasks concerning the management and administration of the resguardo’s
ﬁnances. This would relieve the cabildo’s central administration – i.e. the
cabildo’s original structure, consisting of ﬁve members (including a treasurer) – of these tasks, allowing it to spend more time on its basic tasks, i.e. giving
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direction to the community and catering for its interests in the outside world
or, as indigenous leaders expressed it: “political orientation and defending the
Life Project (Plan de Vida)” (acin 2002 [2003]: 22).
Because, you see, there are cabildos that have been absorbed with assuming, implementing, and administering projects and institutional agreements, but with regard to
exercising cultural autonomy and in connection with our cosmovision have shown negligence. […] The idea of restructuring has been proposed to make sure that the cabildo,
apart from administration – dealing with the money so to say – does not neglect its
tasks with regard to organizational strengthening, and on the social and cultural plane.
(Marcos Cuetia, indigenous mayor, September 17, 2003)
Henceforth, indigenous authorities would be able to schedule more time for
the preparation of long-term policies and programs, for example concerning
the realization of the communitarian economy, rooted in the cultural traditions (usos y costumbres) and cosmovision of the Nasa (compare with Findji 1993).
The single projects – i.e. the micro-enterprises – would, in turn, receive more
attention from the administrative council’s team in terms of assistance and
timely supply of technical and administrative support, and this would have a
capacity building effect on the community members involved in the projects.36

36. This restructuring has one precedent, namely, in the installation of program coordinators
heading the various sector-based committees or nucleos (education, healthcare, economy, etc.) that
fulﬁll preparatory and coordinating roles (in meetings and deliberations). These tasks were likewise handed over by the cabildo to the coordinators to relieve the cabildo of some of its many tasks
(see cnu 2002a).
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Box 5.4 Change in indigenous participation in the current revenues of the state
Change in indigenous participation in the current revenues of the state (picn) – By chance,
the restructuring of the cabildo coincided
with a change in the legislation in force
concerning indigenous ﬁscal autonomy
(participation in the tax transfers). In 2001,
Law 60 of 1993 (and with it, executive Decree
1386 of 1994) was replaced by completely
new legislation, Law 715 of 2001, which was
used for the ﬁrst time in 2002. The change
concerned the system used to establish
the size of the total number of transfers
for resguardos, as well as the provisions,
for municipalities, in regard to the sectors
in which the funds were to be spent by law
and their proportionate allocation. Initially,
the introduction of Law 715 caused a lot of
confusion and unrest in Jambaló and other
indigenous communities. Ignoring the spirit
of the Constitution, the government had

not involved the indigenous population in
the drafting process of the new law. A careful study of the law text revealed that the
government was now suddenly imposing
the same spending obligations of municipalities – set percentages divided per sector
– on resguardos also. When indigenous
organizations contested this with the legislature, this part of the new legislation was
corrected; this meant that the old situation
was maintained, in the sense that budget
items and percentages remained indicative
and not prescriptive for resguardos. All in
all, the new regulation also even meant a
certain simpliﬁcation, compared with Law
60, particularly concerning the submission procedures of project proposals by the
indigenous community to municipalities:
now on a single, ﬁscal year basis where previously it had been 6 two-month terms.

5.8 The tul home garden project and visions of an indigenous
economy
For some time, the Jambaló cabildo had been wanting to set up a project for
agricultural production in the resguardo in order to ﬁght the decrease in food
security (seguridad alimentaria), and the ensuing malnutrition, caused by the
rise in drug crop production. Due to the recent intensiﬁcation of the armed
conﬂict in the region that constituted a threat to the population’s freedom of
movement and, hence, to its access to critical food items and other products
from outside markets, the urgency of such a project had become progressively more intense for the indigenous authorities (Luis Alberto Passú, September
2003). And so, in the course of (the year) 2000, the Jambaló cabildo launched a
plan, together with other communities in northern Cauca, for the re-introduction of house gardens (huerta / yac tul) that had tended to fall in disuse among
the Nasa (Jambaló 2001a,b). House gardens could still be sporadically found
in the resguardo, but, in general, they were primarily maintained by the more
traditional, elder households in the upper and middle sections; it had already
become very uncommon among the youth in large parts of the resguardo. The
re-introduction of the tul was aimed at providing families with constant availability of a broad range of crops and small animals for their own food supply.
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Furthermore, the plan ﬁtted into the cabildo’s strategy for bringing distinctive cultural elements (lo propio) back into the local economy.37 It so happens
that, alongside the rocería system, i.e. slash-and-burn farming, the tul is generally considered the traditional agricultural system of the Nasa. Finally, the
re-introduction of the house garden would also make an important contribution to a more sustainable and harmonious interaction with the environment.
Tuls would make the use of chemical fertilizers unnecessary, while the permanent vegetation cover would contribute to water and soil conservation.38 In her
study into traditional agro-ecosystems in Tierradentro, Sanabria (2001: 67, my
translation) gives a clear description of this system:
The house garden (huerta / yac tul) is a permanent space under the care of a family that
is cultivated with a variety of useful plants, generally herbaceous and woody (shrubs
and trees), which, situated around the house, together may take up an area of around
0.5-1 ha. Families cultivate a great variety of consumable subsistence products (de pancoger), such as fruit trees, aromatic plants (herbs), medicinal and ornamental plants,
principally, besides keeping some small domestic animals. […] In the traditional Nasa
house garden one can ﬁnd woody plants, cultivated semi-woody plants, principally fruit
trees,39 also providing valuable wood or ﬁbers, as well as medicinal plants, magical-religious and consumable, and other useful plants. The structure of the Nasa house garden
includes small parts that are used for the cultivation of various associations of vegetable crops, depending on the respective thermal level (e.g. maize-broad beans-pumpkin or
cabbage-peas-pumpkin at medium altitudes, potato-garlic-arracacha40 at high altitudes,
with types of sugar cane at lower altitudes).41 […] House gardens form an intrinsic part
of the homestead and are usually delimited by dead stems of sugarcane, maize or bamboo (esterilla42), or with living fences of plants such as sisal ( ﬁque43), and in some cases
with barbed wire, this to prevent the entry of such domestic animals as chickens, dogs or
horses that may damage the crops. […] If we consider all species including their different
varieties, it is possible to approximate a maximum of 150 different crops per house garden, of which 35 will be cultivated or semi-cultivated. The total stand of plants and trees
37. For a description of the tul as a cultural-political project, see Rappaport (2005).
38. The tul project was therefore in line with the recommendation made by Perafán (2000: 29) in
the context of mitigation of illegal drug cultivation in Páez (Nasa) resguardos: “to seek for the establishment of a correspondence between, on the one hand, the agro-ecological potential of the soil
and, on the other, the cultural forms of land use in indigenous territories.” (my translation).
39. Common fruit trees are: durazno (Prunus persica), manzano (Prunus malus), lulo (Solanum quitoense), mora de castilla (Rubus glaucus), tomate de arbol (Cyphomandra betaceae), passion fruit and papaya
(Perafán 2000).
40. Arracacia xanthorrhiza, Peruvian carrot/parsnip.
41. Other crops are: at high altitudes, onion, majua (Oxalis tuberosa) and ulluco (Ullucus tuberosus);
at medium altitudes: rascadera (Xanthosoma sagittifolium), chili pepper, tomato, plantain, mejicano
(Cucurbita ﬁcifolia), sweet potato and achira (Canna edulis); at lower altitudes: maize, beans, yucca,
avocado, guavas, and coffee (Perafán 2000).
42. Guadua angustifolia.
43. Furcraea cabuya.
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in a house garden may amount to 300-350 useful plants in various stages of development, with different sowing/harvesting periods and intended for multiple purposes.
In 2002, plante’s alternative development program, the social face of the government’s anti-drug campaign, provided the Jambaló cabildo an opportunity
to make a start with the implementation of a tul program. plante was willing to mediate between the cabildo and usaid-Chemonics, an organization
that funded the voluntary eradication and substitution of drug crops. Through
community assemblies, the cabildo had meanwhile found 156 families from
three veredas willing to take part in a project to jointly eradicate, on a voluntary
basis, 60 hectares of coca and poppy in exchange for the physical items necessary to build a tul. The manual removal of the drug crops started in May 2002
in the vereda of Nueva Colonia (middle section) in the form of a minga (communal work party), joined by all families involved and headed by the local jac.
The families then started to build their house gardens with assistance from the
cabildo and umata. The 30 by 30 meter tuls were seeded and planted with more
than 30 different crops, and they also provided accommodation for a number
of small animals – rabbits/chickens – to a total value of 3 million Colombian
Pesos per family. Initially, the project seemed fairly successful: soon the three
veredas were declared “drug-crop free,” and in the following year the participating families saw a signiﬁcant improvement in their food supply.
The tul project was not designed as an isolated project, however. It formed
part of a broader, more encompassing program for the revitalization of the
indigenous economy as formulated by the Nasa cabildos of northern Cauca
(under the acin umbrella) – after lengthy discussions within their (respective) communities – and which was presented to the outside world in 2003 on
acin’s website and in a publication called Communitarian territoriality. This presentation envisioned a model for regional development based on a (so-called)
“inward-oriented economy” (economía hacia dentro). The Nasa understand this as
an economy that is primarily focused on agricultural self-sufﬁciency and the
sustainable use of natural resources based on local needs, and in which external technologies and innovations, including market-oriented activities, are
integrated only insofar as these build on and strengthen local knowledge and
practices. It furthermore aims to bring back values of solidarity in the sense
that it should ideally be based on the dynamics of reciprocal exchanges and
cooperative relations within and between the various resguardo communities
(acin & codacop 2003). This model shows striking similarities with other proposed ideas for “solidarity economy” economies (e.g. colacot [2002];
Reintjas [2004]), that might be partly explained by the inﬂuence of external
advisors to indigenous communities and organizations. The independent
expert Pedro Cortés, for example, recommended as far back as 1996: “[Their]
articulation with the market should start from the principle of strengthening
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indigenous peoples’ own economic systems in such a manner that the market
does not absorb or upset (break down) communitarian structures by subjecting
their communities to the logic of free competition. Rather, the communitarian element should be consolidated as a stronghold for their participation in the
market” (Cortés 1996: 3-4, my translation).
A central concept in acin’s program is that of food sovereignty. Food sovereignty goes beyond food security, which just means: “having access to a balanced
quantity of proteins, vitamins, and carbohydrates” – and can be interpreted, in
general terms, as: “the economic strategies that certain groups of people develop [as regards] the way in which their societies relate to ecosystems in order
to obtain the foods that are essential for their reproduction; it is a productive
system oriented towards the internal satisfaction of basic needs in terms of
nourishment [food, sustenance] for the social group” (Prada Ramírez 2005:
111; my translation).44 acin realizes that in order to achieve food sovereignty it has to come to a revaluation of the traditional model of vertical economy
that so typiﬁes the Andean communities in South America (Sanabria 2001; see
also Harris 1978; Murra 1984a). This system is based on the fact that communities at a certain altitude (thermal/ecological level: piso termico/ecológico) with a
characteristic microclimate develop a certain productive specialization in their
management of natural resources and agrarian production that complements
that of communities who live at a different altitude with a different agro-ecosystem. It is based on the exchange of agrarian products via mechanisms of
reciprocity and redistribution that are an integral part of kinship relations and
institutions of communal labor such as labor exchanges and communal work
parties (Sanabria 2001; Prada Ramírez 2005). In the example of Jambaló, a relatively large resguardo compared with other Nasa resguardos, comprising three
ecological levels,45 this vertical exchange of complementary resources could,
44. The food sovereignty concept was originally coined during the civil society shadow conference of the un World Food Conference in Rome in 1996, where international ngos and peasant
organizations – such as Via Campesina – advocated for an alternative farming and food policy,
as counterpart of the neo-liberal model that focuses the international food trade (Prada Ramírez
2005: 112). Another description of food sovereignty, one that was supported by ‘The World Is Not
For Sale’, a coalition of international ngos and peoples and farmers’ movements, comes from the
Final Declaration of the World Forum on Food Sovereignty in Havana, Cuba, held in September
2001, and reads as follows: “Food sovereignty recognizes agriculture involving peasants, indigenous peoples and ﬁshing communities with links to the territory, primarily oriented towards the
satisfaction of the needs of the local and national markets; agriculture whose central concern is human beings; agriculture which preserves, values and fosters the multifunctionality of peasant and
indigenous forms of production and management of rural areas. Likewise, food sovereignty entails
the recognition and appreciation of the economic, social and environmental and cultural advantages of small-scale, family-based, peasant and indigenous agriculture.” (Bundell 2002: 13).
45. Sanabria (2001) maintains that the Nasa of Tierradentro differentiate between three broad
ecological levels relating to the altitude of their territory, as follows: “high-mountainous” between
2,500-3,500m; “middle”, between 2,000-2,500m; and “low” between 2,200-1,800m altitude. The
territory of the Nasa in Jambaló runs from 3,800-1,600m altitude, and so includes all of these ecological levels.
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in a sense, take place between the three thermal/ecological levels of the three
sections of the resguardo – and to a certain extent it does still take place. This
vertical complementarity would ﬁnd an even better expression if the exchanges took place within a larger geographical area that also comprised the other
resguardos of northern Cauca, some of which are situated in the Andean
foothills (e.g. Corinto and Caloto). In that case, there could be an exchange
between four or ﬁve agro-ecosystems, eventually possibly including those of
the Afro-Colombian communities in the northern lowlands. Exchanges could
take place either in kind (barter) or through monetarized relations (cash transactions) (Prada Ramírez 2005).46 acin expressed its wish to start using this
vertical complementarity in the document Communitarian territoriality in the following words:
In Nasa culture, there is only one territory, continuous, and all climates are essential for
living; the culture is based on permanent relations between high places (snow-covered
mountains, the páramo, lakes and mountains) and middle and lower places ( foothills
and valleys) and requires cold and warm [climate] foodstuffs, cold and warm [climate]
medicinal plants; hence the Nasa need to “traverse the territory”, “inhabit everything”;
hence the need for an ample territory. (acin & codacop 2003: 11, my translation)
Such practices could give the Nasa of northern Cauca more control over the
different ecological levels, and thus lead to relative food sovereignty and
economic autonomy. This inward-oriented economy, based on the complementarity between micro-climates, would possibly be able to make the role
of the market (in respect of the food supply) as good as redundant. A secondary consideration is that could lead to a return to traditional eating patterns:
as indigenous leaders are well aware, the cultural identity of a people is also
deﬁned by what it eats (see Sánchez Botrero 1990).
Although the choice of words might suggest differently, an inward-oriented
economy does not mean that the Nasa envision a localized form of indigenous
autarky (cf. Gow 2005). After all, this would mean a total denial of the current
economic relations and aspirations of families and communities. The new economic vision is therefore also expressly aimed at continuation of the sale of
locally and regionally produced surpluses and cash crops, such as organic coffee and sisal, on the market. The regional organization recently even opened
a limestone quarry in Toribío, for which it obtained the exploitation rights (it
is declared a zona minera indígena: indigenous mining zone), and it is trying to
exploit the quarry in a sustainable way and make it proﬁtable through an agreement with a private mining company.47
46. In the latter case, the role of money will respond to the logic of circulation of products between different ecological levels, rather than to the logic of proﬁt making.
47. Although subsoil resources in indigenous territories are not deﬁned as the property of the
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We will also arrive at the external market with products such as coffee and goods such
as marble and limestone, due to the high potential of the territory for mineral resources.
We make use of comparative advantages vis-à-vis the market on the outside that have
arisen from the right we have won to be exempted from paying national taxes in our
territory48 in exchange for communitarian work for the production of public goods.
(acin & codacop 2003: 17, my translation)
In addition to selling the agricultural harvest – primary materials (materias
primas) – in the near future the communities are also planning to produce
increasingly more processed products, such as roasted coffee from their own
factory as well as fruit juices made from lulo (quito-orange, Solanum quitoense) or
tomate de arbol (tree tomato, Cyphomandra betacea) (acin & codacop 2003; see
also Jambaló 2001b). This shows that the Nasa do wish to continue to combine
their internal communitarian economy, based on mechanisms of reciprocity
and solidarity, with market-oriented activities – i.e. pursuing a mixed economy
(economía mixta) (Gow 2005). The core issue is that food sovereignty remains on
the agenda. Once they have achieved a certain measure of self-reliance in terms
of food supply, the Nasa will also have the possibility to exploit the market as
long as the food supply of family production units does not become dependent
upon it (cf. Prada Ramírez 2005).

community, i.e. remain the property of the State, the Mine Code (Law 685 of 2001, which replaces
the old Mining Code, Decree 2655 of 1988) foresees indigenous mining zones where indigenous
communities have a preferential right with regard to the exploration and exploitation of mineral
deposits (arts. 122-128; see also Sánchez & Arango 2002). NB: National legislation relating to petroleum exploitation does not contain speciﬁc provisions on exploration/exploitation activities in
indigenous territories (see for example the case of the U’wa).
48. As was mentioned in the text, resguardos are exempted from paying the land tax (impuesto
predial), pursuant to Law 44 of 1990 (art. 24); municipalities with resguardos are compensated for
this by extra tax transfers.
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Box 5.5 Worsening political situation and increasing rural violence
Worsening political situation and increasing rural
violence – The ﬁrst half of the ﬁrst decade
of the twenty-ﬁrst century saw a signiﬁcant intensiﬁcation of the armed conﬂict,
in which the indigenous communities of
Cauca have explicitly declared themselves
neutral (cric 1999). Whereas Nasa communities of the lower Cordillera slopes
between 2000 and 2002 suffered a growing
number of kidnappings and assassinations
at the hands of paramilitary groups – who
are defending the interests of rich landowners and large agro-industrial companies in
the northern Cauca lowlands and accuse
the Indians of complicity with the guerrillas
– the resguardos of Jambaló and Toribío in
early 2002 experienced the increasing presence of the farc, who attempted to convert
this part of the southern Andean highlands into a guerrilla stronghold following
the breaking off of peace negotiations
by the Pastrana government. Conditions
worsened after the election of rightwing
President Alvaro Uribe (May 2002), who
adopted a militaristic policy to defeat the
revolutionaries that were now styled as

terrorists. This declaration of war resulted
in a more aggressive attitude on the part
of the farc, who stepped up the pace and
intensity of their attacks on government
and military targets. Nasa communities
were increasingly caught in the crossﬁre
and bore the brunt of military confrontations in terms of damage to buildings and
crops and, more generally, the disruption
of community life (cric 2003; Centro de
Investigación y Educación Popular [cinep]
various issues). In anticipation of escalating violence, in 2001 the Nasa had created
an unarmed civic guard, the guardia indígena
(recently renamed Kiwe Thenza, territorial
guards), comprised of volunteers with the
task of protecting the safety of community
members within and outside indigenous
territory. Meanwhile, indigenous authorities and organizations actively campaigned
for a negotiated, peaceful solution to the
conﬂict. In 2004, the guardia indígena of
Jambaló was awarded the National Peace
Prize for best peace initiative, a prize the
Nasa also received in 2000 (Leon in Semana,
December 9, 2004)

5.9 Two views on “lo comunitario” (communitarianness)
The new vision of the communitarian economy as put forward in recent publications (public documents) (Jambaló 2001b; acin 2002; acin & codacop
2003; Pancho 2003) reﬂects the wish of the Nasa to make their economy more
independent of the outside world. They intend to achieve this by promoting
local agricultural production to feed people locally (food sovereignty) and a
careful reorientation of market-directed activities. Expositions on these topics mainly deal with matters relating to the rearrangement of goods ﬂows and
distribution patterns. However, this is just one side of the story: the material
base of any economy. The other side of the story consists of issues concerning
the institutional framework on which the new Nasa economy is to be based,
and these are dealt with less explicitly. On reading the documents, one gets the
feeling that this latter theme is almost taken for granted, as a result of which
it threatens to fade into the background. Yet, behind this apparent consensus
lurks a growing opposition among leaders and communities regarding the
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future of their communitarian economic organizations. The central question
in this discussion is how supposedly indigenous key values such as solidarity,
reciprocity, and spirituality can and should ﬁnd expression in the various organizational forms that are being proposed.
Since the creation of the Proyecto Global (1987), the various successive cabildos have followed a policy line concerning the institutional development of the
local economy that aims to realize the “ideal of the communitarian resguardo
community” (Antonil 1978: 268). Inspired by the land reform movement of the
1970s, the regional organization, cric, urged the Nasa – and other indigenous
communities – towards a careful appropriation of co-operativist forms of organization that were remodeled on the basis of existing indigenous institutions
such as the communal labor party (minga, cues-nmi),49 reciprocal labor exchange
(nmi-cambio), and barter trade – institutions that traditionally revolved around
the nuclear family. Thus, a model of economic organization took shape that
sought to conduct market-oriented activities, i.e. the production and sale of
cash crops and processed products as much as possible through associative
institutions such as community enterprises (ecs), micro-enterprises (projects)
and community shops, whereas self-sufﬁciency activities, i.e. the production
and exchange of food crops, were considered the productive domain of individual families (cric 1997; Rodríguez et al. 2005).50 In more recent years, this
model has been generally kept intact, even after the 2002 Indigenous Congress
in Jambaló organized to identify, among other things, a number of deﬁciencies
(vacíos) in the organization of the indigenous communities.51 This is manifested by, among other things, the fact that investments made by the cabildo are
still primarily aimed at stimulating market-oriented production through associative enterprises and not through families – a ﬁnding that Gow (2005) also
reached in other resguardos. The only family-oriented project, the house garden (tul) re-introduction project, again conﬁrms this impression, because it
seeks to increase self-sufﬁciency production and not market-oriented production. In other words: acin’s model of the communitarian economy is still – in
institutional terms – highly reminiscent of cric’s model for economic reconstruction of the mid 1980s, although the new formulation uses more culturally
speciﬁc terms from the Nasa cosmovision (such as references to tuls and vertical economy). This adherence to the model is quite remarkable, considering
the fact that the cultural experiments of the Nasa with associative institutions
49. The term minga is also used to denote collective work celebrations that are sometimes organized by a vereda or the cabildo and performed by a larger community, for example to work on a
road or school.
50. This model was again underscored in the conclusions of the X Congress of cric held in March
1997 in Silvia (cric 1997).
51. The administrative reforms that were carried through as the outcome of the Indigenous
Congress of Jambaló in December 2002 were initially limited to changes in the organizational structure of the cabildo (see section 5.7).
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in the last 20 years have been negative or at least disappointing from a productive perspective (see also Gow 2005).
As stated earlier, the cabildo and many community members are inclined
to blame the disappointing results (the economic failure) of the community
enterprises and micro-enterprises on a lack of capital and technical support
and on faulty planning, management, and coordination of activities. They
assume that an administrative reorganization in this respect could improve
things. But other, deeper-lying causes can also be identiﬁed. A previous analysis of the community enterprises (see Chapter 4, section 4. 2) has shown that
the low production of associative institutions was also a result of the contradiction between associative and individual production.52 As the participating
families are usually unwilling to commit themselves one hundred percent to
associative enterprises and continue to maintain family parcels on which they
produce not only food crops, but almost without exception also cash crops
(coffee, sisal and ﬁnally also drug crops), they become caught in a conﬂict of
interests, in which they often prefer to invest their time and labor in individual
market-oriented production, at the cost of associative production. The reason
why the balance of interests tilts that way in many families is – critical community members claim– because they experience a lack of control over the
productive process in the associative economic institutions (Arceliano Medina,
interview, December 7, 2000; Rafael Cuetia, interview, January 21, 2001). This
is the result not only of the abovementioned administrative problems, but also
of a lack of consensus, at community level, about the question as to what criteria associative institutions should meet. Micro-enterprises, for example, are
expected to produce high yields, but they are also expected to express the cultural values of solidarity and redistribution by sharing the generated proﬁts
with the wider community or with its weaker sections. Due to these ambiguous criteria, members of the associations do not have the guarantee that their
efforts will be proportionally rewarded according to the principle of return on
personal investment (in time and labor), and this reduces their commitment to
the enterprises. The cabildo, however, in turn defends the redistributive aim
with the fact that micro-enterprises were initially started with an investment
out of the resguardo’s tax transfers, a gesture they are expected to reciprocate
by sharing enterprise proﬁts.53
52. From the outset, cric (1981) had acknowledged the existence of this tension in its model of
communitarian economic organization, and it has also occasionally been noted by the Jambaló cabildo (Jambaló 1995), but it seems that indigenous authorities always thought it could be overcome
by political conviction.
53. It seems that the cabildos of northern Cauca have recently recognized this problem, given
that the zonal organization is planning to transfer these “solidarity costs” from the ecs to the wider
community. For this purpose, the cabildos have decided to spend, in the near future, some of their
tax transfers to buy the agricultural produce of the ecs for its subsequent use in “nutritional complementation programs for vulnerable groups” in the community (acin & codacop 2003: 17). Thus,
the members of the ecs will be paid, as a group, for their production, which will be distributed to
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In spite of their loyalty to the zonal organization (acin), in the last few years
northern Cauca has seen the rise of a new group of leaders who believe that
the predominant focus on associative institutions actually worsens the economic situation of the families, because, so they say, families should form
the basis of productive processes. In their criticism, expressed during recent
meetings about this theme, the contours of an alternative institutional model are beginning to take shape. This more business-oriented model is based
on the acknowledgment of the fact that families, being basic units of production (among the Nasa), want to produce not just to be self-sufﬁcient but also,
individually, for the market, and that the cabildo should support them in this.
In this vision, the role of the associative institutions has been reviewed and
geared towards speciﬁc functions. Community enterprises (ﬁncas) can hive
off their market-oriented production insofar as this can also be managed by
families; the enterprises will not be dismantled as such and will continue to
have a “solidarity function”. Micro-enterprises must focus more on the transformation from primary agricultural production to processed products for
the market – for example in a coffee roasting factory – serving individual producers (i.e. suppliers), but will ﬁrst have to be drastically reviewed in terms
of set-up and organization. Fresh life can be injected into the community
shops by using them for the collection, storage, and marketing of surpluses
and/or the market-oriented production of families – in line with their original
function in the 1980s – but this time within a more speciﬁc and centrally coordinated network, at resguardo (cabildo) level or even at regional level (zonal
organization). Freed from these tasks, families can then fully concentrate on
agricultural production, with the cabildos supporting them in market research
and the negotiation of contracts with buyers, including, for example, organic
fair trade coffee houses in Europe (Lucia Vasquez Celis, ecofondo, personal comment, December 20, 2005).54 In order avoid the contradictions inherent
in making private investments with public funds – in terms of proﬁtability of
the association vs. reciprocity towards the community – families and groups
need to regain access to cheap credit. For this purpose, an indigenous fund
or bank would have to be set up – an idea that has been a topic of discussion
(and no more than that) in Jambaló for ﬁve years (José Miguel Cuetia, personal comment, various occasions) – that, ideally, would generate its equity from
drug-crop substitution programs and international development.
However, this more pragmatic vision of the communitarian economy provoked
strong reactions among another group of leaders who did not want to give up
the beneﬁt of less well-off families. As may be clear from the above analysis, however, this measure
would hardly be a wholesale solution to problematic functioning of the community enterprises.
54. In Jambaló, a group of coffee-producing families has on its own initiative with the mediation
of a Colombian ngo entered into a contract with a French fair trade coffee house. This initiative, however, has not yet been taken up for resguardo-wide implementation by the cabildo (Lucia Vasquez
Celis, pers. comm. Dec. 20, 2005).
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the existing associative institutions in their current set-up just like that. These
sometimes ﬁerce reactions can be explained in at least two ways. First, to the
people of this faction, the associative institutions are not just an economic and
technical option but also a political and cultural one. They have an ideologically
laden, politicized vision of the communitarian economy, in which community
enterprises, community shops, and micro-enterprises are seen as symbols of
indigenous resistance and as instruments in the struggle for autonomy (cric
1981) that offer an alternative to dominant (capitalistic) values of individualism
and consumerism (cf. Gow 2005). As these indigenous leaders see it, over the
years the institutions have become inextricably bound up with local custom
and practice (usos y costumbres). Therefore they have grown into pillars of indigenous identity, and are, therefore, almost non-negotiable (cf. Gow & Rappaport
2002). This can be clearly seen in a description of the aim of the Juan Tama
trout farm in Toribío:
The spirit that drives our aquaculture project strengthens our cultural identity as
Indians, deepens our sense of community and solidarity, and thus our process of liberation, unity, and organization, in response to the dominant and individualist system.
(Junta Directiva 1999 in Gow 2005: 86)
They fear that, if the market-oriented activities of individual families are encouraged, motivations such as proﬁt maximization and wealth accumulation will
dominate in the community and oust indigenous core values (such as solidarity,
spirituality, and respectful land use). Although this political conviction should
not be brushed aside, there is another, possibly more opportunistic reason why
indigenous leaders want to continue to focus their economic policy (in respect
of market-oriented production) on associative structures. Over the years, these
institutions have always been able to rely on regular support from certain government institutes, ngos, and church organizations (the Consolata priests
being a good example) all projecting their own – sometimes politically and/or
religiously colored – conceptions about community-based development onto
indigenous communities. Indigenous authorities are undoubtedly aware of the
fact that the associative organizations represent symbolic capital in the outside
world that they can convert into cash in the form of (ﬁnancial) development
support. With a drastic reorientation – individualization – of the indigenous
economic organization they might possibly lose this support.
The emotional appeal to hold on to the old communitarian economic organization and ideology seems to result, at least partly, from feelings of nostalgia and
scaremongering about a scattered community of isolated families, as if cultural values of reciprocity, solidarity, and redistribution could only be guaranteed
by associative institutions. However, if we take a critical look at the workings
of Nasa community, we can see that these values are also expressed in and by
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the economic and social relations based on kinship and friendship between
families – these family-centered institutions have perhaps faded into the background of the politicized economic institutions coordinated by the cabildo, but
they continue to be very much alive. These values are also being propagated in
other institutions and collaborations: during Proyecto Global meetings, at ritual celebrations such as the Sakhelu communitarian seed exchange ritual, and
during protest marches organized by the cabildos of the zonal organization.
Furthermore, the new, more pragmatic model of the communitarian economy does not advocate a complete abolition of the associative institutions, but
rather a reformulation of their aim and speciﬁc role in the broader economic
organization. Perhaps community enterprises lose their economic signiﬁcance
(and their name) when production is placed mainly in the hands of individual families, but the weekly days of communal labor on collective farms ( ﬁncas)
can continue to play an important social role in maintaining the community’s
social cohesion. In this economic organization, producing families continue
to be connected to each other through a joint interest in new micro-enterprises
and co-operative institutions for storage and marketing (the former community shops). Within this new institutional framework, families and associative
relations no longer stand in each other’s way, but complement each other.
With foresight (and as a warning) Findji and Rojas (1985), who carried out
research in Jambaló precisely at the time when the Nasa were starting to experiment for the ﬁrst time with associative economic institutions, seem to draw
the same conclusion:
The Páez’ domestic unit of production is neither opposed to nor incompatible with communitarian forms of production and commercialization. On the contrary, associative
forms can express the dimension of territoriality and make up a second level of concretion of the deployment of the available workforce of the domestic unit, which we […]
have called the ‘forces of socialization’. Postulating that the reproduction of the domestic unit of production and a particular socialized form of production is exclusionary
and incompatible, as if it involves two conﬂicting options in the process of economic
reconstruction, to us would seem to constitute a notable mistake. (Findji & Rojas 1985:
261, my translation)
In her later work, Findji (1993) also emphasizes that the strengthening of the
unity of the Nasa community starts, in her view, with the improvement of the
position of families:
Talking about communities and families, we need to consider the traditional basic unit
[of organization], […] convinced that this has been […] the most valuable (social) capital
of the Páez. […] In Páez tradition, each house ( family) is not “individual”; it is linked
to a community that operates by mechanisms of reciprocity and solidarity, according
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to speciﬁc norms. If one really wants to put in play the cultural resources of the Páez,
it is important to strengthen each house in order to strengthen the community. (Findji
1993: 64, my translation)
Although the opposition within communities in respect of the desired organizational structure of the local economy has not been resolved, the achievement
made so far consists in the important fact that both visions on a communitarian economy have at least been openly expressed. In the years to come, the
success of the ambition of the Nasa to create economic autonomy will depend
to a great extent on the creativity of the community leaders in using both
visions to achieve an adaptation of their economic organization with broad
support (i.e. by forging them), without putting the communities’ cultural identity at risk in the process.
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Japio hacienda, Caloto municipality, November 2005. Group of
Nasa Indians prepare for their upcoming unarmed confrontation
with the anti-riot police during the process of the 2005 land
occupations (“Liberation of Mother Earth”) in northern Cauca.
Source/photographer: Agence France Presse global news agency,
on www.nadir.org
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Facing up to problems originating
from “the world down below”
The struggle for autonomy in the ﬁeld of resource management, economy and
development by the community of Jambaló goes further than internal ethnic
reorganizations that aim to bring social organization (economic institutions/
practices) back in line with Nasa cultural traditions and cosmovision (Chapters
4 and 5). In recent years, indigenous leaders of the resguardos of northern Cauca
have increasingly come to the realization that it is imperative that their communities also respond to larger political and economic developments in the
wider society that have far-reaching consequences on the local situation. Much
of the organizing around these issues has taken place under the umbrella of
acin, the zonal cabildo association that since its creation in 1994 (pursuant
to Decree 1088 of 1994) has played a progressively more prominent role in the
indigenous movement of Cauca.
It’s not so much that they have given up tending to internal problems; rather, a sector
(of leaders) is absolutely convinced that as long as fundamental, structural problems
in “the world down below” are not being tackled, other problems [related to internal
administration and economic autonomy] cannot in effect be resolved. (Lucía Vásques
Celis, ecofondo, December 22, 2005)
Over the past ﬁve years, the acin leadership has undertaken successful
attempts to mobilize their communities to engage in a process of dialogue
and negotiation with the State on national issues that the Nasa consider as a
outside threat to their communitarian Life Project and territorial autonomy.
Most of the demands and alternative proposals that they have articulated are
concerned with three main problems: ﬁnding a solution to the disturbing/
destructive effects of the armed conﬂict in the region, countering the pernicious effects of the liberalization of the national economy (free trade policies),
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and urging the government to comply with earlier promises of special support
measures as a solution to the precarious economic situation and land scarcity in indigenous communities. This chapter describes two of the most recent
Nasa mobilizations vis-à-vis the State.
6.1 Direct democracy Indian style:
a local referendum against free trade
Within a number of weeks in 2004, four resguardo inhabitants were killed by
armed groups (paramilitary and guerrilla), a number of indigenous (Nasa)
leaders – among whom the mayor of Toribío – were kidnapped by the farc,
and a member of acin’s executive was arrested by the national intelligence on
suspicion of embezzlement of public money and rebellion (collaboration with
the guerrillas) (Actualidad Étnica, July 1, August 27 & September 3, 2004; El País,
September 9, 2004). This period of agitation spurred the indigenous communities of Cauca to organize a large-scale protest march early in September 2004.
This march along the Pan-Americana highway from Santander de Quilichao
in northern Cauca to Cali, the capital of the neighboring department of Valle,
was in preparation for several months and was dubbed the Great Minga for Life,
Justice, Joy, Autonomy, and Freedom. President Uribe and the governors of the
departments of Cauca and Valle attempted to ban the march right up to the
start by accusing the Indians of party-political motives and by raising concerns
about the possibility of inﬁltration by illegal groups. National and regional
indigenous organizations, onic1, cric, acin, who had assured the president that highway trafﬁc would not be blocked, contested these allegations
and appealed to the constitutional right to protest (onic, September 10, 2004;
El País/El Tiempo, September 10-13, 2004). The march was eventually joined by
60,000 people – in addition to the Nasa and Guambianos, there were representatives of other indigenous groups and Afro-Colombians, peasants, union
members and students – and took place without incident thanks to the presence of thousands of indigenous home guards (guardia indígena). The national
and international media – who initially seemed to be more interested in the
scale and immaculate organization of the event than in the motives behind
it – labeled it as a protest against war violence and against Uribe’s democratic
security policy (El País/El Tiempo, September 13-19, 2004). In the ﬁnal statement
1. onic was founded in 1982 on the initiative of cric and modeled as a national umbrella organization with member organizations per department. It had until recently the same pan-indigenous
political orientation as cric but has also been inﬂuenced later by the regional organizations. onic
is one of two national indigenous organizations, the other being aico (Autoridades Indigenas
de Colombia), which originates from the maiso (Movimiento de Autoridades Indigenas del SurOccidente), the rival organization of cric (split-off) that was led by the Guambianos with some
critical Paez communities including Jambalo between 1979 and 1982 (until internal divisions led to
a parallel cabildo, as described in the prologue to Chapter 5).
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– called an “Indigenous and Popular Mandate” – that was read out upon arrival
in Cali, the Indians, however, focused on their disapproval of the government’s
neo-liberal economic policy, which they regarded as the underlying cause of
the violent situation in Colombia. In this regard, they particularly focused their
criticism on government plans to sign a Free Trade Agreement (fta) with the
United States, something they described as “possibly the greatest threat in the
history of indigenous resistance.”2 In addition to this, the Indians stated that,
unlike during previous mobilizations, they had marched to ﬁght not only for
their own rights, but also for those of other Colombians who had been and
were suffering from the war and from poverty, and they made an appeal to
ﬁght together – in “minga” – with other communities, organizations, and social
movements for an “alternative, fairer, democratic, respectful and peaceful
world” (acin, September 18, 2004).
President Uribe’s government claims that a bilateral fta between Colombia
and the us – as a precursor to a future Free Trade Area of the Americas (ftaa)
– is necessary in order to secure the privileges that have been laid down in a
us-sponsored trade preferences act (Andean Trade Promotion and Drugs
Eradication Act: atpdea). As a token of recognition of the efforts made by the
Colombian government in the ﬁght against the illegal drug trade, this piece of
American legislation that dates back to 1991 and expires at the end of 2006, gives
a large number of Colombian products unhindered access to the American market through the elimination of tariff barriers.3 An indeﬁnite extension of these
beneﬁts would be favored because, reportedly, they had contributed signiﬁcantly to Colombia’s exports and employment in the previous years. Moreover,
a further deepening of the trade agreements between both countries through
an fta is deemed necessary to attract foreign investments and secure long-term
economic growth (Christman et al. 2004; MinComercio, website). However,
due to their negative experiences with the economic reforms in Colombia since
1990, the indigenous communities – as well as many other social sectors and
movements in Colombia (recalca, 2004, 2005)4 – are extremely suspicious
about these government statements. They fear that trade liberalization will
2. “El desaﬁó que nos convoca.” Mandato Indígena y Popular de la Minga por la Vida, la Justicia,
la Alegría, la Libertad y la Autonomía. Santiago de Cali, 2004-09-18 (www.nasaacin.net/mandato_
indigena_popular.htm).
3. Trade preferences under atpdea mainly applied to products from the economic sectors of
ﬂowers, petroleum, minerals, and clothing manufacture, whereas the majority of agricultural products still faced trade barriers (recalca 2005).
4. These fears are grounded in communities’ recent experience with the emergence of agribusinesses and plantation agriculture and the ensuing arrival of paramilitary groups in nearby
indigenous and Afro-Colombian territories. In northern Cauca, this occurred as a result of Law
218 of 1994, or Ley Páez, that had the objective of spurring the economic rehabilitation of the region with tax exemptions after the devastating June 6, 1994, earthquake and landslide that ruined
40,000 ha of land and left hundreds of mainly indigenous families displaced (Desastres & Sociedad
1995; Defensoría del Pueblo 2003).
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prompt the government to adopt an economic policy that focuses exclusively
on the promotion of large-scale manufacturing industries and on industrialized agriculture and livestock production, and that, at the same time, the
continued elimination of trade barriers will see local markets ﬂooded even
more than before with the subsidized exports of foreign agricultural products
from the us, with which they and other smallholder farmers cannot compete.5 Investments by big multinational companies will lead to an increase in
large-scale economic projects – which they call mega-projects – in the vicinity of their territories, with a subsequent increased presence of armed groups.6
However much Uribe’s government claims the opposite, the indigenous communities are equally stubborn in their conviction that the fta will sooner or
later force the national government to pass new laws that will interfere with
the territorial integrity of the indigenous communities, allowing foreign companies to take possession of the natural resources inside the borders of their
resguardos through privatizations, “bioprospecting” and intellectual property
rights (ipr). In this regard, representatives of indigenous organizations point
to a number of bills that were still circulating in Congress that year, such as the
Páramo Law (Ley de Páramos) and Forestry Law (Ley Forestal).7 The assumption
that an fta has international law status and that it will, therefore, supersede
the force of the national constitution and the indigenous rights described in it,
has also taken root among indigenous communities (Actualidad Étnica, February
4 & 24, 2005). This explains why the protest march on Cali repeatedly expressed
the fear that, in the long run, the government may remove the word “inalienable” from the constitution (El País, September 19, 2004). But the indigenous
communities also reject the fta as a matter of principle. The Nasa are morally
indignant about practices such as genetically modifying plants and patenting
life forms, not only because they threaten their food sovereignty – the communities’ control over the use of crops and seeds – but also because they are in
ﬂagrant contradiction of their cultural values and convictions (cosmovision).
“A model that puts a price tag on everything in the environment and which does
5. Between 1998 and 2002, the cultivated area (agricultural frontier) in Colombia diminished by
more than a million hectares, according to critics of the neo-liberal economic policy of the government in part because of the imports of agricultural products from other countries (Garay 2002 in
recalca 2005).
6. In Colombia, various other civil society and political organizations are also campaigning
against government-led free trade negotiations, such as Recalca, Salvación Agropecuaria, and
Gran Coalición Democrática.
7. The Páramos Bill would allegedly propose to shift rights to the control and management of
páramo highlands – Andean marshlands at an altitude of more than 3,000m – from indigenous
communities to the state in view of their “vital interests for the nation” (El País, September 16 & 19,
2004). The Forestry Bill proposed to relax legal norms for the commercial exploitation of forest resources and shift the responsibility for controlling and monitoring forest exploitations to private
actors; the bill was signed into law in December 2005, despite strong opposition from indigenous
and environmental organizations (El País, December 15, 2005; IPS, December 20, 2005).
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not appear willing to leave the most isolated corners of the world outside the
market sphere” (Carlsen 2002: 10) does not respect diversity and life, in the
view of the indigenous communities. For this reason, organizations such as
acin refer to the fta, and the neo-liberal policy of which it is a symbol, as a
“Christopher Columbus in disguise” (Cristobal Colon disfrazado) and as a “project of death” (proyecto de muerte) (acin, September 18, 2004 & February 1, 2005;
Actualidad Étnica, February 24, 2005).
In mid October 2004, just three weeks after the Great Minga for Life and
Justice, other large demonstrations against the fta took place in a number of
Colombian cities. They were organized by peasant organizations, unions, and
other social organizations. The demonstrators’ main reproaches against the
government were that it was deliberately withdrawing the fta negotiations
from the democratic process of people’s participation and that information
disseminated about the issue was dominated by distorted government propaganda and “hermetism” (El País/El Tiempo, October 12-13, 2004). The demand
to hold a referendum about the fta was supported by the indigenous (Nasa)
communities of northern Cauca, who had issued a letter in February 2005 in
which they openly asked the question: “If free trade is such a good thing, then
why are the peoples being misled and why is there such fear of a conscious
and democratic popular decision?”, and in which they announced that, following the Indigenous and Popular Mandate of September 2004, they would
organize a ﬁrst referendum (consulta) on the fta. This Indigenous and Popular
Referendum was characterized as a “symbolic act, through the exertion of
‘direct democracy’, whereby citizens (ciudadanía) can freely express their views
on the fta in a democratic and transparent way”. In their letter, the indigenous organization points out that “the negotiations are not only about a trade
treaty” but also about “a territorial, institutional, legal, political, economic,
and cultural ‘re-ordering’ that allows companies to take possession of and
exploit resources in countries that have been converted into colonies”, and that,
therefore, the fta imposes “a new transnational neo-liberal constitution” on
the “Colombian communities” that constitutes a threat to the “sovereignty of
communities and the country as a whole”. The referendum “is not a rejection
of free trade per se, but of the government’s proposed fta in particular”, and
it starts from the conviction that it is also possible to reach “a social and democratic free trade agreement that is deﬁned on the basis of, and contributes
to, the defense of life, diversity, autonomy, and countries’ sovereignty” (acin,
February 1. 2005). A month later, on March 6, 2005, the referendum was held
in six municipalities of northern and eastern Cauca (Toribío, Jambaló, Caldono,
Silvia, Páez, and Inza).8 The turnout for the event – described by acin as “a celebration of democracy” – was exceptionally high: out of a total of 68 thousand
8. Most of the municipalities that participated in the Indigenous and Popular Referendum in Cauca are
governed by mayors, often indigenous, that are supported by politically independent civic movements.
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voters – among the indigenous population those aged between 14 and 18 are
also eligible to vote – more than 50 thousand people answered the question:
“Do you approve of the Colombian government signing a Free Trade Agreement with the
government of the United States? (yes or no)”. Under supervision of national and foreign monitors, 98 percent of the population voted against and 2 percent voted
for the fta. Government representatives, who had said beforehand that they
would not act upon the outcome of the referendum, reacted indifferently to
the outcome and qualiﬁed the indigenous and peasant population of Cauca as
“badly informed and manipulated by political parties” (Semana, February 26,
2005; Actualidad Étnica, March 10 & 15, 2005). As a counterweight to the media
publicity generated by the Cauca referendum, a month later the Ministry of
Trade, Industry, and Tourism organized a series of informative – rather than
consultative – meetings in cities and municipalities in other parts of the country. However, it was clear that these “spaces for participation” did not keep pace
with the progression of the ofﬁcial fta negotiations: the ﬁrst of these informative meetings took place in April 2005, while the negotiation committee was
wrapping up the ninth round of talks about the fta and had announced that
the negotiations about the environment and intellectual property were already
at an advanced state (MinComercio 2005; Peralta González 2005).
6.2 The Indian summer of 2005:
new indigenous land occupations
In view of the growing land shortage in the indigenous resguardos of northern
Cauca, for some years the Nasa had been discussing new land occupations in
order to force the government to pass land redistribution legislation for the beneﬁt of indigenous communities, pursuant to Decree 2164 of 1995.9 By mid 2005,
the time was ripe for it: after a long siege of the villages of Toribío and Jambaló
(April) and Caldono (July) by the army and the farc, which was interpreted as a
sign of manifest disrespect of indigenous territorial autonomy, the adversarial
attitude of communities against the Uribe administration had taken on critical
proportions. acin, however, remained cautious as they did not want to undermine the positive public opinion about the indigenous movement in northern
Cauca. But on September 2 the organization was confronted with a fait accompli:
a group of 500 community members of the Huellas resguardo (in Caloto) had
taken the initiative to occupy the bordering La Emperatriz hacienda – a 300 ha
estate – as they said “because they did not have enough fertile land” (El Liberal,
September 3, 2005). acin immediately declared itself to be in solidarity with
9. Decree 2164 of 1995 further regulates Agrarian Reform Law 160 of 1994 speciﬁcally in relation to indigenous communities and obligates the state to enlarge resguardos in the event of the
amount of arable land being insufﬁcient for their economic and cultural development or the fulﬁllment of the social and ecological functions of their collective property (art. 1.2).
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the Huellas community, and community leaders held emergency consultations
about the question of how to justify this action to the outside world (Andres
Betancur, personal comment, December 13, 2005).
In a press release of September 3, 2005, acin stated that the communities
had felt forced to carry out this land occupation “because of the government’s
negligence in observing indigenous legislation and speciﬁc arrangements they
had made with the indigenous communities”. They particularly referred to an
accord (the so-called El Nilo Accord, see Chapter 5) of 1991, in which the government had committed itself to buy, within a 3-year period, 15,663 ha of land
in the lowlands and allocate it to nine communities in northern Cauca, as “integral reparation” for the killing of 20 (indigenous) men, women, and children
who were involved in the unarmed land occupation of the El Nilo hacienda (in
Caloto) on December 16, 1991. According to the indigenous organization, “after
14 years, the government had only allocated half of these lands – all situated in
a mountainous, heavily eroded area”. The press release also mentioned that
the land occupation, which was relabeled Liberation of Mother Earth, would
contribute to a reduction of the excessive use of crucial natural resources in resguardos – woods and springs in particular – and at the same time it would “free”
the lowlands from “environmentally unfriendly sugarcane monocultures, by
adding it to the collective property of communities who protect, respect, and
inhabit it” (acin, September 3 & 5, 2005). Immediately after the land occupation, the authorities and landowners took up arms against this (in their view)
“illegal invasion of farms”. The governor of Cauca, Juan José Chaux, called on
the Indians to immediately end the occupation, referring to the “right to property protection” (El Liberal, September 7, 2005). The Nasa refused to leave and
demanded negotiations with top-level government representatives. Because
of this, both parties became diametrically opposed to each other. Governor
Chaux ordered forced eviction of the estate and the, by then, more than 1,000
land occupiers were stormed by army and police units. The unarmed Indians
put up ﬁerce resistance and managed to maintain control over the area. In order
to support their “brothers” in La Emperatriz, another group of 1,500 Indians
from Jambaló and Toribío decided the following day to occupy a second estate
(also of about 300 ha): El Guayabal (El Liberal/El País, September 10-11, 2005).
This time the occupiers were immediately attacked by the army with tear gas
and rubber bullets and were beaten up. Several people, including women and
children, had to be admitted to hospital. The refusal by the armed forces to
allow relief workers access to the area is considered a human rights violation
and a breach of international law (acin/Actualidad Etnica, September 10, 2005).
After ten days of resistance by the Indians, the armed forces, under pressure
from international media attention, agreed to a truce and shortly afterwards
the parties sat down at the negotiation table. On September 13, thanks to mediation by a United Nations envoy, Spanish investigative judge Baltazar Garzón,
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the National Ombudsman and church organizations (El País, September 10,
2005; El Colombiano, September 12, 2005), the indigenous communities and
the government, represented by the Interior Minister, Sabas Pretelt de la Vega,
came to an agreement. In exchange for the communities’ promise to vacate the
La Emperatriz and El Guayabal estates voluntarily, the government promised
acin that it would allocate 20 billion Colombian Pesos for the full implementation of the El Nilo Accord, i.e. the acquisition of the remaining seven thousand
hectares for the communities of northern Cauca, to be ﬁnanced from the 2006
and 2007 government budgets. On top of that, the government also promised to
allocate 4 billion Pesos for the follow-up of another accord, laid down in presidential Decree 982. incoder, the Colombian Institute for Rural Development
(successor of former land reform institute incora), was ordered to initiate
land acquisition studies (El Liberal/El País, September 14, 2005). In reaction to
this arrangement, a number of former land ﬁghters raised their objections on
acin’s website: “Never before have we repossessed land to later give it up and
leave it abandoned in exchange for a piece of paper that contains promises of
a government that never complies.” Still, they said they would give the government the beneﬁt of the doubt one last time (acin, September 14, 2005).
But that did not resolve the issue. The success of the land occupation in La
Emperatriz and El Guayabal by acin’s communities acted as a wake-up call
for other indigenous communities. October 12 is discovery day of the New
World and the indigenous communities’ preferred date for political manifestations. While elsewhere in Colombia indigenous communities, like the
Embera in Risaralda, and unions were marching and striking in protest against
the Free Trade Agreement (fta), different indigenous communities in Cauca
made a joint decision to continue the land occupation campaign (Liberation
of Mother Earth), in some places with support from peasant groups. In Silvia,
several hundred Guambianos occupied the Ambaló, La Gloria and Puerta de
Hierro haciendas, while the Quizgó invaded the Los Remedios estate; in Puracé
and Paletará, a large group of Indians (Coconuco) and peasants jointly occupied the four ﬁncas (farms) that had been created after the subdivision of the
old colonial Coconuco hacienda; in Miranda and Corinto around six hundred
peasants, united in an association of agricultural producers, took possession
of the Miraﬂores estate; and in Caloto the association of the six Nasa cabildos of Caldono claimed responsibility for the occupation, by a group of more
than one thousand Indians, of the Japio hacienda – a large 900 ha estate, situated 50 kilometers in a straight line northeast of their own territory (El Liberal/El
País, October 14-21, 2005).10 All land occupiers justiﬁed their actions on sim10. The Nasa of Caldono had decided to occupy (or repossess) a landholding outside their own,
rather conﬂictive, municipality to avoid confrontations with non-indigenous (white) landowners of
middle-sized properties and groups of mestizo smallholders (Mejia Arias, cric legal adviser, pers.
comm. Dec. 14, 2005).
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ilar grounds: they appealed to the “large-scale negligence of the Colombian
state with regard to the implementation of earlier agreements”, particularly of
Decree 982, issued by the government in 1999 in the context of the declaration
of an economic, social, and cultural emergency situation (emergencia) among the
indigenous communities of Cauca, that held out the prospect of enlargement
and redevelopment of resguardos (see Box 5.3) (acin/cric, October 24, 2005).
The Nasa of Caldono who had occupied Japio and who had felt excluded from
the September 13 accord, stated that “money other than that promised as compensation for the massacre del Nilo does not sufﬁce for the required expansion of
our resguardos” and that they were hence forced to conduct new direct actions
in order to “obtain larger concessions (revindicaciones)” (Equipo Nizkor [Radio]/
Cabildos de Caldono, October 12, 2005; El Liberal, October 16, 2005). The new
land occupations posed a dilemma in a certain sense for acin. The land occupation of La Emperatriz and El Guayabal had taken a heavy toll on the Nasa
of northern Cauca in terms of ﬁnances and material goods, and they did not
want to put the agreements with the government about the El Nilo Accord (the
September Accord) on the line unnecessarily. That is why they initially stood
aloof from the Japio land occupation (acin, Oct. 12, 2005). But as the implementation of Decree 982, which applies to all indigenous peoples in Cauca, had
been chosen to legitimize the new land occupations, they soon felt called upon
to help the Nasa of Caldono (“their brothers”) (Andres Betancur, personal comment, December 13, 2005). On October 14, acin endorsed “the necessity for a
‘popular agrarian reform’ that protects and guarantees the well-being of indigenous, Afro-Colombian, and peasant communities” (acin, October 14, 2005).
In response to the latest developments in Cauca, the government declared
itself unwilling under any circumstances to bow to pressure from new land
occupations and “reopen negotiations that had been concluded a month ago”,11
and once again the “(security) forces” were ordered to immediately evacuate
the occupied properties. The ensuing confrontations between land occupiers
and special units of the anti-riot police led to dozens of injuries and arrests.
While some groups were persuaded after some time to halt their actions, other
occupations – like that of the Nasa in Japio – continued unabated. Meanwhile,
an interesting war of words had started in the media. In the national dailies,
the Minister of Agriculture, Arias, stated that “the Indians might be protesting, but they own 30 percent of the national territory”, although they account
for just 2 percent of the population and that the Indians in Cauca should also
“take the rights of others into account”. In the same papers, the governor of
Cauca, Chaux – a large landowner and staunch opponent of the land occupations – discredited the indigenous communities by stating that “the indigenous
actions serve as ‘camouﬂage’ for links with ‘terrorist’ groups and, hence, drug
11. Carlos Horacio Gómez, (Secretary of Government of the Cauca Department/Secretario de
Gobierno del Departamento), in “Indígenas exigen más tierras”, El Liberal (Popayán), Oct. 16, 2005.
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dealers”; he deduced this from the drug crop cultivation (coca and poppy) in
resguardos (El País/El Tiempo, October 18 & 19, 2005). Furthermore, in a local
paper, Cauca’s top authority stated that the indigenous issue “damages the
rights of small peasants and Afro-descendents” (El Liberal, October 19, 2005).
Indigenous organizations reacted furiously to these assertions. They qualiﬁed Chaux’ insinuations as “dangerous and unbeﬁtting an authority”, while
accusing the national government and the media of using a “strategy of deception”, and of “inciting an ethnic conﬂict between Afro-Colombians, Indians,
and small peasants” (acin, October 18 & 27, 2005). In respect of the alleged
indigenous land possession, acin stated that “of the 27 percent – not 30 percent – of national territory owned by indigenous peoples, 67 percent is situated
in the rain forests of the Amazon, in the deserts of Guajira, and in the forests of
the Paciﬁc coast”, and not in Cauca, where most of the land consists of “infertile steep slopes that are unsuitable for cultivation”.12 In Cauca, “Indians, small
peasants, and Afro-Colombians own a mere 14 percent of the land – while the
majority, largely unused, is owned by a small number of well-off families.” In
spite of this, “they cultivate 43 percent of their land and produce 60 percent of
the food crops in the region (Cauca)” (acin, October 19, 2005).
In November, after more than two weeks of land occupations, the situation
in Cauca had become increasingly heated. The confrontations between land
occupiers and the riot police became more and more violent. The army sent
special anti-guerrilla units to the estates to act against the alleged presence of
the guerrillas among the land occupiers – at the end of October the guerrillas had openly expressed their support for the indigenous land occupations. In
the streets of Silvia and Caloto, groups of worried villagers and small peasants
demonstrated against “the ongoing threat posed to them by the indigenous
communities”, and “to ask for respect for the activities of small peasants as
well as for their landownership”13 – spurred on by local political leaders and
Sociedad de Agricultores del Cauca (sac), an association of large landowners. On November 10, during a violent eviction attempt by the military police
in Japio, a young indigenous land occupier was shot dead. The incident made
the Nasa furious and even more persistent. It also made other communities in
12. The statistics quoted are often inaccurate or incorrect, especially when used (rather tendentiously) by government ofﬁcials. According to the National Planning Department (2002), a reliable
source, the indigenous peoples of Colombia altogether have property rights to 30,845.231 ha of
the 114,175,800 ha that make up the country (i.e. 27% of the national territory) — the indigenous
peoples of Cauca, together numbering roughly 200 thousand in a department of 1.3 million inhabitants (i.e. 15% of the population), together own 531,150 ha of the 2,930,800 ha comprising the
department (18.2% of the departmental territory); all of Cauca’s resguardos combined, although
containing 24.2% of the national indigenous population, make up only 1.7% of Colombia’s total (legally recognized) indigenous territory.
13. Reinel Sánchez Valencia, member of the federation of small landowners and rural farmers of
Cauca/Federación Campesina de Pequeños Propietarios y Campesinos Rurales del Cauca in “Se tensiona conﬂicta por la tierra”, El Liberal (Popayán), Oct. 22, 2005.
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Cauca decide, out of solidarity, to resume the land occupations they had abandoned or even to start new occupations (in Piendamo and in Morales) (El Tiempo,
November 10, 2005).14 While a solution to the conﬂict (“restoring public order
in Cauca”) seemed more distant than ever, on November 16 indigenous senators in Bogota succeeded, unexpectedly, in convincing President Uribe to sit
down with the regional indigenous organizations, cric, aico, and discuss the
land issue, on condition that the communities would leave the occupied estates
voluntarily (El País, November 16, 2005). After a long night of negotiations, the
parties reached agreement in principle. The government promised to spend
17.6 billion Colombian Pesos (6 million us$) on the execution of Decree 982 of
1999 concerning resguardo expansions. As the occupied estates are not available for sale, they will examine if the around 30 properties that have been seized
over the past years by the National Drug Directorate (Direccion Nacional de
Estupefacientes) – due to money laundering – can be handed over to indigenous
and peasant communities. Furthermore, a Land Commission (Mesa de Tierras) is
to be established, composed of representatives of the indigenous communities,
peasant organizations, Afro-descendants, the Interior Ministry, incoder, and
the Government of Cauca, in order to follow the negotiation and land acquisition process (onic, November 18, 2005; El Tiempo, November 27, 2005).
The Nasa, who had reluctantly broken off their occupation of Japio pending the negotiations and had withdrawn to nearby “concentration centers”,
celebrated the new agreement as a sound victory. But the September (El Nilo)
Accord and November accords (Decree 982) are actually just the beginning of a
process that is full of new challenges and possible obstacles. With the prospect
of over 40 billion Pesos allocated to resguardo expansions, young, ambitious
Nasa leaders have already started brainstorming about concrete solutions for a
new situation. acin leaders, for example, have already formulated a plan – or
dream – to use the future land acquisitions in the lowlands of northern Cauca
to form a “zonal resguardo”, in which large groups of land-poor families from
different resguardos can jointly build up a new life, possibly even with groups
of Afro-Colombians and mestizo peasants.
A zonal resguardo will permit us to (learn to) live together among ourselves, and do
away with the scheme of thinking in terms of “I belong to this resguardo and you belong
to that resguardo.” No more of that! It should become a shared resguardo governed by
a policy that transcends the merely local. (Andres Betancur, governor of Jambaló, personal comment, December 13, 2005)

14. El Liberal, a local regional newspaper, gives a different reading of the motivation of farmers in
Morales for staging new land occupations. According to the newspaper, a group of worried smallholders decided to invade a farm so as to prevent indigenous groups from occupying it (El Liberal,
Nov. 12, 2005).
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In other words, a resguardo designed as a means to territorial and social (interethnic!) integration and organizational reinforcement, as a means to obtain
more (political) autonomy. But this is a dream that, in the near future, will
undoubtedly become an important topic of conversation in acin’s resguardos
– and that will also face a signiﬁcant risk of disagreement. How will it be determined, both among and within resguardo communities, who is qualiﬁed to
inhabit the new land (those with the greatest needs)? How will the land be put
to use? Apart from questions of a more physical nature, such as limited water
supply and poor soil fertility after many years of using chemical pesticides,
the question arises again as to which forms of economic organization are the
most appropriate, individual or associative? And these are just the most obvious questions that will have to be answered.
But before it is possible to address these questions, the communities
must ﬁrst gain actual access to new land. The problem now is where and at
what price land can be bought. The Indians want to buy land in the lowlands.
However, the availability of land is very limited there due to opposition from
agro-industrialists caused by established interests and speculations concerning government plans to designate the Cauca lowlands as a production zone
for sugar cane-based bio-fuels. According to cric, because of this speculation, the landowners association of Cauca (sac) has forged an alliance with the
agro-industrialists from the neighboring department of Valle not to sell land
to indigenous communities in that area. These same analysts also say that, if
incoder does not actively mediate in land acquisitions in the lowlands, the
Indians will be forced to buy the remaining land owned by small peasants in
the pre-mountain range of the Andes. This is something acin deﬁnitely does
not want because this land is not considered sufﬁciently productive, and also
because it would lead to an intensiﬁcation of social conﬂicts between peasants, Indians, and Afro-Colombians. It could also lead to a conﬂict between
the indigenous communities and the farc that will not tolerate resguardo
expansions in this area because its main support base is found among small
peasants. If it were possible to buy land in the lowlands, then it remains to be
seen if, considering the high – and rising! – land prices, the promised 40 billion Colombian Pesos (13 million us$) will be sufﬁcient to buy enough land to
satisfy the demand of the communities. Perhaps the expectations raised are
too high. If the land acquisition negotiations end in stalemate, then the indigenous communities may possibly have to carry out new land occupations – a
scenario that is quite possible (Mejía Arias, cric legal adviser, December 14,
2005).
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OPHFOFTJT³ )JMM   ° PG UIF /BTB BT B DVMUVSBMMZ EJTUJODU QFPQMF JO UIFJS
SFTJTUBODFUPDPMPOJBMEPNJOBUJPOBOEOBUJPOBMTUSVDUVSFTPGQPXFS GPDVTJOH
JOQBSUJDVMBS POFQJTPEFT PG JOUFSBDUJPO ° PGUFO UISPVHIMBX °UIBUIBWF QSP
EVDFEFMFNFOUTPGDVMUVSBMJEFOUJUZ 'JFME 
"GUFSZFBSTPGXBSGBSF UIF/BTBXFSFGPSDFEUPTVSSFOEFSUPUIF4QBOJTI
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JOWBEFST JO  8JUIJO B DPMPOJBM TZTUFN  USJCVUF DPMMFDUJOH JOEJHFOPVT
DIJFGT DBDJRVFT BDRVJSFEQPMJUJDBMQPXFSCZQSFTFOUJOHUIFNTFMWFTBTTVCKFDUT
PGUIF4QBOJTIDPMPOJBMFNQJSFXIJMFBUUIFTBNFUJNFBTLJOHGPSUIFSFDPHOJ
UJPO PG UIFJS SJHIUT BT ¾STU "NFSJDBOT 5BLJOH BEWBOUBHF PG QPXFS TUSVHHMFT
CFUXFFO UIF 4QBOJTI $SPXO BOE UIF DPMPOJTUT DPORVJTUBEPSFT  BSPVOE 
UIFZ FNCSBDFE FYJTUJOH 4QBOJTI  SFTHVBSEP MFHJTMBUJPO UP BDRVJSF ¾SN UFSSJ
UPSJBMSJHIUTPWFSQBSUTPGUIFJSBODFTUSBMUFSSJUPSZJOTFWFSBMMBSHFSFTHVBSEP
DIJFGEPNT DBDJDB[HPT 8JUIJOUIFJSDPNNVOJUJFT UIFTFDIJFGTVTFEUIFJSOFXMZ
BDRVJSFEQPXFSTUPVOJUFBOESFPSHBOJ[FUIFJSDPNNVOJUJFT FTUBCMJTIJOHOFX
TUSVDUVSFTPGQPMJUJDBMSVMFBOEDPNNVOBMHPWFSOBODF EFMFHBUJOHQPXFSTPG
DPNNVOBMBMMPDBUJPOBOENBOBHFNFOUPGMBOEBOEOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTUPMPXFS
MFWFM MFBEFST PS DBCJMEPT "MUIPVHI UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG UIF DPMPOJBM /BTB SFT
HVBSEPT XBT OFX  JU XBT BMTP QBSUJBMMZ CBTFE PO QBUUFSOT UIBU XFSF GBNJMJBS
GSPNQSFDPMPOJBMDIJFGEPNT
*OUIFUXPDFOUVSJFTUIBUGPMMPXFE /BTBMFBEFST°DIJFGTBOEDBCJMEPT°IBEUP
DPOTUBOUMZEFGFOEUIFJSUFSSJUPSZBOEBVUPOPNZBHBJOTUQPXFSGVMTPDJBMGPSDFT
GSPNUIFEPNJOBOUTPDJFUZUIBUBJNFEUPFYQMPJUJOEJHFOPVTSFTPVSDFTPGMBOE
BOEMBCPS*OUIFFJHIUFFOUIDFOUVSZ TUJMMVOEFS4QBOJTISVMF UIFZGSFRVFOUMZ
BOETVDDFTTGVMMZJOWPLFEQSPUFDUJWFMFHJTMBUJPOUP¾HIU JODPMPOJBMDPVSUT UIF
BCVTFT PG SFHJPOBM BENJOJTUSBUPST BOE FOUSFQSFOFVST 5ISPVHIPVU UIF OJOF
UFFOUIDFOUVSZ JOUIFDPOUFYUPGUIFJOEFQFOEFOU'FEFSBM4UBUFPG$PMPNCJB CZ
NBLJOHQPMJUJDPNJMJUBSZBMMJBODFTXJUISFHJPOBMQPXFSIPMEFSTUIFZTVDDFFEFE
JO BWFSUJOH OBUJPOBM MFHJTMBUJPO BJNJOH GPS UIF EJTTPMVUJPO PG JOEJHFOPVT SFT
HVBSEPMBOET"UUIFPVUTFUPGUIFUXFOUJFUIDFOUVSZ UIF/BTBNPCJMJ[FEBHBJO
UPSFTJTUUIFDBQJUBMJTUFYQBOTJPOFODSPBDIJOHPOUPUIFJSUFSSJUPSZ°BQSPDFTT
UIBU EFTQJUFQSPUFDUJWFMFHJTMBUJPOJOQMBDF -BXPG XBTTVQQPSUFECZ
DPOUSBEJDUPSZMBXTVOEFSXIJDIVODVMUJWBUFEQBSUTPGUIFSFTHVBSEPTDPVMECF
EFDMBSFEBTDPMPOJ[BUJPOBSFBT
"QBSUGSPNVTJOHFMFNFOUTPGTUBUFMBXBTSFTPVSDFTJOTUSVHHMFTXJUIUIF
4UBUFBOEUIFEPNJOBOUTPDJFUZ TBGFHVBSEJOHUIFJSBVUPOPNZIBTBMXBZTBMTP
EFQFOEFE PO UIF FYUFOU UP XIJDI JOEJHFOPVT MFBEFST TVDDFFEFE JO NBJOUBJO
JOH VOJUZ XJUIJO UIFJS DPNNVOJUJFT 5IJT JT XFMM JMMVTUSBUFE CZ UIF TUSVHHMF
PG .BOVFM 2VJOUrO -BNF 5IJT DIBSJTNBUJD JOEJHFOPVT MFBEFS PG UIF FBSMZ
UXFOUJFUIDFOUVSZGPSRVJUFTPNFUJNFTVDDFTTGVMMZVTFEJNBHFTPGIJTUPSJDBM
BVUPOPNZBOENPEFSOBEBQUBUJPOTPGUSBEJUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPOT TVDIBTUFBDIJOH
NJOHBT XPSLQBSUJFT UPSBJTFJOEJHFOPVTDPOTDJPVTOFTTBNPOHUIF/BTBBOE
CSJOHUIFJSDPNNVOJUJFTUPHFUIFSBSPVOEBDPNNPODBVTF
*OUIFDPVSTFPGUXPBOEBIBMGDFOUVSJFTPGTUSVHHMFBHBJOTUUIF4UBUFBOE
UIFEPNJOBOUTPDJFUZ JOWPLJOHTUBUFMBXTTVQQPSUJWFPG JOEJHFOPVT BVUPOPNZ
JONPCJMJ[BUJPOTUPXBSETUIFPVUTJEFXPSME BTXFMMBTGPSDPOTDJFODFSBJTJOH
DPNNVOJUZCVJMEJOH  JOTJEF DPNNVOJUJFT  IBT CFDPNF BO JNQPSUBOU QBSU
PG/BTBDVMUVSBMSFQFSUPJSFTGPSUIFEFGFOTFPGUFSSJUPSZBOEBVUPOPNZ*OUIF
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QSPDFTT  UIJT IBT HSBEVBMMZ CVU JOFYPSBCMZ MFE UP UIF BDDFQUBODF CZ UIF /BTB
PGUIFMFHBMDMBTTJ¾DBUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTJEFOUJUZBTEF¾OFECZUIF4UBUF*OUIF
UXFOUJFUIDFOUVSZ UIFJOTUJUVUJPOTPGDBCJMEPBOESFTHVBSEPIBWFCFDPNFBO
JOEJTTPMVCMFQBSUPGUIFTPDJBMNBLFVQBOEFUIOJDJEFOUJUZPGUIF/BTBQFPQMF
$IBQUFSUFMMTUIFIJTUPSZPGJOEJHFOPVTSFTVSHFODFBOEMBOETUSVHHMFBNPOH
UIF/BTB  TUBSUJOH BU UIF FOEPG UIF QFSJPEPG-B 7JPMFODJB   B UJNF
JOXIJDI/BTBQPMJUJDBMBVUPOPNZIBEMPTUJUTTJHOJ¾DBODF DPNNVOJUJFTXFSF
TPDJBMMZJTPMBUFEBOEDBCJMEPBVUIPSJUZXFBL5IFTTBXUIFFNFSHFODFPGB
SFWFSTJPOBSZNPWFNFOUGPSUIFSFDPWFSZPGJOEJHFOPVTUFSSJUPSZBOEBVUPOPNZ
JOXIJDIUIF+BNCBMwDPNNVOJUZQMBZFEBQSPNJOFOUQBSU
*OUIFJSHSPXJOHSFTJTUBODFBHBJOTUUIFSFQSFTTJWFMBOEMPSEIBDJFOEBTZTUFN
IBDJFOEB EF UFSSBKF  JOEJHFOPVT DPNNVOJUJFT TUBSUFE UP SFDMBJN MPTU MBOET CZ
TFFLJOHSFDPVSTFUPDPMPOJBMUJUMFTBOECBDLFEVQCZTUJMMWBMJEQSPUFDUJWFSFT
HVBSEPMFHJTMBUJPO -BXPG5IFZGVSUIFSNPSFNBEFBOBQQFBMUPUIF
MBOE SFGPSN MFHJTMBUJPO  -BX  PG   XIJDI TVQQPSUFE UIFJS MBOE DMBJNT
5IJT MFHJTMBUJPO NBSLFE B TJHOJ¾DBOU DIBOHF JO TUBUFJOEJHFOPVT SFMBUJPOT 
XIFSFCZUIFGPDVTPGTUBUFOBUJPOBMQPMJDZJOSFTQFDUPGJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFT
TIJGUFEGSPNDSVEFBTTJNJMBUJPOUPJUTNPSFTPQIJTUJDBUFEWBSJBOU JOUFHSBUJPO
4UBUF JOUFSGFSFODF JO JOUFSOBM SFTHVBSEP BGGBJST SFNBJOFE ¾SN IPXFWFS UIF
QSPQPTFE MBOE SFGPSNT XFSF UP CF JNQMFNFOUFE CZ UIF /BUJPOBM *OTUJUVUF PG
-BOE3FGPSN JODPSB CVUXJUIPVUUBLJOHBDDPVOUPGUIFEJTUJODUMZDPNNV
OBMDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPGJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFT
"MUIPVHI UBLJOH B OPWFM PSHBOJ[BUJPOBM GPSN  UIF FOTVJOH MBOE TUSVHHMF
XBHFE CZ DPNNVOJUJFT VOJUFE JO DSJD ° UIF ¾STU QBO*OEJBO GFEFSBUJPO JO
$PMPNCJB  FTUBCMJTIFE JO  ° JO NBOZ XBZT DBO CF DPOTJEFSFE B DPOUJOVB
UJPO PG UIF TUSVHHMF PG .BOVFM 2VJOUrO -BNF XJUI PUIFS MFHBM NFBOT 8IFO
MFHBMQSPDFEVSFTEJEOPUQSPEVDFUIFEFTJSFESFTVMU SFCFMMJPVTDPNNVOJUJFTJO
+BNCBMw  GPSNFSMZ TPDJPQPMJUJDBMMZ EJWJEFE CVU OPX VOJUFE VOEFS UIF BVUIPS
JUZPGBTJOHMF NJMJUBOUDBCJMEP EFDJEFEUPFOGPSDFUIFJSDMBJNT BDUJOHPOUIFJS
PXO BVUIPSJUZ BOE OP MPOHFS XBJUJOH GPS MFHJUJNBUJPO CZ UIF 4UBUF  XJUI DFO
USBMMZDPPSEJOBUFENFUIPETPGEJSFDUBDUJPOOPOWJPMFOUMBOEPDDVQBUJPOT5IF
SFBDUJPOPGUIFPVUTJEFXPSMEUPUIFBDUJPOTPGUIFDPNNVOJUJFTXBTBNCJHV
PVTXIFSFBTMPDBMMZDPPSEJOBUFETFDVSJUZBHFODJFTDSJNJOBMJ[FEUIFJSBDUJPOT
UPQSPUFDUUIFSJHIUUPQSJWBUFQSPQFSUZ JODPSBBOEUIF#VSFBVPG*OEJHFOPVT
"GGBJST EBJ JODSFBTJOHMZTJEFEXJUIUIF/BTB
5IF MBOE TUSVHHMF JO +BNCBMw HBWF SJTF UP B EPVCMF QSPDFTT PG QPMJUJDBM
BOE MFHBM OFHPUJBUJPO  CPUI CFUXFFO UIF 4UBUF BOE DPNNVOJUJFT BOE BNPOH
DPNNVOJUJFT UIFNTFMWFT 0O UIF POF IBOE  DPNNVOJUJFT TUBSUFE PQQPTJOH
QBZNFOU GPS UIF SFTUJUVUJPO PG UIF SFDPWFSFE MBOET BT XFMM BT UIF DPOEJUJPOT
JNQPTFECZJODPSBGPSUIFFDPOPNJDPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGUIFGPSNFSIBDJFOEBT
0OUIFPUIFSIBOE UIFMBOESFGPSNQSPHSBNBMTPMFEUPBOJOUFOTFQSPDFTTPG
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DSJUJDBMSF¿FDUJPOPOTVQQPTFEMZUSBEJUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPOTPGQSPEVDUJWFPSHBOJ
[BUJPO  BOE PO UIFJS QPTTJCMF DPNCJOBUJPO XJUI JOTUJUVUJPOBM NPEFMT PGGFSFE
CZUIFTUBUF OPUBCMZUIFDPNNVOJUZFOUFSQSJTF FD &WFOUVBMMZ UIJTQSPDFTT
PGDVMUVSBMFYQFSJNFOUBUJPO°TIPXJOHUIFTUBSUPGUIFBSUJDVMBUJPOPGBDPN
NVOJUBSJBO FYQMJDJUMZBOUJDBQJUBMJTUJDJEFPMPHZ°SFTVMUFEJOUIFJOUSPEVDUJPO
PGTFWFSBMOFXJOEJHFOPVT ²JOEJBOJ[FE³ JOTUJUVUJPOTPGDPNNVOBMSFTPVSDF
NBOBHFNFOU XIJDIGPSNBOZZFBSTUPDPNFXPVMEEFUFSNJOFFDPOPNJDPSHB
OJ[BUJPOPWFSMBSHFQBSUTPGUIFSFTHVBSEP
5IF DPNCJOBUJPO PG MFHBM TUSVHHMF  MBOE PDDVQBUJPOT BOE QVCMJD DBN
QBJHOJOH°TVQQPSUFECZQBSUJDVMBSTFDUJPOTPGUIF$PMPNCJBOQPQVMBUJPOBOE
TZNQBUIJ[JOHOPOJOEJHFOPVTJOEJWJEVBMT°FWFOUVBMMZMFEJOUIFFBSMZTUP
BOVOQSFDFEFOUFETVDDFTTJODPOWJODJOHUIF4UBUFUPQPTJUJWFMZSFFWBMVBUFUIF
QSPUFDUJPOJTU MFHJTMBUJPOBOEUPSFBG¾SNJOEJHFOPVTBVUIPSJUZBOEBVUPOPNZ
5IJTBDUVBMMZNFBOUUIFGVMMSFTUPSBUJPOPG-BXPGCZUIF$PMPNCJBO
4UBUF POMZOPXXJUIUIFEJGGFSFODFUIBUUIFDBCJMEPXBTOPMPOHFSDPOTJEFSFE
BTBCBDLXBSEJOTUJUVUJPO CVUBTGVMMZSFQSFTFOUBUJWFPGJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJ
UJFTWJThWJTUIFHPWFSONFOU
$IBQUFSEFTDSJCFTUIFDPOUJOVJUZBOEDIBOHFJODPNNVOBMSFTPVSDFUFOVSF
BOE NBOBHFNFOU QSBDUJDFT JO UIF MPXFS  NJEEMF  BOE VQQFS TFDUJPOT PG UIF
+BNCBMwSFTHVBSEPJOUIFBGUFSNBUIPGUIFMBOESFDPWFSZQSPDFTT
5IF¾STUQBSUPGUIFDIBQUFSQSFTFOUTUIFTFUUJOH IJTUPSZ BOETPDJBMPSHBOJ
[BUJPOPGUIFVQQFSTFDUJPO UIFSFHJPOXIFSFUIFEJTUJODUJWF USBEJUJPOBMSFHJNF
PG /BTB MBOE UFOVSF IJTUPSJDBMMZ IBT MBSHFMZ CFFO NBJOUBJOFE 5IJT QPSUSBZBM
GPSNTUIFCBDLHSPVOEBHBJOTUXIJDIUIFNPSFEZOBNJDTJUVBUJPOJOUIFPUIFS
UXPTFDUJPOTDBOCFCFUUFSVOEFSTUPPE
*OUIFVQQFSTFDUJPO UIFFNCSBDJOHPG-BXPGBTBSFTPVSDFJOUIF
MBOE TUSVHHMF °SFGFSSFE UP BT UIF ²CJCMF³ CZ TPNF JOEJHFOPVT MFBEFST PG UIBU
UJNF°BMTP BTJOPUIFSQBSUTPG+BNCBMw HBWFSJTFUPBSFFWBMVBUJPOPGUSBEJ
UJPOBMDPNNVOBMNBOBHFNFOUQSBDUJDFT QBSUJDVMBSMZJOSFMBUJPOUPDPHOBUJD
JOIFSJUBODFBOEUIFSFHJTUSBUJPOCZUIFDBCJMEPPGMBOEBMMPDBUJPOTUPGBNJMJFT
JOIFSJUFEVTVGSVDU UIJTCFJOHBTJHOPGBOJODSFBTFEDPOWFSHFODFPGTUBUFMBX
BOEJOEJHFOPVTQSBDUJDFUIJTTFFNTJSPOJD JOWJFXPGUIFPQQPTJUJPOBMDIBSBD
UFSPGJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFT ZFUDBOBMTPCFDPOTJEFSFEBTJHOPGUIFDVMUVSBM
BQQSPQSJBUJPOPGTUBUFMBXBOEJUTCFJOH²JOEJBOJ[FE³ CZUIF/BTB 5IFSFBSF
PUIFSOPUBCMFDIBOHFT5IFEXJOEMJOHDPNNVOBMMBOESFTFSWFTPWFSUIFQBTU
UISFFEFDBEFTIBTMJNJUFEUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGUBLJOHOFXMBOETJOUPQSPEVDUJPO
5IJTIBTMFEUPBEFDSFBTFJOUIFBWFSBHFTJ[FPGJOIFSJUFEGBNJMZQBSDFMTBOE
UPUIFHSBEVBMEJTBQQFBSBODFPGDPNNPOHSB[JOHQSBDUJDFTPOTIPSUFOFEGBM
MPXTVDDFTTJPOT$POTFRVFOUMZ UIFSFJTBOPUBCMF²JOEJWJEVBMJ[BUJPO³PGMBOE
° JF B HFOFSBMJ[FE TJUVBUJPO JO XIJDI UIF EBZUPEBZ VTF BOE FYQMPJUBUJPO PG
MBOEIBTDPOUJOVPVTMZCFFOJOUIFIBOETPGUIFTBNFMJOFPGEJSFDUEFTDFOEBOUT
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GPSBUMFBTUUXPHFOFSBUJPOT5IJTNBZFYQMBJOUIFJODSFBTFJOUIF²TFMMJOH³PG
VTVGSVDUSJHIUTUPMBOECFUXFFOGBNJMJFT BMCFJUUIBUUIJTHFOFSBMMZUBLFTQMBDF
VOEFSUIFTVQFSWJTJPOPGUIFDBCJMEP
/PUXJUITUBOEJOH UIF QSPDFTT PG JOEJWJEVBMJ[BUJPO PG SFTPVSDFT BOE MBOE
VTF  JO UIF VQQFS TFDUJPO  /BTB GPSNT PG DPNNVOBM SFTPVSDF NBOBHFNFOU
IBWF SFUBJOFE UIFJS EJTUJODUMZ DPNNVOBM DIBSBDUFS BT B DPOTFRVFODF PG DPO
UJOVJOH DBCJMEP JOWPMWFNFOU JO UIF BMMPDBUJPO PG MBOE JOIFSJUBODF QPSUJPOT 
BOE JO SFTPMWJOH MBOE EJTQVUFT ° BT XFMM BT UIF DPOTFSWBUJPO PG FDPMPHJDBMMZ
JNQPSUBOU OBUVSBM SFTPVSDFT 5IF EFDSFBTJOH JNQPSUBODF PG UFNQPSBSZ MBCPS
DPMMFDUJWFT TVDI BT UIF GBNJMZJOJUJBUFE XPSL QBSUZ DVFTONJ  BOE SFDJQSPDBM
MBCPSFYDIBOHF ONJDBNCJP °BGVSUIFSDPOTFRVFODFPGMBOETDBSDJUZ BTXFMMBT
PGBSFPSJFOUBUJPOPGUIFMPDBMFDPOPNZ°IBTCFFODPNQFOTBUFE TJODFUIFMBUF
T CZOFXMZJOWFOUFEFDPOPNJDJOTUJUVUJPOTTVDIBTUIFDPNNVOBMBDUJPO
KVOUBT KBDT BOEDBCJMEPJOJUJBUFENJDSPFOUFSQSJTFT TFMGTUZMFEEFWFMPQNFOU
QSPKFDUT UIBUOPXFOTVSFUIFNBJOUFOBODFPGUIFTPDJBMGBCSJDPGDPNNVOJUZ
XJUIJOBOECFUXFFOWFSFEBT
5IFTFDPOEQBSUPGUIFDIBQUFSEFTDSJCFTUIFFYQFSJFODFTPWFSBZFBSQFSJPE
 PGBUZQJDBMWFSFEBDPNNVOJUZJOUIFNJEEMFTFDUJPO $IJNJDVFUP 
XJUI DVMUVSBMMZ BQQSPQSJBUFE BOEPS JOWFOUFE JOEJHFOPVT JOTUJUVUJPOT PG DPN
NVOBMFDPOPNJDQSPEVDUJPO
"GUFS FYUFOTJWF DPOTVMUBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF DBCJMEP  DSJD  BOE UIF WFSFEB  B
DPNNVOJUZ FOUFSQSJTF PG NJYFE FYQMPJUBUJPO XBT FTUBCMJTIFE ° BO JOTUJUVUJPO
UIBUJOUIFIJHIMZQPMJUJDJ[FEDPOUFYUPGUIFUJNFXBTWJFXFEBTBTZNCPMPGVOJUZ
BOE B WFIJDMF GPS UIF JOEJHFOPVT DBVTF "MUIPVHI NFNCFS GBNJMJFT LFQU UIFJS
GPSNFSMZJOEJWJEVBMIPMEJOHTGPSTVCTJTUFODF JUXBTEFDJEFEUPDPMMFDUJWFMZDVM
UJWBUF UIF MBOET PG UIFJS GPSNFS MBOEMPSE CZ NFBOT PG XFFLMZ DPMMFDUJWF MBCPS
TIJGUT5IJTXBTSFNJOJTDFOUPGUIFUFSSBKFPCMJHBUJPOTGPSUIFJSGPSNFSMBOEMPSE 
POMZ OPX JU CFOF¾UFE UIF DPNNVOJUZ "GUFS TFWFSBM ZFBST PG FYQFSJNFOUBUJPO
XJUITVQQPTFEMZUSBEJUJPOBMFDPOPNJDQSJODJQMFTBOEXPSLGPSNT TVDIBTDPN
NVOJUZJOJUJBUFE DPNNVOBM MBCPS QBSUJFT BOE JOUFSWFSFEB CBSUFS USBEF  UIF
DPNNVOJUZCFDBNFJODSFBTJOHMZJOWPMWFEJODPMMFDUJWFMZVOEFSUBLFONBSLFUPSJ
FOUFEBDUJWJUJFT TVDIBTDPGGFFDVMUJWBUJPOBOEDBUUMFCSFFEJOH JOPSEFSUPSFNBJO
DPOOFDUFEXJUIUIFSFHJPOBMFDPOPNZ4UBUFTQPOTPSFEGPPEGPSXPSLQSPHSBNT
GPSXBSBGGFDUFE[POFTSFJOGPSDFEUIJTTIJGUGSPNTVCTJTUFODFUPNBSLFUEJSFDUFE
QSPEVDUJPO*OUIFFBSMZT MBOETDBSDJUZMFEUPBOFXUFOVSFGPSNJOUIF JOEJ
WJEVBMMZ QBSUJUJPOFEQBSUTPGUIFFD UIFKPJOUGBNJMZQMPU UIBUBJNFEUPQSFWFOU
GVSUIFSEJTJOUFHSBUJPOPGUIFJOEJWJEVBMGBNJMZQMPUBOEUIBUUPUIJTEBZJTTUJMM
SFMBUJWFMZ DPNNPO JO UIF SFQPTTFTTFE BSFBT PG UIF NJEEMF TFDUJPO 5IJT EFWFM
PQNFOUJNQMJFTUIBUBGBNJMZXJMMHFOFSBMMZEFDJEFOPUUPQBTTPOUIFMBOEUPUIF
OFYUHFOFSBUJPOJOJOIFSJUBODFQPSUJPOT CVUUPLFFQBOEXPSLJUUPHFUIFS
*OUIFDPVSTFPGUJNF GBNJMJFTBMTPTUBSUFEQSPEVDJOHGPSUIFNBSLFUPOUIFJS
JOEJWJEVBM GBNJMZ  QMPUT  DSFBUJOH B DFSUBJO BOUBHPOJTN XJUIJO UIF DPNNV
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OJUZFOUFSQSJTFTCFUXFFOJOEJWJEVBMBOEDPMMFDUJWFQSPEVDUJPO5IJTBOUBHPOJTN
FYQMBJOT JO QBSU UIF EJTBQQPJOUJOH FDPOPNJD QFSGPSNBODF PG UIF DPNNVOJUZ
FOUFSQSJTF5IFGVODUJPOJOHPGUIJTDPNNVOBMJOTUJUVUJPOJTGVSUIFSNPSFVOEFS
NJOFE CZ PMEFS TPDJBM DPOUSBEJDUJPOT UIBU BMSFBEZ FYJTUFE XJUIJO UIF MBOEMPSE
IBDJFOEBTBOEUIBUXFSFVOSFTPMWFEBOEDBSSJFEPWFSUPUIFOFXTJUVBUJPO5IFTF
DPOUSBEJDUJPOT°OPUBCMZVOFRVBMEJTUSJCVUJPOPGJOEJWJEVBMMZQBSUJUJPOFEMBOET
BOEVOFRVBMQBSUJDJQBUJPOJOUIFNBOBHFNFOUPGUIFFOUFSQSJTF°DIBMMFOHFUIF
DVMUVSBMWBMVFTPGTPMJEBSJUZBOESFDJQSPDJUZPOXIJDIUIJTJOTUJUVUJPOJTGPVOEFE
5IFDBCJMEPµTQPXFSUPJOUFSWFOFJOUIJTTJUVBUJPOJTJNQFEFECZJUTPXO TFMG
JOWFOUFEMFHBMQSPDFEVSFPGHMPCBMBEKVEJDBUJPO EFWFMPQFEJOUIFMBOETUSVHHMF 
XIFSFCZ UIF DBCJMEP EFMFHBUFE JUT DPOUSPM PWFS MBOESFMBUFE NBUUFST UP UIF
FYFDVUJWFDPNNJUUFFTPGUIFDPNNVOJUZFOUFSQSJTF/PXBEBZT UIJTDBVTFTTJH
OJ¾DBOUQSPCMFNT FTQFDJBMMZSFHBSEJOHUIFSFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGGBMMPXMBOEBOEUIF
SFHJTUSBUJPOPGTISJOLJOHGBNJMZQMPUTXJUIJOUIFFD5IJT JOUVSO UISFBUFOTUP
QSPQBHBUFJOUSBDPNNVOJUZMBOEDPO¿JDUTBOEEJTQVUFTCFUXFFOGBNJMJFT
5IFUIJSEQBSUPGUIFDIBQUFSEJTDVTTFTDPNNVOBMNBOBHFNFOUJOUIFMPXFS
TFDUJPOPG+BNCBMw5IJTJTBOBSFBXJUITIBSQTPDJBMDPOUSBTUTUIBUPSJHJOBUF
GSPNDPMPOJ[BUJPOCZOPOJOEJHFOPVTTFUUMFST UIFFNFSHFODFPGBMPDBMJOEJH
FOPVT MBOEPXOJOH DMBTT  BOE DPO¿JDUJOH QPMJUJDBM BG¾MJBUJPOT XJUIJO MPDBM
DPNNVOJUJFT*OUIFMBUFT UIFMPXFSTFDUJPOXBTOPUSFBMMZDPOTJEFSFEQBSU
PGUIFSFTHVBSEPEFTQJUFUIFGBDUUIBUUIFNBKPSJUZPGUIFQFPQMFXFSFPGJOEJH
FOPVTEFTDFOU$PNQBSFEUPUIFVQQFSBOENJEEMFTFDUJPO UIFSFWBMVBUJPOPG
JOEJHFOPVT DVMUVSBM JEFOUJUZ BOE UIF FOTVJOH TUSVHHMF GPS UIF SFTUPSBUJPO PG
JOEJHFOPVTBVUIPSJUZBOEDPNNVOBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOUTUBSUFESFMBUJWFMZ
MBUF JFEVSJOHUIFMBUFT
8IFSFBT MBOE SFDPWFSZ XBT BDIJFWFE RVJDLMZ JO TPNF WFSFEBT GPS FYBN
QMF 7JUPZw  B CJUUFS ¾HIU SBHFE JO PUIFST -BOEMPSET BOE JOEJHFOPVT MBOEFE
QFBTBOUTBSPVOE-PNB3FEPOEB¾FSDFMZSFTJTUFEUIFDBCJMEPBOEUIFNJMJUBOU
DPNNVOJUJFT (VFSSJMMB CBOET JOUFSGFSFE JO UIJT DPO¿JDU  BOE UIJT MFE JO UIF
TUPBWJPMFOUTJUVBUJPOQSFNBUVSFMZFOEJOHUIFSFQPTTFTTJPOPGJOEJHFOPVT
UFSSJUPSZJOUIFMPXFSTFDUJPO0OMZBGUFSUIFQBDJ¾DBUJPOPGUIFBSFBUISPVHI
UIFJOUFSWFOUJPOCZUIF$BUIPMJDNJTTJPOBOEUIFSFBG¾SNBUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVT
BVUIPSJUZCZUIF$PMPNCJBO4UBUF BTFTUBCMJTIFECZ%FDSFFPG DPVME
UIFDBCJMEPSFTVNFJUTQPMJDZPGSFDPWFSJOHJOEJHFOPVTBVUIPSJUZBOEUFSSJUPSZ 
UIJTUJNFCZGPMMPXJOHBTUSBUFHZPGEJBMPHVFBOEOFHPUJBUJPO'JSTU JUDPODFO
USBUFEPOUIFSFNBJOJOHOPOJOEJHFOPVTMBOEIPMEJOHT5PSFUJUMFUIFTFMBOETBT
JOEJHFOPVTSFTHVBSEP UIFDBCJMEPSFMJFEPOOFXMBOESFGPSNMFHJTMBUJPO -BX
PG5IJTGPSNBMQSPDFTTJNQMJFEBSFOFXFEBOEJOUFOTFDPMMBCPSBUJPO
CFUXFFOUIFDBCJMEPBOEJODPSB"GUFSUIFHSBEVBMDPNQMFUJPOPGUIFSFTUSVD
UVSBUJPOBOESFUJUMJOHQSPDFTTPGBOVNCFSPGIBDJFOEBTJOUIFMPXFSTFDUJPO GPS
UIF¾STUUJNFJOEFDBEFT UIFDBCJMEPDPVMEEJTQPTFPGDPNNVOBMMBOESFTFSWFT
BHBJO°BTJUVBUJPOEFTDSJCFEJO-BXPGXIFOUIFDBCJMEPTUJMMPXOFE
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MBOETUPUIFDPNNPOCFOF¾UPGUIFDPNNVOJUZ)BWJOHMFBSOFEGSPNUIFQSPC
MFNBUJD FYQFSJFODFT XJUI UIF DPNNVOJUZ FOUFSQSJTFT  UIF DBCJMEP EFDJEFE
UP LFFQ DFOUSBM DPOUSPM PWFS UIF SFDPWFSFE IBDJFOEBT BSPVOE -PNB 3FEPOEB
BOE EFDJEFE UP FNQMPZ UIFN  GPS UIF UJNF CFJOH  GPS DPNNVOBM FEVDBUJPOBM 
FDPMPHJDBM BOE TPDJBM QVSQPTFT° B EFDJTJPO UIBU XBT OPU VODPOUFTUFE CZ UIF
TVSSPVOEJOHDPNNVOJUJFT
5IFQBJOGVMBOEVOFWFOSFDPWFSZQSPDFTTJOUIFMPXFSTFDUJPOIBTMFEUPBO
JOUFSOBMMZQMVSJGPSNTJUVBUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTBOEOPOJOEJHFOPVTGPSNTPGMBOE
UFOVSF  JODMVEJOH EF GBDUP PDDVQBUJPO OPU SFHJTUFSFE CZ UIF DBCJMEP  HMPCBM
BEKVEJDBUJPO PG DPNNVOJUZ FOUFSQSJTFT  XSJUUFO QSPPG PG PDDVQBUJPO CZ FY
UFOBOU GBNJMJFT BOE  TUJMM XJEFTQSFBE  SFHJTUFSFE JOEJWJEVBM PXOFSTIJQ 5IJT
MBUUFSGPSNJOQBSUJDVMBS XIJDIDBNFJOUPCFJOHBTBSFTVMUPGMBOEUSBOTBDUJPOT
CFUXFFOOPOJOEJHFOPVTBOEJOEJHFOPVTGBNJMJFTQSJPSUPBOEEVSJOHUIFMBOE
TUSVHHMF JTOPXBEBZTQSPWJOHUPCFQSPCMFNBUJD5IF²EPVCMFUJUMJOH³PGMBOE
CPUIBTQSJWBUFBOEBTSFTHVBSEPDPOTUJUVUFTBUISFBUUPUIFJOUFHSJUZPGDPNNV
OBMUFSSJUPSZBOEUPTPDJBMDPIFTJPOJOUIFDPNNVOJUZ*UNPSFPWFSMFBETUPUIF
MPTTPGMBOEUBYDPNQFOTBUJPOTUPUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZ XJUIXIPNUIFDBCJMEPIBT
SFDFOUMZDPPQFSBUFEDMPTFMZJOUIF¾FMEPGDPNNVOJUZEFWFMPQNFOU5IFUJUMF
DPOWFSTJPOPGUIFTFMBOET BHBJO JOWPMWFTB DVNCFSTPNFQSPDFTTPGMFHBM QSP
DFEVSFBOEJTCFJOHNFUCZTUVCCPSOSFTJTUBODFPOUIFQBSUPGBTNBMMHSPVQPG
JOEJHFOPVTMBOEFEQFBTBOUT ¾ORVFSPT 
5IFMPXFSTFDUJPOBMTPTUBOETPVUGPSJUTBDVUFBOESFDFOUMBOETIPSUBHF JO
TPNFQBSUTMFBEJOHUPFYUSFNFTNBMMIPMEJOHPGMBOE NJDSPGVOEJB 5IJTTJUVB
UJPOJOMBSHFQBSUFYQMBJOTUIFFBTZBEPQUJPOBOECZOPXXJEFTQSFBEDVMUJWBUJPO
PGDPDBCZMBOEQPPSGBNJMJFT*OUVSO UIJTHJWFTSJTFUPBUFOTFSFMBUJPOCFUXFFO
BEJTBQQSPWJOHDBCJMEPBOEUIFGBNJMJFTJOWPMWFEJOJMMJDJUESVHDSPQQSPEVDUJPO 
SFTVMUJOHJOUIFJSMPXMFWFMPGDPNNVOJUZQBSUJDJQBUJPOBUSFTHVBSEPMFWFM"U
MPDBM MFWFM  IPXFWFS  JU MFE UP B OFX NBOJGFTUBUJPO PG USBEJUJPOBM  DPNNVOBM
GPSNTPGMBCPSDPPQFSBUJPO

$IBQUFSEFBMTXJUIUIFRVFTUPGUIF/BTBJO+BNCBMwGPSUIFJSPXO EJTUJODU
WJTJPOPG²EFWFMPQNFOUXJUIJEFOUJUZ³°BQSPDFTTUIBUJTEFTDSJCFEBHBJOTUUIF
CBDLESPQPGSFDFOUQPMJUJDBM BOEFDPOPNJDEFWFMPQNFOUT UBLJOHQMBDFJOUIF
XJEFSTPDJFUZTJODFUIFDPOTUJUVUJPOBMSFDPHOJUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTBVUPOPNZJO

5IF JODSFBTFE JOUFHSBUJPO PG UIF /BTB JOUP UIF SFHJPOBM NBSLFU FDPOPNZ
EVSJOHUIFUXFOUJFUIDFOUVSZ UPHFUIFSXJUIBDSJTJTJOUIFMPDBMFDPOPNZEVS
JOHUIFMBUFTBOEUIFFOTVJOHTQMJUXJUIJOUIFDPNNVOJUZSFHBSEJOHUIF
EJSFDUJPO PG FDPOPNJD EFWFMPQNFOU XIFUIFS JU TIPVME CF NBSLFU PS TVCTJT
UFODFEJSFDUFE NBEFJUNPSFQSFTTJOHUIBOFWFSUPBSSJWFBUBDPODFSUFEBOTXFS
UPUIJTNBUUFSEVSJOHUIFMBUFT*OTQJSFECZUIFXPSLPG/BTBQSJFTU"MWBSP
6MDVnBOEFMFNFOUTPG-JCFSBUJPO5IFPMPHZ UIFDPNNVOJUZ HVJEFECZBOFX
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HFOFSBUJPOPGDPNNVOJUZMFBEFST TUBSUFEBQSPDFTTPGDPOTUSVDUJOHBQSPKFDU
PGBMUFSOBUJWFEFWFMPQNFOU DBMMFE²-JGF1SPKFDU³ *OUIJTQBSUJDJQBUPSZQSPDFTT 
UIF/BTBEFWFMPQFEBNFUIPEUPDSJUJDBMMZFWBMVBUFBOEBQQSPQSJBUFFMFNFOUTPG
8FTUFSOLOPXMFEHFBOEUFDIOJRVFTBOEUPDPNCJOFUIFNXJUIJOEJHFOPVTDVM
UVSBMWBMVFT QSJODJQMFT BOEQSBDUJDFT/BTBNFNPSZPGMPDBMMZTIBSFEIJTUPSZ
QMBZTBOJNQPSUBOUSPMFJOUIJTQSPDFTTTJODFJUDPOTUJUVUFTBQPJOUPGPSJFOUBUJPO
GSPNXIJDIUPDIPPTFUIFEFTJSFEEJSFDUJPOPGDPNNVOJUBSJBOEFWFMPQNFOU
0QQPSUVOJUJFTUPSFJOWJHPSBUFUIFMPDBMFDPOPNZXFSFJOJUJBMMZMJNJUFE IPX
FWFS CZMBDLPGBDDFTTUPDSFEJUBOE¾OBODJBMTFSWJDFT4NBMMQSPKFDUT¾OBODFE
CZ &VSPQFBO OHPT XFSF HFOFSBMMZ TIPSUMJWFE BOE MBDLFE JOUFSOBM DPIFTJPO 
XIJMFGPPEGPSXPSLQSPKFDUTPGUIFOBUJPOBMQOSXGQQSPHSBNUFOEFEUPEJT
UVSC MPDBM GPPE QSPEVDUJPO  MFBEJOH UP JODSFBTJOH GPPE EFQFOEFODZ 5IF ¾STU
DPNNVOJUZQSPKFDUTXFSFOPUDBQBCMFPGQSPWJEJOHDPNNVOJUJFT GBNJMJFT XJUI
BWJBCMFJODPNFBMUFSOBUJWFUPSFQMBDFUIFMPTTPGSFWFOVFGSPNUIFDVMUJWBUJPOPG
TJTBMBOEDPGGFF DPNNFSDJBMDSPQTXIPTFQSJDFTIBEQMVNNFUFE*OUIFTIBEPX
PGUIFDBCJMEPMFEDPNNVOJUBSJBOFDPOPNZ BOJODSFBTJOHOVNCFSPGGBNJMJFT
UIFSFGPSFTUBSUFECFDPNJOHJOWPMWFEJOUIFDVMUJWBUJPO POBOJOEJWJEVBMCBTJT 
PGJMMJDJUESVHDSPQT°QPQQZBOEDPDB5IJTEFWFMPQNFOUMFEUPEFDSFBTJOHDPN
NVOJUZQBSUJDJQBUJPO BOEJOEJHFOPVTJOWPMWFNFOUJOUIFFDPOPNZPGBOUJTUBUF
GPSDFT OBSDPUSBG¾DLJOH BOE HVFSSJMMB XBSGBSF  DPOTUJUVUFE B OFX UISFBU UP
JOEJHFOPVTBVUPOPNZ UIVTXFBLFOJOHUIFBVUIPSJUZPGUIFDBCJMEP
"GUFS   QSPTQFDUT GPS DPNNVOJUZ EFWFMPQNFOU DIBOHFE DPOTJEFSBCMZ
XJUIUIFFOBDUNFOUPGUIF-BXPO3FTPVSDFTBOE5SBOTGFST -BXPG UIBU
JNQMFNFOUFE UIF DPOTUJUVUJPOBMMZ NBOEBUFE ¾TDBM BVUPOPNZ GPS JOEJHFOPVT
DPNNVOJUJFT SFTHVBSEPT 5SBOTGFSTPGUBYSFWFOVFTEJTUSJCVUFE BOOVBMMZUP
JOEJHFOPVTSFTHVBSEPTJODSFBTFEUIFQPXFSCBTFBOEMFHJUJNBDZPGUIFDBCJMEP
BOEHBWFOFXJNQFUVTUPUIFQSPDFTTPGEFWFMPQNFOUQMBOOJOHJOUIFDPOUFYUPG
UIFDPNNVOJUBSJBO-JGF1SPKFDU5IFQBSUJDJQBUJWFBOEDBQBDJUZCVJMEJOHDIBS
BDUFSJTUJDT PG UIF BVUPOPNPVT NBOBHFNFOU PG UIFTF TUBUF GVOET DPOUSBTUFE
TIBSQMZXJUIUIFUPQEPXOBOEFYDMVTJPOBSZNBOBHFNFOUPGEFDFOUSBMJ[FEUBY
SFWFOVFTCZUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZ BOEJOUIJTQSPNQUFEUIFJOEJHFOPVTDPN
NVOJUZPG+BNCBMwUPCFDPNFBDUJWFJONVOJDJQBMQPMJUJDTBOEUBLFPWFSDPOUSPM
PGUIFBMDBMErB NVOJDJQBMBVUIPSJUZ UISPVHIQPQVMBSFMFDUJPOT"MUIPVHIUIJT
NPWFDPOTJEFSBCMZJODSFBTFEUIFJOEJHFOPVTPSHBOJ[BUJPOµTCVEHFUGPSDPNNV
OJUZEFWFMPQNFOU UIFTQFOEJOHPGBMBSHFQBSUPGUIFTFGVOETJTDPOTUSBJOFECZ
TUBUFSVMFT BOEUIJTUISFBUFOTUPVOEFSNJOF/BTBWJTJPOTPGDVMUVSBMMZBQQSP
QSJBUFEFWFMPQNFOU
*OBDPOUFYUPGJODSFBTJOHMBOETIPSUBHF CVSHFPOJOHESVHDSPQDVMUJWBUJPO
JOBMMQBSUTPGUIFSFTHVBSEP BOENJYFESFTVMUTBDIJFWFECZDBCJMEPMFEBTTP
DJBUJWFQSPEVDUJWFQSPKFDUTBOENJDSPFOUFSQSJTFEFWFMPQNFOU UIFDPNNVOJUZ
PG+BNCBMwJOFNCBSLFEPOBQSPDFTTPGDSJUJDBMTFMGBOBMZTJTJONBUUFST
PGMBOEUFOVSFBOEFDPOPNZ"QSPQPTBMUPVOEFSUBLFBOJOUFSOBMMBOESFGPSN
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UPEFBMXJUIJOFRVBMJUJFTJOMBOEEJTUSJCVUJPOEJEOPUSFBDIHFTUBUJPOEVFUPBO
VQTVSHFPGQPMJUJDBMWJPMFODFJOOPSUIFSO$BVDBBSPVOEUIJTUJNF*OWJFXPGDVM
UVSBMMZEJTDPODFSUJOHJO¿VFODFTPGESVHDSPQDVMUJWBUJPO UIFDBCJMEPSFQMBDFE
JUTGPSNFSMZQFSNJTTJWFTUBODFXJUIBQPMJDZPGWPMVOUBSZFSBEJDBUJPO BOECFHBO
UPMPPLBDUJWFMZGPSBEEJUJPOBMTPVSDFTPG¾OBODFGPSBMUFSOBUJWFQSPEVDUJWFQSPK
FDUT 5P DPVOUFSBDU UIF HSPXJOH XPSLMPBE PG UIF DBCJMEP  JU XBT EFDJEFE UP
VOEFSUBLFBOBENJOJTUSBUJWFSFGPSNPGUIFDBCJMEPTUSVDUVSFUPJNQSPWFQMBO
OJOHDBQBDJUZJODPNNVOJUZQSPKFDUT"SPVOEUIJTUJNF UIFDBCJMEPNBOBHFE
UP TFDVSF FYUFSOBM GVOEJOH GPS B ¾STU SFTHVBSEPXJEF ESVHDSPQ TVCTUJUVUJPO
QSPKFDU OBNFMZ UIFSFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGUIFIPVTFHBSEFO EFTJHOFEUPQSPNPUF
TVCTJTUFODF TFDVSJUZ GPPE TPWFSFJHOUZ  BOE SFTPVSDF DPOTFSWBUJPO BT XFMM BT
CSJOHEJTUJODUJWFDVMUVSBMFMFNFOUTCBDLJOUPUIFMPDBMFDPOPNZ
0WFSUIFQBTUZFBST +BNCBMwBOEPUIFS/BTBDPNNVOJUJFTXPSLJOHJOUIF
DBCJMEPBTTPDJBUJPOPGOPSUIFSO$BVDB BDJO IBWFFMBCPSBUFEBQSPHSBNGPS
UIFSFWJUBMJ[BUJPOPGBOJOEJHFOPVTFDPOPNZUIBUJTQSJNBSJMZJOXBSEPSJFOUFE
BOEDPNCJOFTBDBSFGVMSFPSJFOUBUJPOPGNBSLFUEJSFDUFEBDUJWJUJFTXJUISFWJW
JOH USBEJUJPOBM NFDIBOJTNT PG FYDIBOHF PG BHSJDVMUVSBM QSPEVDUT CFUXFFO
DPNNVOJUJFTJOIBCJUJOHUIFMBSHFS/BTBUFSSJUPSZ NBLJOHVTFPGUIFWFSUJDBM
DPNQMFNFOUBSJUZ PG NJDSPDMJNBUFT "MUIPVHI UIFSF JT HFOFSBM BHSFFNFOU PO
UIFQSPQPTFEEJSFDUJPOPGUIFFDPOPNZ QPTJUJPOTEJGGFSBTUPUIFJOTUJUVUJPOBM
CBTJT PO XIJDI TVDI BO FDPOPNZ TIPVME CF CBTFE 5XP WJFXT IBWF FNFSHFE
JOUIJTSFTQFDUPOUIFPOFIBOE BEIFSFOUTPGUIFPMENPEFMXBOUUPDPOUJOVF
UPFNQIBTJ[FBTUSJDUEJWJTJPOCFUXFFOJOEJWJEVBMTVCTJTUFODFBOEBTTPDJBUJWF
DPNNFSDJBM QSPEVDUJPO  XIFSFBT  PO UIF PUIFS IBOE  QSPQPOFOUT PG B NPSF
QSBHNBUJD NPEFM HJWF NPSF BUUFOUJPO UP UIF QPTJUJPO PG IPVTFIPMET JO CPUI
TVCTJTUFODF BOE DPNNFSDJBM FDPOPNJD QSPEVDUJPO BOE IJHIMJHIU UIF TPMJEBS
JUZGVODUJPOPGFDPOPNJDJOTUJUVUJPOTTVDIBTUIFDPNNVOJUZFOUFSQSJTFT#PUI
WJFXTPOIPXMPDPNVOJUBSJP DPNNVOJUBSJBOOFTT TIPVMEDPNFUPFYQSFTTJPOJO
UIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMTUSVDUVSFPGUIFMPDBMFDPOPNZDPOUJOVFUPCFBDUJWFMZEJT
DVTTFECZUIF/BTB
$IBQUFS  HJWFT BO BDDPVOU PG UIF DPNNVOJUZ PG +BNCBMwµT SFDFOU QBSUJDJ
QBUJPO JO JOEJHFOPVT QPMJUJDBM NPCJMJ[BUJPOT EJSFDUFE BHBJOTU QPMJDJFT PG UIF
$PMPNCJBO4UBUF XIJDIUIF/BTBBOEPUIFSDPNNVOJUJFTGFFMBSFUISFBUFOJOH
UIFJSDPNNVOJUBSJBOEFWFMPQNFOUQSPKFDU
'SVTUSBUJPOXJUIUIFHPWFSONFOUµTSFMVDUBODFUPFOHBHFXJUIUIFDSJUJDBMFDP
OPNJDTJUVBUJPOJO$BVDBµTJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTIBEBMSFBEZCFFOCVJMEJOH
VQGPSTPNFUJNF CVUNPCJMJ[BUJPOTPWFSUIFQBTUZFBSTIBWFCFFOUSJHHFSFECZ
UIFMPDBMOFHBUJWFJNQBDUPG1SFTJEFOU"MWBSP6SJCFµT  SFQSFTTJWFDPVOUFS
JOTVSHFODZTUSBUFHZBOEVOEFNPDSBUJDOFPMJCFSBMBHFOEB
%VSJOH B MBSHFTDBMF EFNPOTUSBUJPO NBSDI PO $BMJ  JO XIJDI CFTJEFT
*OEJBOT /BTB  (VBNCJBOP BOE PUIFS *OEJBOT XFSF UIF PSHBOJ[FST BOE MBSH
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FTU HSPVQ PG QBSUJDJQBOUT  MBCPS  QFBTBOU  BOE VSCBO QPQVMBS PSHBOJ[BUJPOT
UPPL QBSU  JO 4FQUFNCFS   /BTB BTTPDJBUJPO BDJO BOE PUIFS JOEJHFOPVT
PSHBOJ[BUJPOT PG TPVUIXFTU $PMPNCJB QVCMJDMZ EFDMBSFE UIFJS PQQPTJUJPO UP
UIFHPWFSONFOUµTOFPMJCFSBMFDPOPNJDQPMJDZ XIJDIUIFZSFHBSEBTUIFNBJO
VOEFSMZJOHDBVTFGPSUIFQPMJUJDBMWJPMFODF DJWJMXBS JO$PMPNCJB5IFZDSJUJ
DJ[FEFTQFDJBMMZUIFQMBOOFETJHOJOHPGBGSFFUSBEFBHSFFNFOU GUB CFUXFFO
$PMPNCJBBOEUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT XIJDIUIFZGFBSFEXPVMEEBNBHFUIFJSGPPE
TPWFSFJHOUZ JODSFBTFMFWFMTPGWJPMFODF BOEUISFBUFOUIFJOUFHSJUZPGUIFDPO
TUJUVUJPOBM GSBNFXPSL PO XIJDI UIFJS BVUPOPNZ JT CBTFE *O SFBDUJPO UP UIF
HPWFSONFOUµTSFGVTBMUPTVCKFDUJUTQMBOTUPBWJHPSPVTDJUJ[FOSFWJFX UIF/BTB
BOE(VBNCJBOPJO$BVDBPSHBOJ[FEBSFGFSFOEVNPOUIFJTTVFJO.BSDI
JOTJYQSFEPNJOBOUMZJOEJHFOPVTNVOJDJQBMJUJFT#ZBOPWFSXIFMNJOHNBKPSJUZ 
UIFQPQVMBSWPUFSFKFDUFEUIFQMBOOFETJHOJOHPGUIFGUB UIVTFYQMJDJUMZDIBM
MFOHJOHUIFMFHJUJNBDZPGUIFHPWFSONFOUµTNBDSPFDPOPNJDQPMJDZ
*O4FQUFNCFS JNQBUJFOUMBOEOFFEZDPNNVOJUJFTJOOPSUIFSO$BVDB
BHBJOQSPDFFEFEUPVOEFSUBLFVOBSNFEMBOEPDDVQBUJPOTPVUTJEFUIFCPSEFST
PGUIFJS DVSSFOU SFTHVBSEPT UIVTGPSDJOHBDJOBOEDSJDUPUBLFBQPTJUJPO
BHBJOTU UIF 4UBUF *OEJHFOPVT PSHBOJ[BUJPOT KVTUJ¾FE UIFJS BDUJPOT UP QPJOU
PVUUIFOFHMJHFODFPGUIFHPWFSONFOUJOUIFFYFDVUJPOPGQPTUDPOTUJUVUJPOBM
MFHJTMBUJPOJOSFMBUJPOUPUIFFOMBSHFNFOUPGSFTHVBSEPTBTXFMMBTJUTOPODPN
QMJBODFXJUIQSFWJPVTBDDPSETPOUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTFDPOPNJD
SJHIUT JO$BVDB °UIFZBMTPGSBNFEUIFJSMBOEDMBJNTJOUFSNTPGPQQPTJUJPO
UPUIFFOWJSPONFOUBMMZEFTUSVDUJWFQSBDUJDFTPOOFBSCZTVHBSDBOFQMBOUBUJPOT
MBCFMJOHUIFJSBDUJPOUIF²-JCFSBUJPOPG.PUIFS&BSUI³ 5IFIBSTIMZSFQSFTTJWF
BDUJPOPGSFHJPOBMBVUIPSJUJFTMFEUPBTUPSNPGBSHVNFOUTBCPVUUIFJOEJHFOPVT
DBVTFJOUIFMPDBMBOEOBUJPOBMNFEJB*OQBSUEVFUPMPCCZJOHCZJOEJHFOPVT
TFOBUPST BOE UP DPOUJOVPVT TVQQPSU GSPN JOUFSOBUJPOBM BMMJFT  UIF JOEJHF
OPVTDPNNVOJUJFTHBJOFENBKPSDPODFTTJPOTGSPNUIFHPWFSONFOU BOEUIJT
XJMMVOEPVCUFEMZSFJOWJHPSBUFPOHPJOHEJTDVTTJPOTPOFDPOPNJDPSHBOJ[BUJPO
XJUIJOJOEJHFOPVTSFTHVBSEPT
#PUINPCJMJ[BUJPOTTIPXUIBU/BTBJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTJO$PMPNCJB
UPEBZBSFXFMMBXBSFUIBUTFDVSJOHFGGFDUJWFSFDPHOJUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTSJHIUT
BOEHSFBUFSTPDJBMKVTUJDFFOUBJMTNPSFUIBO²MPDBMJ[FEBVUPOPNZ³ DG4JFEFS
 5IFZBSFBTJHOPGJODSFBTFEJOEJHFOPVTFOHBHFNFOUXJUI BOEBTTFS
UJWFOFTTUPXBSET OBUJPOBMQPMJUJDTBOEMBXNBLJOH BOEBOJMMVTUSBUJPOPGUIFJS
BQQSPQSJBUJPO BOE SFTJHOJ¾DBUJPO PG UIF OPUJPOT PG DJUJ[FOTIJQ BOE TPMJEBS
JUZJOUIFJSTFBSDIGPSDPVOUFSIFHFNPOJDQPMJUJDBMWJTJPOTPGBQMVSJFUIOJDBOE
NVMUJDVMUVSBMEFNPDSBDZ
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$POUJOVJUZBOEDIBOHFJOJOEJHFOPVTBVUPOPNZSFHJNFT
BOETUSVHHMFT

*O$PMPNCJB UIFBEPQUJPOPGUIF$POTUJUVUJPOIBTOPUUIVTGBSQSPEVDFEB
TUSVDUVSBMUSBOTGPSNBUJPOPGSFMBUJPOTCFUXFFOJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFT UIF4UBUF
BOE OPOJOEJHFOPVT TPDJFUZ 5IF QSFWBJMJOH QPMJUJDBM SFHJNF IBT CBTJDBMMZ
SFUBJOFEJUTJNCBMBODFEBOEFYDMVTJPOBSZDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT BOEJOSFMBUJPOUPUIF
DPVOUSZµT JOEJHFOPVT QFPQMFT IBT GBJMFE UP QSPWJEF UIF NBUFSJBM BOE JOTUJUV
UJPOBMCBTJTGPSUIFJSDPNNVOJUJFTµQVSTVJUPGBTFMGEFUFSNJOFE BVUPOPNPVT
DVMUVSBMBOEFDPOPNJDEFWFMPQNFOU5IJTTJUVBUJPOIBTFOUJDFETPNFPCTFSW
FSTUPDBUFHPSJ[F$PMPNCJBBTB²GBmBEFEFNPDSBDZ³ 8BSSFO+BDLTPO
  BOE UP MBCFM UIF QSFTFOU SFDPHOJUJPO BT NFSF DPTNFUJD UJOLFSJOH XJUI UIF
DPOTUJUVUJPOBMTZTUFN5IFDVSSFOUTUVEZ IPXFWFS TIPXTBNPSFDPNQMFYTJU
VBUJPOBOEUIJTUIFSFGPSFSBJTFTUIFRVFTUJPOBTUPXIFUIFSPSOPU BOEUPXIBU
FYUFOU UIF$POTUJUVUJPOIBTNBEFBEJGGFSFODFUPUIFTJUVBUJPOPGJOEJHF
OPVTQFPQMFTJO$PMPNCJB5IJTRVFTUJPOIBTCPUIBMFHBMJOTUJUVUJPOBMBOEBO
FNQJSJDBMEJNFOTJPO XIJDIXJMMCFGVSUIFSFMBCPSBUFECFMPX
1SJPSUPUIF$POTUJUVUJPO JOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTIBECFFOHSBOUFE
BVUPOPNZBTTUJQVMBUFEJO-BXPG CVUUIJTBVUPOPNZXBTPOMZSFDPH
OJ[FEJOPSEJOBSZMFHJTMBUJPO MBXTBOEEFDSFFT BOEUIFSFGPSFXFBL JODPOUSBTU
UP DPOTUJUVUJPOBMMZ SFDPHOJ[FE BVUPOPNZ  XIJDI JT NVDI TUSPOHFS  BOE XBT
GPVOEFE PO B OFHBUJWF JEFPMPHJDBM CBTJT "VUPOPNZ GPS JOEJHFOPVT DPNNV
OJUJFT XBT POMZ SFDPHOJ[FE GPS BT MPOH BT UIFZ XFSF VOQSFQBSFE UP JOUFHSBUF
JOUPDJWJMJ[BUJPO5IFVOEFSMZJOHJEFBXBTUIBUJOEJHFOPVTJOEJWJEVBMTOFFEFE
UP CF DPMMFDUJWFMZ QSPUFDUFE BHBJOTU UIFNTFMWFT BOE UIF EPNJOBOU TPDJFUZ
$PSSFTQPOEJOHMZ JO-BXPGJOEJHFOPVTQFSTPOTXFSFEF¾OFEBTMFHBM
NJOPST5IFHPWFSONFOUSFTFSWFEUPJUTFMGUIFSJHIUBUBMMUJNFT°JOUIFJOUFS
FTUTPGUIFTFDPNNVOJUJFT°UPJOUFSWFOFJOUIFMPDBMTJUVBUJPO*UDBOUIVTCF
BSHVFEUIBU CFGPSF SFDPHOJUJPOFOUBJMFEBQBUSPOJ[JOHBTXFMMBTBSFTJE
VBMGPSNPGBVUPOPNZBOBVUPOPNZBTBSFMJDUPGGPSNFS DPMPOJBM UJNFTUPCF
UFNQPSBSJMZVQIFMEGPSBDBUFHPSZPGQFPQMFUIBUXBTBCPVUUPEJTBQQFBS
*ODPOUSBTU JOUIFQPTUDPOTUJUVUJPOBMQFSJPE BVUPOPNZHSBOUFEUPJOEJHF
OPVTDPNNVOJUJFTJTGBSMFTTSFTUSJDUFE3FDPHOJUJPOJTUIFSFTVMUPGBQPTJUJWF
FWBMVBUJPO°BUMFBTUSIFUPSJDBMMZ°PGDVMUVSBMFUIOJDEJWFSTJUZ BTHVBSBOUFFE
JO BSUJDMF  PG UIF  $POTUJUVUJPO  BOE JT CBTFE  BU MFBTU JNQMJDJUMZ  PO UIF
QSFTVNFEDBQBDJUZPGJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTUPEFUFSNJOFUIFJSPXOGVUVSF
3FDPHOJUJPOOPXJNQMJFTUIFBTTJHONFOUPGBCSPBEMFHJTMBUJWFDPNQFUFODF°
PSBNQMF²OPSNBUJWFBOEBENJOJTUSBUJWFTQBDF³ +BDLTPO8BSSFO 
°UPJOEJHFOPVTBVUIPSJUJFT5IFCPVOEBSJFTPGUIJTJOEJHFOPVTKVSJTEJDUJPOBSF
GBJSMZXFMMEFNBSDBUFE OPUMFBTUEVFUPUIFFGGPSUTPGUIFDPOTUJUVUJPOBMDPVSU 
XIJDI IBT DMBSJ¾FE OVNFSPVT BNCJHVJUJFT JO UIF DPOTUJUVUJPOBM UFYU *O UIJT
XBZ JOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTUPEBZJOQSJODJQMFBSFGBJSMZXFMMQSPUFDUFEGSPN
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VOEVFFYUFSOBMJOUFSWFOUJPOT
0OBTFDPOEMFWFM XFNVTUBTLXIFUIFSUIFDVSSFOUSFDPHOJUJPONBLFTBEJG
GFSFODFJOUFSNTPGJUTTPDJBMTJHOJ¾DBODFJOJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFT JFJOUIF
FGGFDUTJUIBTPOUIFJSTPDJBMPSHBOJ[BUJPO4JODFUIFTPDJBMTJUVBUJPOTPGUIFTF
DPNNVOJUJFT BVUPOPNZ BT B TPDJBM QSPDFTT  JT JO¾OJUFMZ NPSF DPNQMJDBUFE
UIBOUIFMFHBMTJUVBUJPO UIFBOTXFSUPTVDIBRVFTUJPOJTNVDINPSFJOEFUFS
NJOBUF0OUIFPOFIBOE UIFSFDPHOJUJPOPGBVUPOPNZJOJUTFMGEJEOPUCSJOH
BTPMVUJPOGPSNBOZPGUIFQSPCMFNTFYQFSJFODFECZJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFT
0GUFO UIFTF QSPCMFNT PSJHJOBUF GSPN QSFWJPVT BVUPOPNZ TUSVHHMFT CFUXFFO
DPNNVOJUJFTBOEUIF4UBUFJOUIFQSFDPOTUJUVUJPOBMTJUVBUJPO1SFWJPVTTUBUF
MBXTBOEQPMJDJFTBOEUIFJSPVUDPNFTJOUIFQSPDFTTPGTVDITUSVHHMFTIBWFIBE
BEFFQJNQBDUPOUIFTPDJBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFT5IFTF
PVUTJEFJOUFSWFOUJPOTIBWFNBOZMJOHFSJOHFGGFDUTCFDBVTF²UIFQSFWJPVT<MBXT> 
PODFSFWPLFE OFWFSUIFMFTTMFBWFUIFJSJNQSJOUPOUIFTPDJBMSFMBUJPOTUIFZVTFE
UPSFHVMBUF³ 4PVTB4BOUPT *ONBOZDBTFT UIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMQSPC
MFNTBOETPDJBMDPOUSBEJDUJPOTHFOFSBUFECZUIFNIBWFOPUZFUCFFOSFTPMWFE
:FUOPUBMMQSPCMFNTFYQFSJFODFEBSFSFMBUFEUPQBTUTUBUFPSFYUFSOBMJOUFSWFO
UJPOT5IFZBSFBMTPJOMBSHFQBSUDBVTFECZOFX QPTU QPMJUJDBM FDPOPNJD 
BOE TPDJBM EFWFMPQNFOUT  CPUI JO UIF PVUTJEF XPSME BOE XJUIJO UIF JOEJHF
OPVTDPNNVOJUJFT UIBUQPTFOFXDIBMMFOHFTUPJOEJHFOPVTPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBOE
QFPQMFT BOE EFNBOE B GPSNVMBUJPO PG TPMVUJPOT TVDI EFWFMPQNFOUT JODMVEF
QPQVMBUJPOHSPXUIBOEMBOETDBSDJUZ FDPOPNJDDSJTJT BOEEFQFOEFODFPOCPUI
MFHBMBOEJMMFHBMNBSLFUT BOEUIFDPOTUBOUUISFBUPGQPMJUJDBMWJPMFODF
0O UIF PUIFS IBOE  UIF TPDJBM TJHOJ¾DBODF TIPVME CF VOEFSTUPPE JO SFMB
UJPOUPUIFPQQPSUVOJUJFTJUFOHFOEFSTGPSUIFDPNNVOJUJFT5IFDVSSFOUMFHBM
GSBNFXPSLGPSBVUPOPNZIBTCFFODPOTJEFSBCMZFYQBOEFE BOEUIJTQSPWJEFT
QPUFOUJBMMZ TJHOJ¾DBOU MFHBM SFTPVSDFT GPS UIF SFTPMVUJPO PG PSHBOJ[BUJPOBM
BOE PUIFS DPODSFUF QSPCMFNT 8IFUIFS PS OPU UIJT QPUFOUJBM NBUFSJBMJ[FT JT
EFQFOEFOUPOUIFEFHSFFUPXIJDIUIFTFOFXPQQPSUVOJUJFTBSFDBQUVSFEBOE
BQQSPQSJBUFECZJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFT'PSJOTUBODF UIJTTUVEZIBTTIPXO
IPXJO+BNCBMwUIFBG¾SNBUJPOBOEFYUFOTJPOPGUIFBENJOJTUSBUJWF MFHJTMBUJWF 
BOEKVSJTEJDUJPOBMQPXFSTPGJOEJHFOPVTBVUIPSJUJFTIBTDPOTPMJEBUFEDBCJMEP
BVUIPSJUZ BOE IBT HJWFO OFX JNQFUVT UP B QSPDFTT PG QBSUJDJQBUPSZ DPNNV
OJUZPSHBOJ[BUJPO.PSFPWFS JUIBTTIPXOUIBUDPOTUJUVUJPOBMBOEMFHBMSJHIUT 
XIJDIJOQBSUIBWFOPUNBUFSJBMJ[FE BSFVTFECZ+BNCBMwBOEPUIFS/BTBDPN
NVOJUJFTBTBSFGFSFOUJONBLJOHQSPQPTBMTBOEDMBJNTUPUIF4UBUF0GDPVSTF 
UIJTEVBMQSPDFTTPGFUIOJDSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMTPDBSSJFTJOJUQPUFOUJBMESBXCBDLT 
TVDIBTJOUFSOBMGSBHNFOUBUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOT
°BTBSFTVMUPGOFXFDPOPNJDJODFOUJWFTBOEQPMJUJDBMPQQPSUVOJUJFT°BOEUIF
JOUSVTJPOPGUIF4UBUFBOEJUTJEFPMPHZJOUPDPNNVOJUJFTµJOUFSOBMBGGBJST*UJT
NPSFPWFSDMFBSUIBUDVSSFOUBVUPOPNZTUSVHHMFTJO$PMPNCJBDPOUJOVFUPUBLF
QMBDF VOEFS B IJHIMZ BTZNNFUSJDBM QPXFS SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO JOEJHFOPVT
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QFPQMFT BOE UIF 4UBUF "MM UIF TBNF  UIF DBTF PG +BNCBMw  BOE PG PUIFS DPN
NVOJUJFTJOOPSUIFSO$BVDB IBTEFNPOTUSBUFETFWFSBMFYBNQMFTPGQSPNJTJOH
DPOTUJUVUJWFPS²DVMUVSBMMZQSPEVDUJWFFGGFDUT³PGJOEJHFOPVTSJHIUTBOEMFHJTMB
UJPO .FSSZ 
5IJT TUVEZ IBT MPPLFE BU IJTUPSJDBM DIBOHFT JO UIF TPDJBM PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG
JOEJHFOPVT DPNNVOJUJFT JO UIF ¾FME PG DPNNVOBM SFTPVSDF NBOBHFNFOU *U
IBT GVSUIFS MPPLFE BU IPX UIFTF DIBOHFT BSF TIBQFE JO JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO
UIFTFDPNNVOJUJFTBOEUIFPVUTJEFXPSME5IJTTUVEZIBTSFQFBUFEMZTIPXOIPX
JOTUJUVUJPOTBOEQSBDUJDFTPGDPNNVOBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOUBSFSFHVMBUFECZ
JOEJHFOPVTWBMVFTBOEQSJODJQMFT PS QVUEJGGFSFOUMZ CZB²MPPTFMZTIBSFECPEZ
PG <PGUFO JOUFSOBMMZ IFUFSPHFOFPVT> TUBOEBSET BOE OPSNT³ 5BNBOBIB 
 #ZDPOTJEFSJOHUIFVOEFSMZJOHOPSNBUJWFPSEFSJOHPGUIFTPDJBMPSHBOJ[B
UJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTBTBGPSNPGMBX UIJTTUVEZJTTFUXJUIJOUIF
¾FMEPGMFHBMBOUISPQPMPHZ
4JODFUIFT MFHBMBOUISPQPMPHZIBTCFFOEFWFMPQJOHBOJOUFSFTUJOUIF
XBZMPDBMPSJOEJHFOPVTTPDJBMBOEOPSNBUJWFPSEFSTBSFTIBQFEJOJOUFSBDUJPOT
XJUI MBSHFS TPDJBMOPSNBUJWF DPO¾HVSBUJPOT JO XIJDI UIFZ BSF TJUVBUFE  BOE
WJDFWFSTB8JUIJOUIFSFTFBSDI¾FMEPGMFHBMQMVSBMJTN°UIFTUVEZPGUIFDPFY
JTUFODFPGNPSFUIBOPOFOPSNBUJWFPSMFHBMPSEFS°UIJTQIFOPNFOPOIBTCFFO
EFTDSJCFE BT UIF ²EJBMFDUJD PG NVUVBMMZ DPOTUJUVUJWF MFHBM PSEFST³ TFF )FOSZ
.FSSZ  5IFQBTUUISFFEFDBEFTIBWFTFFOB¿VSSZPGTUVEJFT
UIBUMPPLFEBUDIBOHFTJOTPDJBMQSBDUJDFTBOEJOTUJUVUJPOTJOMPDBMDPNNVOJ
UJFT ° UIBU DBO CF DPOTJEFSFE UP CF ²TFNJBVUPOPNPVT TPDJBM ¾FMET³ .PPSF
 °JOJOUFSBDUJPOTXJUIUIFTVSSPVOEJOHTPDJFUZ.PTUPGUIFTFTUVEJFTXFSF
DPODFSOFE XJUI EJTQVUF QSPDFTTJOH  BOE UIFZ JOWFTUJHBUFE IPX MPDBM QFPQMF
JOWPMWFE JO EJTQVUFT PSJFOU UIFJS CFIBWJPS UPXBSET MBX  CPUI JOEJHFOPVT BOE
TUBUFUIFTFTUVEJFTUIFOBOBMZ[FEIPXTUBUFMBXJO¿VFODFTUIFMPDBMOPSNBUJWF
PSEFS5IJTTUVEZDPOWFSTFMZEFQBSUTGSPNDPO¿JDUTCFUXFFODPNNVOJUJFTBOE
UIF 4UBUFEPNJOBOU TPDJFUZ BOE JOWFTUJHBUFT IPX UIFTF DPO¿JDUT BSF CSPVHIU
CBDLUPUIFDPNNVOJUJFTXIFSFUIFZMFBEUPQSPDFTTFTPGDVMUVSBMOFHPUJBUJPO 
JO UVSO SFTVMUJOH JO DIBOHFT JO TUSVDUVSFT PG MPDBM  JOEJHFOPVT HPWFSOBODF
5IJT GPDVT  JO DPNCJOBUJPO XJUI UIF IJTUPSJDBM NFUIPEPMPHZ BEPQUFE  MFE UP
UIFJOTJHIUUIBU BTGBSBTUIF/BTBBSFDPODFSOFE BDFSUBJOPQQPTJUJPOBMDVMUV
SBMMPHJDJTJOWPMWFEJOUIFJS EJBMFDUJDBM JOUFSBDUJPOTXJUIUIFEPNJOBOUTPDJFUZ
BOEMFHBMPSEFS5IFGPMMPXJOHTFDUJPOQSFTFOUTCZXBZPGDPODMVTJPOGPVSFMF
NFOUTDIBSBDUFSJ[JOHUIJTPQQPTJUJPOBMDVMUVSF
'JSTUMZ JUJTSPPUFEJOBIJTUPSZPGSFTJTUBODFUPTUSVDUVSFTPGEPNJOBUJPOUIBU
BSFJNQPTFECZUIFPVUTJEFXPSME5IJTIJTUPSZTUSFUDIFTGBSCBDLJOUJNF ZFU
JUJTNPTUBDVUFMZSFNFNCFSFEUISPVHIUIFMBOETUSVHHMF5IFQSFDFEJOHDIBQ
UFSTEFNPOTUSBUFEUIBUSFNFNCFSJOHUIFIFSPJDQBTUBOEDSJUJDBMMZSF¿FDUJOHPO
JUBSFJNQPSUBOUHVJEBODFJOUIFTFBSDIGPSMPQSPQJP UIBUXIJDIJTDIBSBDUFSJT
UJDPGBQFPQMF 5IFXBZUIF/BTBVOEFSTUBOEIJTUPSZBOEIJTUPSJDBMQSPDFTTFT
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JTDSVDJBMUIFZWJFXUIFNBTUIFUPUBMJUZPGUIFJSBODFTUPSTµFYQFSJFODFTUIBU 
WFSZ NVDI MJLF B SJWFS NFUBQIPSJDBMMZ TQFBLJOH  EJSFDUT BOE QSPQFMT UIFJS
BDUJPOTJO¾OEJOHTPMVUJPOTUPUIFJSQSPCMFNTBOEGVSUIFSJOHUIFJSEFNBOET
5IFTF TPMVUJPOT BSF  IPXFWFS  BEBQUFE UP DPOUFNQPSBSZ DPOEJUJPOT  XIFSFCZ
FMFNFOUTGSPNUIFEPNJOBOUTPDJFUZBSFDSJUJDBMMZBQQSPQSJBUFECZDPNCJOJOH
UIFNXJUIDVMUVSBMWBMVFT QSJODJQMFTBOEOPSNTPGTPDJBMPSHBOJ[BUJPO°JNBH
JOFEPSSFBM*OEJHFOPVTMFBEFST DBDJRVFT XFSFJOTUSVNFOUBMJOTIBQJOHUIFTF
BEBQUBUJPOTJOUIFQBTU CVUTJODFUIFMBOETUSVHHMFUIFZBSFTIBQFENBJOMZCZ
UIFDPNNVOJUZ TUSVDUVSFEBOEPSNFEJBUFECZUIFDBCJMEP
4FDPOEMZ UIJTDVMUVSFPGPQQPTJUJPOJTDMFBSMZNBOJGFTUJOUIF¾FMEPGDPN
NVOBMSFTPVSDFNBOBHFNFOU XIFSFJOUFSWFOUJPOTPGUIFPVUTJEFXPSMEIBWF
CFFONPTUEFFQMZGFMUJOUIFSFDFOUQBTU FWPLJOHTUSPOHDPVOUFSSFBDUJPOT5IJT
EPFTOPUNFBO IPXFWFS UIBUUIFMPHJDPGPQQPTJUJPOIBTOPUCFFOQSFTFOUJO
PUIFS QBUUFSOT PG TPDJBM PSHBOJ[BUJPO *O UIF TQIFSF PG QPMJUJDT  GPS JOTUBODF 
JOEJHFOPVTQFSTPOTQSJEFUIFNTFMWFTUIBUEFDJTJPONBLJOHUBLFTQMBDFNBJOMZ
CZDPOTFOTVT BQSPDFTTUIBUUIFZPQQPTFUPUIFEFDJTJPONBLJOHCZNBKPSJUZ
UIBUUIFZBTTPDJBUFXJUIUIFEPNJOBOUTPDJFUZ"TBOPUIFSFYBNQMF UIFTUSFTT
JOJOEJHFOPVTKVSJTEJDUJPOTPOIBSNPOZBOESFDPODJMJBUJPOJTTFFOBTBOUJUIFUJD
UPQVOJTINFOUJOUIFPVUTJEFXPSME5IFDVMUVSFPGPQQPTJUJPOUIFSFGPSFQFSNF
BUFTNPTU JGOPUBMM BTQFDUTPGJOEJHFOPVTMJGF
5IJSEMZ  SFWJFXJOH UIF QSFWJPVT DIBQUFST DMFBSMZ TIPXT UIBU UIF PQQPTJ
UJPOBMMPHJDJTOPUUPUBMMZDPIFSFOU5IFJOUFHSJUZPGUIFJOEJHFOPVTMFHBMPSEFS
JTJOQBSUEFQFOEFOUPOSFDPHOJUJPOCZTUBUFMBX*OEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFTMJLF
UIF /BTB UIFSFGPSF BQQFBM UP FMFNFOUT PG TUBUF MBX UP TBGFHVBSE UIFJS BVUPO
PNZ*OUIFQBTU UIFZFNCSBDFEDPMPOJBMMBOEUJUMFTBOEQSPUFDUJWFSFQVCMJDBO
MFHJTMBUJPO 6OEFS DVSSFOU DPOEJUJPOT  FWFO XIJMF UIF /BTB BSF BHBJO BEPQU
JOHBOJODSFBTJOHMZBEWFSTBSJBMBUUJUVEFUPXBSETUIFHPWFSONFOU UIFSFJTBMTP
MJUUMF PQQPTJUJPO BHBJOTU GBWPSBCMF MFHBM FMFNFOUT  TVDI BT UIF $POTUJUVUJPO 
TFDPOEBSZMFHJTMBUJPOHJWJOHDFSUBJOQSJWJMFHFTUPJOEJHFOPVTDPNNVOJUJFT PS
QPMJUJDBMSFQSFTFOUBUJPOJOUIFTFOBUF*OUIFQSPDFTTPGUIFTFFMFNFOUTPGTUBUF
MBXCFJOHBQQSPQSJBUFE UIFZPGUFOCFDPNFBOJOEJTTPMVCMFQBSUPGUIFJOEJHF
OPVT /BTB MFHBMPSEFS
'JOBMMZ UIFDVMUVSFPGPQQPTJUJPOJTOPUXJUIPVUJOUFSOBMDPOUFTUBUJPO5IF
DBCJMEP EFQFOET JO JUT RVFTU GPS BVUPOPNZ PO CVJMEJOH DPOTFOTVT BNPOH JUT
NFNCFST°JOEJHFOPVTBVUPOPNZJOJUTQSPDFTTVBMEJNFOTJPOJTEFUFSNJOFECZ
²UIFDBQBDJUZPGBDPNNVOJUZUPDPOUSPMPSJNQPTFJUTPXOOPSNBUJWJUZPWFSUIF
NBUFSJBMBOETZNCPMJDPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGUIFTQBDFJUJOIBCJUT³ ;VvJHB NZ
USBOTMBUJPO °ZFUJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTEPOPUBMXBZTBHSFFXJUIUIFPQQPTJUJPO
CBTFETPMVUJPOTPGUIFDBCJMEP$FSUBJOHSPVQTBOEJOEJWJEVBMTJOJOEJHFOPVT
DPNNVOJUJFTBSFJO¿VFODFECZDVMUVSBMQBUUFSOTBOEWBMVFTPSJHJOBUJOHGSPN
UIFEPNJOBOUTPDJFUZBOEIBWFJOUFSFTUTUIBUHPBHBJOTUUIFDBCJMEPµTDPNNV
OJUBSJBOQSPKFDU5IJTUFOTJPOJTUIFNBJOESJWJOHGPSDFCFIJOEUIFTUSVHHMFT
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BOEOFHPUJBUJPOTXJUIJOUIFDPNNVOJUZJOUIFPOHPJOHQSPDFTTPGDVMUVSBMBOE
MFHBMSFGPSNVMBUJPOUIJTFYQMBJOT GSPNBIJTUPSJDBMQPJOUPGWJFX UIFTFDPN
NVOJUJFTµDPOUJOVPVTMZWBSJBCMFBVUPOPNZJOSFMBUJPOUPUIFPVUTJEFXPSME



#JCMJPHS BQIZ
BDDQ <> 5rUVMPEFQSPQJFEBEEFMSFTHVBSEPEFMBTQBSDJBMJEBEFTEF1JUBZw 
2VJDIBZB $BMEPOP 1VFCMP/VFWPZ+BNCBMw1BSUJEB1PQBZgO "SDIJWP
$FOUSBMEFM$BVDB
BDDQ <> "SDIJWP$FOUSBMEFM$BVDB 1PQBZgO<> 1SPUPDPM
/PUBSJBM 5rUVMPEFMBTQBSDJBMJEBEFTEF1JUBZw 2VJDIBZB $BMEPOP 1VFCMP/VFWPZ
+BNCBMw1BSUJEB1PQBZgO "SDIJWP$FOUSBMEFM$BVDB
BDJO  %PDVNFOUPQSFMJNJOBSDPODMVTJPOFT$POHSFTP+BNCBMw$POHSFTP
*OErHFOBEFM/PSUFEFM$BVDB %FDFNCFS  +BNCBMw $BVDB
+BNCBMw BDJO
BDJO <> 1BSBDPOUJOVBSDPOMBTSBrDFTFOMBUJFSSBDPODMVTJPOFTEFMDPO
HSFTPJOErHFOBSFBMJ[BEPFO+BNCBMwEFMBMEFEJDJFNCSFEFM1PQBZgO 
BDJO
BDJOBOEDPEBDPQ  5FSSJUPSJBMJEBEDPNVOJUBSJBNFUPEPMPHrBEFGPS
NVMBDJwOEFM´4JTUFNBEF*OGPSNBDJwO 1MBOFBDJwO 4FHVJNJFOUPZ&WBMVBDJwO
1BSUJDJQBUJWBµEFQMBOFTEFEFTBSSPMMP EFPSEFOBNJFOUPUFSSJUPSJBMZNBOFKPBNCJFOUBM
EFMPTDBCJMEPTJOErHFOBTDBNQFTJOPTEFM/PSUFEFM$BVDB#PHPUg "HPSB&EJUPSFT
"EBNT %8BOE44DIVMNBO  .JOJGVOEJBJOBHSBSJBOSFGPSNB$PMPNCJBO
FYBNQMF.BEJTPO 8* -BOE5FOVSF$FOUFS 6OJWFSTJUZPG8JTDPOTJO
"HSBXBM "  &ODIBOUNFOUBOEEJTFODIBOUNFOUUIFSPMFPG
DPNNVOJUZJOOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFDPOTFSWBUJPO8PSME%FWFMPQNFOU  

"HSBXBM "  $PNNPOQSPQFSUZJOTUJUVUJPOTBOETVTUBJOBCMF
HPWFSOBODFPGSFTPVSDFT8PSME%FWFMPQNFOU  
"HVBEP 'SBZ1FESPEF <> 3FDPQJMBDJwOIJTUPSJBM1SJNFSBQBSUFUPNP
**#PHPUg #JCMJPUFDBEFMB1SFTJEFODJBEF$PMPNCJB
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"MCw 9  #PMJWJBGSPN*OEJBOBOEDBNQFTJOPMFBEFSTUPDPVODJMPSTBOE
QBSMJBNFOUBSZEFQVUJFT1QJO34JFEFS &E .VMUJDVMUVSBMJTNJO-BUJO
"NFSJDBJOEJHFOPVTSJHIUT EJWFSTJUZBOEEFNPDSBDZ/FX:PSLOZ 1BMHSBWF
.BDNJMMBO
"MMPUU "BOE(38PPENBO  1FPQMFµTMBXBOETUBUFMBXUIF#FMMBHJPQBQFST
%PSESFDIU 'PSJT1VCMJDBUJPOT
"MWBSF[ & &%BHOJOP BOE"&TDPCBS  *OUSPEVDUJPOUIFDVMUVSBMBOE
UIFQPMJUJDBMJO-BUJO"NFSJDBOTPDJBMNPWFNFOUT1QJO&"MWBSF[ &
%BHOJOP BOE"&TDPCBS &ET $VMUVSFTPGQPMJUJDT QPMJUJDTPGDVMUVSFTSFWJTJPO
JOH-BUJO"NFSJDBOTPDJBMNPWFNFOUT#PVMEFS DP 8FTUWJFX1SFTT
"OBZB 4+  *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTJOJOUFSOBUJPOBMMBX/FX:PSL OZ 0YGPSE
6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
"OUPOJM  1gF[SFTJTUBODFBOEUIFMBOETUSVHHMF.BNBDPDB-POEPO 
)BTTMF'SFF1SFTT
"SBOHP 3BOE&4gODIF[  -PTQVFCMPTJOErHFOBTEF$PMPNCJB#PHPUg 
5FSDFS.VOEP&EJUPSFT
"SDF "BOE/-POH  "OUISPQPMPHZ EFWFMPQNFOUBOENPEFSOJUJFTFYQMPSJOH
EJTDPVSTFT DPVOUFSUFOEFODJFTBOEWJPMFODF-POEPO 3PVUMFEHF
"TTJFT 8+  4FMGEFUFSNJOBUJPOBOEUIF²OFXQBSUOFSTIJQ³1QJO
"+)PFLFNBBOE8+"TTJFT &ET *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTµFYQFSJFODFTXJUITFMG
HPWFSONFOUJXHJB6OJWFSTJUZPG"NTUFSEBN $PQFOIBHFO"NTUFSEBN
"TTJFT 8  *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOESFGPSNPGUIF4UBUFJO-BUJO
"NFSJDB1QJO8"TTJFT (7BOEFS)BBS BOE"+)PFLFNB &ET 
5IFDIBMMFOHFPGEJWFSTJUZJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOESFGPSNPGUIF4UBUFJO-BUJO
"NFSJDB"NTUFSEBN 5IFMB5IFTJT
"TTJFT 8  5XPTUFQTGPSXBSE POFTUFQCBDLJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOE
BVUPOPNJFTJO-BUJO"NFSJDB1QJO.8FMMFSBOE48PMGG &ET 
"VUPOPNZ TFMGHPWFSOBODFBOEDPO¿JDUSFTPMVUJPOJOOPWBUJWFBQQSPBDIFTUPJOTUJUV
UJPOBMEFTJHOJOEJWJEFETPDJFUJFT-POEPO/FX:PSL 3PVUMFEHF
"TTJFT 8 (7BOEFS)BBS BOE"+)PFLFNB  %JWFSTJUZBTBDIBM
MFOHFBOPUFPOUIFEJMFNNBTPGEJWFSTJUZ1QJO8"TTJFT (7BO
EFS)BBS BOE"+)PFLFNB &ET 5IFDIBMMFOHFPGEJWFSTJUZJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFT
BOESFGPSNPGUIF4UBUFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB"NTUFSEBN 5IFMB5IFTJT
"WJSBNB +BOE3.gSRVF[  5IFJOEJHFOPVTNPWFNFOUJO$PMPNCJB
1QJO%-7BO$PUU &E *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOEEFNPDSBDZJO-BUJO
"NFSJDB/FX:PSL 4U.BSUJOµT1SFTT
#BHMFZ #.  5IFTUBUFBOEUIFQFBTBOUSZJODPOUFNQPSBSZ$PMPNCJB
-BUJO"NFSJDBO*TTVFT<POMJOF>IUUQXXXXFCQVCBMMFHIFOZFEV BDDFTTFE
+VMZ
#BSUI '  &UIOJDHSPVQTBOECPVOEBSJFTUIFTPDJBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOBOEDVMUVSBM
EJGGFSFODF0TMP 6OJWFSTJUFUT'PSMBHFU
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#BSUPMPNn ." (##BUBMMB 7%#POJMMB ($BTUJMMP$gSEFOBT .
$IBTF4BSEJ ((SOCFSHFUBM  'PSUIFMJCFSBUJPOPGUIF*OEJBOT
%FDMBSBUJPOPG#BSCBEPT *OUFSOBUJPOBM3FWJFXPG.JTTJPOT  
#FMUSgO .  &M1SPZFDUP/BTBSFTJTUFODJBZFTQFSBO[B-BFYQFSJFODJBEF
5PSJCrP$BVDBIUUQXXXSJBEFMPSH 3FEEF*OWFTUJHBDJwOZ"DDJwOQBSBFM
%FTBSSPMMP-PDBM 3JBEFM BDDFTTFE+BOVBSZ
#FMUSgO1FvB 'BOE-.FKrB4BMB[BS  -BVUPQJBNVFWFNPOUBvBT"MWBSP
6MDVn$IPDVn#PHPUB &EJUPSJBM/VFWB"NnSJDB
#FOOBHFO 1-  'JTDBMBOEBENJOJTUSBUJWFSFMBUJPOTCFUXFFOJOEJHFOPVTHPW
FSONFOUTBOETUBUFT.FFUJOHPG&YQFSUT /VVL (SFFOMBOE 4FQUFNCFS
 FDO"EE 
#FSHRVJTU $8  $PGGFFBOEDPO¿JDUJO$PMPNCJB %VSIBN %VLF
6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
#FSOBM7JMMB 4  #BTFTQBSBFMTUVEJPEFMBPSHBOJ[BDJwOTPDJBMEFMPT
1gF[3FWJTUB$PMPNCJBOBEF"OUSPQPMPHrB
#FSOBM7JMMB 4  &MQPCMBNJFOUPEJTQFSTPGSFOUFBMDBNCJPDVMUVSBM
EJSJHJEP"NnSJDB*OErHFOB   
#MBTFS .  -JGFQSPKFDUTJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTÂBHFODZBOEEFWFMPQNFOU
1QJO.#MBTFS )'FJUBOE(.D3BF &ET *OUIFXBZPGEFWFMPQNFOU
JOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFT MJGFQSPKFDUTBOEHMPCBMJ[BUJPO-POEPO ;FE#PPLT
#MBTFS . )'FJU BOE(.D3BF  *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOEEFWFMPQ
NFOUQSPDFTTFTOFXUFSSBJOTPGTUSVHHMF1QJO.#MBTFS )'FJUBOE
(.D3BF &ET *OUIFXBZPGEFWFMPQNFOUJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFT MJGFQSPKFDUTBOE
HMPCBMJ[BUJPO-POEPO ;FE#PPLT
#POGrM#BUBMMB (  6UPQrBZSFWPMVDJwOFMQFOTBNJFOUPQPMrUJDPDPOUFNQPSgOFP
EFMPTJOEJPTFO"NnSJDB-BUJOB.nYJDP &EJUPSJBM/VFWB*NBHFO
#POJMMB 7%   2VnQPMrUJDBCVTDBOMPTJOErHFOBT 1QJO(
#PO¾M#BUBMMB &E *OEJBOJEBEZEFTDPMPOJ[BDJwOFO"NnSJDB-BUJOBEPDVNFOUPT
EFMB4FHVOEB3FVOJwOEF#BSCBEPT.nYJDP &EJUPSJBM/VFWB*NBHFO
#POJMMB 7%BOE.5'JOEKJ  &OFMDBNJOPEFMBJOWFTUJHBDJwOBDDJwOTPM
JEBSJBMBJOWFODJwOEFMPTNBQBTQBSMBOUFTZTVVUJMJ[BDJwODPNPIFSSBNJFOUBEF
FEVDBDJwO$BMJ 'VOEBDJwO$PMPNCJB/VFTUSB
#SJPOFT.PZB .  /PUBTTPCSFMBQSPQJFEBEDPNVOBMEFMBUJFSSBFOUSF
MPTNJYFTEF0BYBDB1QJO./$IBNPVYBOE+$POUSFSBT &ET 
-BHFTUJwODPNVOBMEFSFDVSTPTFDPOPNrBZQPEFSFOMBTTPDJFEBEFTMPDBMFTEF&TQBvB
Z"NnSJDB-BUJOB#BSDFMPOB &EJUPSJBM*DBSJB*OTUJUVU$BUBMhEµ"OUSPQPMPHJB
#SVDF +8  3FWJFXPGUFOVSFUFSNJOPMPHZ5FOVSF#SJFG  
#SVDF +8  -FHBMCBTFTGPSUIFNBOBHFNFOUPGGPSFTUSFTPVSDFTBTDPNNPOQSPQ
FSUZ3PNF GBP
#SVDF +8 -'PSUNBOBOE$/IJSB  5FOVSFTJOUSBOTJUJPO UFOVSFTJO
DPO¿JDUFYBNQMFTGSPNUIF;JNCBCXFTPDJBMGPSFTU3VSBM4PDJPMPHZ  
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#SZTL "  "DUJOHHMPCBMMZ*OEJBOSJHIUTBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMQPMJUJDTJO
-BUJO"NFSJDB1QJO%-7BO$PUU &E *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOEEFNPD
SBDZJO-BUJO"NFSJDB/FX:PSL 4U.BSUJOµT1SFTT
#VOEFMM ,  'PSHPUUFOGBSNFSTTNBMMGBSNFST USBEFBOETVTUBJOBCMFBHSJDVM
UVSF-POEPO $ISJTUJBO"JE
$BSMTFO -  *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOEBVUPOPNZJO-BUJO"NFSJDBPOF
TUFQGPSXBSE UXPTUFQTCBDL'PSFJHO1PMJDZ*O'PDVT JQTJSDIUUQXXXJSD
POMJOFPSHTFMGEFUFSNJOFMJTUTFSWIUNMBDDFTTFE.BSDI
$BTUFMMBOPT +VBOEF <> &MFHJBTEFWBSPOFTJMVTUSFTEF*OEJBT.BESJE 
#JCMJPUFDBEF"VUPSFT&TQBvPMFT
$BTUJMMPZ0SPTDP 'SBZ&VHFOJPEFM <> 7PDBCVMBSJPQgF[DBTUFMMBOP
DBUFDJTNP OPDJPOFTHSBNBUJDBMFTJEPTQMgUJDBT1BSJT $PMMFDUJPO-JOHVJTUJRVF
"NnSJDBJOF /P
$BTUJMMP$gSEFOBT (  .BOVFM2VJOUrO-BNFMVDIBEPSFJOUFMFDUVBM
JOErHFOBEFMTJHMPYY1QYJYMWJO.2VJOUrO-BNF &OEFGFOTBEFNJSB[B
#PHPUg $PNJUnEF%FGFOTBEFM*OEJP3PTDBEF*OWFTUJHBDJwOZ"DDJwO
4PDJBM
$BTUJMMP$gSEFOBT (  -JCFSBUJPO5IFPMPHZ'SPN#FMPXUIFMJGFBOEUIPVHIU
PG.BOVFM2VJOUrO-BNF.BSZLOPMM OZ 0SCJT#PPLT
$IBNPVY ./BOE+$POUSFSBT  *OUSPEVDDJwO1QJO./
$IBNPVYBOE+$POUSFSBT &ET -BHFTUJwODPNVOBMEFSFDVSTPTFDPOPNrBZ
QPEFSFOMBTTPDJFEBEFTMPDBMFTEF&TQBvBZ"NnSJDB-BUJOB#BSDFMPOB &EJUPSJBM
*DBSJB*OTUJUVU$BUBMhEµ"OUSPQPMPHJB
$ISJTUNBO %8 +()FJNBOO BOE+VMJB&4XFJH  "OEFTBOFX
TUSBUFHZGPSUIFDIBMMFOHFTPG$PMPNCJBBOEUIFSFHJPO8BTIJOHUPOED $PVODJM
PO'PSFJHO3FMBUJPOT
$/6  )JTUPSJBEFWJEBEFMNBZPS7FOBODJP5PNCn FEBEBvPT SFTHVBSEPEF
+BNCBMw :BDUIqµXFTYBLBQJZBµIBUYVµIVOYJTB-PTNBZPSFTOPTFOTFvBOBUSBWnTEF
TVTIJTUPSJBTEFWJWJEBT 4BOUBOEFSEF2VJMJDIBP $gUFESB/BTB6OFTDPBDJO
$/6 B -BSFDVQFSBDJwOEFUJFSSBTEFMSFTHVBSEPEF+BNCBMwDPNPMBWJWJ
FSPOMPTMVDIBEPSFT QSJNFSBQBSUF 4BOUBOEFSEF2VJMJDIBP $gUFESB/BTB
6OFTDPBDJO
$/6 C -BSFDVQFSBDJwOEFUJFSSBTEFMSFTHVBSEPEF+BNCBMwDPNPMBWJWJ
FSPOMPTMVDIBEPSFT TFHVOEBQBSUF 4BOUBOEFSEF2VJMJDIBP $gUFESB/BTB
6OFTDPBDJO
$/6 D -BSFDVQFSBDJwOEFUJFSSBTEFMSFTHVBSEPEF+BNCBMwZEFMB;POB/PSUF
4BOUBOEFSEF2VJMJDIBP $gUFESB/BTB6OFTDPBDJO
$/6 B -PTMrEFSFTDVFOUBOTPCSFFMQSPDFTPPSHBOJ[BUJWPEFMSFTHVBSEPEF+BNCBMw
ZEFM1SPZFDUP(MPCBM4BOUBOEFSEF2VJMJDIBP $gUFESB/BTB6OFTDPBDJO
$/6 C /VFTUSPQSPDFTPPSHBOJ[BUJWPSFTHVBSEPEF+BNCBMwZFM1SPZFDUP(MPCBM
4BOUBOEFSEF2VJMJDIBP $gUFESB/BTB6OFTDPBDJO
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$/6 D -PTMrEFSFTDVFOUBOTPCSFFMQSPDFTPPSHBOJ[BUJWPEFMSFTHVBSEPEF5PSJCrP 
5BDVFZw 4BO'SBODJTDPZEFM1SPZFDUP/BTB4BOUBOEFSEF2VJMJDIBP $gUFESB
/BTB6OFTDPBDJO
$PBUTXPSUI +)  1BUUFSOTPGSVSBMSFCFMMJPOJO-BUJO"NFSJDB.FYJDP
JODPNQBSBUJWFQFSTQFDUJWF1QJO'SJFESJDI,BU[ &E 3JPU SFCFM
MJPOBOESFWPMVUJPO3VSBMDPO¿JDUJO.FYJDP1SJODFUPOOK 1SJODFUPO6OJWFSTJUZ
1SFTT
$0-"$05  4PMJEBSJUZFDPOPNJDTBOBMUFSOBUJWFGPSEFWFMPQNFOU 
FRVJUZ TPDJBMKVTUJDFBOEQFBDFJO$PMPNCJBIUUQXXX[NBHPSH
BDDFTTFE0DUPCFS
$PMDIFTUFS . '.BD,BZ 5(SJG¾UIT BOE+/FMTPO  "TVSWFZPGJOEJH
FOPVTMBOEUFOVSF "SFQPSUGPSUIF-BOE5FOVSF4FSWJDFPGUIF'PPEBOE
"HSJDVMUVSF0SHBOJ[BUJPO .PSFUPOJO.BSTIBOE3PNF 'PSFTU1FPQMFTµ
1SPHSBNNFBOEGBP
$PMNFOBSFT (  1PQBZgOVOBTPDJFEBEFTDMBWJTUB#PHPUg -B
$BSSFUFSB
$PMPNCSFT "  $PMPNCJB)BDJBMBBVUPHFTUJwOJOErHFOB EPDVNFOUPT 
2VJUP &EJDJPOFTEFM4PM
DPOQFT  1SPHSBNBEFBQPZPZGPSUBMFDJNJFOUPnUOJDPEFMPTQVFCMPTJOErHFOBTEF
$PMPNCJB3FQ|CMJDBEF$PMPNCJB%PDVNFOUPDPOQFT/P
#PHPUg $POTFKP/BDJPOBMEF1PMrUJDB&DPOwNJDBZ4PDJBM DPOQFT 
DPOQFT  %JTUSJCVDJwOEFMTJUVBEP¾TDBMZEFMBQBSUJDJQBDJwOFOMPTJOHSFTPTDPS
SJFOUFTEFMBOBDJwOEFMBWJHFODJBZBVUPSJ[BDJwOEFVOOVFWPTFDUPSEFJOWFSTJwO
TPDJBM WFSTJwOBQSPCBEB3FQ|CMJDBEF$PMPNCJB%PDVNFOUPDPOQFT4PDJBM
/P#PHPUg $POTFKP/BDJPOBMEF1PMrUJDB&DPOwNJDBZ4PDJBM DPOQFT 
$POTFKFSP1SFTJEFODJBMQBSBMB4FHVSJEBE/BDJPOBM (PCFSOBEPS
%FQBSUBNFOUBMEFM$BVDB %JSFDUPSEFMB1PMJDrB"OUJOBSDwUJDPT %JSFDUPS
EFM1MBO/BDJPOBMEF3FIBCJMJUBDJwO (PCFSOBEPSFTEFMPT$BCJMEPT
*OErHFOBTEFM%FQBSUBNFOUPEFM$BVDB 3FQSFTFOUBOUFTEFM$POTFKP
3FHJPOBM*OErHFOBEFM$BVDB  "DVFSEPFOUSFFMHPCJFSOPOBDJPOBMZMPT
DBCJMEPTJOErHFOBTEFMEFQBSUBNFOUPEFM$BVDB+BNCBMw
$POUSFSBT +  -BTGPSNBTEFPSHBOJ[BDJwODPNVOBMFOMPT"OEFTDPO
UJOVJEBEFTZDBNCJPT1QJO./$IBNPVYBOE+$POUSFSBT
&ET -BHFTUJwODPNVOBMEFSFDVSTPTFDPOPNrBZQPEFSFOMBTTPDJFEBEFTMPDBMFT
EF&TQBvBZ"NnSJDB-BUJOB#BSDFMPOB &EJUPSJBM*DBSJB*OTUJUVU$BUBMh
Eµ"OUSPQPMPHJB
$PSSZ 4  5PXBSET*OEJBOTFMGEFUFSNJOBUJPOJO$PMPNCJB1QJO
8JMMFN"7FFOIPWFO 8JOJGSFE$SVN&XJOH $MFNFOT"NFMVOYFO &ET 
$BTFTUVEJFTPOIVNBOSJHIUTBOEGVOEBNFOUBMGSFFEPNTBXPSMETVSWFZ5IF
)BHVF.BSUJOVT/JKIPGG
$PSUnT-PNCBOB 1  "TQFDUPTSVSBMFTEFMPTQVFCMPTJOErHFOBTEF$PMPNCJB
#PHPUg %JSFDDJwO(FOFSBMEF"TVOUPT*OErHFOBT
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DSJD  /VFTUSBTMVDIBTEFBZFSZEFIPZ$BSUJMMBEFMDSJDO|N1PQBZgO 
$POTFKP3FHJPOBM*OErHFOBEFM$BVDB
DSJD  )JTUPSJBEFMDSJD NJNFP1PQBZgO
DSJD  1PTJDJwOEFMDSJDGSFOUFBMNPWJNJFOUPJOErHFOBZBM$PNJUn&KFDVUJWP
EFMBBOVD1PQBZgO EFBHPTUPEF $POTFKP3FHJPOBM*OErHFOBEFM
$BVDB
DSJD  $PODMVTJPOFTEFMDVSTJMMPTPCSFMBTBDUJWJEBEFTFDPOwNJDBTEFMBPSHB
OJ[BDJwODPPQFSBUJWBTZUJFOEBTDPNVOBMFT$VSTJMMPSFBMJ[BEPFO$PDPOVDP
FOUSFFMZFMEF+VMJPEF$PDPOVDP $POTFKP3FHJPOBM*OErHFOBEFM
$BVDB
DSJD  0SHBOJ[BDJPOFTFDPOwNJDBTDPNVOJUBSJBT$PDPOVDP NBS[PEF 
$POTFKP3FHJPOBM*OErHFOBEFM$BVDB
DSJD  %JF[BvPTEFMVDIBIJTUPSJBZEPDVNFOUPT#PHPUg &EJUPSJBMDJOFQ
DSJD  1SPHSBNBEFQSPEVDDJwO'POEP3PUBUPSJP*OErHFOB GSJ SFHMBNFOUPEF
DSnEJUP1PQBZgODSJD VOQVCMJTIFE 
DSJD  $PODMVTJPOFT%nDJNP$POHSFTP3FHJPOBM*OErHFOBEFM$BVDB NBS[P
EF 4JMWJB$BVDB1PQBZgO DSJD
DSJD  1PSMBBVUPOPNrBEFMPTQVFCMPTJOErHFOBTGSFOUFBMPTDPO¿JDUPTRVFBUFO
UBODPOUSBOVFTUSPQSPZFDUPEFWJEB +BNCBMw%PDVNFOU +BNCBMw .BSDI
DSJD  -PTQVFCMPTJOErHFOBTEFM$BVDBNBOJ¾FTUBOBMQSFTJEFOUFEF$PMPNCJBTV
SFDIB[PBMBQPMrUJDBEFQVFTUPTEFQPMJDrB TPMEBEPTDBNQFTJOPTZCBUBMMPOFTEFBMUB
NPOUBvB DPNNVOJRVn 1PQBZgO %FDFNCFS
$SPTT 3  3FQPSUCZ3PCFSU$SPTTPGIJT.JTTJPOUP4PVUI"NFSJDBJO
-POEPO (FPSHF&&ZSF8JMMJBN4QPUUJTXPPEF
$VFSWP.BSRVF[ $ <> &TUVEJPTBSRVFPMwHJDPTZFUOPHSg¾DPT#PHPUg 
&EJUPSJBM,FMMZ #JCMJPUFDBEFMB1SFTJEFODJBEF$PMPNCJB
%BHOJOP &  $JUJ[FOTIJQJO-BUJO"NFSJDBBOJOUSPEVDUJPO-BUJO
"NFSJDBO1FSTQFDUJWFT  
%BWJT 4)  7JDUJNTPGUIFNJSBDMFEFWFMPQNFOUBOEUIF*OEJBOTPG#SB[JM
$BNCSJEHF $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
%BWJT 4)BOE"8BMJ  *OEJHFOPVTUFSSJUPSJFTBOEUSPQJDBMGPSFTUNBOBHFNFOU
JO-BUJO"NFSJDB8BTIJOHUPOED 8PSME#BOL &OWJSPONFOU%FQBSUNFOU
EFMB1FvB (  5FSSJUPSJPZDJVEBEBOrBnUOJDBFOMBOBDJwOHMPCBMJ[BEB
%FTBDBUPT  
%FGFOTPSrBEFM1VFCMP  *OGPSNFEFGFOTPSJBM4JUVBDJwOEF%FSFDIPT)VNBOPT
EFMBTDPNVOJEBEFTJOErHFOBTEFM/PSUFEFM$BVDB#PHPUg %FGFOTPSrBEFM1VFCMP
%FTBTUSFT4PDJFEBE  &TQFDJBM$BVDBZ)VJMB $PMPNCJB KVOJP
KVOJP&MEFTBTUSFZMBSFDPOTUSVDDJwOEFM1gF[4QFDJBMJTTVFPG
%FTBTUSFT4PDJFEBE  
%rB[1PMBODP )  'PVOEBUJPOTPGBSFHJNFPGSFHJPOBMBVUPOPNZ
*OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTJO-BUJO"NFSJDBUIFRVFTUGPSTFMGEFUFSNJOBUJPO#PVMEFS 
8FTUWJFX1SFTT
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%rB[1PMBODP )BOE+'6HHFO  *OEJBODPNNVOJUJFTBOEUIF
2VJODFOUFOBSZ-BUJO"NFSJDBO1FSTQFDUJWFT  
%JOEJDVn #  $BSUJMMBEFMFHJTMBDJwOJOErHFOBQBSBMBTDPNVOJEBEFTJOErHFOBT
EFM$BVDB1PQBZgO $POTFKP3FHJPOBM*OErHFOBEFM$BVDB
EOQVEU  -BQBSUJDJQBDJwOEFMPTSFTHVBSEPTJOErHFOBTFOMPTJOHSFTPTDPS
SJFOUFTEFMBOBDJwO#PHPUB EOQVEU 1SPZFDUPEF.PEFSOJ[BDJwOEFMB
"ENJOJTUSBDJwO'JOBODJFSBEFM4FDUPS1VCMJDP NBGTQ 
&TQJOPTB 3%  .POJUPSJOHBOEFWBMVBUJOHMPDBMEFWFMPQNFOUUISPVHI
DPNNVOJUZQBSUJDJQBUJPO5IFFYQFSJFODFPGUIF"TTPDJBUJPOPG*OEJHFOPVT
$BCJMEPTPG/PSUIFSO$BVDB $PMPNCJB1QJO.&TUSFMMB &E 
-FBSOJOHGSPNDIBOHFJTTVFTBOEFYQFSJFODFTJOQBSUJDJQBUPSZNPOJUPSJOHBOEFWBMV
BUJPO-POEPO *OUFSNFEJBUF5FDIOPMPHZ1VCMJDBUJPOT
'BSSJTT /  .BZBTPDJFUZVOEFSDPMPOJBMSVMF1SJODFUPOOK 1SJODFUPO
6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
'JFME -8 B 8IPBSFUIF*OEJBOT 3FDPODFQUVBMJ[JOHJOEJHFOPVT
JEFOUJUZ SFTJTUBODFBOEUIFSPMFPGTPDJBMTDJFODFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB-BUJO
"NFSJDBO3FTFBSDI3FWJFX  
'JFME -8 C )BSWFTUJOHUIFCJUUFSKVJDFDPOUSBEJDUJPOTPG1gF[SFTJT
UBODFJOUIFDIBOHJOH$PMPNCJBOOBUJPOTUBUF*EFOUJUJFT   
'JFME -8  4UBUF BOUJTUBUFBOEJOEJHFOPVTFOUJUJFTSF¿FDUJPOTVQPO
B1gF[SFTHVBSEPBOEUIFOFX$PMPNCJBODPOTUJUVUJPO+PVSOBMPG-BUJO
"NFSJDBO"OUISPQPMPHZ   
'JFME -8  1PTU4BOEJOJTUBFUIOJDJEFOUJUJFTJO8FTUFSO/JDBSBHVB
"NFSJDBO"OUISPQPMPHJTU  
'JOEKJ .5  &MFNFOUPTQBSBFMFTUVEJPEFMPTSFTHVBSEPTJOErHFOBTEFM$BVDB
#PHPUg EBOF
'JOEKJ .5  'SPNSFTJTUBODFUPTPDJBMNPWFNFOUUIFJOEJHFOPVT
BVUIPSJUJFTNPWFNFOUJO$PMPNCJB1QJO"&TDPCBSBOE4&
"MWBSF[ &ET 5IFNBLJOHPGTPDJBMNPWFNFOUTJO-BUJO"NFSJDBJEFOUJUZ TUSBU
FHZBOEEFNPDSBDZ#PVMEFSDP 8FTUWJFX1SFTT
'JOEKJ .5  5SBTMBTIVFMMBTEFMPT1BFDFT1QJO'$PSSFB3VCJP
&E &ODSVDJKBEBTEF$PMPNCJB"NFSJOEJB#PHPUg JDBO$PMDVMUVSB
'JOEKJ .5BOE+.3PKBT  5FSSJUPSJP FDPOPNrBZTPDJFEBEQgF[$BMJ 
6OJWFSTJEBEEFM7BMMF
'JT[CFJO "  5IFFNFSHFODFPGMPDBMDBQBDJUZMFTTPOTGSPN$PMPNCJB
8PSME%FWFMPQNFOU   
(BSBZ -+  $PMPNCJBFOUSFMBFYDMVTJwOZFMEFTBSSPMMP $POUSBMPSrB
(FOFSBMEFMB3FQ|CMJDB KVMJPEF#PHPUg
(JMIPEoT 1  "HSBSJBOTUSVHHMFTJO$PMPNCJB1QJO3
4UBWFOIBHFO &E "HSBSJBOQSPCMFNTBOEQFBTBOUNPWFNFOUTJO-BUJO"NFSJDB
(BSEFO$JUZ OZ "ODIPS
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(wNF[ )BOE$"3Vr[  -PTQBFDFT HFOUFUFSSJUPSJPNFUgGPSBRVFQFSEVSB
1PQBZgO GVODPQ&EJUPSJBM6OJWFSTJEBEEFM$BVDB
(PO[gMF[ %  -PTQBFDFTPHFOPDJEJPZMVDIBTJOErHFOBTFO$PMPNCJB3VFEB
4VFMUB
(PO[gMF[ .  &MSFTHVBSEPFOFM/VFWP3FJOPEF(SBOBEB#PHPUg -B
$BSSFUB
(PX %%  $BOUIFTVCBMUFSOQMBO &UIOJDJUZBOEEFWFMPQNFOUJO$BVDB 
$PMPNCJB6SCBO"OUISPQPMPHZ   
(PX %%  %FTEFBGVFSBZEFTEFBEFOUSPMBQMBOJ¾DBDJwOJOErHFOB
DPNPDPOUSBEFTBSSPMMP1QJO+3BQQBQPSU &E 3FUPSOBOEPMB
NJSBEBVOBJOWFTUJHBDJwODPMBCPSBUJWBJOUFSFUOJDBTPCSFFM$BVDBBMBFOUSBEBEFM
NJMFOJP1PQBZgO 6OJWFSTJEBEEFM$BVDB
(PX %%BOE+3BQQBQPSU  5IFJOEJHFOPVTQVCMJDWPJDFUIFNVMUJ
QMFJEJPNTPGNPEFSOJUZJOOBUJWF$BVDB1QJO,#8BSSFOBOE+&
+BDLTPO &ET *OEJHFOPVTNPWFNFOUT TFMGSFQSFTFOUBUJPOBOEUIFTUBUFJO-BUJO
"NFSJDB"VTUJO 5FYBT6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
(SJG¾UIT +  8IBUJTMFHBMQMVSBMJTN +PVSOBMPG-FHBM1MVSBMJTNBOE
6OPG¾DJBM-BX  
(SPT $ B 6OBPSHBOJ[BDJwOJOErHFOBFOMVDIBQPSMBUJFSSBFM$POTFKP
3FHJPOBM*OErHFOBEFM$BVDB$PMPNCJBJOErHFOBJEFOUJEBEDVMUVSBMZDBNCJP
TPDJBM#PHPUg DFSFD
(SPT $ C -VDIBTJOErHFOBTZQSBDUJDBTBVUPHFTUJPOBSJBT"MHVOBT
SF¿FYJPOFTBQBSUJSEFUSFTFTUVEJPTEFDBTP$PMPNCJBJOErHFOBJEFOUJEBEDVM
UVSBMZDBNCJPTPDJBM#PHPUg DFSFD
(SPT $ D $PMPNCJBOVFWBQPMrUJDBJOEJHFOJTUBZPSHBOJ[BDJPOFTJOEr
HFOBT$PMPNCJBJOErHFOBJEFOUJEBEDVMUVSBMZDBNCJPTPDJBM#PHPUg DFSFD

(SOCFSH (  5JFSSBTZUFSSJUPSJPTJOErHFOBTFO$FOUSPBNnSJDB1VFCMPTJOEr
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1FSSFBVMU 5  .BLJOHTQBDFDPNNVOJUZPSHBOJ[BUJPO BHSBSJBO
DIBOHF BOEUIFQPMJUJDTPGTDBMFJOUIF&DVBEPSJBO"NB[PO-BUJO"NFSJDBO
1FSTQFDUJWFT  
1JO[wO $)  1SPCMFNBTSFMBDJPOBEPTDPOMBTDPNVOJEBEFTJOErHFOBTFOFM
EFQBSUBNFOUPEFM$BVDB .FNPSBOEPVSHFOUFQBSBFM1SPDVSBEPS%FMFHBEP
QBSB"TVOUPT"HSBSJPT 1PQBZgO  
1MBOU 3BOE4)WBMLPG  -BOEUJUMJOHBOEJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFT8BTIJOHUPO
ED *OUFS"NFSJDBO%FWFMPQNFOU#BOL JEC 
1MBUU 5  5IF"OEFBOFYQFSJFODFPG#PMJWJBO-JCFSBMJTN 
3PPUTPGSFCFMMJPOJOUIDFOUVSZ$IBZBOUB 1PUPTr 1QJO4+
4UFSO &E 3FTJTUBODF SFCFMMJPO BOEDPOTDJPVTOFTTJOUIF"OEFBOQFBTBOUXPSME 
UIUPUIDFOUVSJFT.BEJTPO 6OJWFSTJUZPG8JTDPOTJO1SFTT
1PEVS +BOE"#POBOPNJ  "MJWJOHQSPDFTT JOUFSWJFX XXXFO
DBNJOPPSHBDDFTTFE.BSDI
1PEVS +BOE.4BOUPT  5IF/BTBNPWFNFOU JOUFSWJFX XXXFO
DBNJOPPSHBDDFTTFE.BSDI
1PTUFSP /(BOE-;BNPTD  *OEJHFOPVTNPWFNFOUTBOEUIF*OEJBO
2VFTUJPOJO-BUJO"NFSJDB1QJO/(1PTUFSPBOE-;BNPTD &ET 
5IFTUSVHHMFGPS*OEJBOSJHIUTJO-BUJO"NFSJDB-POEPO 4VTTFY"DBEFNJD1SFTT
1SBEB3BNrSF[ '  &QJTUFNPMPHrBZQPEFSFOMBBMJNFOUBDJwOTPCFS
BOrBTBMJNFOUBSJBTGSBHNFOUBEBTZFYQBOTJwOCJPUFDOPMPHrB%FTEFMPT"OEFT
BM.VOEP 4BCPSZ4BCFS1SJNFS$POHSFTPQBSBMB1SFTFSWBDJwOZ%JGVTJwOEFMBT
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BNPOHBO"OEFBOQFPQMF%VSIBN %VLF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
3FJOUKBT $BSPMB  8IBUJTBTPMJEBSJUZFDPOPNZ IUUQXXX[NBHPSH
BDDFTTFE0DUPCFS
3FZFT1PTBEB " '%F3PVY3FOHJGP 0$1JOJMMB BOE+((wNF["MCBSFMMP
 1BDJ¾DBSMBQB[MPRVFOPTFIBOFHPDJBEPFOMPTBDVFSEPTEFQB[#PHPUB 
JFQSJ DJOFQ $PNJTJwO"OEJOBEF+VSJTUBT DFDPJO
3JWFSB$VTJDBORVJ 4  ²0QQSFTTFECVUOPUEFGFBUFE³QFBTBOUTUSVHHMFTBNPOH
UIF"ZNBSBBOE2IFDIXBJO#PMJWJB (FOFWB 6OJUFE/BUJPOT
3FTFBSDI*OTUJUVUFGPS4PDJBM%FWFMPQNFOU
3PESrHVF[#FSOBM " $1VMJEP#VJUSBHP &1SBEB7FMg[RVF[ BOE"3PKBT
'VFOUFT  3FTJTUJSQBSBWJWJSVOBNJSBEBIJTUPSJDBBMNPWJNJFOUPJOEJPEFM
$BVDB#PHPUg &TDVFMB4VQFSJPSEF"ENJOJTUSBDJwO1|CMJDB



#JCMJPHSBQIZ

3PMEgO 3  "OUFDFEFOUFTIJTUwSJDPTEFMSFTHVBSEPEF+BNCBMw1Q
JO33PMEgO 8$BTUBvPBOE&-POEPvP &TUVEJPTPDJPFDPOwNJDPZKVSrEJDP
EFMSFTHVBSEPEF+BNCBMw $BVDB#PHPUg *OTUJUVUP$PMPNCJBOPEFMB3FGPSNB
"HSBSJB JODPSB 3FHJPOBM$BVDB
3PMEgO 3  *OUSPEVDDJwO'VFSPJOErHFOBDPMPNCJBOPOPSNBTOBDJPOBMFT 
SFHJPOBMFTFJOUFSOBDJPOBMFT KVSJTQSVEFODJB DPODFQUPTBENJOJTUSBUJWPTZQFOTBN
JFOUPKVSrEJDPJOErHFOB#PHPUg 1SFTJEFODJBEFMB3FQ|CMJDBJYWJJJ
3PMEgO 3  &MSnHJNFODPOTUJUVDJPOBMJOErHFOBFO$PMPNCJBGVOEB
NFOUPTZQFSTQFDUJWBT1QJO.(wNF[ &E %FSFDIP*OErHFOB
.nYJDP%' JOJBNOV
3PMEgO 3  *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTPG$PMPNCJBBOEUIFMBXBDSJUJDBMBQQSPBDIUP
UIFTUVEZPGQBTUBOEQSFTFOUTJUVBUJPOT#PHPUg 5FSDFS.VOEP&EJUPSFT
3PMEgO 3  .PEFMTGPSSFDPHOJ[JOHJOEJHFOPVTMBOESJHIUTJO-BUJO"NFSJDB
8BTIJOHUPOED 5IF8PSME#BOL&OWJSPONFOU%FQBSUNFOU
3PMEgO3 8$BTUBvP BOE&-POEPvP  &TUVEJPTPDJPFDPOwNJDPZKVSrEJDP
EFMSFTHVBSEPEF+BNCBMw $BVDB#PHPUg *OTUJUVUP$PMPNCJBOPEFMB3FGPSNB
"HSBSJB JODPSB 3FHJPOBM$BVDB
4BGGPSE '  3BDF JOUFHSBUJPO BOEQSPHSFTTFMJUFBUUJUVEFTBOEUIF
*OEJBOJO$PMPNCJB5IF)JTQBOJD"NFSJDBO)JTUPSJDBM3FWJFX  

4BGGPSE 'BOE.1BMBDJPT  $PMPNCJBGSBHNFOUFEMBOE EJWJEFETPDJFUZ
/FX:PSL 0YGPSE6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
4BGGSBZ $ <> 7JBKFB/VFWB(SBOBEB#PHPUg *ODVOBCMFT
4BMB[BS &  "O*OEJBOGFEFSBUJPOJOMPXMBOE&DVBEPS$PQFOIBHFO 
*OUFSOBUJPOBM8PSLJOH(SPVQGPS*OEJHFOPVT"GGBJST JXHJB
4BOBCSJB 0-  .BOFKPWFHFUBMFOBHSPFDPTJTUFNBTUSBEJDJPOBMFTEF
5JFSSBEFOUSP $BVDB $PMPNCJB1PQBZgO &EJUPSJBM6OJWFSTJEBEEFM$BVDB
4gODIF[#PUFSP &  "QSPYJNBDJPOFTBMFTUVEJPEFMTJTUFNBDPHOPTDJUJWPEF
MBBMJNFOUBDJwOQgF[.FNPSJBTEFM4JNQPTJP.FEJDJOB5SBEJDJPOBM $VSBOEFSJTNP
Z$VMUVSB1PQVMBSFOMB$PMPNCJBEF)PZ7$POHSFTPEF"OUSPQPMPHrBFO
$PMPNCJB$&1JO[wO#PHPUg JDGFTDPMDJFODJBT
4gODIF[#PUFSP &  +VTUJDJBZQVFCMPTJOErHFOBTEF$PMPNCJB#PHPUg
6OJWFSTJEBE/BDJPOBMEF$PMPNCJB 'BDVMUBEEF%FSFDIP $JFODJBT1PMrUJDBT
Z4PDJBMFT
4gODIF[#PUFSP &  %FSFDIPTQSPQJPTFKFSDJDJPMFHBMEFMBKVSJTEJDDJwOFTQFDJBM
JOErHFOBFO$PMPNCJB#PHPUg 1SPDVSBEPSrB(FOFSBMEFMB/BDJwO *OTUJUVUP
EF&TUVEJPTEFM.JOJTUFSJP1|CMJDP
4gODIF[ &  &UIOJDSJHIUTJOUIFOFX$PMPNCJBO$POTUJUVUJPO1BQFS
QSFTFOUFEBUDFEMB8PSLTIPQ 4FQUFNCFS"NTUFSEBN DFEMB



#FIJOEUIF.BTLPG3FDPHOJUJPO

4gODIF[ &BOE3"SBOHP  -PTQVFCMPTJOErHFOBTEF$PMPNCJBFOFMVNCSBM
EFMOVFWPNJMFOJP1PCMBDJwO DVMUVSBZUFSSJUPSJPCBTFTQBSBFMGPSUFMBDJNJFOUPTPDJBM
ZFDPOwNJDPEFMBTDPNVOJEBEFTJOErHFOBT#PHPUg %FQBSUBNFOUP/BDJPOBMEF
1MBOFBDJwO %JSFDDJwOEF%FTBSSPMMP5FSSJUPSJBM EOQEEU 
4DIMBHFS &BOE&0TUSPN  1SPQFSUZSJHIUTSFHJNFTBOEOBUVSBM
SFTPVSDFT"DPODFQUVBMBOBMZTJT-BOE&DPOPNJDT  
4FOEPZB .  $BMPUPBOUFMBIJTUPSJB$BMJ *NQSFOUB%FQBSUBNFOUBM
4FOEPZB . OE 5PSJCrP 1VFSUP5FKBEB1PQBZgO 5BMMFSFT&EJUPSJBMFTEFM
%FQBSUBNFOUP
4FWJMMB$BTBT &  -BNFZFM$BVDBJOErHFOB1QJO/4
'SJFEFNBOO &E 5JFSSB USBEJDJwOZQPEFSFO$PMPNCJBFOGPRVFTBOUSPQPMwHJDPT
#PHPUg *OTUJUVUP$PMPNCJBOPEF$VMUVSB
4FWJMMB$BTBT &  -BQPCSF[BEFMPTFYDMVJEPTFDPOPNrBZTPCSFWJWFODJBFOVO
SFTHVBSEPJOErHFOBEFM$BVDB $PMPNCJB<4*> &UIOPT
4JFCFST )  $SFPMJTBUJPOBOENPEFSOJTBUJPOBUUIFQFSJQIFSZUIFDBTFPGUIF
2µFRDIJµFTPG(VBUFNBMB/JKNFHFO ,BUIPMJFLF6OJWFSTJUFJU/JKNFHFO
4JFEFS 3  *OUSPEVDUJPO1QJO34JFEFS &E .VMUJDVMUVSBMJTNJO
-BUJO"NFSJDBJOEJHFOPVTSJHIUT EJWFSTJUZBOEEFNPDSBDZ/FX:PSL 1BMHSBWF
.BDNJMMBO
4JFEFS 3  $IBMMFOHJOHDJUJ[FOTIJQ OFPMJCFSBMJTNBOEEFNPDSBDZ
JOEJHFOPVTNPWFNFOUTBOEUIFTUBUFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB SFWJFXFTTBZ 4PDJBM
.PWFNFOUT4UVEJFT  
4NJUI 3$  5IFQPMJUJDTPGEJWFSTJUZDPJDBBOEUIFFUIOJDGFEFSBUJPOTPG
"NB[POJB-JNB 0YGBN"NFSJDB DPJDB
4PTDVn1VZP 4  "DUVBMJ[BDJwOEFMFTUVEJPTPDJPFDPOwNJDPEFMSFTHVBSEPNVOJ
DJQJPEF+BNCBMw1PQBZgO *ODPSB 3FHJPOBM$BVDB
4PVTB4BOUPT #EF  -BX BNBQPGNJTSFBEJOHUPXBSEBQPTUNPEFSO
DPODFQUJPOPGMBX+PVSOBMPG-BXBOE4PDJFUZ  
4PVTB4BOUPT #EF  "ODJFOUHSJFWBODFTBOEOFXTPMJEBSJUJFTUIFMBXPG
JOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFT5PXBSEBOFXMFHBMDPNNPOTFOTF-POEPO #VUUFSXPSUIT

4PVTB4BOUPT #EFBOE$"3PESrHVF[(BSBWJUP  -BX QPMJUJDT BOE
UIFTVCBMUFSOJODPVOUFSIFHFNPOJDHMPCBMJ[BUJPO-BXBOEHMPCBMJ[BUJPO
GSPNCFMPXUPXBSETBDPTNPQPMJUBOMFHBMJUZ$BNCSJEHF $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ
1SFTT
4QFFE 4BOE.54JFSSB  $SJUJDBMQFSTQFDUJWFTPOIVNBOSJHIUTBOE
NVMUJDVMUVSBMJTNJOOFPMJCFSBM-BUJO"NFSJDB TZNQPTJVN 1P-"3 5IF
1PMJUJDBMBOE-FHBM"OUISPQPMPHZ3FWJFX  
4UBSS +BOE+'$PMMJFS  )JTUPSJDBMTUVEJFTPGMFHBMDIBOHF$VSSFOU
"OUISPQPMPHZ  
4UBSS +BOE+'$PMMJFS  )JTUPSZBOEQPXFSJOUIFTUVEZPGMBXOFXEJSFDUJPOT
JOMFHBMBOUISPQPMPHZ*UIBDBOZ $PSOFMM6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT


#JCMJPHSBQIZ

4UBWFOIBHFO 3  $IBMMFOHJOHUIFOBUJPOTUBUFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB+PVSOBM
PG*OUFSOBUJPOBM"GGBJST
4UBWFOIBHFO 3  *OEJHFOPVTSJHIUTTPNFDPODFQUVBMQSPCMFNT1Q
JO8+"TTJFTBOE"+)PFLFNB &ET *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTµFYQFSJFODFTXJUI
TFMGHPWFSONFOU"NTUFSEBN$PQFOIBHFO 6OJWFSTJUZPG"NTUFSEBNJXHJB
4UBWFOIBHFO 3  *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOEUIFTUBUFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB
BOPOHPJOHEFCBUF1QJO34JFEFS &E .VMUJDVMUVSBMJTNJO-BUJO
"NFSJDBJOEJHFOPVTSJHIUT EJWFSTJUZBOEEFNPDSBDZ/FX:PSL 1BMHSBWF
.BDNJMMBO
5BNBOBIB #;  "OPOFTTFOUJBMJTUWFSTJPOPGMFHBMQMVSBMJTN+PVSOBMPG
-BXBOE4PDJFUZ  
5FOOBOU $  *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFT JOUFSOBUJPOBMJOTUJUVUJPOTBOEJOUFS
OBUJPOBMMFHBMMJUFSBUVSFGSPN)VNBO3JHIUT2VBSUFSMZ  

5SJBOB "  &MFTUBEP FMEFSFDIPZMBTDPNVOJEBEFTJOErHFOBT1Q
JO.+JNFOP4BOUPZPBOE"5SJBOB"OUPSWF[B &ET &TUBEPZNJOPSrBT
nUOJDBTFO$PMPNCJB#PHPUg $VBEFSOPTEFM+BHVBSGVODPM
6SCBO (BOE+'4IFS[FS  /BUJPOTUBUFTBOE*OEJBOTJO-BUJO"NFSJDB
"VTUJO UY 6OJWFSTJUZPG5FYBT1SFTT
6SJPTUF .  5IFBCBOEPOFEBHSBSJBOSFGPSNWBMMFZTBOEIJHIQMBJOT-B1B[ 
'VOEBDJwO5JFSSB
7BMFODJB-MBOP "  3FTJTUFODJBNJMJUBSJOErHFOBFOMBHPCFSOBDJwOEF1PQBZgO
$BMJ 6OJWFSTJEBEEFM7BMMF
7BO$PUU %-  *OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOEEFNPDSBDZJTTVFTGPSQPM
JDZNBLFST*OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOEEFNPDSBDZJO-BUJO"NFSJDB/FX:PSL 4U
.BSUJOµT1SFTT
7BO$PUU %- B 5IFGSJFOEMZMJRVJEBUJPOPGUIFQBTUUIFQPMJUJDTPGEJWFSTJUZJO
-BUJO"NFSJDB1JUUTCVSHIQB 6OJWFSTJUZPG1JUUTCVSHI1SFTT
7BO$PUU %- C "QPMJUJDBMBOBMZTJTPGMFHBMQMVSBMJTNJO#PMJWJBBOE
$PMPNCJB+PVSOBMPG-BUJO"NFSJDBO4UVEJFT  
7BO$PUU %-  $POTUJUVUJPOBMSFGPSNJOUIF"OEFTSFEF¾OJOHJOEJH
FOPVTTUBUFSFMBUJPOT1QJO34JFEFS &E .VMUJDVMUVSBMJTNJO
-BUJO"NFSJDBJOEJHFOPVTSJHIUT EJWFSTJUZBOEEFNPDSBDZ/FX:PSL 1BMHSBWF
.BDNJMMBO
7BO$PUU %-  'SPNNPWFNFOUTUPQBSUJFTJO-BUJO"NFSJDBUIFFWPMVUJPOPG
FUIOJDQPMJUJDT/FX:PSL $BNCSJEHF6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
WBOEF4BOEU ++  $PNNVOBMSFTPVSDFUFOVSFBOEUIFRVFTUGPSJOEJHF
OPVTBVUPOPNZPOTUBUFMBXBOEFUIOJDSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOJOUXP$PMPNCJBO
SFTHVBSEPT+PVSOBMPG-FHBM1MVSBMJTN  
7BSFTF 4  5IFFUIOPQPMJUJDTPG*OEJBOSFTJTUBODFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB
-BUJO"NFSJDBO1FSTQFDUJWFT  



#FIJOEUIF.BTLPG3FDPHOJUJPO

7BSFTF 4  .FNPSJFTPGTPMJEBSJUZBOUISPQPMPHZBOEUIFJOEJHFOPVT
NPWFNFOUJO-BUJO"NFSJDB$VMUVSBM4VSWJWBM2VBSUFSMZ  
7BSHBTEFM7BMMF 3  $PMPNCJBFM1SPHSBNBEF%FTBSSPMMP*OUFHSBM
$BNQFTJOP QEJD 1QJO-BQPCSF[BSVSBMFO"NnSJDB-BUJOBMFDDJPOFT
QBSBVOBSFPSJFOUBDJwOEFMBTQPMrUJDBT4BOUJBHPEF$IJMF DFQBM SJNJTQ GBP
7BSHBT7FMgTRVF[ "  -BTGPSNBTBTPDJBUJWBTEFUJQPQSPEVDUJWPFOMBFDPOP
NJBDBNQFTJOBDPMPNCJBOBCBMBODFZQFSTQFDUJWBT-PVWBJO -FVWFO 6OJWFSTJUn
$BUIPMJRVFEF-PVWBJO *OTUJUVUEµ&UVEFEFT1BZTFO%nWFMPQQFNFOU $FOUSF
EF3FDIFSDIFT-BUJOP"NnSJDBJOFT DSMB 
7BTDP6SJCF -(  +BNCBMwZ(VBNCrBFOMVDIBQPSMBWJEB"SRVFPMPHrB 
3FWJTUBEF&TUVEJBOUFTEF"OUSPQPMPHrB %FQBSUBNFOUPEF"OUSPQPMPHrB 
6OJWFSTJEBE/BDJPOBMEF$PMPNCJB #PHPUg IUUQXXXMVHVJWB
OFUBDDFTTFE.BZ
7BTDP6SJCF -(  &OUSFTFMWBZQgSBNPWJWJFOEPZQFOTBOEPMBMVDIBJOEr
HFOB#PHPUg JDBOI
7BTDP6SJCF -( B /BDJPOBMJEBEFTJOErHFOBTZFTUBEPFO$PMPNCJB
&OUSFTFMWBZQgSBNPWJWJFOEPZQFOTBOEPMBMVDIBJOErHFOB#PHPUg JDBOI

7BTDP6SJCF -( C "DPNQBvBOEPMBPSHBOJ[BDJwOZMBMVDIBJOErHFOB
&OUSFTFMWBZQgSBNPWJWJFOEPZQFOTBOEPMBMVDIBJOErHFOB#PHPUg JDBOI

7BTDP6SJCF -( D -VDIBFJOWFTUJHBDJwOFO(VBNCrB&OUSFTFMWBZ
QgSBNPWJWJFOEPZQFOTBOEPMBMVDIBJOErHFOB#PHPUg JDBOI
7FOUVSBJ0MMFS .  -BPSHBOJ[BDJwODPNVOBMFOVOHSVQPJOErHFOB
EFMBTUJFSSBTCBKBTFMDBTPUTBDIJMBEFMPDDJEFOUFFDVBUPSJBOP1Q
JO./$IBNPVYBOE+$POUSFSBT &ET -BHFTUJwODPNVOBMEFSFDVSTPT
FDPOPNrBZQPEFSFOMBTTPDJFEBEFTMPDBMFTEF&TQBvBZ"NnSJDB-BUJOB#BSDFMPOB 
&EJUPSJBM*DBSJB*OTUJUVU$BUBMhEµ"OUSPQPMPHJB
WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO '  "OUISPQPMPHJDBMBQQSPBDIFTUPQSPQFSUZMBX
BOEFDPOPNJDT&VSPQFBO+PVSOBMPG-BXBOE&DPOPNJDT  
WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO '  $JUJ[FOT TUSBOHFSTBOEQFPQMFNVMUJQMFDPO
TUSVDUJPOTBOEDPOTFRVFODFTPGSJHIUT SFTPVSDFTBOEQFPQMF1QJO
'WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO ,WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOOBOE")PFLFNB &ET 
/BUVSBMSFTPVSDFT FOWJSPONFOUBOEMFHBMQMVSBMJTN%FO)BBH .BSUJOVT/JKIPGG
1VCMJTIFST
WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO 'BOE,WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO  "GVODUJPOBM
BOBMZTJTPGQSPQFSUZSJHIUT XJUITQFDJBMSFGFSFODFUP*OEPOFTJB1QJO
5WBO.FJKMBOE'WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO &ET 1SPQFSUZSJHIUTBOEFDPOPNJD
EFWFMPQNFOUMBOEBOEOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTJO4PVUIFBTU"TJBBOE0DFBOJB-POEPO 
,FHBO1BVM*OUFSOBUJPOBM



#JCMJPHSBQIZ

WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO 'BOE,WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO  )PXDPNNV
OBMJTDPNNVOBMBOEXIPTFDPNNVOBMJTJU -FTTPOTGSPN.JOBHLBCBV
1QJO'WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO ,WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOOBOE.(
8JCFS &ET $IBOHJOHQSPQFSUJFTPGQSPQFSUZ/FX:PSL0YGPSE #FSHIBIO
#PPLT
WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOO ' ,WPO#FOEB#FDLNBOOBOE8JCFS.(  
$IBOHJOHQSPQFSUJFTPGQSPQFSUZ/FX:PSL0YGPSE #FSHIBIO#PPLT
8BSSFO ,#BOE+&+BDLTPO  *OEJHFOPVTNPWFNFOUT TFMGSFQSFTFOUBUJPO
BOEUIFTUBUFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB"VTUJO 6OJWFSTJUZPG5FYBT1SFTT
8PMG &#  4POTPGUIFTIBLJOHFBSUI5IFQFPQMFPG.FYJDPBOE(VBUFNBMB UIFJS
MBOE IJTUPSZ BOEDVMUVSF$IJDBHP-POEPO 6OJWFSTJUZPG$IJDBHP1SFTT
XSJ  5IFSPMFPGHPWFSOBODF8PSMESFTPVSDFTUIFXFBMUIPGUIFQPPS
°NBOBHJOHFDPTZTUFNTUP¾HIUQPWFSUZ8BTIJOHUPOED 8PSME3FTPVSDFT
*OTUJUVUF XSJ JODPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUI6OJUFE/BUJPOT%FWFMPQNFOU
1SPHSBNNF 6OJUFE/BUJPOT&OWJSPONFOU1SPHSBNNF BOE8PSME#BOL

8SJHIU 3.  "OUISPQPMPHJDBMQSFTVQQPTJUJPOTPGJOEJHFOPVTBEWPDBDZ
"OOVBM3FWJFXPG"OUISPQPMPHZ
:BTIBS %  $POUFTUJOHDJUJ[FOTIJQJOEJHFOPVTNPWFNFOUTBOEEFNPD
SBDZJO-BUJO"NFSJDB$PNQBSBUJWF1PMJUJDT  
:SJHPZFO 3  5IFDPOTUJUVUJPOBMSFDPHOJUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTMBXJO
"OEFBODPVOUSJFT1QJO8"TTJFT (7BOEFS)BBSBOE"+
)PFLFNB &ET 5IFDIBMMFOHFPGEJWFSTJUZ*OEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTBOESFGPSNPGUIF
TUBUFJO-BUJO"NFSJDB"NTUFSEBN 5IFMB5IFTJT
;BNPTD -  5IFBHSBSJBORVFTUJPOBOEUIFQFBTBOUNPWFNFOUJO$PMPNCJB
TUSVHHMFTPGUIF/BUJPOBM1FBTBOU"TTPDJBUJPO$BNCSJEHF $BNCSJEHF
6OJWFSTJUZ1SFTT
;BNPTD -  "HSBSJBOQSPUFTUBOEUIF*OEJBONPWFNFOUJOUIF
&DVBEPSJBOIJHIMBOET-BUJO"NFSJDBO3FTFBSDI3FWJFX  
;VvJHB (  -PTQSPDFTPTEFDPOTUJUVDJwOEFUFSSJUPSJPTJOErHFOBTFO
"NnSJDB-BUJOB/VFWB4PDJFEBE  



Abbreviations

acin
aico
anuc
asi
atpdea
cric
dai
dane
dnp
ec
ecofondo
eln
farc
fanal
fedecafe
fedegan
fresagro
fta
ftaa
igac
ilo
imf
incoder
incora
jac
m-19
maiso
maql
onic
plante
pnr
sena
umata
undp
utc
wfp

Association of Indigenous Cabildos of Northern Cauca
Indigenous Authorities of Colombia (formerly maiso)
National Association of Peasant Users
Alianza Social Indígena, indigenous political party
Andean Trade Promotion and Drugs Eradication Act
Regional Indigenous Council of Cauca
Division of Indigenous Affairs, Ministry of Government
National Department of Statistics
National Planning Department
Empresa Comunitaria, community enterprise
Consortium of Colombian Environmental ngos
Ejército de Liberación Nacional, guerrilla group
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia
National Agrarian Federation
National Federation of Coffee Growers
National Federation of Cattle Farmers
Frente Social Agrario, independent peasant/labor organization
Free Trade Agreement
Free Trade Area of the Americas
Geographical Institute Agustín Codazzi
International Labor Organization
International Monetary Fund
Colombian Institute for Rural Development
Colombian Institute of Agrarian Reform (now incoder)
Junta de Acción Communal, communal action junta
Movimiento 19 de Abril, guerilla group
Movimiento de Autoridades Indígenas del Sur-Occidente
Movimiento Armado Quintín Lame, indigenous self-defense
group
National Indigenous Organization of Colombia
National Drug Crop Substitution Program
National Rehabilitation Plan
National Learning Service
Municipal agricultural extension unit
United Nations Development Program
Union of Colombian Workers
World Food Program of the United Nations
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4BNFOWBU UJOH
*OWFSMFFOEF$PMPNCJBBMTFFOWBOEFFFSTUFMBOEFOJO-BUJKOT"NFSJLBJOFFO
OJFVXFHSPOEXFUBVUPOPNJFBBOEFWFSTDIJMMFOEFJOIFFNTFWPMLFOJOEJUMBOE
%FVJUWBBSEJHJOHWBOEFOJFVXFHSPOEXFUXBTIFUHFWPMHWBOQPMJUJFLFFOFDPOP
NJTDIFPNTUBOEJHIFEFO NBBSEFPG¾DJqMFFSLFOOJOHWBOFUOJTDIFFODVMUVSFMF
EJWFSTJUFJUXBTPPL FOWPPSBM IFUSFTVMUBBUWBOFFOMBOHEVSJHFFONPFJ[BNF
TUSJKEWBOJOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOFOPSHBOJTBUJFTWPPSIFUSFDIUPQ[FMGCF
TDIJLLJOH7PPSUBBO[PV$PMPNCJBOJFUMBOHFSTUSFWFOOBBSIFUQPMJUJFLFJEFBBM
WBOFFOIPNPHFOFOBUJFTUBBU NBBSEFJOSJDIUJOHWBOEFOBUJPOBMFTBNFOMFWJOH
HSPOEWFTUFOPQIBBSNVMUJDVMUVSFMFXPSUFMT*OEFKBBSEJFEBBSPQWPMHEFO
CMFFLEF[FPNTDIBLFMJOHNPFJMJKLFSEBONFOBBOWBOLFMJKLEBDIU FOJOIFFNT
[FMGCFTUVVSXFSETMFDIUTUFOEFMFJOEFQSBLUJKLHFSFBMJTFFSE
%FMBOHFHFTDIJFEFOJTWBOEFJOIFFNTFTUSJKEJO-BUJKOT"NFSJLB°[PBMTEF[F
JOIPPGETUVLXPSEUCFTDISFWFO°MBBU[JFOEBUPWFSIFEFOJOIFFNTFWPMLFOBM
WBLFS CFQFSLUF SFDIUFOPQ[FMGCFTUVVSWFSMFFOEFO FOEBUEF[FSFDIUFOWFSWPM
HFOTEPPSEJF[FMGEFPWFSIFEFOXFSEFOWFSPOBDIU[BBNEPGPOULFOE*OSFBDUJF
PQ EF[F TJUVBUJF WBO EJTDSFQBOUJF UVTTFO SFDIU FO TPDJBMF XFSLFMJKLIFJE  LXB
NFOHFNFFOTDIBQQFO FOTJOETEFKBSFOEFPQLPNFOEFJOIFFNTFCFXFHJOH
JO-BUJKOT"NFSJLB TUFFETXFFSJOIFUHFXFFSPNJOIFFNTFBVUPOPNJFFOIFU
SFDIUPQ[FMGCFTDIJLLJOHUFWFSEFEJHFO*OEJUQSPDFTXBSFOHFNFFOTDIBQQFO
PN DVMUVSFFM UF PWFSMFWFO WBBL HFOPPE[BBLU PN JOHSJKQFOEF  BBOQBTTJO
HFO UF NBLFO JO IVO TPDJBMF PSHBOJTBUJF  PGXFM [JDI FUOJTDI UF PSHBOJTFSFO
%FSHFMJKLF QSPDFTTFO  EJF XPSEFO HFLFOTDIFUTU EPPS [PXFM WFS[FU BMT BDDPN
NPEBUJF WFSLMBSFOWPPSFFOHSPPUEFFMXBBSwNJOIFFNTFWPMLFOWBOEBBHEF
EBHBBO[JFOMJKLWFSTDIJMMFOWBOEFTBNFOMFWJOHFOWBOXBBSVJU[JKOPOUTUPOEFO
%JUSPFQUEFWSBBHPQIPFJOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOJO$PMPNCJBEFOJFVXF
KVSJEJTDIFTJUVBUJF OB HFCSVJLFOWPPSEFWFSEFEJHJOHWBOIVOBVUPOPNJF 
XFMLFJOWMPFEEJUQSPDFTIFFGUPQJOIFFNTFDVMUVSFMFQBUSPOFO TPDJBMFJOTUJUV
UJFTFOSFDIUTTZTUFNFO FOIPFEF[FWFSBOEFSJOHTEZOBNJFLWFSTDIJMUWBOFFSEFSF
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QSPDFTTFO WBO FUOJTDIF SFPSHBOJTBUJF WBO WPPS   *O EF[F TUVEJF XPSEU
CPWFOTUBBOEFWSBBHPOEFS[PDIUWBOVJUIFUQFSTQFDUJFGWBOEF/BTBJOEJBOFO°
EJFWSPFHFSEF1gF[XFSEFOHFOPFNE°JOIFUSFTHVBSEP JOIFFNTFSFTFSWBBU 
WBO+BNCBMw FFOWBOEFWFMF[FMGCFTUVSFOEFJOIFFNTFUFSSJUPSJBJOIFUEFQBS
UFNFOU$BVDBJOIFU[VJEXFTUFOWBO$PMPNCJB*OIFUMJDIUWBOEFWSBBHTUFMMJOH
FOUIFNBUJFLWBOIFUPOEFSXFSQ°EBUWPPSOBNFMJKLHFNPFJEJTNFUTPDJBMFFO
JOTUJUVUJPOFMF WFSBOEFSJOH ° JT HFLP[FO WPPS FFO IJTUPSJTDI POEFS[PFLTQFS
TQFDUJFG%BBSCJKSJDIUEFTUVEJF[JDIJOIFUCJK[POEFSPQJOIFFNTFJOTUJUVUJFT
WBODPNNVOBBMCFIFFSWBO OBUVVSMJKLFFOBOEFSF IVMQCSPOOFO PNEBUEF[F
FFO[FFSCFMBOHSJKLFSPMWFSWVMMFOJOIFUEBHFMJKLTFMFWFOWBOJOIFFNTFHFNFFO
TDIBQQFOFOCPWFOEJFOEFJOTUJUVJUJPOFMFCBTJTWPSNFOWPPSFFO[FMGHFLP[FO
BVUPOPNFPOUXJLLFMJOH
)PPGETUVLHFFGUJOWPHFMWMVDIUFFOCFTDISJKWJOHWBOIFUPOUTUBBOWBOEF/BTB
BMT FFO ²EJTUJODUF³ FUOJTDIF HSPFQ JO IVO IJTUPSJTDIF WFS[FU UFHFO LPMPOJBMF
PWFSIFFSTJOH FO OBUJPOBMF NBDIUTTUSVDUVSFO QFSJPEF   *O IFU CJK
[POEFSXPSEUHFLFLFOOBBSEFSPMWBOIFUSFDIUJOFFOBBOUBMFQJTPEFTEJFWPPS
EF /BTB IFCCFO CJKHFESBHFO BBO IVO DVMUVSFMF JEFOUJUFJU #FMBOHSJKL XBT IFU
NPNFOUXBBSPQ PNTUSFFLT /BTBMFJEFSTFSJOTMBBHEFOPNWBOEF4QBBOTF
,SPPOFFO[FLFSFNBUFWBO[FMGCFTUVVSWFSMFFOEUFLSJKHFO FOMBOESFDIUFOWFS
XJFSWFOPWFSHSPUFEFMFOWBOIVOWPPSPVEFSMJKLMFFGHFCJFE EJFFSLFOEXFSEFO
BMTJOIFFNTUFSSJUPSJVN PGSFTHVBSEP%F[FFSLFOOJOHCPPEHFFOHBSBOUJFT
EFMBOEUJUFMTFOBVUPOPNJFWBOEF/BTBXFSEFOJOEFEBBSPQWPMHFOEFKBBS
DPOUJOVCFUXJTUEPPSMPLBMFNBDIUIFCCFSTFOSFQVCMJLFJOTFPWFSIFEFOEJFPWFS
EFBSCFJEFOIFUMBOEWBOEFJOEJBOFOXJMEFOCFTDIJLLFO/BBTUIFUBBOHBBO
WBOTUFFETXJTTFMFOEFQPMJUJFLFFONJMJUBJSFBMMJBOUJFT EFEFO/BTBMFJEFSTJO
IVO TUSJKE UFHFO EF[F FYUFSOF LSBDIUFO PPL WBBL FFO CFSPFQ PQ FSLFOOFOEF
FMFNFOUFO WBO TUBUFMJKLF XFUHFWJOH &FO WBO EF CFMBOHSJKLTUF JO EJU PQ[JDIU
XBT8FUWBO%F[FCFTDIFSNFOEFXFUHFWJOHIBEBMTEPFMPNEFSFT
HVBSEPT UF CFIPVEFO WPPS [PMBOH EF JOEJBOFO OPH OJFU ²CFTDIBBGE³ HFOPFH
XBSFOPNJOEFEPNJOBOUFTBNFOMFWJOH²PQUFHBBO³)FUDBCJMEP FFOHFLP[FO
JOIFFNTFSBBE XFSEBBOHFXF[FOBMTIPPHTUFJOIFFNTFBVUPSJUFJUFOIFUDPMMFD
UJFWFUFSSJUPSJVNWBOEFJOEJBOFOXFSEHFDMBTTJ¾DFFSEBMT²POWFSWSFFNECBBS³
%FTPOEBOLT LPOEFO EF /BTB OJFU WFSIJOEFSFO EBU [JK JO EF EBBSPQ WPMHFOEF
EFDFOOJBEPPSLBQJUBMJTUJTDIFFYQBOTJFHSPUFEFMFOWBOIVOUFSSJUPSJVNWFSMP
SFOBBOHSPPUHSPOECF[JUUFST
)PPGETUVL  CFTDISJKGU VJUWPFSJH EF TPDJBMF HFTDIJFEFOJT WBO EF XFEFSPQ
TUBOEJOHWBOEF/BTB OBFFOQFSJPEFXBBSJOEFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOPOEFSMJOH
WFSEFFMEXBSFOHFSBBLUFOEFDBCJMEPTWFFMWBOIVOBVUPSJUFJUIBEEFOWFSMPSFO
QFSJPEF   *O IVO HSPFJFOEF WFS[FU UFHFO IFU TZTUFFN WBO VJUCVJ
UJOHWBOJOIFFNTFBSCFJEPQEFIBDJqOEBµTWBOHSPPUHSPOECF[JUUFST CFHPOOFO
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JOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOJO$BVDB[JDIUFCFSPFQFOPQEFOPHTUFFETHFMEJHF
SFTHVBSEPXFUHFWJOH 8FUWBO PNPOSFDIUNBUJHBGHFOPNFOEFMFOWBO
IVOUFSSJUPSJVNUFSVHUFFJTFO FOPQEFMBOEIFSWPSNJOHTXFUHFWJOH 8FU
WBO   EJF JO [FLFSF NBUF WPPS[BH JO EF SFTUJUVUJF WBO MBOE BBO JOIFFNTF
HFNFFOTDIBQQFO 5PFO XFUUFMJKLF QSPDFEVSFT VJUHFQVU SBBLUFO  CFTMPUFO EF
/BTBJO+BNCBMw°IFSFOJHEPOEFSFFOTUSJKECBBSDBCJMEP°IVODMBJNTLSBDIU
CJKUF[FUUFONFUWSFFE[BNFMBOECF[FUUJOHFO%F[FMFJEEFOUPUHFXFMEEBEJHF
SFBDUJFTWBOEFHSPPUHSPOECF[JUUFST NBBSPPLUPUFFOWFSBOEFSJOHJOEFIPV
EJOHWBOWFSTDIJMMFOEFPWFSIFJETJOTUFMMJOHFO EJF BBOWBOLFMJKLTDIPPSWPFUFOE 
TUFFET WBLFS EF LBOU WBO EF JOEJBOFO LP[FO /B WFSMPPQ WBO UJKE CFHPOOFO
EF HFNFFOTDIBQQFO [JDI PPL TUFFET NFFS UF WFS[FUUFO UFHFO PQESJOHFSJHF
FMFNFOUFOWBOIFUQSPHSBNNBWPPSMBOEIFSWPSNJOH XBUCJOOFOEFHFNFFO
TDIBQQFOBBOMFJEJOHHBGUPULSJUJTDIFSF¿FDUJFPWFSBMTUSBEJUJPOFFMCFTDIPVXEF
QSPEVDUJFWFPSHBOJTBUJFWPSNFOFOEFNPHFMJKLFDPNCJOBUJFEBBSWBONFUJOTUJ
UVUJPOFMF NPEFMMFO EJF EPPS EF TUBBU XFSEFO BBOHFCPEFO %JU QSPDFT WBO
KVSJEJTDIF POEFSIBOEFMJOH FO DVMUVSFFM FYQFSJNFOUFSFO SFTVMUFFSEF VJUFJOEF
MJKLJOEFJOUSPEVDUJFWBOOJFVXFJOIFFNTFJOTUJUVUJFTWBODPNNVOBBMCFIFFS
WBOIVMQCSPOOFO EJFEFFDPOPNJTDIFPSHBOJTBUJFJOHSPUFEFMFOWBOIFUSFT
HVBSEPOPHMBOH[PVCFQBMFO
)PPGETUVLCFIBOEFMUEFDPOUJOVuUFJUFOWFSBOEFSJOHJODPNNVOBBMCFIFFS
WBOOBUVVSMJKLFFOBOEFSFIVMQCSPOOFOJOESJFEFFMHFCJFEFOWBOIFU+BNCBMw
SFTHVBSEP°JFEFSNFUFFOPOEFSTDIFJEFOEUPQPHSB¾TDIFOFDPMPHJTDILBSBL
UFSFOFFOBOEFSFTPDJBMFHFTDIJFEFOJT°OBEFMBOETUSJKE QFSJPEF 
*OEFCPWFOTFDUJFWJOEUNFOIFUNFFTUUFSVHWBOIFUUSBEJUJPOFMF HFEFFMUFMJKLJO
8FUWBOWBTUHFMFHEF /BTBTZTUFFNWBODPNNVOBBMCFTDIJLLJOHTSFDIU
PQHSPOE XBBSCJKIFUDBCJMEPBBOBG[POEFSMJKLFGBNJMJFTFSGFMJKLPWFSESBBHCBSF
HFCSVJLTSFDIUFO PQ MBOE UPFLFOU %PPS UPFOFNFOEF MBOETDIBBSTUF XPSEFO
JOEJWJEVFMFGBNJMJFQFSDFMFOFDIUFSTUFFETLMFJOFSFONFFSQFSNBOFOU FOWJOEU
CFHSB[JOH WBO WFF PQ HFNFFOTDIBQQFMJKLF POCFXFSLUF HSPOEFO DPNNPOT 
OBVXFMJKLT OPH QMBBUT PPL USBEJUJFT WBO NJOHBT HF[BNFOMJKLF XFSLGFFTUFO 
FO BSCFJETVJUXJTTFMJOH UVTTFO GBNJMJFT [JKO EBBSEPPS JO CFMBOH BGHFOPNFO
%F JOEJWJEVBMJTFSJOH WBO IFU MBOEHFCSVJL XPSEU TJOET EF MBUF KBSFO  FDIUFS
POEFSWBOHFO EPPS CFUSPLLFOIFJE WBO HFNFFOTDIBQTMFEFO JO OJFVXF FDPOP
NJTDIF JOTUJUVUJFT  [PBMT DBCJMEPBBOHFTUVVSEF DPNNVOBMF BDUJFDPNJUnT FO
NJDSPCFESJKGKFT  EJF EF HFNFFOTDIBQTWFSCBOEFO CJOOFO FO UVTTFO EFFMHF
NFFOTDIBQQFOJOTUBOEIPVEFO
%F POUXJLLFMJOHFO EF NJEEFOTFDUJF XPSEFO CFTDISFWFO BBO EF IBOE WBO
EFFSWBSJOHFOWBOEFMFEFOWBOEFEFFMHFNFFOTDIBQ$IJNJDVFUP%JSFDUOBEF
[XBBSCFWPDIUFOSFDVQFSBUJFWBOJOIFFNTFHSPOEFO CFTMPPUEF[FHFNFFOTDIBQ
FFOOJFVXFFDPOPNJTDIFPSHBOJTBUJFPQUFSJDIUFOIFUHFNFFOTDIBQTCFESJKG
5FSXJKM GBNJMJFT WPPS IVO EJSFDUF MFWFOTPOEFSIPVE LMFJOF JOEJWJEVFMF BLLFST
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CFIJFMEFO  CFTMPUFO [JK PN EF HSPOEFO WBO EF WPPSNBMJHF IBDJqOEB WBO EF
MBOEFJHFOBBS JOUBDU UF MBUFO FO DPMMFDUJFG UF CFXFSLFO "BOWBOLFMJKL FYQFSJ
NFOUFFSEFNFOIJFSFOLFMFKBSFONFUDPMMFDUJFWFWPFETFMQSPEVDUJF NBBSBMTOFM
OBNFODPMMFDUJFWF FOMBUFSPPLJOEJWJEVFMFNBSLHFSJDIUFBDUJWJUFJUFOEFPWFS
IBOE NFUFFOUPFHFOPNFOWPFETFMBGIBOLFMJKLWBOFYUFSOFNBSLUFOUPUHFWPMH
*O EF MBBUTUF KBSFO JT UFMFVSTUFMMJOH HFVJU PWFS EF UFHFOWBMMFOEF FDPOPNJTDIF
SFTVMUBUFOWBOIFUHFNFFOTDIBQTCFESJKG%F[FMJKLFOIFUHFWPMHUF[JKOWBOFFO
[FLFS BOUBHPOJTNF UVTTFO EF JOEJWJEVFMF FO DPMMFDUJFWF DPNNFSDJqMF QSPEVD
UJF FOWBOPOHFMJKLIFJEWBOHSPOECF[JUCJOOFOIFUCFESJKG UFHFOTUFMMJOHFOEJF
EFXBBSEFOWBOTPMJEBSJUFJUFOSFDJQSPDJUFJUXBBSPQIFUGVODUJPOFSFOWBOEF[F
TPDJBMFJOTUJUVUJFJTHFHSPOEWFTU POEFSHSBWFO
*OEFCFOFEFOTFDUJF°FFOHFCJFENFUHSPUFTPDJBMFDPOUSBTUFO°LXBNEF
TUSJKEWPPSBVUPOPNJFFOIFSTUFMWBOIFUJOIFFNTFUFSSJUPSJVN FOEFEBBSNFF
TBNFOIBOHFOEF IFSXBBSEFSJOH WBO JOIFFNTF JEFOUJUFJU  QBT SFMBUJFG MBBU PQ
HBOH5FHFOXPPSEJHCFTUBBUFSOPHTUFFETFFO[FFSQMVSJGPSNFTJUVBUJFWBOWFS
TDIJMMFOEFWPSNFOWBOMBOECF[JUXFMFOOJFUEPPSIFUDBCJMEPHFSFHJTUSFFSEF
HSPOEFO HFNFFOTDIBQQFMJKLFUPFXJK[JOHFOFOJOEJWJEVFFMFJHFOEPNWBOMBOE
JOIBOEFOWBO[PXFMOJFUJOIFFNTFHSPOECF[JUUFSTBMTJOIFFNTFGBNJMJFT0PL
IPVEUIFUDBCJMEPIJFSMBOE EBUIFUIFFGUWFSLSFHFOOBEFPOEFSIBOEFMEFUFSVH
HBWF WBO EF IBDJqOEBµT WBO WPPSNBMJHF HSPPUHSPOECF[JUUFST  JO FJHFO CFIFFS 
PNIFUUFHFCSVJLFOWPPSEJWFSTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFMJKLFEPFMFJOEFO0OEBOLT
UPFHFOPNFOHF[BHWBOIFUDBCJMEPJOIFUHFCJFE CFTUBBUFSOPHTUFFETWFFMDPO
¿JDUTUPG%FXFFSTUBOEWBOJOEJWJEVFMF JOIFFNTF FJHFOBSFOUFHFOIFUCFMFJE
PN FJHFOEPNTUJUFMT UF SFHVMBSJTFSFO EX[ PN UF [FUUFO OBBS FFO HFCSVJLT
SFDIU WPSNUFFOCFESFJHJOHWBOEFUFSSJUPSJBMFJOUFHSJUFJUWBOIFUSFTHVBSEPFO
[PSHU  TBNFO NFU EF UPFHFOPNFO WFSCPVX WBO ESVHTHFXBTTFO DPDB  POEFS
JOWMPFE WBO MBOETDIBBSTUF  WPPS FFO BGXJK[FOEF IPVEJOH OBBS IFU DBCJMEP FO
FFOMBHFCFUSPLLFOIFJEWBOCFQBBMEFHSPFQFOGBNJMJFTCJKIFUHFNFFOTDIBQQF
MJKLFQSPDFTJOIFUSFTHVBSEP
)PPGETUVLHFFGUFFOWFSIBOEFMJOHWBOEF[PFLUPDIUWBOEF/BTBJO+BNCBMw
OBBS FFO FJHFO WJTJF PQ ²POUXJLLFMJOH NFU JEFOUJUFJU³  FFO QSPDFT EBU XPSEU
CFTDISFWFOUFHFOEFBDIUFSHSPOEWBOSFDFOUFQPMJUJFLFFOFDPOPNJTDIFHFCFVS
UFOJTTFOJO$PMPNCJBTJOETEFHSPOEXFUWBO/BKBSFOWBOHSPUFPOFOJHIFJE
JOIFUSFTHVBSEPPWFSEFJOSJDIUJOHWBOEFMPLBMFFDPOPNJF°HFSJDIUPQEFNBSLU
PGPQ[FMGWPPS[JFOJOH °CFHPOEFSFTHVBSEPHFNFFOTDIBQFJOEKBSFONFU
FFOQSPKFDUWPPSHFuOUFHSFFSEFPOUXJLLFMJOH EBU[JKEFOBBN²-FWFOTQSPKFDU³
HBG(FuOTQJSFFSEEPPSIFUXFSLWBO/BTBQSJFTUFS"MWBSP6MDVnFOJEFFqOWBO
EF CFWSJKEJOHTUIFPMPHJF  XFSE FFO NFUIPEF POUXJLLFME XBBSCJK EF HFNFFO
TDIBQ FMFNFOUFO WBO 8FTUFSTF LFOOJT LSJUJTDI FWBMVFFSU  FO DPNCJOFFSU NFU
JOIFFNTF DVMUVSFMF QSJODJQFT FO QSBLUJKLFO %F IFSJOOFSJOH BBO EF HFEFFMEF
HFTDIJFEFOJTTQFFMUIJFSCJKFFOCFMBOHSJKLFSPMPNEBU[JKEFHFNFFOTDIBQIPV
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WBTUHFFGUCJKIFU[PFLFOOBBSEFHFXFOTUFSJDIUJOHWBOIVO²DPNNVOBVUBJSF³
POUXJLLFMJOHTQSPKFDU
%PPSFFODISPOJTDIHFCSFLBBO¾OBODJqMFNJEEFMFOTMBBHEFIFUDBCJMEPFS
BBOWBOLFMJKL OJFU JO PN GBNJMJFT FFO BMUFSOBUJFWF JOLPNTUFOCSPO UF CJFEFO
WPPSEFBGHFOPNFOJOLPNTUFOVJUUSBEJUJPOFMFNBSLUHFXBTTFO LPG¾FFOTJTBM 
VJUOPPEHJOHFOTUFFETNFFSGBNJMJFTEBBSPNPWFSUPUEFJOEJWJEVFMFWFSCPVX
WBOJMMFHBMFESVHTHFXBTTFO QBQBWFSFODPDB %FCFUSPLLFOIFJEWBOHFNFFO
TDIBQTMFEFOCJKIFU-FWFOTQSPKFDUXFSEHSPUFSOBEFJNQMFNFOUBUJFWBOOJFVXF
XFUHFWJOH 8FUWBO EJFSFTHVBSEPTSFDIUHBGPQFFOWBTUFCJKESBHFVJU
EFOBUJPOBMFCFMBTUJOHJOLPNTUFOWBOEFTUBBU XBBSEPPSEF¾OBODJqMFBSNTMBH
FO NBDIUTCBTJT WBO IFU DBCJMEP BBO[JFOMJKL XFSE WFSHSPPU 0OUFWSFEFOIFJE
PWFSIFUPOEPPS[JDIUJHFCFIFFSWBOCFMBTUJOHHFMEFOEPPSEFHFNFFOUF [FUUFEF
JOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQWBO+BNCBMwFSUPFBBOPNBDUJFGUFXPSEFOJOHFNFFO
UFQPMJUJFLFOEPPSWFSLJF[JOHFOEFNBDIUPWFSEFBMDBMErB HFNFFOUFCFTUVVS 
UFWFSPWFSFO0OEBOLTEF[FPWFSXJOOJOH ESFJHEFOXFUUFMJKLFSFTUSJDUJFTPQEF
CFTUFEJOHWBOIFUHFNFFOUFCVEHFUJOIFFNTFWJTJFTPQDVMUVVSBBOHFQBTUFPOU
XJLLFMJOHOVFDIUFSTUFFETNFFSUFPOEFSNJKOFO
5PFOFNFOEFMBOETDIBBSTUF XJKEWFSCSFJEFQSPEVDUJFWBOESVHTHFXBTTFOFO
HFNFOHEF SFTVMUBUFO WBO DBCJMEPHFuOJUJFFSEF BTTPDJBUJFWF FDPOPNJTDIF QSP
KFDUFOMFJEEFOPNTUSFFLTEFFFVXXJTTFMJOHUPUFFOIFSOJFVXEFWBMVBUJFQSPDFT
CFUSFGGFOEF EF UFSSJUPSJBMF JOSJDIUJOH FO FDPOPNJF WBO IFU SFTHVBSEP 5FSXJKM
IFUDBCJMEPCFTMPPUUPUFFOBENJOJTUSBUJFWFIFSWPSNJOHWPPSFFOEPFMHFSJDIUFS
FDPOPNJTDICFTUVVS TMBBHEF[JKFSPPLWPPSIFUFFSTUJOPNFYUFSOF¾OBODJFSJOH
BBOUFUSFLLFOWPPSEFCFLPTUJHJOHWBOFFOQMBOUFSIFSJOUSPEVDUJFWBOEFUSBEJ
UJPOFMFNPFTUVJO BMTWSJKXJMMJHBMUFSOBUJFGWPPSEFWFSCPVXWBOESVHTHFXBTTFO
%JUQSPKFDUXBTCFEPFMEPNEFWPFETFM[FLFSIFJEJOIFUSFTHVBSEPUFWFSIPHFO
FOEBBSOBBTUFDPMPHJTDIWFSBOUXPPSEFWPSNFOWBOFDPOPNJTDIFQSPEVDUJFUF
TUJNVMFSFO*OEFBGHFMPQFOKBSFOIFFGUEFBTTPDJBUJFWBO/BTBDBCJMEPTJOOPPS
EFMJKL$BVDB BDJO FFOQSPHSBNNBCFEBDIUWPPSEFSFWJUBMJTFSJOHWBOFFOOBBS
CJOOFOHFSJDIUFJOIFFNTFVJUXJTTFMJOHTFDPOPNJF EJFHFDPNCJOFFSELBOXPS
EFONFUXFMPWFSXPHFONBSLUHFSJDIUFBDUJWJUFJUFO0QXFMLFJOTUJUVUJPOFMFCBTJT
FFOEFSHFMJKLFFDPOPNJF[PVNPFUFOSVTUFO FOIPFBTTPDJBUJFWFFOJOEJWJEVFMF
WPSNFOWBOQSPEVDUJF[JDIEBBSCJKEJFOFOUFWFSIPVEFO [JKOWSBHFOXBBSPWFSEF
/BTBUPUPQEFEBHWBOWBOEBBHHFFOFFOTUFNNJHIFJEIFCCFOCFSFJLU
)PPGETUVL  EPFU WFSTMBH WBO EF CFUSPLLFOIFJE WBO +BNCBMw CJK SFDFOUF
JOIFFNTFQPMJUJFLFNPCJMJTBUJFTHFSJDIUUFHFOPWFSIFJETCFMFJEEBUEF/BTBFO
BOEFSF JOIFFNTF HFNFFOTDIBQQFO FSWBSFO BMT FFO CFESFJHJOH WBO IVO BVUP
OPNJF FO POUXJLLFMJOHTLBOTFO %F PPSMPHTQPMJUJFL FO EF POEFNPDSBUJTDIF
OFPMJCFSBMF BHFOEB WBO EF IVJEJHF SFHFSJOH 6SJCF  IFCCFO JO EF BGHFMPQFO
KBSFOJOSVSBMFHFCJFEFOHFMFJEUPUNFFSHFXFMEFOHSPUFSFBSNPFEF%F[FTJUV
BUJF[FUUFEF/BTBJOBBOPN JOTBNFOXFSLJOHNFUBOEFSFTFDUPSFOWBOEF
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$PMPNCJBBOTFCFWPMLJOH QSPUFTUBDUJFTUFPSHBOJTFSFOEJFXBSFOHFSJDIUUFHFO
EFPOEFSUFLFOJOHWBOFFOWSJKIBOEFMTBLLPPSEUVTTFO$PMPNCJBFOEF7FSFOJHEF
4UBUFO *O  CFTMPUFO EF /BTB PQOJFVX UPU EF VJUWPFSJOH WBO WSFFE[BNF
MBOECF[FUUJOHFO°EF[FLFFSCVJUFOSFTHVBSEPT°PNPQEJFNBOJFSBBOEBDIU
UFWSBHFOWPPSEFQSFDBJSFFDPOPNJTDIFTJUVBUJFJOJOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFO 
FOPNEFPWFSIFJEUFEXJOHFOPNFFSEFSHFNBBLUFCFMPGUFOWPPSVJUCSFJEJOH
WBOJOIFFNTFUFSSJUPSJBOBUFLPNFO%FBDUJFTMPLUFOIBSEJOHSJKQFOWBOEF
PWFSIFJEVJUFOWFSPPS[BBLUFOWFFMPQIFGJOEFNFEJB7JBPOEFSIBOEFMJOHWBO
JOIFFNTFTFOBUPSFOJO#PHPUg FONFUDPOUJOVFTUFVOWBOJOUFSOBUJPOBMFCPOE
HFOPUFO  TMBBHEFO EF /BTB FSJO PN OJFVXF UPF[FHHJOHFO WBO EF SFHFSJOH UF
LSJKHFO  XFMLF JO JOIFFNTF SFTHVBSEPT POHFUXJKGFME BBOMFJEJOH [VMMFO HFWFO
UPUIFSOJFVXEFEJTDVTTJFPWFSFDPOPNJTDIFPSHBOJTBUJF
)PPGETUVLLPNUUFSVHPQEFDFOUSBMFWSBBHTUFMMJOHWBOEJUXFSLIPFIFCCFO
JOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOJO$PMPNCJBHFCSVJLLVOOFONBLFOWBOEFSFDFOUF
FSLFOOJOHWBOJOIFFNTFBVUPOPNJF FOIPFIPVEFOEBBSVJUSFTVMUFSFOEFQSP
DFTTFOWBOFUOJTDIFSFPSHBOJTBUJFJOJOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOWFSCBOENFU
EFFFSEFSFTUSJKEWPPSBVUPNJFFO[FMGCFTDIJLLJOH
(FDPODMVEFFSENPFUXPSEFOEBUEFFSLFOOJOHWBOJOIFFNTFBVUPOPNJFJOEF
OJFVXFHSPOEXFUWBOOJFUIFFGUHFMFJEUPUFFOTUSVDUVSFMFWFSBOEFSJOHJOEF
SFMBUJFUVTTFOJOIFFNTFWPMLFOFOEFPWFSIFJE FOHFFOPQMPTTJOHIFFGUHFCSBDIU
WPPS EF WFSTDIJMMFOEF QSPCMFNFO XBBSWPPS JOIFFNTF HFNFFOTDIBQQFO [JDI
HFQMBBUTU[JFO%JUIFFGUTPNNJHFPCTFSWBUPSFOFSUPFWFSMFJEPN$PMPNCJBBMT
FFOGBmBEFEFNPDSBUJFUFCFTUFNQFMFOFOEFFSLFOOJOHWBOJOIFFNTFBVUPOP
NJFUFCFTDIPVXFOBMTTMFDIUTFFODPTNFUJTDIFJOHSFFQ%F[FMBBUTUFCFXFSJOH
JTOJFUUFSFDIU%FTPDJBMFCFUFLFOJTWBOFSLFOOJOHNPFUPPLCFPPSEFFMEXPS
EFOPQEFNPHFMJKLIFEFOEJFEF[FWPPSEFJOIFFNTFWPMLFOJO$PMPNCJBCJFEU
)FUIVJEJHFKVSJEJTDIFLBEFSWPPSBVUPOPNJF JOEFHSPOEXFU JTBBO[JFOMJKLWFS
TUFWJHEFOVJUHFCSFJEJOWFSHFMJKLJOHNFUWPPSHBBOEFFSLFOOJOHFO JOHFXPOF
XFUHFWJOH FOEJUHFFGUJOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOQPUFOUJFFMCFMBOHSJKLFKVSJ
EJTDIFIVMQCSPOOFOCJKIFU[PFLFOOBBSPQMPTTJOHFOWPPSPSHBOJTBUPSJTDIFFO
BOEFSFDPODSFUFQSPCMFNFO0GEJUQPUFOUJFFMXPSEUCFOVU IBOHUWPPSFFOHSPPU
EFFM BG WBO EF NBUF XBBSJO JOIFFNTF HFNFFOTDIBQQFO FSJO TMBHFO PN EF[F
OJFVXFLBOTFOBBOUFHSJKQFOFO[JDIXFUFOEF[FUPFUFFJHFOFO
"MIPFXFMEF[FTUVEJFIFFGUMBUFO[JFOEBUFSWFFMBTQFDUFOWBOIJTUPSJTDIFDPO
UJOVuUFJU[JKOXBBSUFOFNFOJOEFTUSJKEWBOJOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOWPPS
BVUPOPNJF IFCCFOFFSEFSFQSPDFTTFOWBOFUOJTDIFSFPSHBOJTBUJFOBEFHSPOE
XFUWBOPPLFFOOJFVXFEZOBNJFLHFLSFHFO%FDBTVTWBOEF/BTBJOEJBOFO
JO+BNCBMw FOBOEFSFJOIFFNTFSFTHVBSEPTJOOPPSEFMJKL$BVDB MBBU[JFOEBU
EF CFWFTUJHJOH FO VJUCSFJEJOH WBO EF CFTUVVSMJKLF  XFUHFWFOEF FO SFDIUTQSF
LFOEFCFWPFHEIFEFOWBOJOIFFNTFBVUPSJUFJUIFUHF[BHFOEFMFHJUJNJUFJUWBOEF


4BNFOWBUUJOH

DBCJMEPTBBO[JFOMJKLIFFGUWFSTUFSLUFOFFOTUFSLFOJFVXFJNQVMTIFFGUHFHFWFO
BBOFFOQSPDFTWBOQBSUJDJQBUJFWFHFNFFOTDIBQTPOUXJLLFMJOH7PPS[PWFSEF
HSPOEXFUUFMJKLFJOIFFNTFSFDIUFOOPHOJFU[JKOWFSXF[FOMJKLU XPSEFO[JKEPPS
EFJOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFOHFCSVJLUBMTPSJqOUBUJFQVOUCJKIFU NBLFOWBO
FJHFOWPPSTUFMMFOFOIFUGPSNVMFSFOWBODMBJNTOBBSEFTUBBU;POEFSEFBBO
EBDIUBGUFXJMMFOMFJEFOWBOEFNPHFMJKLFHFWBSFOEJFEJUQSPDFTWBOFUOJTDIF
SFPSHBOJTBUJFJO[JDIESBBHU NBHXPSEFOHFTUFMEEBUIFUTZNCPPMTUBBUWPPS
EFUPFHFOPNFOCFUSPLLFOIFJEFOBTTFSUJWJUFJUWBOJOIFFNTFHFNFFOTDIBQQFO
UFOPQ[JDIUFWBOOBUJPOBMFQPMJUJFLFFOXFUHFWFOEFQSPDFTTFO0PLJT[JKFFO
JMMVTUSBUJFWBOIVOHFTMBBHEFUPFFJHFOJOHFOIFSEF¾OJqSJOHWBOCFHSJQQFOWBO
CVSHFSTDIBQFOTPMJEBSJUFJUJOFFO[PFLUPDIUOBBSBOUJIFHFNPOJTUJTDIFWJTJFT
WBOFFOQMVSJFUOJTDIFFONVMUJDVMUVSFMFTBNFOMFWJOH



$VSSJDVMVN7JUBF
+PSJTWBOEF4BOEUXBTCPSOJO(FMESPQ PO%FDFNCFS "GUFSDPNQMFU
JOHIJHITDIPPM "UIFOFVN 4USBCSFDIU$PMMFHFJO(FMESPQ JO IFQVSTVFE
IJTTUVEJFTBU8BHFOJOHFO6OJWFSTJUZ*OIFPCUBJOFEIJTNTDEFHSFFJO
USPQJDBMMBOEVTF DVNMBVEF XJUIUIFTFTJOCPUIMFHBMBOUISPQPMPHZBOETPDJ
PMPHZPGSVSBMEFWFMPQNFOU4JODFIFIBTCFFOXPSLJOHBUUIF%FQBSUNFOU
PG4PDJPMPHZPG-BX MBUFS%FQBSUNFOUPG(FOFSBM+VSJTQSVEFODF PGUIF-BX
'BDVMUZ BU UIF 6OJWFSTJUZ PG "NTUFSEBN "QBSU GSPN IJT SFTFBSDI PO JOEJHF
OPVTBVUPOPNZBOEDPNNVOBMNBOBHFNFOUPGSFTPVSDFTJO$PMPNCJB IFIBT
CFFOMFDUVSFSJOTPDJPMPHZPGMBX HJWJOHUVUPSJBMTUPVOEFSHSBEVBUFUIJSEUFSN
TUVEFOUTPG%VUDIMBXIFBMTPHBWFHVFTUMFDUVSFTJOMFHBMBOUISPQPMPHZBOE
JO SFTFBSDI NFUIPET PG TPDJBM TDJFODFT &SBTNVT 6OJWFSTJUZ 3PUUFSEBN  'SFF
6OJWFSTJUZ"NTUFSEBN *OIFXPSLFEBTBDPOTVMUBOUGPSUIF/FUIFSMBOET
.JOJTUSZ PG 'PSFJHO "GGBJST EHJT  DPOEVDUJOH BO FWBMVBUJPO PG UIF DVSSFOU
TUBUFPGBGGBJSTJOUIFSFDPHOJUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTµSJHIUTJOEHJTTVQ
QPSUFE FOWJSPONFOUBM QSPKFDUT BOE QSPHSBNT JO -BUJO "NFSJDB  "GSJDB BOE
"TJB*OIFDPOEVDUFEBOFWBMVBUJPOGPSJVDO/BUJPOBM$PNNJUUFFPGUIF
/FUIFSMBOET JVDOOM PGQSPKFDUTJOTVQQPSUPGDPNNVOJUZNBQQJOHBOECJP
EJWFSTJUZDPOTFSWBUJPOJOJOEJHFOPVTUFSSJUPSJFTJO-BUJO"NFSJDBBOE"TJB)JT
DVSSFOU SFTFBSDI JOUFSFTUT BSF DPNNVOJUZCBTFE OBUVSBM SFTPVSDF NBOBHF
NFOU JOUFSFUIOJDSFMBUJPOTBOEUIFTJUVBUJPOPGJOEJHFOPVTQFPQMFTJOSVSBMBT
XFMMBTVSCBOTFUUJOHT



